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ABSTRACT 

 

Peralta, R.M.M. (2016). In Your Head: A study on the uses and gratifications and 

literacy of selected Metro Manila Twitter users’ tweeting using mental health terms. 

Unpublished Undergraduate Thesis, University of the Philippines College of Mass 

Communication.    

Mental health is a topic laden with misconceptions and stigma, and is of low 

priority compared to physical health based on reports by Rappler and the World Health 

Organization. A quick Twitter or Facebook search of the word ‘retarded’ or ‘depressed’ 

will show status updates with people using these terms lightly or dismissively, or even 

romanticizing mental illnesses. On the other hand, some people are becoming somewhat 

aware of the importance of mental health, as can be seen by a number of news articles 

and posts calling for an end to romanticizing and stigmatizing mental health. This study 

aimed to understand the discourse on mental health issues based on 500 tweets from 

Metro Manila-based Twitter users who used key words related to mental health 

repeatedly in 2015. Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis and the uses and gratifications 

theory were used to determine the discourse, the literacy level on the issue, as well as the 

uses and gratifications for tweeting about mental health. While the status quo is still to 

stigmatize, romanticize, and casually use words related to mental illness, the study 

showed that media—both traditional and new—can change this discourse and improve 

the mental health situation in the country. 

Keywords: mental health awareness, Twitter, social media, critical discourse analysis, uses and 

gratifications of the 21st century  



ABSTRAKT 

 

Ang kalusugan ng kaisipan ay isang paksang may maraming maling kuro-kuro. 

Mababa ang prioridad nito kumpara sa pisikal na kalusugan, batay sa mga ulat ng 

Rappler at WHO. Makikita sa Twitter of Facebook ang mali o basta-bastang paggamit sa 

mga termino tulad ng ‘retarded’ o ‘depressed’, at pati na rin ang pag-romanticize ng 

pagkakaroon ng sakit sa kaisipan. Sa kabilang banda, may mga taong nagiging maalam 

na tungkol sa kahalagahan ng kalusugan ng kaisipan; may mga artikulo at mga post sa 

social media na nanghihikayat na huwag nang husgahan o i-romanticize ang kalusugan 

ng kaisipan at ang mga kaugnay na sakit. Ang pag-aaral na ito ay naglayon na 

maintindihan ang diskurso tungkol sa kalusugan ng kaisipan base sa 500 tweets mula sa 

mga taga-Metro Manila. Ang mga tweeter na ito ay paulit-ulit na gumamit ng mga 

salitang may kaugnayan sa kalusugan ng kaisipan noong 2015. Ginamit ang teorya na 

uses and gratifications at ang critical discourse analysis ni Fairclough para matukoy ang 

diskurso, ang kaalaman tungkol sa kalusugan ng kaisipan, at ang mga dahilan (uses and 

gratifications) kung bakit sila nagt-tweet tungkol sa kalusugan ng kaisipan. Ang status 

quo pa rin ay ang mga maling kuro-kuro, stigma, pag-romanticize, at basta-bastang 

paggamit ng mga termino tungkol sa sakit sa kaisipan; nakita sa pag-aaral na ito na ang 

midyang tradisyonal at bago ay kayang makapagbago ng diskurso at kalagayan ng 

kalusugan ng kaisipan sa bansa. 

Keywords: kaalaman tungkol sa kalusugan ng kaispan, Twitter, social media, critical discourse 

analysis, uses and gratifications of the 21st century 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the Study 

1. The Mental Health Situation in the Philippines 

Mental health is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as "a state of 

well-being in which every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the 

normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a 

contribution to his or her community" (WHO, 2014a, para. 1). According to WHO 

(2014a), mental health is not merely the absence of mental illnesses or disorders. Mental 

health is influenced by socioeconomic, biological and environmental factors (WHO, 

2014b, Key facts section). Around 20% of children and adolescents have mental 

disorders or problems; half of these disorders begin before age 14, which is why there is a 

need for mental health professionals. Unfortunately, most low- to middle-income 

countries "have only one child psychiatrist for every 1 to 4 million people" (WHO, 

2014a, para. 1-2 & Read the 10 facts section). Also, traumatic events like wars and 

disasters make a huge impact on an individual's mental health. This is especially 

significant in the Philippines given that there are internal conflicts, and the fact that the 

country goes through numerous typhoons every year.  

According to the 2010 National Census, over 200,000 people in the country have 

mental disabilities. Lila Ramos Shahani, Head of Communications at the Human 

Development and Poverty Reduction Cabinet Cluster, says that these people sometimes 

get shunned by their own families and communities and are thus forced to wander 

aimlessly in the streets. People with mental illnesses or disabilities are often called 

derogatory names like taong grasa, which shows Filipinos' simplistic view of mental 
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health issues (Shahani, 2014, para. 3). Mental health problems are not limited to these 

wanderers who usually have psychosis or schizophrenia. Mental health issues cover 

disabilities, substance abuse, depression, and even phobias, according to Shahani (2014, 

par. 4). Some familiar stories include the suicide cases of a college freshman who was 

unable to pay her tuition and a suicide-murder case of a family whose business went 

bankrupt (Planco, 2015, para. 3). The researcher has observed that in real life and in the 

virtual world, people use words like “depressed” and phrases like “Pakamatay na lang 

ako (I’ll just kill myself)” rather lightly, perhaps without knowing that these issues are 

serious and the use of these terms indicates a need for mental health care; in short, these 

are not just moods or rants but real illnesses. 

In a study that was mentioned in the Philippine Daily Inquirer (Uy, 2015), it was 

detailed that schizophrenia is the top brain disorder affecting mentally ill Filipinos, with 

42% of the more than 2,500 patients from participating facilities suffering from the 

illness. Schizophrenia was followed by bipolar disorder (15%) and substance abuse (6%). 

The study showed that only 22% of the patients on record were covered by PhilHealth 

insurance. (Disclaimer: Statistics are for the public sector only.) 

Furthermore, statistics on depression in the country from a 2014 report by WHO 

entitled Health for the World's Adolescents show that, "depression is the predominant 

cause of illness and disability for both boys and girls aged 10 to 19 years old. Suicide is 

the third leading cause of death among adolescents" (Planco, 2015, Mental health section, 

para. 1). Research over the past few years has shown depressive disorders to be on the 

rise globally, which is why in 2012 the World Health Assembly called for "a 
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comprehensive, coordinated response" globally (Planco, 2015, Mental health section, 

para. 3). 

According to an infographic from Highlight, an online campaign, 800,000 people 

die of suicide yearly. Fifty-seven percent more deaths are caused by suicide than by war 

and homicide combined. Also, the national estimate for suicides in 2012 was 2,558 and is 

currently increasing especially among the youth (peaking at the 15-24 age group). 

Vesagas (2015) also notes that suicide is fairly common among older people as well; for 

Filipinos aged 65 and above, suicide cases are found to be more common among men. 

Though the Philippines has the lowest suicide rate in the ASEAN it has been increasing 

over the past three decades. These numbers are only estimates, though, as lack of data 

recording, religious and legal sanctions and the stigma related to suicide can result in 

under-reportedness (Highlight, 2015). 

a. Mental health services and legislation 

Despite these numbers and the prevalence of Filipinos dealing with their problems 

through negative strategies like substance abuse, there is no mental health law in the 

country. (Planco, 2015) According to the Mental Health Atlas 2011 of the World Health 

Organization, mental health policy in the Philippines was last revised in the 2001 general 

health policy. The current mental health plan was most recently revised and approved in 

2007. Its components include timelines for the implementation of the mental health plan, 

funding allocation for items in the plan, a shift in services and resources from mental 

hospitals to community mental health care facilities, and the integration of mental health 

services into primary care (WHO, 2011, Governance section, para. 1-3). According to the 

website of the Department of Health (DOH), strategies employed in the mental health 
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plan include promotion and advocacy, public-private partnerships, establishment of a 

database and information system, encouraging research on mental health, and pushing for 

legislations and policies (Department of Health, n.d.). 

Despite this mental health plan, there is currently no mental health legislation, 

though there are some laws covering the issue such as welfare and disability laws (WHO, 

2011, Governance section, para. 3). In 2007, a bill was drafted to create a National 

Council for Mental Health. This bill called for a more community-based approach to 

mental health care, but due to the lack of stakeholders in the mental field, the bill never 

became a law (Shahani, 2014, To centralize section, para. 3 & 4).  

Thankfully there are now hotlines (for landline and mobile) launched by the 

Department of Health and the Natasha Goulbourn Foundation. The two “Hopelines”, 

based in Manila and Cebu, can be contacted by people who feeling unstable, depressed or 

suicidal. (Jabil, 2015) 

In the Philippines the two largest mental health facilities are Sanctuary Center and 

the National Center for Mental Health (NCMH), both in Mandaluyong. These centers 

treat and rehabilitate people suffering from mental disorders. Most of the patients suffer 

from psychosis or schizophrenia. Like most public hospitals, these centers are often 

lacking in terms of funds and have to resort to soliciting donations from the private 

sector. There are also only around a thousand mental facilities distributed all over the 

country; six regions, including Ilocos, CARAGA, and Davao without any inpatient 

psychiatric facilities (Shahani, 2014, National Center section, para. 2). 

There are barangay health centers as well that aim to cater to the needs of the 

local community. The quality of care these community doctors can provide is 
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questionable, though, according to Dr. Bernardino Vicente of the National Center of 

Mental Health (as cited in Shahani, 2014). In fact, in many provincial hospitals and 

health centers, there are no psychiatrists or mental health care experts. As of 2014, there 

were only 500 certified psychiatrists in the country, leaving Filipinos direly in need of 

mental health experts (Shahani, 2014, To centralize section, para. 8). 

Research conducted by Lapeña, Tarroj, Tirazona and Fernando showed that while 

Filipino youth used positive strategies to cope with problems such as seeking help and 

talking about problems, at the same time other youth used negative strategies like 

substance abuse or ignoring the problem (Planco, 2015, Mental health section, para. 4). 

This shows that there is indeed a need for guidance when it comes to dealing with 

problems--guidance that can be provided by mental health professionals.  

b. Perception on mental health issues 

There is also a need to remove the stigma attached to these mental problems and 

seeing a mental health professional in order to encourage others to seek help. WHO says 

that these negative attitudes towards mental health can prevent the seeking of effective 

treatment, and can even "lead to abuse, rejection and isolation" (WHO, 2014a, Read the 

10 facts section). Also, WHO points out that a lot of mental health institutions are more 

like warehouses than places where people can seek healing. To improve the mental health 

services situation, WHO says that the following problems must be resolved: "the absence 

of mental health from the public health agenda and the implications for funding; the 

current organization of mental health services; lack of integration within primary care; 

inadequate human resources for mental health; and lack of public mental health 

leadership" (WHO, 2014a, Read the 10 facts section). 
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Tolentino (2004) discussed the stigma associated with Mandaluyong, the city 

where the National Center for Mental Health is located: “Noong lumalaki ako, kapag 

tinatanong ako kung saan ako nakatira at sinabi kong ‘Mandaluyong’ ang sagot-tanong sa 

akin ay ‘sa loob o sa labas?’ Kakatwa ang sagot-tanong na ito dahil tila nilamon ng loob 

ang labas ng Mandaluyong, na mas matingkad ang inaakalang loob (ang mental hospital) 

kaysa sa labas nito...Ang loob (ang sakit sa utak o ang pisikal nitong sentro, ang mental 

hospital) ang siyang defining element ng labas o ng entidad ng siyudad.” (p. 6) (When I 

was growing up, when I would be asked where I lived and I said ‘Mandaluyong’, the 

question asked of me would be ‘inside or outside?’ This question-answer is amusing 

because it is as if the inside [the mental hospital] has already consumed the outside of 

Mandaluyong, that it is brighter inside the mental hospital than outside it...Inside (the 

mental illness or its physical center, the mental hospital) is the defining element or 

identity of the whole city.) 

Also, he noted the stigma of getting psychiatric help: “Batay sa Kanluraning 

artikulasyon ng medisina, ang tampok ay ang paggagamot ng mga gamot, hindi ang 

pagpapagaling o ang healing. Ito rin ay nakatuon sa psyche o utak, kaya lalong 

nagpapatingkad sa disiplina bilang skeleton-in-the-closet ng medisina” (p. 7). (According 

to Western medicine, what is prominent is the curing of ailments using medicines, not 

healing. This refers to the psyche or the brain, which is what makes psychiatric help a 

skeleton-in-the-closet for medicine.) 

This stigma, coupled with the lack of mental health programs and insufficient 

health infrastructure are the factors which result in affected individuals not receiving 

proper care (Vesagas, 2014). An example of a scenario in which people are in especial 
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need of mental health care is following disasters or armed conflict. After Typhoon 

Yolanda, a number of articles on Rappler talked about how the survivors were coping as 

well as the need for mental health professionals. The tragedy seems to have brought to 

light the importance of mental health. The articles also discussed the mental health 

situation in the Philippines (Morella, 2013; Rodriguez, 2014; Rawles et al. 2014; Santos, 

2015; Geronimo, 2014).  

This stigma or misunderstanding of mental illnesses is exemplified in social 

media, as will be presented in this study. An example of this is this tweet by Ningning 

(2014):  

Teacher: Juan asan ang assignment mo sa Math? Juan: 

Ma'am nag suicide po. Ang dami dami po kasing problems eh. 

*crying emoticon*” 

Another is this tweet from Joy (2012), casually using the word “depressed”:  

Nade-depressed nman aco sa bnbsa co sa wattpad.. Too 

emotional :/ #HisSmirk 

Though there are, of course, netizens that call for sensitivity and literacy on 

mental health issues, the presence of articles calling for a mental health law and a deeper 

understanding for those suffering from mental illnesses says something about the current 

discourse on mental health issues. Other examples of tweets like these will be presented 

in Chapter 5. 

2. Social media, social causes and the Philippine context 

Social media, defined as “the many relatively inexpensive and widely accessible 

electronic tools that enable anyone to publish and access information, collaborate on a 
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common effort, or build relationships” (Jue, et al. 2010:4 as cited in Murthy, 2013, p. 8), 

includes websites like Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Foursquare or social networking 

sites. Social networking sites focus on relationships like friend groups on Facebook, 

while social media is “broadcast-based and encourages the accumulation of more and 

more followers who are aware of a user’s published content” (Murthy, 2013, p. 8). 

In recent years, social media has gained prominence as a means of informing, 

educating, entertaining and persuading. One can follow news events both local and 

international, get updated on celebrities’ lives, learn a new skill, communicate with 

friends, and even decide which product to buy--all by using social media. Thus, it comes 

as no surprise that more and more people are going online and spending time on social 

media. 

Growth in social media use is visible and exponential. A study by Universal 

McCann in 2008 calculated internet penetration in the Philippines to be 15.4% (Universal 

McCann, 2008, p. 7). According to statistics from We Are Social (as cited in Castro, 

2015, slides 10 & 13), as of January 2014 the Philippines had a 36% internet penetration 

with 37,602,976 users and 101% mobile subscription penetration, with 106,987,098 

active mobile subscriptions. In the span of just a year, internet penetration increased to 

44% or 44.2 million users; and mobile subscription penetration at 114% or 114.6 million 

connections. Also, as of January 2015 there were 40 million active social media accounts 

(a penetration of 40%) and 32 million active mobile social accounts (a penetration of 

32%). With that, the Philippines has, time and again, been touted the social media capital 

and even selfie capital of the world.  
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These statistics show that Internet and social media penetration in the country is 

growing exponentially despite the slow internet speeds and the fact that not all 

households own a computer or have Internet connection at home. Perhaps it is also this 

slow Internet speed that results in what appears to be the usage of the Internet for long 

periods of time. The high social media usage can be attributed to the increase in 

smartphone penetration, free wi-fi spots in malls, or the availability of neighborhood 

internet cafes and computer shops.  

Indeed, social media is one of the best ways to reach a wide audience. This 

applies not only to celebrities, brands, and institutions but smaller groups of people and 

even individuals who want their voice to be heard. Social media has made it easier to get 

one’s ideas across to others—be they people in the same city, the same country, or people 

on the other side of the globe. 

These numbers also show that social media has made it possible to get 

information from diverse sources. This diversity of opinions and backgrounds, while 

making the public sphere that is the Internet a bit more ‘democratic’ (if you disregard the 

fact that not everyone has access to the Internet or a computer), has also made it hard at 

times to verify the authenticity of information. Such is the case when it comes to satirical 

websites like So, What’s News?. In 2013, an article on the website entitled “Jinggoy 

Estrada Arrested After Trying to Smuggle Money Inside His Breasts in the US” garnered 

a lot of flak from netizens despite the satirical nature of the website. Another satirical 

news website is The Adobo Chronicles, which in 2013 featured a piece stating that 

Filipinos would be banned from joining beauty pageants for the next two years. 

(“Jinggoy”, 2013; “Philippines”, 2013) Pieces like these go viral and get various 
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reactions from netizens ranging from shock, surprise, anger, and frustration--either at the 

“fake” issue or at the gullibility of those who do not recognize the satire. Indeed, news 

spreads fast on the internet, sometimes to the point of indiscriminate information 

dissemination. 

Social media has been used by civil society in order to inform, entertain, educate 

and persuade in the same way that mainstream media and professional media outfits use 

it. They talk about movies, music, food, celebrities, and books. People share videos of 

puppies as well as news articles. People blog about issues they care about; they share 

petitions and fundraiser links, they post photos and videos of the injustices they 

experience or witness. 

This holds true in the local scenario. Bayan Mo Ipatrol Mo and YouScoop are 

citizen journalism segments in news programs where the news or issues are 

crowdsourced. Facebook shares, Twitter retweets and hashtags make it easy to 

disseminate information on public storm signals and the suspension of classes, as well as 

updates on issues like the transportation problems, a controversial advertisement or 

statement by a public figure, problems with a product or service, or viral videos like 

“Amalayer.” An event or a post can generate long discussion threads where netizens 

exchange views on the issue. Sometimes, these issues and discussions generate enough 

publicity online and are picked up by mainstream media companies and are eventually 

included in radio, print, or television coverages. These social media activities raised 

awareness and, for some cases, concrete actions like donations for disadvantaged people, 

or police investigations. 

a. Social causes 
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Examples of cases in which social media was instrumental in raising awareness 

and starting the ball rolling for real-life action include an incident in June 2015, Facebook 

and Rappler were instrumental in apprehending a driver who pushed a traffic aide upon 

getting apprehended for allegedly driving while under the influence of alcohol. A video 

of the incident went viral on Facebook and was later forwarded to Rappler by a 

concerned citizen. This led to the subsequent investigation by the MMDA to catch the 

driver who assaulted the traffic aide (Tupaz, 2015b). More recently, celebrities and 

advocates used the hashtag #JusticeforPamana as a call to protect the last of the 

Philippine eagles in the wild following the fatal shooting of Pamana, a Philippine eagle. 

A crowdfunding effort was launched by the Philippine Eagle Foundation (PEF) on 

Indiegogo.com, and as of August 27, 2015 the campaign page had been shared 1,600 

times and tweeted 159 times since its posting on August 20, 2015. The Facebook post of 

the campaign on PEF's Facebook page had (as of that time) garnered 80 shares and 

generated a discussion on justice for Pamana, punishment for the killers, caring for the 

environment, and even 'epal' politicians. (Atienza, 2015; Philippine Eagle Foundation, 

2015; Tupaz, 2015c) 

A study by the Congressional Management Foundation showed that for three-

fourths of the senior staff in the US House and Senate offices, 1 to 30 comments on social 

media like Facebook and Twitter are enough to catch their attention. This makes reaching 

out to influencers via social media more effective than email. The staff surveyed view 

communications with constituents via social media as the predominant form of 

communication (versus email or phone calls) over the next five to ten years. (Nehls, 

2014) 
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In the US, there is currently a Twitter campaign, #CriptheVote, which aims to 

raise the visibility of the American differently-abled population/constituency, and to 

bring to light issues regarding the differently-abled--unemployment, discrimination, 

inadequate healthcare, as well as "invisible" disabilities, such as chronic illnesses and 

behavioral disorders. The team behind #CriptheVote live-tweeted the Democratic and 

Republican debates from a disabled-person perspective (Gibson, 2016). 

Local examples of how Twitter has been used to raise awareness and spark 

change are in the cases of #SaveMaryJane and #PaintTheirHandsBack. The former dealt 

with the case of Mary Jane Veloso, who was at the time on death row in Indonesia. The 

social media buzz on Twitter that used the hashtag and mentioned Indonesian President 

Jokowi's Twitter account (@jokowi_do2), as well as protests by OFWs and a petition on 

Change.org became instrumental in the fight for Veloso's life. The campaign bore fruit; 

on April 29, #MaryJaneLives trended on Twitter (Tupaz, 2015). Meanwhile, 

#PaintTheirHandsBack came about due to the painting over of the hands of the some of 

the personalities featured in the billboards for Bench's "All Kinds Of Love" campaign in 

early 2015. The hands of couple Vince Uy and Nino Gaddi were painted over. Netizens 

found this move bigoted and homophobic; eventually, comic artist/illustrator Rob Cham, 

eventually came up with a solution: to paint their hands back. Cham's hashtag started the 

ball rolling for other netizens to do their take of the repainted hands. 

A number of critics say that social media is not and will never be enough to start 

or sustain a real life campaign. But in a survey by The Guardian, student campaigners 

and activists shared their opinions on whether social media was "a campaigner's best 

friend” and the survey showed that a blend of online and offline campaigning was seen 
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by students as the best way to go. Face-to-face campaigning was still important because a 

real-life catalyst was necessary for providing a 'spark' for "keyboard activists"; also, 

personal campaigning provided a personal touch important for establishing solidarity and 

companionship. More importantly, tangible contributions like monetary donations and 

time spent on campaign grounds were pointed out as still being key to actual change. 

Other respondents emphasized that social media was the ultimate equalizer and 

encouraged the youth to get involved. Thus, social media cannot be ignored in the 

process of spreading information and encouraging people to take concrete steps 

(Kweifio-Okai, 2015). 

3. Twitter and Twitter use for health communication 

One such form of social media is Twitter. Twitter is a social media micro-

blogging website that is one of the world’s most popular social media websites. The 

Philippines is no exception when it comes to the popularity of Twitter--in fact, as of 

2015, Twitter was the second most-used media platform in the country with 10 million 

user accounts. Also, the Philippines ranks 8th in the list of countries with the most 

number of Twitter accounts (We Are Social, 2015 as cited by Castro, 2015, slide 18; 

“Top 10 Countries”, 2015).  

Twitter lets users write blog entries or tweets that are up to 140 characters long 

(including spaces). They can also link content and post photos. Users can follow and be 

followed by other users, and they can also filter followers by setting their profile to 

‘private’. A user can talk to another user by using the @ or “at” sign and typing out the 

Twitter ID of the person she wants to talk to--the other user doesn’t even need to be 
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following them to see this tweet, unless the one sending the tweet has her profile set to 

private. 

Users can show their appreciation or approval of a tweet by “liking” it or by 

retweeting it. The retweet function reposts the original tweet to one’s own Twitter profile 

while crediting the original writer (likened by Murthy to forwarding). The “like” feature 

was, until late 2015, a “favorite” feature, but its function remains unchanged; it lets users 

bookmark the tweet or let the tweeter know that the tweet was acknowledged, or that the 

one who “favorited/liked” it empathizes with the content of the tweet.  

Twitter can be used via computers, mobile phones (even without Internet access, 

one can tweet by sending a text message), other devices connected to the internet, and 

even various websites (Murthy, 2013, p.2). In fact, a lot of websites have incorporated 

Twitter or “Tweet this” buttons on individual web pages; this makes it easier to share an 

article one reads to one’s Twitter profile without having to copy-paste the link or even 

retype the title or write a link description. 

Dhiraj Murthy compares tweets to Facebook’s status function but notes that this 

content is not restricted to one’s friends (Murthy, 2013). 

Despite its 140-character limit, Twitter does a good job at connecting people from 

different backgrounds. The default public profile and ability to reach out even to accounts 

that don’t follow one’s own account is only one aspect of this. Another aspect is the use 

of hashtags, or words with a “#” preceding them. These hashtags make it easier for 

people to find tweets on a certain issue, event or theme.  Murthy (2013) cites the use of 

the #worldcup hashtag in 2010, along with hashtags for teams like #eng and #ned, as well 

as the use of #occupywallstreet for the movement in 2011. Murthy describes the 
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conversation as unstructured and a group of voices all talking to someone else directly, 

but talking all at the same time. Twitter has also been used to reach out directly to people 

in positions of power, like celebrities, companies, institutions, journalists, and politicians. 

Murthy states that retweets, if done often enough or by the right people, can “emulate a 

snowball effect” (Murthy, 2013, p. 6). This has the potential to result in policy-making, a 

product recall, or an investigation as is the case in citizen journalism. Unlike traditional 

media which has a one-to-many flow of information, platforms like Twitter let people 

consume as well as produce and/or broadcast content. Because of the "open-ness" in 

Twitter and the fact that mutual following is not necessary, the people one tends to 

interact with on Twitter are people one does not know in real life. This fits in with what 

sociologist Mark Granovetter observed--that weak ties or our acquaintances "are our 

greatest source of new ideas and information" (Granovetter, as cited in Gladwell, 2010, 

para. 16). 

Twitter’s “dialogic” format (Murthy, 2013, p. 9) has made it ideal for companies 

who want to keep track of customer feedback and for people to get quick responses to 

their questions, as is the case with the Metro Manila Development Authority (MMDA) 

Twitter account. By tweeting the MMDA, motorists and commuters can quickly learn 

about the traffic situation before they travel around the metro. 

a. Twitter and health communication 

In a similar way, Twitter has been used in the realm of health and healthcare. This 

is not limited to news updates on epidemics, or inventions and discoveries in the field of 

medicine. Twitter makes it easier for people with chronic ailments to “keep in line” when 

it comes to their treatments thanks to a virtual “support group” on Twitter composed of 
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people the patient may or may not necessarily know in real life. Twitter also serves as a 

way for people working in that field to quickly answer patients’ questions or share 

information with fellow healthcare providers. According to Murthy (2013), there have 

even been instances where Twitter was used to update the relatives of a person being 

operated on. This was instrumental in relieving the relatives of the anxiety related to the 

operation and living far away from the sick relative.  

Since an individual’s health is a private matter, tweeting about one’s health or 

medical situation could denote changes in the public/private boundaries, according to 

Murthy (2013, p. 139). The ease with which one can tweet (as compared to writing a 

lengthy blog entry) about a diagnosis or a therapy session makes it easier for people to 

volunteer the usually-private information on their health situation. This results in what 

Murthy (2013) calls an “update culture” and communities that provide knowledge and 

support to their members (p. 140). “It is due to its ability to reduce social exclusion that 

Rajani et al. (2011) claim that Twitter may potentially be ‘good for one’s health’” 

(Murthy, 2013, p. 141). 

4. Synthesis of the background of the study 

In effect, it is not only a mental health law that the country needs but more 

funding, more experts in the field, better mental health facilities, and better access to 

these facilities and experts. There is also a need for education when it comes to mental 

health; this can help eliminate the stigma related to mental health issues and order to 

encourage more people to use healthy strategies to cope with their problems. This should 

all stem from the acknowledgement that mental health is crucial when it comes to a 
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person’s overall health and well-being; thus it is crucial to a country’s development and 

maximization of the potential of its human resources. 

Given the popularity of Twitter in the country, as well as its aforementioned uses 

of when it comes to disseminating information, community-building and collective 

action, the researcher wanted to study how the topic of mental health is discussed on 

Twitter. 

B. Statement of the Problem and Objectives 

As seen in the background of the study, social media has many different uses and 

individuals can have varied experiences when it comes to using social media. Also, it has 

been explained that mental health is an important issue and is detrimental to a country’s 

development. 

In this study, the researcher aimed to answer the question: “How do selected 

Metro Manila-based internet consumers use Twitter in relation to mental health issues?” 

In order to answer this question, the researcher addressed the following 

objectives: 

1. To argue how selected Metro Manila-based Twitter users use the 

following terms: mental issues, mental health issues, #mentalhealth, 

OCD, making fun of mental, retarded, bipolar, romanticizing mental, 

anxiety, mental illness, mental Philippines, mental health law, mental, 

depressed, mental health law Philippines, suicidal, and mental health, 

through the use of critical discourse analysis; and the uses and 

gratifications theory (as updated in the 21st century) by identifying and 

analyzing two specific things from a sample of 500 tweets: 
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2. To identify the patterns in the usage of the above mentioned terms; 

3. To discuss the level of literacy/knowledge of the selected Twitter users on 

mental health issues; and  

4. To explain the uses and gratifications of the Twitter users in tweeting on 

mental health issues. 

C. Significance of the Study 

The researcher believes mental health is an issue of vital importance due to its 

being a part of a person’s overall well-being. There is a need to give more emphasis on 

this issue as exemplified by the fact that there is no mental health law in the Philippines, 

and that terms like “depressed”, “bipolar”, and expressions like “takas ng mental” 

(“escaped from the mental hospital”) are used very lightly based on observation and upon 

doing preliminary searches on Twitter. As illustrated in the background of the study, 

mental health is a pressing issue, and the lack of legislation, infrastructure, and the 

presence of stigma should be addressed. Also, as has been presented in the background of 

the study, Internet and new media use in the Philippines is considerably high. Thus, the 

researcher believes that social networking sites (SNS) contain or represent somewhat the 

discourse on an issue. In the same way, these SNS like Twitter can be utilized to spread 

awareness and shed light on mental health issues and thereby correct many 

misconceptions when it comes to mental health issues. While it has been discussed that 

social media does not of course penetrate all sectors of society (thus the digital divide), it 

has made information easier to disseminate to the masses.  

This study aimed to describe the current situation on how selected Metro Manila-

based Twitter users use Twitter in relation to mental health issues. This study also looked 
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into current behavior/attitudes, and the literacy on mental health. Afterwards, 

recommendations and steps can be taken towards using the media—both traditional and 

new--to educate people about mental health issues, to weed out misconceptions and 

stigma, and to push for a mental health law in the Philippines, and other such uses. Given 

that proper methods and sources are to be used, the researcher believes that using social 

media in relation to mental health issues can generate a positive impact on society—i.e. a 

better perception of mental health and healthcare that is more inclusive in that it takes 

care of the mentally ill as well. 

Lastly, this study is significant because it adds to the body of literature related to 

mental health communication and social media in the Philippines. While the sample to be 

studied is but a tiny fraction of all Filipino users on Twitter, the researcher hopes to 

present a partial picture of the current discourse on mental health issues. 

D. Scope and Delimitations 

This study, which involved interpreting texts (in this case, tweets), and is thus 

limited to doing virtual ethnography as a method of data-gathering. It only describes how 

these people used the keywords enumerated in the Statement of the Problem and 

Objectives. Only Twitter users who are based in Metro Manila and have tweeted using 

more than one of the keywords or using one of the keywords multiple times were 

included in the study. These tweets were further limited to tweets from 2015, with the 

final sample consisting of 500 tweets (from 193 users). These delimitations are due to the 

time constraints of this study and the fact that the preliminary search for tweets from 

Metro Manila-based users that contained the key words yielded over 2,000 tweets. While 

related literature showed that other researchers have dealt with more content than this, the 
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researcher decided to limit the study to only who have tweeted using multiple keywords 

or who have used keywords repeatedly, in order to get a clearer picture of the discourse 

(as opposed to analyzing just single tweets from people) and to fit the time constraints. 

The researcher decided to include only tweets that belong to users whose profiles 

were set to public at the time of the data-gathering for ethical reasons. Also, given the 

nature of Twitter as a medium that only allows for 140-character posts, the researcher’s 

interpretations include only whatever can be inferred from the tweet or the URL linked to 

the tweet (such as a photo share from Instagram, a link to an article from Huffington Post, 

etc.). As the study made use of critical discourse analysis and the uses and gratifications 

theory, the findings are limited to the researcher’s interpretation of the texts (“the author 

is dead”, as Barthes put it), based on a rubric constructed to look at the patterns of use 

and the assumed uses and gratifications of the key words chosen for this study. Other 

bases of the framework and research design of this study are presented in the next 

chapter. 



CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This review of related literature explains important components of the study, as 

well as looks at studies that have themes similar to those in this study. The first section 

looks at the advantages and disadvantages of new media and computer-mediated 

communication as well as its links to health communication and mental health issues. The 

second section reviews a series of studies related to Twitter and mental health issues.  

The researcher analyzed these studies for common patterns in methods as well as 

gaps and limitations which can perhaps be resolved in the course of this study. 

A. New media and computer-mediated communication 

New media and computer-mediated communication is convenient and pervasive. 

The fact that social networking sites are primarily filled with user created content (UCC) 

is a major factor behind the popularity of these media. (Vickery & Wunsch-Vincent, 

2007 as cited in Lineberry, 2012) It is also rather controversial—with studies showing 

that people’s getting hooked to devices and social networking sites can lead to lack of 

physical activity and therefore obesity, as well as incidents of depression. In Van Dijk’s 

The Network Society (2006), computer-mediated communication was shown as the object 

of accusations of its being asocial or antisocial; that it would propagate and reinforce 

loneliness and addiction. While there have been cases like these, according to Van Dijk 

the Internet has also been used to connect people, to maintain these relationships and 

identities, and to enrich offline relationships. 

The various ways in which the Internet connects people and enriches relationships 

are detailed by Lane. Lane (1994) wrote about computer-mediated communication, which 

was defined by Walther (1992, p. 52 as cited in Lane, 1994) as the "synchronous or 
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asynchronous electronic mail and computer conferencing, by which senders encode in 

text messages that are relayed from senders' computers to receivers" or any 

communication that is mediated by computers. It consists mainly of written discourse, 

and requires a minimum working knowledge of computers, computer software, and the 

Internet. Learning the language or culture of online interaction is also necessary. Effects 

of CMC have been found to be rather confusing, as some studies find that the Internet 

depersonalizes communication, while other studies found that it had positive effects on 

communication and relationships. 

According to a list compiled by Lane, the following are the advantages of CMC: 

 enhances flow of information especially when communicating over long 

distances 

 allows for intellectual exploration and a safe environment for learning 

without “feeling like an idiot” (para. 33) and allows even shy people to 

participate and contribute 

 provides the capability to store, process and transmit messages;  

 breaks down barriers to communication such as biases and stereotypes;  

 provides anonymity  

 creates and enhances interaction patterns such as by providing a constant 

flow of ideas 

 allows timely sharing of ideas and open discussions 

 provides a forum for experimenting and allows for neutral mediation of 

communication 

 convenient and flexible 
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 fosters independent learning, allows for communication with experts and 

thoughtful scholarly discourse 

 allows for fun, exciting and challenging communication.  

Lane also noted the following disadvantages: 

 long learning curve and can cause frustration and stress due to sensory 

and information overload  

 time consuming; can cause problems with perceived leadership roles and 

has a lack of spontaneous responses.  

 Some people view CMC as glorified high-tech method of old-fashioned 

correspondence.  

 the digital divide 

 CMC also hampers the ability to work by having to sift through a lot of 

information 

 lack of socio-emotional and non-verbal cues resulting in confidentiality 

and trust issues 

 lack of human contact can result in dire consequences such as abuse of 

anonymity. 

New media, as defined by Lievrouw and Livingstone (2006, as cited in McQuail, 

2010) has information communication technologies or ICTs associated with social 

contexts. These bring together technological artefacts and devices; activities, practices 

and uses; social arrangements and organizations that form around the devices and 

practices (p. 39). McQuail noted that all other aspects of media were digitalized and 

converged due to new media. Porter (1999, as cited in McQuail, 2010) also noted that 
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new media enabled "many-to-many conversations, simultaneous reception, alteration and 

redistribution of cultural objects, dislocating communicative action from the posts of the 

nation, providing instantaneous global contact and inserting modern/late/modern subject 

into a machine that is networked" (p. 138). In addition to these, publication and audience 

roles adapted. 

From a user perspective, new media has the following characteristics (as 

compared to traditional media): new media is more interactive, has more social presence, 

provides rich media for more cues and less ambiguity, autonomy, playfulness (media is 

for enjoyment, not just utility), privacy, and personalization (as to content and uses of the 

media). (McQuail, 2010, p. 144) In short, new media provides a richer experience for the 

user because it involves him more than traditional media ever did--thus resulting in what 

we now call the prosumer, or producer-consumer of media. 

Some new media themes are power and inequality, social integration and identity, 

social change and development, and space and time. These are the same themes that 

apply to traditional media; but unlike traditional media, power is harder to locate in new 

media because ownership is not monopolized and flow is not one-way. New media can 

be a force for fragmentation or cohesion in society; new media can bridge the gap 

between the private and public worlds. Also, participatory media (as a subset of new 

media) has the potential to be a force for social change because of flexibility and richness 

in information. 

While new media has made crossing borders of space easier, not much time was 

saved, according to McQuail, because time saved is "quickly spent on new demands of 

intercommunication" (p. 142). 
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The variety of uses and gratifications when it comes to using media, especially 

new media, is exemplified in a study by Sepp, Liljander and Gummerus (2011). Twelve 

Estonian bloggers (6 male, 6 female, aged 22-50 and with substantial blogging 

experience) were interviewed. Their motivations for blogging were categorized into 

process, content and social gratifications. Process gratifications were emotion 

management, self-improvement and enjoyment; content gratifications were advocacy, 

advertising, entertaining and enlightening others, life-documenting and commenting; and 

social gratifications included discussion, communication, finding friends, image 

managements, satisfying one's vanity and getting help. From these categories we can find 

the themes of U&G for the 21st century: interactivity, demassification, as well as 

asynchroneity being applied (in the cases of discussion threads and comments).  

Similar to this is Whiting and Williams's paper on the uses and gratifications of 

social media. This was the result of 25 in-depth interviews with social media users. 

Themes of their answers were social interaction (the most popular theme), information 

seeking, to pass time, entertainment, relaxation, expression of opinion, convenience 

utility, information sharing, and surveillance/knowledge of others. (Whiting and 

Williams, 2013) These findings are consistent with the aforementioned 

advantages/disadvantages of CMC which are dependent on how the media are used. 

One of the uses/gratifications of mass media is to promote health and prevent 

disease. According to Viswanath, Wallington and Blake (2009), media has been used this 

way since the 18th century. But problems with this include “inadequate message 

exposure, meager funding, poor conceptualization, and inappropriate research design” 

(Hornik, 2002; Salmon and Atkin, 2003 as cited in Viswanath, Wallington and Blake, 
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2009, p. 314). Also, Thurlow, Lengel and Tomic (2004) wrote that as early as the 1980s, 

researchers from the School of Medicine at Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, 

USA, were looking for ways to make physician-patient communication efficient. One of 

the researchers, Tom Grunder, developed a program and bulletin board where people 

could ask questions to be responded to by a licensed doctor. While digital communication 

is cheaper and, to an extent, can reach more people than traditional media, there exist 

problems as well. These include questions of quality, legitimacy of information (and how 

can this be monitored), and if this accessible information can influence patients’ 

decisions over the treatment prescribed to them (pp. 209-210). Concerns also include the 

possibility of greater health information choices available on-demand, and the digital 

divide (p. 323). 

Levac and O'Sullivan also studied the use of social media in promoting 

healthcare. They noted that the availability of social media made it ideal in providing 

24/7 information; also, they wrote that reaching certain sectors such as the youth/students 

was more possible via a social networking site as compared to a traditional government 

website. Levac and O'Sullivan mentioned that the way that Facebook targets users with 

ads based on their interests/likes/profile pages can also be utilized to promote health 

interventions. This new media, they wrote, can complement traditional health promotion, 

modernize approaches, reach different age groups, and "actively engage people with 

relatively minimal cost" (Abrom and Lefebvre, 2009, as cited in Levac and O' Sullivan 

2010). This reflects what was earlier discussed on the advantages of CMC. 

Ronald Rice (2012) lists a number of health campaigns that utilized new media 

successfully: Parents: The Anti-Drug (theantidrug.com), which aimed to help parents 
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teach their children about the dangers of drug abuse; Michelle Obama's Let's Move 

(letsmove.gov), and many more. These websites also had social media counterparts 

(Facebook, Twitter). Rice went on to detail the various new media tools that can be used 

to promote health such as emails, podcasts, and even computer games. 

Hyden and Cohall wrote that MTV's "Get Yourself Tested" (GYT) campaign used 

a mixture of media to encourage people to get tested for HIV and other sexually-

transmitted infections. MTV's celebrity allies used Twitter to promote Youtube videos 

talking about GYT. The campaign resulted in 270,000 unique visitors to the GYT 

campaign website and 400,000 views of the GYT videos in the span of a month since its 

April 2009 launch. More importantly, youth testing rates increased by more than 50% 

after the launch, and a 2009 consumer survey showed that of the 1310 youth aged 9-18 

surveyed, 12% had heard of the GYT campaign, 22% saw a healthcare provider because 

of the campaign, 26% had talked to family members about STI testing, 17% talked to 

their partners about STI testing, and 15% looked for more information about testing. The 

same campaign, relaunched a year later in April 2010 got "more than 1 million visitors on 

GYTNOW.org, and more than 100,000 clinic referrals, which included 50,000 done via 

text message. The 2010 campaign resulted in a 72% increase in testing rates at Planned 

Parenthood over 2008 rates, before GYT began" (p.9) The prevalence has also allowed 

more people to have access to apps such as calorie counters, workout trainers, ovulation 

cycle trackers and medication reminders. 

Specific to social media application to mental health is De Leon’s (2015) article 

on a new Facebook feature that allowed people to report posts that could show suicidal 

tendencies; trained personnel would then verify if the post merits attention, and the 
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Facebook friend who posted the status will be notified that someone is concerned, as well 

as encourage the person to reach out to professionals who can help. This tool was 

developed in partnership with US mental health organizations. She discussed how social 

media is sometimes the only thing one can turn to during times of distress. And the irony 

is that even when people are just a message or a comment away to say they're there for 

the person, they really aren't since it is only a virtual platform and that ironically, this is a 

platform that has been pointed out to be a trigger for depression and envy. 

Other platforms have been utilized as well to discuss mental health. Elena Cresci 

of The Guardian wrote that more people are talking about mental health issues online 

through blogs, videos, tweets or candid conversation. "According to a survey by Time to 

Change, released for Time to Talk Day, 47% of people aged 21 and under said they find 

it easiest to talk about their mental health problems online (compared with 49% who said 

face to face and 4% who said over the phone)" (Cresci, 2015, para. 2). Mental health 

charities and organizations are also using social media to raise awareness for the cause. 

Famous Youtubers (video bloggers) have used their popularity to discuss their own 

battles with mental disorders. The Guardian even has its own mental health blog, "Let's 

Talk Mental Health." While some of those initiating the conversations online have met 

with popularity and support, they have also had to deal with cruel commenters, 

harassment, and the prevalent stigma of mental health issues. Cresci’s article talked about 

two Youtubers/vloggers, Rebecca Brown and Laura Lejune, who discuss mental health 

issues in their videos. Reasons for doing so included dissatisfaction with traditional 

therapy and a desire to inform others and remove the stigma associated with mental 

health. Tumblr was also discussed in the article; the blogging platform has served as a 
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source of help for those trying to cope with mental illness. While critics have pointed out 

that there is the side of the Internet that glamorizes mental health issues, Tumblr 

administration has done its best to target this by having warning pop-ups when hashtags 

about self-harm, eating disorders or suicide are searched. They have also come up with a 

proactive policy on blogs promoting self-harm. 

B. Twitter and Mental Health 

The body of research relating social media to health and mental health is quite 

substantial; what the researcher decided to focus on are just a few studies directly linking 

how people use Twitter in relation to the topics of health and mental health. 

A study by Donelle and Booth (2012) collected tweets containing the word 

'health' for four consecutive days (with health used as a single word, part of a word, or a 

hashtag). The research was based on the assumption that Twitter users contributed 

personally meaningful information to the website and talked about everyday issues. 

36,042 tweets were collected and analyzed using directive qualitative analysis and the 

Public Health Agency of Canada’s Determinants of Health (DOH) framework. A review 

of current events was also done to put the tweets in perspective.  

Major themes of the tweets included health services (the most tweeted theme), 

personal health and coping skills like going on diets, other (including website promotion 

and sarcastic tweets), advertising, and education or literacy. The research also found that 

politics was a factor in the conversation as is the case in healthcare system reforms. 

Collaborative health was also a theme in the conversation, with people connecting with 

others in order to get information on topics related to health from friends, family and 

professionals. The study was limited to tweets in English and that used health in the 
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proper/common context (i.e. not in the context of video games, for example). Also, the 

study only looked at that one term, ‘health’, which is limiting since the study aimed to 

look at health-related discussions. 

In “What are health-related users tweeting?”, researchers Lee, DeCamp, Dredze, 

Chisolm and Berger (2014) aimed to characterize the content of health-related Tweets 

from health professionals. 665 tweets were put through in-depth content analysis, similar 

to the method used in this study. Tweets were categorized: health-related vs. non-health 

related, personal vs. professional, if the tweet is a testable claim. Also, the study aimed to 

compare content types among different users such as physicians, nurses, healthcare 

organizers, patients, etc. The content was found to be extremely diverse: 53.2% of the 

health-related tweets had a testable claim, while 17.6% of tweets by health providers 

were found to be personal in nature. 61% of those who tweeted on health made testable 

statements. "While organizations and businesses use Twitter to promote their services 

and products, patient advocates are using this tool to share their personal experiences 

with health" (Results section). The researchers recommended cross-referencing the 

identities of users in order to characterize them further, since they did their own 

characterization scheme. Other limitations of the study include the fact that the findings 

are not generalizable and that user profiles were not verified. The subjective nature of the 

coding of the tweets also limited the validity of the findings. 

The two studies are similar in that they found a substantial number of people 

tweeting for the purpose of collaborative healthcare as well as to talk about personal 

healthcare; also, content analysis was used. 
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The previous studies looked at the generic term ‘health’ while the next few 

studies discuss how mental health in particular is discussed on social media.  

Particularly relevant to this thesis is the various attitudes towards the issue of 

mental health. Reavley and Pilkington's 2014 study entitled “Use of Twitter to monitor 

attitudes toward depression and schizophrenia: an exploratory study” monitored attitudes 

towards mental illness and not just tweets from people with those illnesses. The study 

collected and categorized tweets with the hashtags #depression and #schizophrenia over a 

7-day period. These tweets were then categorized based on content, user information, and 

the extent of the stigmatizing attitude (stigmatizing, personal experience of stigma, 

supportive, neutral, or anti-stigma). "Tweets that indicated stigmatizing attitudes or 

personal experiences of stigma were further grouped into the following subthemes: social 

distance, dangerousness, snap out of it, personal weakness, inaccurate beliefs, mocking or 

trivializing, and self-stigma." (para. 2) Most of the tweets on depression were resources 

for consumers, ads for services/products for those with depression; tweets on 

schizophrenia were mostly for awareness or to talk about research findings. Also, 

researchers found that most of the tweets were supportive or neutral when it came to 

depression; those that stigmatized depression mostly mocked or trivialized it. 

Schizophrenia-related tweets were mostly supportive as well; those that did show 

stigmatizing attitudes reflected inaccurate beliefs about the mental illness.  

Gaps in this study included the fact that the sample of tweets is not representative 

of all tweets with those hashtags though the researchers said that they analyzed a 

sufficient number of tweets (over 2,000) to reach data saturation; this meant that the 

findings could not be generalized to communities outside Twitter. Also, the researchers 
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limited themselves to #depression and #schizophrenia; they did not include related 

hashtags and slang terms such as ‘schizo’ (which is commonly used by people with 

stigmatizing attitudes). And because of the method used (content analysis), it was 

impossible to correlate or even verify the user’s identity and background. 

Michael Billot's 2011 study aimed to "understand the degree at which mental 

health issues are expressed by Twitter users" (p. 1). The study looked at tweets 

containing the word "depressed". The Profile of Mood States or POMS scale was applied 

in order to analyze these tweets using scores for the six mood dimensions: tension, anger, 

depression, vigor, confusion and fatigue (p. 1). 247,000 tweets were collected from 

February 11 to March 9, 2011 but only a subset of these tweets sincerely expressed the 

users' depression, and 1,000 tweets were isolated showing the emotional impact of 

depression. After this, the researcher scored a set of 1,000 tweets using POMS and lexical 

analysis to help identify similar tweets.  

Billot mentioned that one angle a future study could take would be to look into 

the networks of Twitter users to see if the sentiments and emotions one user feels are felt 

among groups of users. This is also a way for users to call for help and support from their 

friends. Like the previous studies mentioned, this research was limited to a textual 

analysis only, using lexical analysis and scoring using POMS; limiting as well is the 

subjectivity of the researchers applying the analytical tools. Lastly, the paper did not 

mention whether the sample tweets included tweets in various languages, so the language 

barrier would be an issue to anyone who tried to make a representative study. 

Similar in methodology is Wilson, Ali and Valstar's 2014 paper. This study 

showed that a linguistic analysis of tweets mentioning depression were "typically anxious 
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but not angry, and were less likely to be in the first person, indicating that most were not 

from individuals discussing their own depression" (p. 8). An inductive thematic analysis 

also revealed that tweets on depression had the following themes: information 

dissemination, self-disclosure, and the sharing of overall opinion. 14,727 tweets were 

used in the study and were analyzed using a Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software. 

The depression tweets were found to have more characters and more negative 

emotions compared to the non-specific tweets in the control group. They also had less 

positive emotions, fewer uses of pronouns, less anger, less preoccupation with time 

"including both past and present tenses" (p. 10). These findings are contradictory to prior 

research that people with depression use the term "I" more often--meaning that those who 

tweet about depression do not necessarily have it. Tweets that were classified under 

information dissemination talked about depression statistics, the causes of depression, 

depression factors and managing depression. Self-disclosure tweets talked about coping 

with depression, the experience of having depression, and opinions on depression. The 

third theme was social engagement. This included tweets that discussed depression and 

shared support from both those with and without depression. Negative emotion was 

present across all themes.  

The limitations of the study include the fact that other terms may have been used 

to discuss depression (though these are the likeliest queries used to search for posts on 

depression), and that some tweets may have been using the word informally. This is in 

contrast to this thesis, which took into account and grouped people who use the keywords 

formally, with misconceptions, and as a way of standing up to those with misconceptions. 
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The aforementioned studies talked about how mental health is discussed online. 

There are also a lot of studies on how social media can be used to detect trends in mental 

illness in populations (especially following disasters and tragedies). An example of this is 

a study by De Choudhury, Counts and Horvitz published in 2013. They analyzed Twitter 

posts in order to measure depression in populations. 69,000 tweets from individuals 

suffering from clinical depression were collected and measured using the Center for 

Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale screening test, and statistical models were 

developed to predict whether a tweet could be depression-indicative. The researchers 

came up with a social media depression index by studying depression levels across 

geography (US cities and states), gender, and time (such as seasonal and diurnal 

patterns). The researchers also characterized the tweets based on the post and the user in 

terms of emotion, the time a tweet was posted, and the linguistic style used and the 

engagement of the user on the medium. The study proved that social media has the 

potential to measure depression patterns reliably. The study was limited, though, by the 

fact that the American population is not properly represented via Internet usage or 

Twitter usage. Also, little is known about the users' backgrounds (social, cultural, etc.). 

Similar to this is Frost and Casey's (2015) study which aimed to identify the 

differences between young people who sought help online for self-injury versus those 

who did not seek help online. Unlike the previous studies, Frost and Casey used internet 

surveys propagated through a variety of online and offline methods, with the sample 

group being targeted rather than representative—there were more females in the sample. 

679 of the 1,463 people young people aged 14-25 reported self-injurious behavior. It was 

found that a third of those who self-harmed sought help online. This group of people 
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were found to be significantly more distressed, more suicidal and had a greater degree of 

self-injury compared to those who did not seek help online. Also, over half of these 

online help-seekers believed that more support was available online than offline; they 

were less likely to have disclosed these episodes of self-harm to anyone and thus were 

less likely to seek offline help.  

Another finding of the study was that some of those who sought help online 

followed up with seeking help offline. The researchers saw this as a way to increase 

mental health literacy and provide earlier access to information on mental health. The 

respondents’ method of searching for help could denote a desire for autonomy where they 

first want to understand their self-injury via the internet, then see if their self-injury 

warrants the need to seek offline help from professionals. The researchers called for 

online support services to go beyond providing information and links to services, 

especially in order to help those who only sought help online.  

C. Synthesis and Research Gaps 

The literature related to this study was divided into two parts: the use of new 

media to promote health, and studies analyzing content or users in relation to mental 

health issues or terms present in the content they posted. 

What most of the studies have in common is the use of virtual ethnography or the 

observation of activity online. Virtual ethnography is also the main method of data-

gathering for this study.  

Some studies had to do mostly with content analysis and uses and gratifications 

associated with social media use: expressing one’s thoughts about mental illnesses and 

issues or dealing with one’s own mental health issues—similar to what this thesis aimed 
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to do. There were also a few studies that aimed to find out how social media use could 

indicate mental health issues.  

Gaps in the studies were the following: the limit of using only 1-2 search terms or 

hashtags as chosen by the researchers; textual or linguistic analysis having the inherent 

limit of the researcher’s assumptions and subjectivity; the large samples of the studies 

that were quantitative in approach; and the limited samples of those with a qualitative 

approach (that the researchers admitted to not being representative of a group due to the 

limit in sample size). 

Also present is the lack of research that focuses on the user him/herself as an 

individual and not as a statistic or a member of a group—the studies that were mostly 

quantitative in nature focused on looking at a certain number of tweets and occurrences 

of a term or measurable quality in them. The qualitative studies focused more on the 

sample as a group of bloggers, or people with mental health symptoms, not as individuals 

tweeting on mental health issues. 

While this thesis, another qualitative study, is also subject to the researcher’s own 

interpretations, it uses the Uses and Gratifications as well as Critical Discourse analysis 

in order to support the interpretations of data. Other perspectives of looking at text will 

not be covered, such as interpretations based on cultivation theory, or propaganda theory. 

With regards to sample size, this research makes use of a small sample size taken 

from a relatively large population. This is due to the selection of multiple key words, not 

just 1-2 overly broad or overly specific terms, and considering only those who tweeted a 

keyword more than once, or multiple keywords. This type of population/sample selection 

was done in order to gain a well-rounded view of the conversation on mental health 
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issues since a body of tweets per user will be analyzed as opposed to just looking at 

individual tweets. This is in the hopes of better representing the discourse on mental 

health issues. 

While most of the studies presented in this chapter were limited to looking at the 

content of tweets only, this study looked at the tweets not as individual tweets only but 

also as interactions with other texts or “prosumers”, or reactions to other texts. While the 

previous studies relied on hashtags, the researcher's decision to use the search option and 

not just hashtags might be somewhat more effective as it is only a study of Metro Manila-

based users; the researcher assumed that the keywords of choice are the commonly-used 

terms to refer to the mental health-related terms. This was done in the hopes to sidestep 

the issue faced by other researchers that only tweets in English were considered while 

other languages might have other terms for those illnesses, and since English isn’t the 

only language used in Metro Manila. Also, the researcher took into account tweets that 

refer to the mental health issues as well as notions of opinion (e.g. romanticizing 

illnesses, mental health law). But the widening of this scope only goes as far as to take 

into account English, Filipino and Taglish tweets from users based in Metro Manila. On 

the other hand, like the other studies, this research did not aim to be representative of the 

population from which the sample is derived.  

The details of the study framework and how it was developed into a research 

design will be discussed in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER III: FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 

The studies presented in the previous section made use of frameworks such as 

linguistic analysis, audience studies, and uses and gratifications. In order to answer the 

question “How do selected Metro Manila-based internet consumers use Twitter on issues 

related to mental health?” This study made use of Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch’s Uses 

and Gratifications Theory, the uses and gratifications theory of the 21st century, and 

Fairclough’s textual features under his Critical Discourse Analysis theory. Given that the 

media used is Twitter, this framework shall also touch on computer-mediated 

communication. 

A. Theoretical Framework 

1. Critical Discourse Analysis 

Critical discourse analysis was used in this study. CDA is useful because of the 

various ways in which a text can be analyzed (textual features) as well as the importance 

of themes in looking at the discourse on the topic, in this case mental health issues. Also, 

this is the framework that was applied when it comes to interpreting the literacy of the 

Twitter users on mental health issues. It made looking for the uses and gratifications of 

the Twitter users easier, systematic, and theoretically sound. 

Fairclough defines a text as a piece of written language, though since then it has 

evolved to include visual images, music and sound effects. Another way to define a text 

is a cultural artefact—this includes buildings and even sheet music. (1995a, p. 4) He adds 

that a text is a social space because it simultaneously represents and shows cognition of 

the world and it contains social interaction. (p. 6) 
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According to Fairclough (2006, as cited in Manzano, 2015), “discourses are 

abstract entities which established on the basis of repetition and recurrence over time and 

in diverse social sites, but ontologically they appear in the concrete form of particular 

texts.” An example of these texts are the tweets analyzed in this study. These texts draw 

upon orders of discourse, according to Manzano. Critical discourse analysis is a method 

that can be used to analyze texts in terms of their strategies, discourses, operationalization 

and implementation, as well as their re-contextualization in places, situations, and fields 

of social life (Manzano, 2015). 

CDA originates from a theory that states that language is rooted in social practice, 

which is itself rooted in history and power relations. Analysts who use CDA look at the 

text's positioning, whose interests it serves, and the consequences this positioning could 

have in relation to power (Janks, n.d.). Power is also related to ideas such as hegemony, 

ideology, class, institutions, discrimination, social structure, and social order (van Dijk, 

n.d.). 

Teun van Dijk writes that the main tenets of CDA, as stated by Fairclough and 

Wodak, are as follows: 

"1. CDA addresses social problems 

2. Power relations are discursive 

3. Discourse constitutes society and culture 

4. Discourse does ideological work 

5. Discourse is historical 

6. The link between text and society is mediated 

7. Discourse analysis is interpretative and explanatory 
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8. Discourse is a form of social action" 

(n.d., p.2) 

One of the forms of critical discourse analysis is semiotic analysis, which treats 

text as "a key component of cultural analysis of media." (Fairclough, 1995b, p. 24) While 

Fairclough wrote about signs and symbols such as news graphics, talking heads, vox pop 

and camera movements, the signs and symbols that are operationalized in this study are 

the emojis and pictures/videos that are linked to the tweets analyzed. 

Another approach by Fairclough that was useful for this study is critical 

linguistics and social semiotics. Simply put, this is the analysis of ideologies that are 

behind the creation of a text. 

Fairclough (1995b) writes that any text always constitutes social identities, social 

relations, and systems of knowledge and belief; "any text makes its own small 

contribution to shaping these aspects of society and culture." (p. 55) Language use or text 

reproduces these three aspects (social identities, etc.) and can help transform them. Also, 

Fairclough notes that "discourse analysis can be understood as an attempt to show 

systematic links between texts, discourse practices and sociocultural practices" (1995b, 

pp. 16-17). 

Three categories of function are analyzed in a text: ideational, interpersonal and 

textual, or in the case of a written text (which one may consider for the text parts of 

tweets), the representations of social practices which may include ideologies; 

constructions of writer and reader identities in terms of personality, status and role; and 

the relationship between writer and reader as to formality and distance. 
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The following figure is the framework for discourse analysis, as formulated by 

Fairclough (1995b, p. 59): 

 

Fig. 1. Critical discourse analysis framework for a communicative event 
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nominalization; q) passive voice; r) metaphor; s) intertextual allusion; t) differences 

between discourses in the representation of social agents and their actions; u) inference; 

v) dialogicality and polemic; w) rhetorical and persuasive features of the text; x) 

imperative. (p. 1-2) This framework was used to analyze the 500 tweets. 

Another rubric that was considered is Fairclough's 1989/1995 model for CDA, as 

explained by Janks (n.d.). It consists of three dimensions, each of which is to be analyzed 

in terms of three factors. The three dimensions of each discourse are 1) the object of 

analysis (verbal, visual texts), 2) the process by which the object is produced and 

received (as in a written or spoken text that can then be listened to or read), 3) the socio-

historical conditions that govern the process. Each of these three dimensions must be 

analyzed in terms of its text analysis (description), processing analysis (interpretation), 

and social analysis (explanation). By using these rubrics to analyze a text, one can find 

patterns and disjunctions to describe and interpret. 

2. Uses and Gratifications Theory and its 21st century development 

As the researcher intended to find out what the uses and gratifications are for 

Twitter users who tweet using the selected key words, the U&G approach of the 21st 

century is important in this study. 

The Uses and Gratification Theory, as first proposed by Katz, Blumler and 

Gurevitch in The Uses of Mass Communications, states that audiences are active, and that 

they use media in order to obtain certain gratifications. Prior to this, the common notion 

was that media only had effects on audiences (mass society model). This movement in 

research, which began with “The People's Choice” study by Lazarsfeld, Berelson and 

Gaudet, showed that contrary to what was previously thought, media only has minimal 
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effects on audiences. These limited effects were shown to be rooted in the fact that 

audience selected the media and messages they consumed.  This theory is part of the 

Limited effects model, which came about in the 1940s (Werder, 2009). 

This theory empowers the audience in the sense that it emphasizes individual 

choice, which affects “the process and outcomes of communication (Katz et al., 1974; 

Rubin, 2002). To understand communication process and outcomes, we need to 

understand people’s background, motives and involvement (Rosengren, 1974). In 

particular, people are variably motivated and involved when they communicate” (Rubin, 

2009, p. 149). 

According to Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch (1974), uses and gratifications scholars 

are concerned with: "(1) the social and psychological origins of (2) needs, which generate 

(3) expectations of (4) the mass media or other sources, which lead to (5) differential 

patterns of media exposure (or engagement in other activities), resulting in (6) need 

gratifications and (7) other consequences, perhaps mostly unintended ones" (p. 510). But 

for the most part, mass media use is goal-directed, as stated by McQuail, Blumler and 

Brown (1972, as cited in Kjellmor, 1973). 

Various researchers have identified different uses and gratifications of media, as 

will be discussed later on. Also, they have identified different variables in the usage of 

media. 

According to Baran and Davis (2010), though early research on the theory was 

merely descriptive and thus seen as rather pointless by scholars, there have been revivals 

of interest in the theory, particularly due to new research methods, an increase in the 

awareness of an active audience as a mediating factor in making media messages 
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effective, the need for more focus on positive uses of media (as opposed to negative 

effects), and the advent of computer-mediated communication. The interactivity aspect of 

computer-mediated communication is what makes this type of medium particularly 

interesting for uses and gratifications scholars. Interactivity, along with the other changes 

incorporated in the theory’s 21st century form, will be discussed in the next section. 

The beginning of the age of new media was an opportunity to re-explore the 

theory, as U&G has time and time again been used to provide a theoretical approach to 

each new medium in the history of media (Adesoji, 2014). Lin (1996, as cited in Adesoji, 

2014) stated that the primary strength of Uses and Gratifications is "its ability to permit 

researchers to investigate 'mediated communication situations via a single or multiple sets 

of psychological needs, psychological motives, communication channels, communication 

content, and psychological gratifications within a particular or cross-cultural context'" (p. 

8). An example of this is the usage of computers to fulfill needs related to social identity, 

interaction, escape, entertainment, and companionship. 

The uses and gratifications theory of the 21st century is important because of the 

developments done in new media. Unlike traditional media, communication with new 

media is faster, features an incredibly vast menu to choose from among and within 

websites, is always up and running 24/7, and, to the benefit of the researcher, 

movement/interaction online is easier to archive thanks to the technologies of screen 

capture, copy-paste, timestamps, and more. The 21st century perspective of uses and 

gratifications focused on three concepts: interactivity, demassification, and 

asynchroneity. 
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Interactivity is defined as “the degree to which participants in the communication 

process have control over, and can exchange roles in their mutual discourse” (Williams, 

Rice, &Rogers, 1988, p. 10 as cited in Adesoji, 2014). Various theorists have come up 

with dimensions of interactivity. Adesoji (2014) puts together the following list: threats, 

benefits, sociability, isolation, involvement, inconvenience, playfulness, choice, 

connectedness, information collection, and reciprocal communication. New media users 

doing different activities were thus fulfilling different needs; a blogger would be seen as 

fulfilling his need for reciprocal communication, while a researcher or lurker would be 

fulfilling a need for information collection. 

Heeter (1989, as cited in Ruggiero, 2000), added that interactivity is a 

multidimensional concept. Different media can provide different amounts of choice for 

the users, require different amounts of effort from the users to access the information 

contained, how actively responsive the medium is to users, the potential to monitor 

system use, the degree to which information can be added to the system so that a mass 

audience can access it, and the degree to which the media system being used facilitates 

interpersonal communication between/among its users. (p. 15) 

The concept of demassification talks about how new media is now akin to face-to-

face communication and the large amount of control a user can exercise on the medium. 

This showcases the interactivity or the power of the user over the content, as opposed to 

traditional media which were essentially messages for the masses and not the individual 

person. 

The concept of asynchroneity talks about how the sending and receipt of 

messages on new media can be staggered through time, letting the user open his inbox, 
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archive his files, upload his photos, and so on, at his convenience. As Ruggiero puts it, 

"Once messages are digitized, manipulation of media becomes infinite, allowing the 

individual much more control than traditional means" (p. 11). 

These new inclusions in the theory of uses and gratifications make it more 

relevant for its use in the 21st century. Also, despite the changing times and media, uses 

and gratifications remains applicable. Ruggiero (2000) notes that with new media, the 

terms active and audience have to be modified—prosumers or producer-consumers 

would probably be a more appropriate term to use.  

As Adesoji says, the same questions remain: Why do people use a medium, and 

what gratifications do they receive from it? (2014, p. 14) 

The following are the assumptions of the theory (combined from research by 

Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch as cited in Renckstorf, McQuail & Jankowski, 1996; and 

Rubin, 2009): 

1. Communication has a purpose. The audience is active and media use is 

assumed to be goal-directed. 

2. In the mass communication process linking the need, the gratification and 

the media choice is up to the audience member 

3. Different media compete with each other to satisfy the audience member; 

the needs they satisfy are but a few of the various human needs. 

4. Factors like society, social groups, and psycho-social characteristics 

mediate communication behavior and effects. 

5. People are self-aware enough to report their own interests and motives in 

using media. (This assumption has been critiqued, through self-reports are commonly 
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used in this kind of study and, supplemented by other methods such as ethnographic and 

experimental methods, has proven to be reliable and valid. (Rubin, 2009)) 

6. “Value judgements about the cultural significance of mass communication 

should be suspended while audience orientations are explored in their own terms” (Katz 

et al., 1974:21-22 as cited in Renckstorf, McQuail & Jankowski, 1996, p. 3) meaning that 

it is up to the user, to construct a meaning and a use. A text or medium could be used in 

many ways and thus have many kinds of effects. 

7. People have a stronger influence than media in the media effects process.  

In short, the use of media is not random but is in fact a form of social action in 

order to meet the needs of audience members, with these audiences taking the initiative 

(Lundberg & Hulten, as cited in Kjellmor, 1973).  

According to Philip Palmgreen (as cited in Pearce, 2009), there are a number of 

variables that influence media consumption behavior. Building on the ideas of Katz et al. 

and using Martin Fishbein’s expectancy-value theory of beliefs and attitudes, Palmgreen 

concluded that the following variables:  culture, social institutions, media opportunities, 

circumstances, personal traits, needs, beliefs, and values were factors to consider when 

studying media consumption behavior. An audience member’s belief about what media 

could provide would lead to him seeking out media to gratify his needs. "In turn, one’s 

beliefs about what media can provide are influenced by the gratifications one experiences 

by using those media" (Pearce, 2009, p. 979). 

Various uses and gratifications have been enumerated over the years. The 

following is a list of the said uses and gratifications as taken from research by Katz, 

Blumler and Gurevitch (1974, and as cited in Baran & Davis, 2010), Berger (2003), 
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McQuail (1972, as cited in Blackman & Walkerdine, 2001), Rubin (as cited in Sparks, 

2009), Sparks (2009), Ruggiero (2000), and Adesoji (2014): 

1. To elicit and reinforce basic values as well as beliefs (i.e. in romantic love, 

magic, justice, and in “moral, spiritual or cultural values” (Berger, 2003, p. 71)). 

2. To find models to imitate, and, on a deeper level, sustain parasocial 

relationships that have been formed 

3. To help gain an identity and a personal style by identifying with characters in 

the media text, or media personalities 

4. To serve as a means for understanding and evaluating one’s identity by using a 

text as a reference point--especially during times of conflict  

5. To see order imposed upon the world, such as by seeing justice win, or 

authority figures deflated or exalted 

6. “To experience beautiful things.” (Berger, 2003, p. 71) 

7. To find diversions and distractions, especially when the audience member is 

experiencing tensions 

8. To obtain information about the world, especially about an issue one has just 

been made aware of recently 

9. To experience catharsis and extreme emotions safely 

10. To explore taboo subjects safely, including obtaining safe, guilt-free outlets 

for sexual drives 

11. To serve as companions, or substitutes for real-life communication (and thus 

weaken real-life relationships) 
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12. To experience excitement, either through watching villains, experiencing the 

ugly and grotesque, to see others see mistakes and feel relief at not having made those 

mistakes 

13. To fulfill a need formed by a habit 

14. To interact with others (a group, community, etc.) or spend time with them as 

is the case in watching a movie with the family. In the case of new media, Adesoji writes 

that interactivity can take place in the form of any of the following: threats, benefits, 

sociability, isolation, involvement, inconvenience, playfulness, choice, connectedness, 

information collection, and reciprocal communication 

15. To stay informed about events and personalities, and thus retain membership 

in social groups (knowing what the trends are, the latest news about a celebrity, etc.) 

16. “To empathize with others.” (Berger, 2003, p. 71) 

17. “To participate in history and events of historical significance in a vicarious 

manner.” (Berger, 2003, p. 71) 

18. To quietly observe or “lurk” online versus participating in discussions. (Ha, 

1995, as cited in Ruggiero, 2000) 

It is interesting to note that Whiting and Williams’ (2013) study had many themes 

that are reflected in this list as well, despite the small sample size. 

Ruggiero also makes it a point to remind readers of his paper that new media 

usage and habits differ from person to person, such as between a first-time user of a 

medium and an expert. There are, he says, differences in the quantity and quality of the 

usage of these online media. This is supported by earlier research by Rubin (1994, as 

cited in Ruggiero, 2000) who stated that audiences are not all equal.  
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The following is a diagram illustrating the Uses and Gratifications Theory: 

 

Fig. 2. Uses and Gratification Model 
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Sparks (2009) also notes that in the past 50 years, a considerable volume of 

quantitative work has been done with regards to the theory. Still, much has to be done to 

refute the critique that the theory is too descriptive and can't really be used for prediction. 

Another critique of the theory is that a text can have different uses and gratifications for 

different people, which makes results hard to quantify. (Berger, 2003) The individualist 

methodology used thus far also begs the question: should this individualist style continue 

or should a more group-oriented method be used? (Katz, Blumler, Gurevitch, 1973) 

McQuail (1984, as cited in West & Turner, 2010) is of the opinion that the theory lacks 

theoretical coherence and that the terminology is rather vague. Also, he believes that the 

theory does not take account of the fact that media groups are not always responsible and 

ethical. 

3. Relating the Uses and Gratifications Theory to Health Communication 

According to Kreps (2009), the uses and gratifications theory is one of the 

theories adopted for health communication, since it shows how people use media to 

achieve goals (to self-diagnose, to find out about a health issue, to research on treatments 

or hospitals, etc.) 

Mass media has historically been used to promote health and prevent disease as 

early as the 18th century. Research has showed that there have been problems like 

“inadequate message exposure, meager funding, poor conceptualization, and 

inappropriate research design” (Hornik, 2002; Salmon & Atkin, 2003 as cited in 

Viswanath, Wallington & Blake, 2009, p. 314). 

With the advent of new media, the health sector hopes that more information will 

reach the masses, especially when they need it the most. “These include (1) improved 
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access to personalized and tailored health information; (2) on-demand access to health 

information, support and services; (3) enhanced ability to distribute materials widely and 

rapidly to update content; (4) just-in-time expert decision support; and (5) greater health 

information choices for consumers” (Rice & Katz, 2001 as cited in Viswanath, 

Wellington & Blake, 2009, p. 323). There are, of course, dangers such as information that 

may be incomplete or false. Also, there is still a digital divide, with some people still 

unable to access new media. 

4. Uses and Gratifications of new or computer-mediated media 

In Jan Van Dijk’s The Network Society (2006), computer-mediated 

communication is shown as the object of accusations of its being asocial or antisocial, 

that it would propagate and reinforce loneliness and addiction. While there have been 

cases like these, the Internet has also been used to relate to other people, to maintain these 

relationships and identities, and to enrich offline relationships. 

Rubin (2009) discusses the parasocial interactions and illusionary relationships 

formed by media, especially new media. According to him, “Audience members often 

feel a sense of camaraderie with media personalities, and this affects their communication 

choices, behavior and outcomes” (p. 152). Negative effects include young women getting 

eating disorders due to interpersonal attraction to thin media characters as well as what 

they perceive to be the ‘majority’ among their own peers as they see it on their newsfeeds 

or timelines. 

Rubin (2009) lists the following motives for using the Internet (as discussed by 

Papacharissi & Rubin, 2000 and Kaye, 1998): interpersonal utility or social interaction, 

passing time, information seeking, convenience, entertainment, escape, self-
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enhancement, and website preference. Of these, Kaye says that entertainment is the 

strongest motivation, followed by social interaction and passing time, and interpersonal 

communication. It has also been observed that time spent online is positively associated 

with motivation; meaning that those who browse develop a higher web affinity and thus 

get more gratifications from using the medium (Barnes, 2003). 

Textual analysis and uses and gratifications theory were used in this study in 

order to assess the literacy level of selected Twitter users on the topic of mental health, as 

well as to interpret their uses and gratifications for tweeting on the topic (as shown by 

their use of chosen key words). Fairclough’s CDA rubrics shed light on what can be read 

as to the mental health issues literacy of the chosen Twitter users, as well as the discourse 

on mental health issues. The Uses and Gratifications Theory treats the audience as active 

members of society that consume media to utilize it and/or to fulfill their needs and 

obtain gratifications. This includes computer-mediated media, as expounded on by the 

U&G theory of the 21st century, which leans towards calling the users ‘prosumers’ and 

not just an active audience.  

B. Conceptual Framework 

The following are the conceptual frameworks of the study. These frameworks 

show the translation of the theories into concepts. These models were chosen because 

they allow the researcher to describe the usage of the key words in the chosen tweets, as 

well as the possible gratifications obtained by posting those tweets. Also, aside from the 

uses and gratifications, the level of literacy was interpreted and assessed via textual 

analysis and a rubric. The following are a table and a diagram that operationalize CDA 

and the Uses and Gratifications Model for this study and integrate the two models.  
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In the table, the text (according to CDA) and media selected or used (according to 

U&G) are equated with Twitter or tweets. The discourse practice that contains the various 

texts comes about due to the needs to be met and needs obtained by the users of social 

media who produce and react to posts. The sociocultural practice that contains the 

discourse practice (tweeting, reactions) consists of people's mindset on mental health 

issues; there are also needs to be met/obtained by the users of social media. 

This is further operationalized in the diagram: needs and uses of Twitter users 

belie their literacy on the topic of mental health; Twitter functions as the receptacle for 

the texts and is the medium for the needs and uses to be met/gratified. The whole process 

of producing text, reacting to text, and so on are part of the discourse on mental health. 

 

Table 1. Conceptualization of the framework of the study 

Critical Discourse Analysis  Uses and Gratifications 

Theory 

Text Twitter/Tweets Media selected or used 

Discourse practice 

containing the text 

Production and reaction to 

posts; needs to be met and 

needs obtained by social 

media users tweeting on 

mental health issues 

Needs to be met, needs 

obtained 

Sociocultural practice 

containing the text and the 

discourse practice 

Discourse on mental 

health; needs to be met and 

needs obtained by social 

media users tweeting on 

mental health issues 

Needs to be met, needs 

obtained 
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 Fig. 3. Integration of the framework of the study

 

C. Synthesis 

This chapter presented the framework of the study. The research made use of the 

Uses and Gratifications Theory as well as Critical Discourse Analysis in order to describe 

the current discourse on mental health as shown by tweets from Metro Manila-based 

Twitter users. Twitter is their medium for obtaining gratifications; it is what they use to 

fulfill certain functions and needs. These uses and gratifications, as indicated by the 

tweets, show the discourse on mental health. The detailed operationalization of the study, 

in the form of the research design, will be fleshed out in the following chapter. 

 
Needs/uses of 
Twitter users 
pertaining to mental 
health issues/chosen 
key words; literacy 

on the topic 

 

 
Twitter as a 
medium and 
a receptacle 

of the texts 

 

 
Gratifications 
obtained by 
Twitter users who 
use the medium in 
relation to the 
chosen key words 

DISCOURSE ON MENTAL 

HEALTH 



CHAPTER IV: RESEARCH DESIGN 

A. Research Design and Methods 

This research made use of critical discourse analysis and the uses and 

gratifications theory of the 21st century. Data was gathered via virtual ethnography on 

Twitter. These tweets were then analyzed using critical discourse analysis (CDA) in order 

to determine how literate the Twitter user is in terms of mental health issues, as well as 

the inferred uses and gratifications (U&G) for tweeting and tweeting using that key word. 

B. Units of Sampling and Analysis 

The sample consisted of selected Metro Manila-based Twitter users who have 

used Twitter in relation to mental health issues as exemplified by their repeated use of 

any of the following terms or the use of multiple terms from this list: mental issues, 

mental health issues, #mentalhealth, OCD, making fun of mental, retarded, bipolar, 

romanticizing mental, anxiety, mental illness, mental philippines, mental health law, 

mental, depressed, mental health law philippines, suicidal, mental health. The 

sample consisted of 500 tweets, as due to privacy settings and the ethics of research it is 

impossible to analyze the whole population of tweets containing these key words. 

The search limits set by the researcher were “Near you” and “From everyone”, 

meaning that tweets from friends and public accounts containing those words and from a 

location near the researcher came up in the results. Only public tweets from January 1, 

2015 to December 31, 2015 were included. 

The units of observation were the data collected on the Twitter activity of the 

sample group. Meanwhile, the units of analysis are the result of CDA: the interpretation 

of the tweets and the textual features present, the interpreted uses and gratifications for 
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tweeting and for tweeting these terms, and the assessment/interpretation of the literacy 

level of these Twitter users. 

C. Design, Methods, and Instruments 

1. Virtual Ethnography 

Virtual ethnography was used in this research because it addresses the needs of 

content analysis for discourse and uses and gratifications, and it is good for observing 

interactions (Sulit, 2013). Also, Hine (2000, as cited in Sulit, 2013) says that virtual 

ethnography has the potential to "develop an enriched sense of the meaning of technology 

and the culture which enable it and are enabled by it" (p. 8). The tweets considered are 

those a) containing any of the following terms (terms, and not just hashtags): mental 

issues, mental health issues, #mentalhealth, OCD, making fun of mental, retarded, 

bipolar, romanticizing mental, anxiety, mental illness, mental philippines, mental 

health law, mental, depressed, mental health law philippines, suicidal, mental 

health; b) found using the search limits “Near you” and “From everyone” (from locations 

near the researcher and from Twitter users the researcher is following as well as public 

accounts, though only public accounts were included); c) from within Metro Manila; d) 

tweeted within 2015; and e) tweeted by accounts who have used any of the terms 

repeatedly or used more than one of the terms. Users were then randomly selected using a 

random number generator until the total body of tweets totaled 500, with each of the 193 

users having their complete set of pertinent tweets included. 

The researcher tabulated the following details for each tweet: 

1. The user ID, user name and description in the profile of the Twitter user 
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2. The content posted and the interactions involved (post, reply, shared from a 

third party website, retweet, favorite) 

3. Date and time posted, as well as the link to the tweet 

4. Critical discourse analysis or interpretation of the tweet 

5. Literacy level assessment 

6. Inferred intended uses and gratifications for tweeting and for using the key 

word/s. 

7. Overall assessment for the user’s body of tweets. 

 

Table 2. Data-gathering matrix 

Twitter profile/bio 

Tweet/s  

(content—

image, 

link, text 

interacted 

with or 

notes on 

others’ 

interactions 

with it) 

Textual 

feature/s 

present 

Interpretation of 

the text 

Assessment of 

literacy level on 

mental health 

issues 

Inferred 

uses/gratifications 

from tweeting 

Overall interpretation based on the body of tweets from this user 
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2. Methods of Analysis-CDA and Uses and Gratifications 

The textual feature/s present and the interpretation of the text were based on 

Fairclough’s rubrics (see Chapter 3), and themes such as health services, personal health, 

coping skills, website promotions, sarcastic tweets, advertising, education, literacy, 

information dissemination, self-disclosure, and the sharing of overall opinion (based on 

studies by Donelle and Booth, 2012 and Wilson, Ali and Valstar, 2014). The various uses 

and gratifications listed in the framework of the study were used as a basis for 

interpreting the uses and gratifications of the Twitter users. Meanwhile, the uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and tweeting using the mental health-related terms were taken 

from the research of Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch (1974, and as cited in Baran & Davis, 

2010), Berger (2003), McQuail (1972, as cited in Blackman & Walkerdine, 2001), Rubin 

(as cited in Sparks, 2009), Sparks (2009), Ruggiero (2000), and Adesoji (2014). 

For the assessment of literacy level, cues were taken from the body of tweets from 

the Twitter user. From there, the researcher wanted to find out how the user understands 

the terms, what the user’s assessment of the term is (does s/he use it in a demeaning way, 

speculate on the use of the term, or advocate for attention to mental health issues, for 

example). Also taken into account is the context in reference to links, photos, replies and 

even current issues referenced in the tweet/s. Tweets were categorized as having low, 

middling or high awareness based on the following: 

Low-colloquial use of the terms depressed, bipolar, OCD; treating mental 

health/mental illness as a joke or to degrade others (e.g. “You’re so retarded!”) 

Middling-user shows some information/proof of research or studying on in the 

topic but there is also evidence of being misinformed 
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High-tweets/content show strong feelings about the stigma on mental health; 

informed tweets such as articles and content; strong feelings about misuse of terms and 

about proper treatment of mentally ill people 

Undefined-tweet, combined with media attachments, interactions and profile do 

not give enough information to indicate a literacy level 

The following is an analysis protocol matrix that was used to thematically 

describe and analyze the findings of the research. 

 

Table 3. Analysis protocol matrix 

Theories Concepts Indicators 

Critical 

Discourse Analysis 

and Uses and 

gratifications 

Discourse on 

mental health issues 

Tweet content, tone 

of tweets, situational 

context of the tweets, 

photos/media attached to 

the tweet, 

emojis/emoticons, 

conversations, context of 

tweet (in response to 

another tweet or media 

content) 

Critical 

discourse analysis 

Literacy on mental 

health issues 

Use of the mental 

health term and 

positioning/relating of the 

self to the mental health 

term; seriousness in the use 

of the term (casually, as an 

advocate, etc.) 
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D. Schedule 

The researcher began virtual ethnography in December. By March, the researcher 

was doing analysis and the narrowing of the data to a sample of 500 tweets. The first draft 

of the research paper was written in late March. 



 
 

CHAPTER V: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following chapter discusses the results, discussions and the presentation of 

the data and analysis for the 500 tweets used in the study. Tweets were interpreted 

individually before interpreting the body of tweets from each user. The following section 

is a synthesis of these analyses, and includes tweets representative/illustrative of the 

themes found in the research. 

A. Synthesis 

The following is a synthesis of the tweets and themes seen in the tweets and users; 

the raw data and analysis can be found in the appendix. 

Of the 500 tweets sampled, from a total of 193 users, 48 tweets were found to 

indicate high literacy level; 60 showed middling literacy/awareness; 264 or the majority 

of the tweets showed little to no literacy/awareness, and 129 tweets lacked enough 

context or indicators for there to be a defined literacy level assigned to them. 

It is interesting to note that most of the tweets were found to indicate low literacy, 

mostly due to casual or improper use of the term (as a joke or an overstatement--at least 

based on the juxtaposition of the term with other words and replies to the tweet). This is 

consistent with what has been stated in the background of the study as the strong 

stigma/low understanding of mental illness. Reaveley and Pilkington’s findings on ‘low 

literacy’ content having categories such as “social distance, dangerousness, snap out of it, 

personal weakness, inaccurate beliefs, mocking or trivializing, and self-stigma” (2014, 

para. 2) were also present in these tweets. 

Examples of these tweets are the following: 

@pauchipola: “I love my crazy, bipolar, moody, ugly, best friends.” 
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@__jxlxx: “Yung pagmamahal niya sakin parang ugali ni ano.. Bipolar. 

😂” 

@Bee_Yawn_Say: “I'm so bipolar today! Huhu” 

@Bee_Yawn_Say: “Sarap maging bipolar sa twitter 😂” 

@Bee_Yawn_Say: “Moody and bipolar 😒” 

No tweets within the scope/parameters set were found for the phrases 'making fun 

of mental' and 'mental philippines'. 

It appears that the connotative meaning of 'mental' and its variations (takas ng 

mental, labas ng mental, pakuha sa mental) is behavior that is deemed 'funny', 'abnormal' 

or 'wacky' and thus should result in the person being referred to as such being placed in a 

mental institution. Sometimes this phrase is used in a playful, affectionate way (see 

examples above) while other times it is used to degrade or express dislike for a person, 

such as the following: 

@DiaryngJadine: "Ang retarded naman nila. They deserve the title 'The 

Most Fantards' -_^ ~C” 

"Stupid na nga retarded pa. Nasa inyo na lahat bashers! xDD 

#BANGSIEISBACK Hashtag JaDine AllOverTheCity ~C” 

@ijsmnlea: “Balik nalang ako kay ma'am Q. Kahit bipolar un 

naiintindihan ko turo niya. PUNYETA ORG CHEM PUNYETA KA” 

Other occurrences of the word being tweeted are in reference to PMHA or 

NCMH, both institutions working towards mental health awareness and health care. The 

same is seen for the key words 'bipolar' and 'retarded'. ‘Retarded’ was also used to refer 

to pictures/poses where a person looked less than proper or was a bad candid shot. 
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@graceyferrer01: "@TheseDamnQuote: Laughing at a text in front of a 

bunch of people, then looking completely retarded." 

@AngeloHoran: “Netflix. Coming soon in the Philippines. I hope that our 

retarded and dunce government won't interfere this good shit.” 

As for the key word 'mental issues' which only appeared once within the sample, 

it was used by Twitter user @Oblenard to describe himself to his followers and express 

his belief/speculation as to his being 'mental'--something that may or may not be serious 

use of the term. 

@Oblenard: "Dear followers, this tweet would be a reminder to everyone 

that you are following a man with mental issues." 

Meanwhile, '#mentalhealth' was used by @jerieldejesus to identify the topic of his 

tweets on studying (based on his tweet, he is a student of psychology/psychiatry) and on 

the Mamasapano incident survivors. The researcher, upon first seeing this sort of tweet 

during the data-gathering, realized how important it is to factor in context/current events 

into analyzing these tweets, just like Donelle and Booth (2012) did in their study. 

'OCD' had a variety of uses--some tweets with the term showed a positive 

connotation of the term but uninformed about the real meaning (users think of a person 

with OCD as someone who is merely orderly, neat, and “obsessed” with cleanliness),  

@KiramiOtaku_: “Advantage ang pagiging OCD sa QA section. Jusko 

po. Eto ang restricted area sa mga gaya ko.” 

@PattyPuttie: “Midterms > My OCD...I know right... 😉 @ CGHC 3rd 

floor, Study room http://instagram.com/p/yFBuEuKKXx/ (photo of a disorganized 

desk)” 
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On the other hand, there were also a few occurrences of proper use of the 

term:  

@imeemalabonga: “Stop glorifying psych problems. It's not "cool" to 

have OCD, depression, bipolar disorder, etc. Some people actually have those 

problems!!!” 

@imeemalabonga: “Pet peeve: people who insist they have a mental prob 

cos they think it makes them special. Ooh look at me I'm so bipolar. Ooh I have 

OCD. 😡” 

@ludables: "Depression, OCD, Bipolar Disorder and Insomnia //ARE// 

disorders. They are not jewelries. Thank you very much.” 

In the case of @con_ssidrama, the tweets show use that may be informed 

somewhat, based on an overall interpretation of the tweets from that user: 

@con_ssidrama: “Kala ko down ang Facebook kahapon, ako lang pala. 

Nagulo tuloy routine ko. #OCD” 

@con_ssidrama: "No, i'm counting... #OCDproblems @con_ssidrama: 

@OCD_probz_ Con Sep Syeon added, 9GAG @9GAG if you ever find me gazing 

into the distance and wonder what i’m thinking about, the answer is food” 

@con_ssidrama: “Shared my "weirdness" with my love. Para di na sya 

mashock after the wedding. 😝😝😝 #OCD #Arithmomania” 

Also present were tweets showing negative connotation associated with the term, 

coupled with wrong use of the term: 

@Vsriel: "Ocd people be liek Shit its 6:32 well then im going to school at 

7:30" 
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The only occurrence of 'romanticizing mental', as hypothesized by the researcher, 

was a tweet calling to end the romanticizing and stigmatizing of mental illnesses as has 

been propagated in social media recently and has perhaps been the cause for the use of 

these terms as buzzwords. 

When 'mental illness' was used in the sample, users used the term to refer to their 

own behavior as in the case of @RaphaelPamaypay: 

@RaphaelPamaypay: “I am currently suffering a mental illness called 

"being an asshole".” 

It was also used to talk about, and directly illustrate, the lack of knowledge on 

mental health as shown by @cupkeyttt's thread of tweets that classify mental illness as 

overly dramatic and bad, and, fortunately, to inform others/share the advocacy as in the 

case of all of @emzflorez’ tweets (two of which are quoted here), and others as well: 

@cupkeyttt: “Whenever i see tweets or postings about "suicidal thoughts" 

i think of them as psychopaths who don't see how precious they are 😨😐” 

@cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze that's my own opinion and i can defend it. I 

don't think there's something wrong with my tweet” 

@cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze para kasi sakin yang "depression" na yan it's 

only in our minds may choice tayong isalba yung sarili natin from sadness.” 

@cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze kasi ppl who posts those kinds of thoughts na 

suffering from mental illness are the ones who's technically joking around“  

@cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze calling out for help? why don't u tell it to your 

family first, bat mo idadaan sa cyber world e ika nga nila "family first"" 
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@cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze oh nag ssuffer pala sya e. Edi isurvey mo pag 

nag post sya ng suicidal thoughts kung makatutulong ba yon sa recovery nya 😂” 

@cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze hahaha well base sa tweets mo ikaw ang may problem 

not me. U knw wht i think u r also suffering from illness. Take care bye😂” 

@emzflorez: “The Stigma of Mental Illness http://fb.me/292wuuSx0” 

@emzflorez: “Reading, writing and mental health care: Column 

http://fb.me/6UU1uNLw4” 

@GilObriqueRafer: “BTWF — The only shameless thing about Mental 

Illness is the stigma attached to it. Check this out! http://huff.to/18SZKLQ” 

@flawed_project: “Stop the stigma on mental illness. Watch the full 

video: http://bit.ly/FlawedProject” 

The lack of human contact can also make people 'braver' in arguing, bullying or 

bashing others for their ideas; the 'shutting down' @cupkeyttt did of the user trying to 

educate her on mental health showed a power play of sorts and trying to get out of a 

conversation. This lack of human contact as a factor in interacting through new media 

was mentioned in the review of related literature by Lane (1994). Also, the usage of new 

media to interact, to share opinions and argue about them with others as seen in many of 

the studies in Chaper 2.  

'Mental health law' only appeared once in the sample, as a Twitter share of an 

article from Rappler by @jennyrockwell.  

'Depressed' had negative connotations and was found to be the key word that 

brings up a lot of colloquial use/use as a buzzword to refer to sadness following a 

concert, or due to a bad day. While some tweets and Twitter users show indications of 
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mental health concerns, the use of 'depressed' in such a casual way also raises concern. 

That the number of tweets were actually retweets also shows how handling 'fact' or 

'quote' accounts can be very influential--though some of the trivia were found to be true 

to a certain extent, the lack of a click-through link for a source might cause readers to 

believe everything they see on the Internet, especially if they aren't very media literate.  

@graceyllegue: “I am so depressed. 😱😭😔😥💔” 

@ashishiiiii: “ang daming nagsasabi na depressed sila. Haler?! Mental 

illness kaya yon.” 

@yvetteestinos: “"@TheFactsBook: People who regularly help others are 

significantly happier and less likely to become depressed as they get older." 

@prncsabbx: “Stressed & depressed but well-dressed ✋💪” 

@ramendowza: “Not a single salty tear, not a feeling in my chest. Baby 

I'm feeling no stress, I'm too fly to be depressed. 👌🎵😝” 

Though Reavley and Pilkington’s categories in their 2014 study, which tackled 

the terms ‘depression’ and ‘schizophrenia’, are present in these tweets, the categories or 

themes seen in this body of tweets are slightly different. While previous research divided 

tweets from a range of stigmatizing—neutral—anti-stigma with stigmatizing tweets 

mocking depression, tweets on depression/’depressed’ in this research show ‘fact’ 

accounts and pop culture references as well. 

'Suicidal' was found in the sample to refer to song lyrics or playlists of 'emo' 

songs, overstatement or exaggeration of feelings (for example, in reference to being a fan 

or reading fan fiction). A common occurrence was to use the word 'depressed' or 
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'suicidal’ in relation to Zayn Malik, a member of the band One Direction, not attending 

the band’s Manila concert, and his eventual leaving the band. 

@SophiaCorina: “I think I'm getting depressed from that fcking concert” 

@craiclord: “LETTING GO OF A V GOOD FIC MAKES ME SUICIDAL 

DAMMIT I NEED A GODDAMN SEQUEL” 

@babybutthealy: "Suicidal mode on...  *Welcome to the Black Parade 

starts playing*" 

The various uses of 'mental health' in the sample include referring to the user 

needing to care for his/her mental health, casual reference to mental health in relation to 

avid fan behavior, and even in reference to a subject in school on mental health--a good 

sign. Some tweets were merely a sharing of the current location of the user (NCMH or 

PMHA). This shows that the use of only this broad term would have been confusing, as 

was the case in Donelle and Booth (2012) and Lee, DeCamp et al (2014)’s studies. 

The following are examples of tweets using various key words that talk about 

mental health in an educated/literate and positive way, usually aiming to educate others 

or stop the stigma. Tweets indicating that the user worked/studied in the realm of mental 

health care were also classified as ‘high’ in terms of literacy. 

@jennyrockwell: “The Scale of Mental Health. 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CJeHHuGUsAEZbTP.jpg” (publicty material of 

statistics on mental health) 

@kryz_xoxo: “Stop romanticizing mental illness. End the stigma.” 
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@imeemalabonga: “Stop glorifying psych problems. It's not "cool" to 

have OCD, depression, bipolar disorder, etc. Some people actually have those 

problems!!!” 

@iiihearrtmyseLf: "August 25, 2015 APEC Round Table on Mental 

Health." 

@iiihearrtmyseLf: “#NCMHNurses #NCMHCulturalDancers 

#PabebeGirls… https://instagram.com/p/617xlLBYYs/" (group photo) 

While a number of the tweets/bodies of tweets could indicate an issue that would 

be of concern to a health professional, the only tweet directly stating that the user was 

clinically diagnosed was a tweet by @ShireenKRosales: 

@ShireenKRosales: “Anxiety insomnia and a lot more crying than I'm 

used to these days. Looks like I'm going back to the doctor .” 

Other tweets like the following examples were assigned a ‘middling’ literacy 

level because of the tone and content of the tweet that corresponds with the symptoms of 

depression as well as the lack of an explicit statement on diagnosis or knowledge the user 

may have. 

@KiramiOtaku_: "Getting depressed of all the hate and the pain that I 

get" 

@KennethEspenida: "Feeling ko may mali na sa hormones ko. Kakaiba 

na mood swings ko lately. Bipolar?” 

@jamszalea: http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136122486705 /pain-

demands-to-be-felt-i-have-a-lot-of-things#_=_#depression #anxiety 

#mentalhealth 
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The following table contains a thematic analysis of the body of tweets according 

to the theories and concepts discussed in the framework of the study, followed by themes 

found in the study. 

 

Table 4. Synthesis of analysis of data 

Theories Concepts Indicators 

Textual 

analysis for uses 

and 

gratifications 

Discourse on mental 

health issues is still rather 

superficial and stigmatized, 

confirming the research 

presented in the background 

of the study such as what 

Tolentino said about 

Mandaluyong. 

 

Tweet content of the 

500 tweets is mostly about the 

users' feelings, describing 

others or themselves (either in a 

degrading way or in a playful 

way such as to describe their 

'takas ng mental' friends); a 

considerable amount of tweets 

are retweets from 'fact' sites 

about mental health which 

aren't backed up by sources or 

research despite being 

somewhat true sometimes; song 

lyrics also figure in the tweets; 

NCMH as a location is also a 

large part of the 500 tweets--

either as a study/workplace or 

as a jogging place 

Critical 

discourse 

analysis 

Literacy on mental 

health issues 

Assumed uses and 

gratifications the users had for 

tweeting and/or using the 

mental health terms were 

mostly for the users to express 

themselves (describe 

themselves, describe others, a 

personal experience). A small 

fraction of the tweets also 

included tweeting in order to 

further the discourse on mental 

health awareness and lessen the 

stigma. There were also tweets 

that appear to be the user's 

fulfilling a need formed by a 

habit--to tweet things blow-by-

blow, spur-of-the-moment; 
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Twitter is a safe space for the 

user to express him/herself and 

establish his/her identity 

through the use of pictures 

taken or shared, tweeting to talk 

about his or her beliefs 

 

 

B. Themes 

1. Advantages or uses and gratifications of new media 

 As mentioned by Lane, this study showed the advantages of new media as 

to connecting people from far-off places, intellectual exploration, enhancement of 

interaction patterns, sharing of ideas and open discussions (however high or low the level 

of discourse gets, it's still a discussion).  

 Use of the keywords, and of Twitter itself (and related applications like 

Instagram, 4square) showed users’ desire to interact with others, to talk about themselves 

and their personal experiences and opinions, as well as to use Twitter as a space to freely 

and safely express their feelings, even in the shortest, most out-of-context way (thought 

bubble-type tweets). This could indicate a desire to break the private-public boundary by 

making a record of one’s whereabouts, activities and feelings. 

2. New media and the private-public boundary 

 The fact that some people were talking about the state of their mental 

health or even just their feelings about certain people, their internship, etc. showed a 

bridging of their private and public worlds. their feelings about certain people, their 

internship, etc. showed a bridging of their private and public worlds. Using 'depressed' 

and 'bipolar' to refer to moods experienced by the user--some of which due to repeated 

occurrence/frequency/juxtaposition of tweets with other terms shows something that may 
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be of legitimate concern for a health professional. Self-disclosure about coping with 

depression, support for those suffering from depression, and opinions on depression were 

also present in Wilson, Ali and Valstar's 2014 paper. 

3. Literacy on mental health issues 

 Most of the tweets appear to be using the terms as synonyms for sadness 

or disappointment, which indicates low awareness of the implications of the terms they 

use. Also, using 'depressed' and 'bipolar' and 'takas ng mental' (and derivatives) to 

describe themselves and others in casual ways or colloquially--in reference to their 

moodiness, disappointment, sadness, or to laughing or behaving in a funny way 

(indicating ‘playfulness’ according to the uses and gratifications list).  

 Advocacy and those who are fighting to spread awareness also figured in 

the sample, such as tweets by @emzflorez and @jennyrockwell. Sharing of articles, like 

@emzflorez did, is good but seems to not be a common occurrence (at least within the 

sample) and has no interactions (likes or retweets or even conversations that emerged 

from the tweet) which shows that perhaps this isn't the best way to reach out to those who 

have little to no knowledge on mental health--only those who are actually already 

interested in the topic or who are peers of the user who seems to be an expert already. 

While tweets to promote mental health care were few in occurrence through the 500 

tweets, they were present, with people sharing articles and tweeting calls to change 

people's world view of mental illness. 

 A number of the tweets also showed the users' work/studies at NCMH; 

while the identification of the users was used to establish literacy level, the researcher 
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finds this inaccurate, and perhaps stricter parameters could be done for future studies on 

the same topic in order to better measure people’s literacy levels. 

 Due to the instances of casual/colloquial use of terms like 'depressed' it is 

quite hard to identify those with legitimate mental health concerns (diagnosed or 

undiagnosed) unless the tweets are long enough to give context, often enough to establish 

a long-term feeling and not just a mood, or a link to a longer blog entry like in the cases 

of @jamszalea and @IamShireenKRosales. 

 Comparing this study with Donelle and Booth's 2012 study looking at 

themes for tweets containing the world 'health', it was found that health services (or 

mental health legislation) was mentioned in only a few tweets; but most of the tweets 

were casual or joking use of mental health-related terms. But, the use of specific terms in 

this study are, in the researcher's opinion, a more accurate and streamlined way of 

looking at the discussion instead of just using one key term like Donelle and Booth did. 

 Similar to the findings in this study are those in Reavley and Pilkington's 

2014 study; findings in both studies showed stigmatizing attitudes (ranging from 

supportive of the stigma, neutral, to anti-stigma). A lot of findings in this study showed 

inaccurate beliefs and mocking or trivializing of mental health issues. On the other hand, 

this study had no mention of services or products for those with depression; only some 

resource material for the uninformed in the forms of Buzzfeed articles, news articles, or 

advocacy videos. The categories found in this study were also a bit different, with 

categories or themes such as retweets from ‘quote’ or ‘fact’ accounts, and song lyrics/pop 

culture references. 

4. The digital divide 
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 The digital divide, though not mentioned directly in the findings, is visible 

in the sense that if people with access to the Internet and materials on mental health can 

have a low level of knowledge and discourse on mental health, what more those with no 

access to these materials at all? As a study in The Guardian mentioned in the background 

of the study, it won’t be enough to resort to being a keyboard activist for mental health. 

There must be tangible contributions and face-to-face interactions among advocates and 

with the target audience. 

5. Mental health as related to pop culture and news 

 Tweeting of song lyrics or referring to ‘suicidal’ playlists, and liveblog-

style tweets of teleseryes to talk about the user’s emotions or to describe a character in 

ways that include mental health terms show that media like music, movies, TV shows and 

social media are used to talk about these issues in a neutral, playful (joking), or casual 

way so they can also be used to advocate mental health awareness, the loss of the stigma 

on mental illnesses and seeking treatment. Examples of pop culture references were the 

‘emo’ rock music of My Chemical Romance and the sad love songs of Nina; the chorus 

of Sean Kingston’s hit son “Beautiful Girls” and Ne-Yo’s “Go On Girl”, and scenes from 

“Little Nanay”, “The Rich Man’s Daughter” and “Forevermore”. References to the One 

Direction concert, Zayn Malik’s absence from the concert, and his eventual leaving the 

group were also mentioned by the Twitter users. 

 Current events (such as instances of suicide or congresses/symposia/the 

Mamasapano clash), when talked about, can serve as opportunities for understanding 

those with mental illnesses--not to belittle or 'normalize' the illnesses but to be able to see 

these people in a less stigmatized way. This echoes the occurrences of articles in 
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Rappler.com about the mental health of Yolanda survivors right after the supertyphoon 

and even until one year after the calamity struck. 

  ‘Fact' or 'quote' accounts are also quite popular among the ones who 

tweeted using the key terms--some facts were real but not backed up by research, while 

others were simply casual use of the term that propagated certain ideas on mental health; 

@DiaryngJadine is an example of a rather influential account that could be put to good 

use instead of referring to rival fandoms as 'fantards'. 

C. Discussion in Relation to the Framework 

The themes observed in the findings showed using social media to inform, 

express opinion, cope with situations, talk about one’s daily life hold true across studies 

like Sepp, Liljander and Gummerus’ (2011) and Whiting and Williams' (2013). While 

these two studies used the in-depth interview method, the same results were found via 

content analysis. 

The research reflects that users have needs and uses that are gratified or obtained 

by using Twitter, whether it be to interact with others, to express their own feelings, to 

share advocacies, to document their daily lives, etc. These needs and uses are what gave 

rise to the text (as used in Fairclough’s model and the integrated framework of this 

study). 

The texts are for the most part verbal and visual (emojis and photos), and are 

written to be read. Due to the fast-moving pace of the Twitter feed, though, sending a 

tweet as short as "feeling depressed" feels more like a shout into a virtual void than an 

actual call for interaction; but tweets like these also prompted interaction in some cases—
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reflecting critiques of CMC as both an avenue to reach out and a possible cause of 

negative feelings and further isolation as discussed by Lane. 

Based on the researcher's own experience on Twitter, tweeting doesn't necessarily 

mean a lot of your followers, or even any of them, will really read and absorb what you 

typed--some will just scroll through their feed on their phone or their computer, 

especially if you are not really that close in real life. 

On discourse practice: as to the process of tweeting, the behavior observed in the 

course of the analysis of the data shows tweeting in order to express one's opinion or 

feelings, or to interact with others. These include tweeting about the happenings in the 

day of the Twitter user, a liveblog of an experience, tweeting was to share the most 

random, and even a post extreme thoughts or feelings (as in the case of rants or feelings 

of desperation/sadness) with others, or even to get a feeling of interaction--having a 

parasocial relationship with the universe of Twitter (“Twitterverse”) as a habit, and as 

opposed to telling these thoughts to people in real life. While having this space to vent 

out and introspect is good for those who lack a safe space to vent out in real life, users 

like @cupkeyttt and others who are not very well-informed about the delicate matters of 

mental health can cause more grief to those seeking solace in the online world, and 

perpetuate their views on these issues. As stated in the Related Literature and 

Framework, it really depends on how users actually use the medium; they are prosumers, 

meaning they are empowered to react, critique, and act on content they consume. 

On the matter of sociocultural practice: Identity, affiliations and personal beliefs 

on issues and texts (fan/hater), interacting with others, appeared a lot of times in the 

analysis, indicating that to the Twitter users sampled, identity and identifying oneself is 
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important. Whether this is a factor of age (being 'millennials') cannot be determined 

exactly; but at face value it appears that most of the sample consisted of people in the 15-

25 age group, as indicated by the fact that their experiences involve school, internship, 

and medical school; and that their Twitter profiles support this hypothesis as well. 

In line with what Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch mentioned as unintended 

consequences of obtaining gratifications, the perpetuation of discourse could be one of 

them, as by tweeting groufies and calling one's friends 'mental', one can actually reinforce 

the casual use of the term as well as the stigma; the purposeful ‘advocacy’ tweets showed 

intention to change discourse, while the tweets posted to interact or document user’s lives 

had the unintended consequence of adding to the visible body of tweets—and the 

‘invisible’ discourse and status quo on mental health issues. 



CHAPTER VI: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A. Summary 

The researcher used content analysis to answer the question “How do selected 

Metro Manila-based internet consumers use Twitter in relation to mental health issues?” 

Uses and gratifications theory and critical discourse analysis were used to interpret 500 

tweets from a total of 193 users. Literacy level and uses and gratifications for using social 

media/tweeting were described per tweet and per user. 

The researcher found that the Twitter users included in the sample use the key 

words for various purposes ranging from positive for the advocacy (sharing articles on 

mental health and talking about the gravity of the issue) to negative (perpetuating what 

has been established in the background of the study as the current discourse on mental 

health--casual or joking/degrading use of the terms to refer to themselves or people they 

know). The spectrum of tweets can be exemplified by the following: 

@cupkeyttt: “Whenever i see tweets or postings about "suicidal thoughts" 

i think of them as psychopaths who don't see how precious they are 😨😐” 

 @cupkeyttt: “@hercheeze para kasi sakin yang "depression" na yan it's 

only in our minds may choice tayong isalba yung sarili natin from sadness.” 

@yvetteestinos: “"@TheFactsBook: People who regularly help others are 

significantly happier and less likely to become depressed as they get older." 

@SophiaCorina: “I think I'm getting depressed from that fcking concert” 

@craiclord: “LETTING GO OF A V GOOD FIC MAKES ME SUICIDAL 

DAMMIT I NEED A GODDAMN SEQUEL” 
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@Vsriel: "Ocd people be liek Shit its 6:32 well then im going to school at 

7:30" 

@graceyferrer01: "@TheseDamnQuote: Laughing at a text in front of a 

bunch of people, then looking completely retarded." 

@AngeloHoran: “Netflix. Coming soon in the Philippines. I hope that our 

retarded and dunce government won't interfere this good shit.” 

@emzflorez: “The Stigma of Mental Illness http://fb.me/292wuuSx0” 

@emzflorez: “Reading, writing and mental health care: Column 

http://fb.me/6UU1uNLw4” 

@GilObriqueRafer: “BTWF — The only shameless thing about Mental 

Illness is the stigma attached to it. Check this out! http://huff.to/18SZKLQ” 

@flawed_project: “Stop the stigma on mental illness. Watch the full 

video: http://bit.ly/FlawedProject” 

 

The Twitter users in the sample appear to be using the terms in order to interact 

with others, to express their personal opinions or personal observations, as well as to 

express their extremely negative emotions in a safe way for catharsis. Specific uses 

include talking about music, TV shows, celebrities, other people, and the user’s day at 

school/work/home or even life-documenting as things happen, to satisfy one’s vanity, to 

get help, and reinforcing opinions and identity through interacting with friends or 

retweeting from friends and ‘fact’ or ‘quote’ accounts. The data that was gathered and 

analyzed accurately reflected related studies on the uses and gratifications of social media 

use.  
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There were many instances of using Twitter to express the user's opinion and to 

interact with others, just as Sepp, Liljander and Gummerus (2011) and Whiting and 

Williams (2013) found in their studies. Instances/attempts to use the medium to share the 

advocacy of mental health and to provide information on health care ranged from a rather 

scholarly approach (sharing of articles from sites like The Guardian) to 'fact'/'quote' sites 

that had no sources for their tidbits of information on mental health (some of which were 

rather inaccurate or unexplained). The level of literacy on the topic also reflects what was 

discussed in the background of the study, such as Tolentino’s discussion of the stigma on 

mental health issues. 

The researcher found no tweets for the key words 'making fun of mental' and 

'mental health philippines'; more general terms like #mentalhealth and ‘mental illness’ 

had a mix of tweets showing high, low and middling literacy level; terms like 'mental 

health law Philippines' were used to advocate the passing of a law of that sort; 

'depressed', 'bipolar', and 'OCD' were terms that generated a lot of tweets that indicated 

low literacy. The last few terms were used casually or to make fun of those they called 

'bipolar'. In general, the Twitter users in the sample showed the use of social media and 

these key words to express themselves, especially in order to rant about others or to 

document their lives. They also used these terms to interact with others in a playful way 

(such as calling a friend bipolar) or in a bullying way (such as calling a fandom 

'fantards'). A number of tweets also showed a call to end the stigma, to become more 

aware and literate on the topic, and to share information on the topic of mental health. 
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The findings show a need to educate people on mental health and to remove the 

stigma on the topic; to show that mental health is a component of what we know as 

overall health. 

B. Conclusion 

The researcher has found that on Twitter, the use of mental health-related key 

words is due to users’ need to express themselves: their opinions, to document their lives, 

to rant about others, to describe themselves and their peers, to safely express their 

emotions, and to interact with others. This includes users who feel strongly about mental 

health and want to educate others on the topic and to end the stigma or romanticizing of 

illnesses, as well as users who know little to nothing about mental health—which results 

in their casual/wrong use of mental health-related terms such as using ‘depressed’ to 

mean ‘sad’ and ‘bipolar’ to refer to ‘moodiness’. Based on the 500 tweets it was seen that 

that status quo is still the latter: stigmatizing, romanticizing, and being uninformed or 

misinformed on mental health topics. 

A lot more has to be done to improve the discourse on mental health issues such 

as passing mental health legislation, including mental health in Health subjects in school, 

and continuing to produce infographics, articles and videos that touch on the topic. The 

presence of the tweets/Twitter shares of articles on social media that try to improve this 

discourse is a step towards improving how [Philippine] society thinks about and talks 

about mental health. Because of Twitter’s fairly large reach (barring the digital divide) 

and its popularity among the youth sector, Twitter and social media in general can be 

used to improve this discourse. Social media cannot be ignored in the process of 

spreading information and encouraging people to take concrete steps (Kweifio-Okai, 
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2015). But, as was mentioned by The Guardian, though social media is the ‘campaigners’ 

best friend’, this must be complemented by tangible contributions and real-life 

interactions. 



CHAPTER VII: IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Theoretical issues 

The findings of this study support the theories and literature on uses and 

gratifications and show that the uses and gratifications 'list' must be further expanded or 

enhanced to reflect the prosumer nature of social media in the future. This will make sure 

that the uses and gratifications framework remains relevant even with the evolution of 

technology. This study was limited to a qualitative method (textual analysis) using 

critical discourse analysis and uses and gratifications as frameworks and thus only looked 

at the probable or assumed uses and gratifications of Twitter users based on the body of 

tweets per user. While the findings of this study were in keeping with the related 

literature on the topic, like other studies, it fails to address some aspects of the 

phenomenon as these are not in the research design. While this study aimed to describe 

the social discourse and find out how users tweet/tweet about mental health issues, future 

researchers may want to look at different aspects of the phenomenon or discourse by 

using theories such as cultivation theory or agenda-setting theory. Cultivation theory 

could be tapped to tackle the question why do people have this kind of literacy level or 

discourse on mental health (perhaps due to media, Filipino culture). Agenda-setting, for 

example, could show that not a lot of importance is put on mental health care or mental 

health based on mainstream news channels. 

B. Methodological issues 

Given the time constraints for data-gathering and analysis (less than a month, not 

including the preliminary data-gathering done), the researcher believes that the 

methodology was implemented as soundly as was possible. For future researchers who 

plan to do a textual analysis type of study, the researcher advises that more time (or 
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manpower) be allotted due to the high volume of tweets. Even if the researcher limited it 

to tweets from Metro Manila-based users who tweeted the key words more than once in 

2015, a high volume of tweets was still found which ended up with the researcher having 

to limit the sample size to 500 tweets. 

The researcher believes that this research could be enriched or improved through 

the use of in-depth interviews with the users to complement the content analysis was 

done (as was the original plan in the proposal stage). This will help health 

communicators, advocates, and organizations--not just those relating to mental health--

learn about how the status quo came to be (in relation to cultivation theory), why the 

status quo is the way it is, and what could be done to effectively change it to 

communicate messages on mental health and related advocacies like suicide prevention. 

Textual analysis was ideal for the short span of time for data-gathering and analysis, as 

the answers or interpretations come from the researcher. This is a start in solving the 

health communication problem on mental health. But, in order to effectively 

communicate with the people, especially those who know little on the topic, future 

researchers who advocate this cause must talk to the potential audience and get answers 

from them. 

C. Practical issues and recommendations 

As was shown in the background of the study, social media does have an impact 

on how people, especially the youth and the masses (with access to the Internet) are 

educated. Barring the digital divide, the medium can be useful in advancing the discourse 

on mental health and calling for mental health legislation, a suicide prevention strategy, 

and so on. Articles on Buzzfeed are a start, and so are infographics, but for the most part 
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the researcher observed that these tweets/shares came from those who already espoused 

the advocacy and were already scholars in the field. The researcher believes that a more 

youth-friendly, less academic and non-preachy approach could be used in order to be 

appealing for the youth and the masses. 

Due to the prevalence of tweets that discussed pop culture both local and foreign, 

the researcher believes that teleseryes and celebrities can help in the responsible portrayal 

of those with mental illnesses, and even become advocates for mental healthcare. 

This research is largely only expository, showing the discourse or status quo 

based on a small sample of tweets. More research has to be done in order to come up with 

a plan to solve the problem presented and described in this research. 

The researcher recommends a further study based on this research, this time 

getting straight to the source: Twitter users up close and personal, with in-depth 

interviews. A shorter timeframe for the tweets could also be considered in order to factor 

in the fact that the users may not remember a tweet from a year ago, or even 6 months 

ago. By finding out what the people know and do not know, and studying their 

backgrounds in order to make comparisons, crafting a campaign strategy or materials and 

messages will be easier and more effective. 
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APPENDIX 

 



1. Jennifer Tan Rockwell (@jennyrockwell): Twitter profile/bio: "God's little & overweight quintessential cat lady! She relies on the Lord for everything! A hopeless romantic, a 

genuine glutton, loves to love & loves life!"; cover photo and profile photo are photos of the user with family/friends; current photo has a Roxas-Robredo support badge 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

"@rapplerdotcom: Why we need a mental health law in 

the Philippines: http://rplr.co/1L5nCNA " I agree! 

3/13/2015 

18:12:00 

https://twitter.com/JennyR

ockwell/status/576324997

091758080 

The retweeting and adding 

of "I agree" signifying 

agreement with the text 

interacted with, which is an 

article on Philippine mental 

health legislation 

High To show agreement and to interact with 

the Rappler social media account; 

retweeting also spreads the article to the 

user's followers; to reinforce the user's 

belief and perhaps as a result of getting 

informed 

The Scale of Mental Health. (publicity material of 

statistics on mental health) 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CJeHHuGUsAEZbTP.jpg 

7/9/2015 

19:53:00 

https://twitter.com/JennyR

ockwell/status/619112105

992585216 

explanation and 

persuasiveness as well as 

legitimacy brought about 

by the publicity material; 

use of visual medium to 

stand out on a Twitter 

timeline; pubmat has no 

credits/sources though 

High To reinforce the user's belief and perhaps 

as a result of getting informed (by first 

viewing the pubmat) 

The Scale of Mental Health, globally, @ BF Resort 

Village, Las Piñas City 

https://instagram.com/p/46ZK2el_sB/ (same publicity 

material but on Instagram) 

7/9/2015 

18:40:00 

https://twitter.com/JennyR

ockwell/status/619093887

353757696 

Repost of publicity material 

on mental health via 

Instagram; juxtaposition of 

posts within a short amount 

of time would increase 

visibility on the issue 

High To reinforce the user's belief and perhaps 

as a result of getting informed (by first 

viewing the pubmat) and this time to share 

it with more people (Instagram followers) 

"@HuffingtonPost: Yikes! This is what a diet high in 

sugar can do to your mental health 

http://huff.to/1MYCWgb " 

4/7/2015 

0:10:00 

https://twitter.com/JennyR

ockwell/status/585112431

334039552 

Repost of an article related 

again to the mental health 

advocacy; shows agreement 

and putting importance on 

this issue 

High To show agreement and to interact with 

the Huffington Post social media account; 

sharing also spreads the article to the user's 

followers; to reinforce the user's belief and 

perhaps as a result of getting informed 

Robredo Files Mental Health Bill, Bats for Protecting 

Mental Health Patients’ Rights - 

http://medicalobserverph.com/news-robredo-files-mental-

health-bill-bats-for-protecting-mental-health-patients-

rights/ … 

 FINALLY! :-) #happy 

2/4/2015 

17:34:00 

https://twitter.com/JennyR

ockwell/status/562906967

338123264 

Repost of the article to 

share the news; all caps for 

"finally" shows intense 

emotion about the cause, as 

further emphasized by the 

use of the smiley face 

emoticon and "#happy" 

High The user wants to share the good news on 

the advocacy; campaign for her chosen 

candidate who represents her advocacy; to 

share and reinforce her belief systems 



"kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 12 Apr 2015 

  Look Markeeee! Dinner for one; Lentil soup & chicken 

curry! @markcojuangco  

   

  0 retweets 5 likes 

   

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 12 Apr 2015 San Bruno, CA 

  @kimicojuangco @markcojuangco You still have 

enough time to prepare & cook? Sipag naman ninyo. 

   

  kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 12 Apr 2015 

  @Chip2chip2 I grew up in a home where my mom was a 

perfectionist when it came to home cooked food! 

@markcojuangco 

   

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 13 Apr 2015 San Bruno, CA 

  @kimicojuangco @markcojuangco I love Phil. 

vegetables like hagod. 

   

  kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 13 Apr 2015 

  @Chip2chip2 @markcojuangco it seems u live 

overseas? Am I right? 

   

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 13 Apr 2015 San Bruno, CA 

  @kimicojuangco @markcojuangco Yes! we have 

Filipino gulay but so expensive pa. The fish that I haven't 

tasted for a while is the ayungin. 

   

  kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 13 Apr 2015 

  @Chip2chip2 where do you live?@markcojuangco 

 

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 13 Apr 2015 San Bruno, CA 

  @kimicojuangco @markcojuangco I live in San Bruno 

but its not as famous as Filipino Town Daly City. 

 

  kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 13 Apr 2015 

  @Chip2chip2 oh I know where that is. I have a place in 

the city. San Francisco. You may find good fish in 

Chinese or Asian groceries? Yes? 

   

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 13 Apr 2015 

  @kimicojuangco Yes! About 5 miles.The only time I 

know that you are related to one of my patient in the 90's 

is when I talk to Sir Mark. 

   

  kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 13 Apr 2015 

4/13/2015 

0:35:00 

https://twitter.com/JennyR

ockwell/status/587292950

964469760 

Conversation on lifestyle 

led to talk about the 

advocacy of the Twitter 

user; talk on 

mental/spiritual/emotional 

health was easily inserted 

into the conversation; it was 

also mentioned that the user 

has a post on psychology 

showing that she really 

feels strongly about mental 

health 

High To converse with longtime friends living 

abroad; to talk about her advocacy 

(interaction for sociability and 

involvement as well as connectedness) 



  @Chip2chip2 who was this patient in the 90's? Also 

never say ""just"" a nurse. I would be proud to be a nurse 

👏👏👏 

   

  JenniferTanRockwell @JennyRockwell 13 Apr 2015 

  @kimicojuangco @Chip2chip2 What a touching remark. 

Sorry for interrupting, just had to say it. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  kimi cojuangco @kimicojuangco 13 Apr 2015 

  @JennyRockwell @Chip2chip2 hi Jenny I was just 

reading your post on psychology. Will re post! Good one! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  JenniferTanRockwell 

  @JennyRockwell 

  @kimicojuangco @Chip2chip2 :) Being grateful now 

has over-all benefits: emotional, mental, spiritual; now 

even physical benefits :) 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKES 

  2 

   

  @JennyRockwell @kimicojuangco Jenny have you tried 

yoga? Asthmatic attack mostly emotional stress. Please 

try. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  JenniferTanRockwell @JennyRockwell 13 Apr 2015 Las 

Pinas City, National Capital Region 

  @Chip2chip2 @kimicojuangco yes, i will try yoga soon. 

thanks, love. 

Overall interpretation of @jennyrockwell's tweets: she has 

a high amount of discourse on mental health and 

psychology; her support of Leni Robredo as evidenced by 

her profile picture could be due to Robredo's filing of a 

mental health bill; all the tweets found from her using the 

key words were positive in emotion and high in literacy 

level. The user tweeted in order to share her knowledge on 

the subjec, reinforce her beliefs, add to her knowledge (as 

well as others who view the articles she shares)t and 

interact with friends. 

 

     

 



2. Jeriel (@jerieldejesus) Twitter profile/bio: "Be the person you wanna be and not the person they want you to be!"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a photo of the 

beach/sea 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Studying mental disorders can also cause you one! 

Hahaha #abnormalpsychreview #pyschometrician 

#mentalhealth #mentaldisorders #dsmIV 

3/22/2015 

18:29:00 

https://twitter.com/jerielde

jesus/status/57959070633

2717056 

A joke on academics, 

studying; can be considered 

Wrong if taken from a 

serious point of view; 

shifting of discourse 

considering the user is 

taking a mental health 

class/course; use of 

hashtags gives insight into 

what he is studying 

Middling To rant on the difficulties of studying; to 

identify oneself as a psych student; user 

identifies himself in relation to the text he 

has just viewed (his psychology books) 

and puts this on another platform, social 

media; perhaps to divert or distract him as 

well while reviewing 

Those who survived the Mamasapano incident is 

experiencing survival guilt. #mentalhealth 

3/24/2015 

18:47:00 

https://twitter.com/jerielde

jesus/status/58032005956

3749376 

The tweet was posted close 

to the occurence of the 

Mamasapano incident; this 

could be seen as an 

explanation or 

interpretation based on the 

user's knowledge as a 

psychology (?) major as 

denoted by his previous 

tweet. 

High To talk about current issues; relating the 

issue to the user's field of study; to stay 

informed about events and participate in 

these events 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @jerieldejesus: 

User is studying psychology and therefore is 

comparatively well-versed on mental health issues; he is 

able to relate his field to current affairs. He tweets using 

the terms in order to share his knowledge and to talk about 

his daily life as a psychology student. 

     

 

3. Anna Noel (@drpunkster) Twitter profile/bio: "MD • Drinks Too Much Coffee and Eats Books For Breakfast | Shrink In The Making (Psychiatry Resident) | Mental Health 

Advocate"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is of a lot of books on a shelf. 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 



End the Stigma. 🚫 Act Now.💡 #MHActNow 

#MentalHealth #MentalHealthWeek2015 

#MentalHealthAwareness #MentalHealthAdvocate 

#Psychiatry #PsychiatryResidency #VMMC 

#VMMCPsychiatry https://instagram.com/p/8fMrqBjSbX/ 

(photo of a publicity material with statistics on mental 

health) 

10/6/2015 

15:17:00 

https://twitter.com/drpunk

ster/status/6512953142221

49632 

Multiple uses of the word 

'mental health' in the 

hashtags, as well as related 

terms such as "end the 

stigma" and the references 

to the user's psychiatry 

background and advocacy 

show a strong emotion 

about mental health 

awareness. Proximity to 

mental health awareness 

week could be a factor for 

the campaign. 

High To spread awareness and to join the 

community (as shown by hashtags which 

can be accessed by curious individuals or 

co-advocates). Mental Health Awareness 

Week could also be another reason for 

tweeting--to participate in an event and to 

show the user's values/belief system; 

hashtags are a more passive type of 

interaction than mentioning accounts. 

Overall interpretation of user @drpunkster: User is 

highly-informed on mental health issues and uses Twitter 

as a means to share this information and to communicate 

with other advocates. 

     

 

 

 

4. Yusuf Ledesma (@yusufledesma) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Father, husband, brother, Muslim, economist, activist, writer" Profile picture is a portrait; cover photo is a photo of 

bougainvillea. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 30 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @JennyRockwell TGIFdear sister. 

How have u been? :-) 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

 JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 30 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma Really, really sad. 

But Ive got a concert to go to with 

the kids, c/o a dear friend from 

twitter @_ulan_ . How about you? :-

( 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

   

 Yusuf Ledesma 

1/30/2015 

17:53:00 

https://twitter.com/yusufl

edesma/status/56109978

6846105600 

light use of the term depressed; 

broken English in conversing 

with @jennyrockwell may 

indicate that the user is more 

proficient in other languages; 

the conversation was perhaps in 

reference to the Mamasapano 

clash Low 

To sustain a social relationship/interact for 

connectedness and sociability, to obtain information 

about the world (in this case, the friends in the thread), 

to experience catharsis and extreme emotions safely, to 

participate in recent events (the Mamasapano clash) 



 @yusufledesma 

 @JennyRockwell Wow I am glad u 

r with @_ulan_ I am very depressed 

about dis incident dat imperils 

peace. Only when I think of kids, 

happy 

 LIKE 

 1 

Golf Business @beeceenes 28 Jan 

2015 

 Good pm SFO Bay area, Good am 

Phils! @TonyShappy 

@yusufledesma @tatancast 

@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

@seendee08 @pinoymommy 

@JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  Pinoymommy @pinoymommy 28 

Jan 2015 

 @beeceenes @TonyShappy 

@yusufledesma @tatancast 

@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell hi 

everyone. 

 0 retweets 6 likes 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 28 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region  

 @pinoymommy Hola Mommy Ri :-

) @beeceenes @TonyShappy 

@tatancast @pinoy_daddy 

@apocalypto100 @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell 

  

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 29 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @pinoymommy 

@beeceenes @TonyShappy 

@tatancast Good Morning,Tan! 

@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

@seendee08 

  

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 29 

Jan 2015 

1/30/2015 

15:30:00 

https://twitter.com/yusufl

edesma/status/56106398

2115483649 

Like the previous tweet, this is 

a conversation with friends (in 

the Philippines and abroad); 

mention of the Mamasapano 

clash; colloquial use of the term 

'depressed' Low 

To sustain a social relationship for connectedness and 

sociability, to obtain information about the world (in this 

case, the friends in the thread), to experience catharsis 

and extreme emotions safely, to participate in recent 

events (the Mamasapano clash) 



 @JennyRockwell HI Jen! Still up? 

@yusufledesma @pinoymommy 

@beeceenes @TonyShappy 

@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

@seendee08 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 29 Jan 2015 

 @tatancast whats your excuse? :-) 

working? @yusufledesma 

@pinoymommy @beeceenes 

@TonyShappy @pinoy_daddy 

@apocalypto100 @seendee08 

 

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 29 

Jan 2015 

 @JennyRockwell No excuse. :-) 

@yusufledesma @pinoymommy 

@beeceenes @TonyShappy 

@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

@seendee08 

  

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 29 Jan 2015 

 @tatancast Sometimes wedont need 

1 Twitter's fault? @yusufledesma 

@pinoymommy @beeceenes 

@TonyShappy @pinoy_daddy 

@apocalypto100 @seendee08 

  

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 29 

Jan 2015 

 @JennyRockwell I accept full 

responsibility. ;-p @yusufledesma 

@pinoymommy @beeceenes 

@TonyShappy @pinoy_daddy 

@apocalypto100 @seendee08 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Tony Shappy @TonyShappy 29 

Jan 2015 

 Another beautiful morning in the 

PH. @seendee08 @tatancast 

@JennyRockwell @yusufledesma 

@pinoymommy @beeceenes 



@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

 1 retweet 2 likes 

  

  Golf Business @beeceenes 29 Jan 

2015 

 Mayap a bengi ken kapatad. Mzta 

nka?😊@TonyShappy @seendee08 

@tatancast @JennyRockwell 

@yusufledesma @pinoymommy 

@pinoy_daddy @apocalypto100 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Jun Poblador @pinoy_daddy 29 

Jan 2015 

 @beeceenes Hi bok! 

@TonyShappy @seendee08 

@tatancast @JennyRockwell 

@yusufledesma @pinoymommy 

@apocalypto100 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  Golf Business @beeceenes 30 Jan 

2015 

 Gud am all. Off to d golf course 

💃⛳@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 

@JennyRockwell @yusufledesma 

@pinoymommy @apocalypto100 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 30 Jan 2015 

 @beeceenes @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy @seendee08 

@tatancast @yusufledesma 

@pinoymommy @apocalypto100 

good pm. day of mourning for 

country :-( 

 1 retweet 3 likes 

  

  apocalypto 100 @apocalypto100 

30 Jan 2015  

 @JennyRockwell Hello 

Siobe!😊@beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 



@yusufledesma @pinoymommy 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 30 

Jan 2015 Mandaluyong City, 

National Capital Region 

 @apocalypto100 TGIF good Coach 

:-) @JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 

@pinoymommy 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  apocalypto 100 @apocalypto100 

30 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma Kumusta po Sir?😊 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 

@pinoymommy 

 0 retweets 1 like 

    

 Yusuf Ledesma 

 @yusufledesma 

 @apocalypto100 Depressed becoz 

of events. Hope 4 peace 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 

@pinoymommy 

 LIKES 

 2 

  

Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 30 

Jan 2015 Mandaluyong City, 

National Capital Region 

 @apocalypto100 Thank u for ur 

concern sir @JennyRockwell 

@beeceenes @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy @seendee08 

@tatancast @pinoymommy 

 

 @yusufledesma Welcome po Sir! 

We are friends!😊 @JennyRockwell 

@beeceenes @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy @seendee08 

@tatancast @pinoymommy 



 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 30 

Jan 2015 Mandaluyong City, 

National Capital Region 

 @apocalypto100 Indeed my ever 

twitter friend Coach :) 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 

@pinoymommy 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 1 

Feb 2015 

 @seendee08 @apocalypto100 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@tatancast @pinoymommy Happy 

sunday afternoon dear friends :-) 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 1 Feb 

2015 

 Sunday cheers, everyone! 

@yusufledesma @seendee08 

@apocalypto100 @JennyRockwell 

@beeceenes @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy @pinoymommy 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  apocalypto 100 @apocalypto100 1 

Feb 2015 

 @tatancast Hello 

Sir!😊@yusufledesma @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@pinoymommy 

  

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 1 Feb 

2015 

 @apocalypto100 mainit na SUN 

afternoon, coach! :-) 

@yusufledesma @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 



@pinoymommy 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Golf Business @beeceenes 2 Feb 

2015 

 Gud am amigo hello 

all.😊@tatancast @apocalypto100 

@yusufledesma @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy @pinoymommy 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Pinoymommy @pinoymommy 2 

Feb 2015 

 @beeceenes @tatancast 

@apocalypto100 @yusufledesma 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy hello 

everyone. 

 0 retweets 3 likes 

 

  apocalypto 100 @apocalypto100 2 

Feb 2015  

 @pinoymommy Hello 

Siobe!😊@beeceenes @tatancast 

@yusufledesma @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy 

 

  apocalypto 100 @apocalypto100 2 

Feb 2015  

 @seendee08 Hello 

Siobe!😊@pinoymommy 

@beeceenes @tatancast 

@yusufledesma @JennyRockwell 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 2 Feb 

2015 

 Monday cheers, everyone! 

@apocalypto100 @seendee08 

@beeceenes @yusufledesma 

@JennyRockwell @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy 



 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Jonathan Castillo @tatancast 2 Feb 

2015 

 @seendee08 Hello and happy 

lunch, Ms Cupcake! :-) 

@apocalypto100 @beeceenes 

@yusufledesma @JennyRockwell 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  apocalypto 100 @apocalypto100 

30 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma Ako din po Sir for 

peace!😊@JennyRockwell 

@beeceenes @pinoy_daddy 

@TonyShappy @seendee08 

@tatancast @pinoymommy 

 1 retweet 3 likes 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 30 

Jan 2015 Mandaluyong City, 

National Capital Region 

 @apocalypto100 Praise God 4 

peace makers like u & all 

@JennyRockwell @beeceenes 

@pinoy_daddy @TonyShappy 

@seendee08 @tatancast 

@pinoymommy 

Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region  

 @seendee08 @iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell Japanese style 

sukiyaki, macha green tea and 

bamboo shoots  

 2 retweets 8 likes 

   

Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @seendee08 Gud aftie dear Marie. 

Muzta po? Healthy po linuto namin. 

Mushrooms, 

beef,vegetables,sotanghon. 

@iamhappygosolo 

1/28/2015 

16:43:00 

https://twitter.com/yusufl

edesma/status/56035740

0494870528 

Like the previous tweet, this is 

a conversation with friends (in 

the Philippines and abroad); 

mention of the Mamasapano 

clash Low 

To sustain a social relationship for connectedness and 

sociability, to obtain information about the world (in this 

case, the friends in the thread), to experience catharsis 

and extreme emotions safely, to participate in recent 

events (the Mamasapano clash) 



@JennyRockwell 

 1 retweet 1 like 

 

  diZiZit @Zzzhrink 27 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @seendee08 

@iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell Gud aftie y'all. I 

love sotanghon. I often cook it, 

guisado style with chicken. 

 1 retweet 3 likes 

  

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @simplyzaida Gud aftie Zaida. Yes 

I love d unique texture of sotanghon. 

Better for diabetics too @seendee08 

@iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 3 likes 

 

@iamhappygosolo 27 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @simplyzaida 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell hello 

po sa lahat 😊 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  diZiZit @Zzzhrink 27 Jan 2015 

 Hello din sa yo. 😁 

@iamhappygosolo @yusufledesma 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @simplyzaida Glad to see u Zaida 

:-) @iamhappygosolo @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  diZiZit @Zzzhrink 27 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma Thanks. I am 

always here. Just quietly observing 

and reading. ☺ @iamhappygosolo 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell 



 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 28 Jan 2015 

 @simplyzaida Hiya, sweetie! 

@yusufledesma @iamhappygosolo 

@seendee08 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 28 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @JennyRockwell Hi dear Jenny :-) 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

@seendee08 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 28 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma Hi, brother! How 

have you been? @simplyzaida 

@iamhappygosolo @seendee08 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

 Yusuf Ledesma 

 @yusufledesma 

 @JennyRockwell Hi sister. 

Somewhat depressed sis because of 

d tragic events dat imperil peace :-( 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

@seendee08 

 LIKE 

 1 

  

 Be Happy @HeySmileBot 28 Jan 

2015 

 Hey @yusufledesma, life is too 

short to be sad. Be happy! :D 

 1 retweet 1 like 

 Reply Retweet 1  

 Like 1  

 More 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 28 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @HeySmileBot Thank u and God 



bless 

 

@iamhappygosolo 29 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @JennyRockwell 

@simplyzaida @seendee08 another 

kulit day !  

  

 0 retweets 1 like 

Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region  

 @seendee08 @iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell Japanese style 

sukiyaki, macha green tea and 

bamboo shoots  

 2 retweets 8 likes 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @seendee08 Gud aftie dear Marie. 

Muzta po? Healthy po linuto namin. 

Mushrooms, 

beef,vegetables,sotanghon. 

@iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell 

 1 retweet 1 like 

 

  diZiZit @Zzzhrink 27 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @seendee08 

@iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell Gud aftie y'all. I 

love sotanghon. I often cook it, 

guisado style with chicken. 

 1 retweet 3 likes 

  

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @simplyzaida Gud aftie Zaida. Yes 

I love d unique texture of sotanghon. 

Better for diabetics too @seendee08 

@iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 3 likes 

@iamhappygosolo 27 Jan 2015 

1/28/2015 

12:39:00 

https://twitter.com/yusufl

edesma/status/56029600

6386872320 

Like the previous tweet, this is 

a conversation with friends (in 

the Philippines and abroad); 

mention of the Mamasapano 

clash Low 

To sustain a social relationship for connectedness and 

sociability, to obtain information about the world (in this 

case, the friends in the thread), to experience catharsis 

and extreme emotions safely, to participate in recent 

events (the Mamasapano clash) 



 @yusufledesma @simplyzaida 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell hello 

po sa lahat 😊 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  diZiZit @Zzzhrink 27 Jan 2015 

 Hello din sa yo. 😁 

@iamhappygosolo @yusufledesma 

@seendee08 @JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 27 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @simplyzaida Glad to see u Zaida 

:-) @iamhappygosolo @seendee08 

@JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  diZiZit @Zzzhrink 28 Jan 2015 

 @seendee08 Hello Cindz. Good 

morning! 😃 @yusufledesma 

@iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 28 Jan 

2015 San Bruno, CA 

 @seendee08 @simplyzaida 

@yusufledesma @iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell What's BBL 

issue? bago? 

 0 retweets 1 like 

    

 Yusuf Ledesma 

 @yusufledesma 

 @Chip2chip2 @seendee08 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

@JennyRockwell I m so depressed 

about what happened because I want 

peace for our country 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKES 

 4 

  



  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 29 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @Chip2chip2 

Morning, Sis! Good@seendee08 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

  

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 29 Jan 

2015 

 @JennyRockwell @yusufledesma 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

good morning din!! 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 29 Jan 2015 

 @Chip2chip2 @yusufledesma 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

Good evening to you :-). 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  chip2chip2 @Chip2chip2 29 Jan 

2015 

 @JennyRockwell @yusufledesma 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

panay lakwatsa mo Sis! That's good, 

glad you're having fun😜😜 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 29 Jan 2015 

 @Chip2chip2 @yusufledesma 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

Nag wo work din sa malls, haha. 

But yes, Im taking advantage of 

time that I have now. 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Yusuf Ledesma @yusufledesma 29 

Jan 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

 @JennyRockwell Gud noon dear 

sis Jenny :-) @Chip2chip2 

@simplyzaida @iamhappygosolo 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 



  Amazing mokong 

@iamhappygosolo 29 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @JennyRockwell 

@Chip2chip2 @simplyzaida 

goodnyt ! 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  JenniferTanRockwell 

@JennyRockwell 28 Jan 2015 

 @yusufledesma @Chip2chip2 

@seendee08 @simplyzaida 

@iamhappygosolo We all do, even 

ones who are suggesting an all out 

war, believe it or not. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@yusufledesma: Twitter user's 

tweets using the word 'depressed' are 

in relation to the Mamasapano clash 

in January 2015. The use happened 

in the context of 'kamustahan' or 

chatting with Twitter friends--

showing connectedness, reciprocal 

communication and involvement. 

The word 'depressed' is used in the 

"low-literacy" or what may be 

considered the colloquial sense and 

the user tweets about it to express 

his extreme sadness on an issue--

tweeting and tweeting using that 

term can be seen as a way of 

experiencing catharsis or safely 

expressing his emotions on the 

topic. 

      

 
  



 

5. jonjon u carvajal (@jonjonmd) Twitter Profile/Bio: "cute and charming that`s all." Profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a portrait. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

#sertraline #zoloft #pharmlink 

#pfizer #depression #psychiatry 

#suicidaltendency #mentalhealth 

#baliwbaliwan #rtd #qc. 

https://www.swarmapp.com/c/hR29

k3r8ysO 

5/25/2015 

19:21:00 

https://twitter.com/jonjon

md/status/602796587040

022528 

Hashtags on medical and 

medicine-related terms, plus 

the hashtags on mental health 

make for a very confusing 

discourse (medicins, suicidal 

tendency, then 

baliwbaliwan).The swarmapp 

post shows that the user was at 

Mesa Restaurant. Perhaps the 

user dined there, but the 

relation to medicine and mental 

health terms is unclear--could 

be that the user is in the 

medicine-related industry and 

is at an event featuring those 

medicine companies as 

sponsors. Undefined 

To show where the user is; to show through hashtags the 

nature of the user's visit to the area; perhaps to fulfill a 

need formed by a habit (of checking in to locations) 

Overall interpretation of user 

@jonjonmd: User's use of medical 

and mental health-related terms, as 

well as #suicidaltendeny 

#baliwbaliwan is confusing--it can't 

be pointed out if the user is an 

advocate or otherwise. The tweet is 

a connection to the swarmapp 

account, which functions to show 

where the user is at the moment 

(checking in). 

 

      

 
  



 

6. khaleesi (@jamszalea) Twitter Profile/Bio: "30% water 70% fangirl // would you mind closing the bedroom door?" The profile picture is a wacky celebrity photo and the cover 

photo shows a large hanging bridge and the word "Yikes" superimposed on it. The use of khaleesi references A Song of Ice and Fire books/Game of Thrones TV show 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136

122486705/pain-demands-to-be-felt-

i-have-a-lot-of-things … plssss read 

it if u can 🙃 #depression #anxiety 

#mentalhealth 

12/29/2015 

2:15:00 

https://twitter.com/jamsz

alea_/status/6815386391

13752576 

The blog post was a narrative 

detailing the user's 

development of depression and 

anxiety; legitimacy was added 

by the fact that according to the 

post, she is a medical student. 

The last part of the post has a 

somewhat suicidal tone to it as 

well. The linking of this 

Tumblr post to Twitter was a 

choice made to be able to reach 

out to more people per Tumblr 

post. The hashtags and "plssss 

read if you can" shows that the 

user is trying to reach out to 

people, to talk about her 

emotions with someone (as she 

is an only child, according to 

the blog post). High 

The actual tweet is just a link to the blog post detailing 

the user's experience with mental illness (as self-

diagnosed); Tumblr posts are usually linked to Twitter 

by the blog owner in order to reach more people; this 

showed use of media to understand and evaluate her 

own belief systems, experience catharsis and extreme 

emotions, explore the taboo subject of her own mental 

state, and perhaps to serve as a real-life companion; the 

call for people to read it shows a desire to have 

parasocial relationships/interactions (with the expanse of 

the Internet) or to reach out to those she has interactions 

with already 

Overall interpretation of user 

@jamszalea: User seems to be pretty 

well informed as to self-diagnose 

her own mental state; the use of 

social media (not just Twitter, but 

Tumblr) was for catharsis, a call for 

parasocial interaction, and 

evaluation of herself. 

      

 

 

  

http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136122486705/pain-demands-to-be-felt-i-have-a-lot-of-things%20…%20plssss%20read%20it%20if%20u%20can%20🙃#depression #anxiety #mentalhealth
http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136122486705/pain-demands-to-be-felt-i-have-a-lot-of-things%20…%20plssss%20read%20it%20if%20u%20can%20🙃#depression #anxiety #mentalhealth
http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136122486705/pain-demands-to-be-felt-i-have-a-lot-of-things%20…%20plssss%20read%20it%20if%20u%20can%20🙃#depression #anxiety #mentalhealth
http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136122486705/pain-demands-to-be-felt-i-have-a-lot-of-things%20…%20plssss%20read%20it%20if%20u%20can%20🙃#depression #anxiety #mentalhealth
http://jamszilla.tumblr.com/post/136122486705/pain-demands-to-be-felt-i-have-a-lot-of-things%20…%20plssss%20read%20it%20if%20u%20can%20🙃#depression #anxiety #mentalhealth


7. Raph and 15 others (@raphaelpamaypay) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Bumagsak sa PERSEF2" profile and cover photos are both black and white photos that have a punk or vintage 

feel 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I am currently suffering a mental 

illness called "being an asshole". 

3/28/2015 

19:59:00 

https://twitter.com/Rapha

elPamaypay/status/58178

7686932852736 

User refers to his bad behavior 

(being an asshole) as a mental 

illness; this is a Wrong 

statement since there is no such 

mental illness Low 

Perhaps to serve as a means of understanding himself 

and his identity/personal experience;  

"College should be considered as 

mental torture 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKES 

  7 

   

  Jo Almanzor @sjhooray 23 Apr 

2015 Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

  @RaphaelPamaypay Try graduate 

school! 😂 

 

  Raph and 15 others 

@RaphaelPamaypay 23 Apr 2015 

Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

  @sjhooray that should be suicide" 

4/22/2015 

22:57:00 

https://twitter.com/Rapha

elPamaypay/status/59089

2246142095361 

Given that the tweet was posted 

late at night, the user could be 

doing homework at the time, 

and is finding it hard (thus the 

'mental torture' term). It's an 

overstatement and once again a 

juxtaposition of two things very 

far from each other and not 

factual. The additional reply on 

post-graduate studies being 

suicide is another supporting 

statement; the user puts 

troubles such as studies on the 

same level as mental illnesses. Low 

To maintain social relationships/connect and interact as 

well as show reciprocal communication; to talk about 

personal experiences and perhaps to reinforce the users' 

belief systems on the hardships of studying. 

I can feel my mental health 

deteriorating. 

 LIKE 

 1 

3/3/2015 

19:03:00 

https://twitter.com/Rapha

elPamaypay/status/57271

3812488372225 

While feelings-wise this is a 

valid statement (since we have 

no insight as to the mental 

health condition of the user, the 

consistent use of mental health 

terms could perhaps be read as 

the user using these terms very 

lightly and without knowledge 

of their true meaning (suicide, 

depressed, mental torture) Low 

To experience catharsis and extreme emotions safely; 

perhaps related to the user's belief systems and identity 

as well. 

That Kanye song made me 

depressed af, I love it 

 LIKE 

 1 

1/1/2015 

14:07:00 

https://twitter.com/Rapha

elPamaypay/status/55053

3848291741699 

These are two opposing 

statements--depression 

(sadness, negativity) vs. love 

(happiness, positive feelings). 

The user could be expressing 

his love for sad songs/songs Low 

To help user develop identity and personal style by 

identifying with the song, to talk about the user's 

experience with this 'beautiful thing'. 



that make him feel sad about 

something 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @RaphaelPamaypay: The 

consistent wrong use of mental 

health-related terms (and alarming 

ones such as depressed and suicide) 

denote that the user has low literacy 

on this issue and is one of those 

using the terms lightly, just as the 

researcher has commonly observed. 

The user tweets using the term in 

order to denote extreme feelings 

about things--social media use 

seems to be for the user's catharsis 

for the most part.      

 

8. Gil Obrique Rafer (@gilobriquerafer) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I am in competition with no one. I have no desire to play the game of being better than anyone. I keep trying hard 

to be better than the person I was yesterday." The profile photo is a selfie collage, while the cover photo is a banner with the word 'ARTPOP' on it. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

BTWF — The only shameless thing 

about Mental Illness is the stigma 

attached to it. Check this out! 

http://huff.to/18SZKLQ 

3/30/2015 

21:46:00 

https://twitter.com/GilOb

riqueRafer/status/582539

404951969792 

A sharing of a post from a 

third-party website, Huffington 

Post, about the stigma on 

mental illnesses. This shows 

assent with the idea of the post 

as well as the desire to 

persuade. High 

To share and spread awareness on mental health issues; 

in reference to mental health advocacy itself; to 

reinforce the user's belief systems, a desire to help 

others get informed on the topic as well. 

Take the 

http://www.EmotionRevolution.org 

survey and help @ladygaga spread 

the awareness about youths mental 

health challenges. 

#EmotionRevolution 

4/10/2015 

7:40:00 

https://twitter.com/GilOb

riqueRafer/status/586312

745332543489 

Like his other post, this one is 

also a sharing of a third-party 

website post. It shows assent to 

the idea, the desire to persuade. High 

To share and spread awareness on mental health issues; 

in reference to mental health advocacy itself; to 

reinforce the user's belief systems, a desire to help 

others get informed on the topic as well and perhaps to 

relate this to people who want to be informed on singer 

Lady Gaga. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@gilobriquerafer: This Twitter user 

has a relatively high awareness on 

mental health issues and uses the 

platform to share and spread 

awareness by using links from other 

websites.      

 



9. gracey bermundo <3 (@graceyferrer01) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I know my limits, I know my worth musical.ly: @misseygracey 

|Kpop|Chanyeol|Stageplayperformer|Composer|Dancer|HSjuniorRizalians15|SolidGimme5fan|Johnbermundo♡|" Profile photo is a black and white selfie collage; cover photo is 

the backs of two boys in school uniform. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@BradRamon: Ang saya siguro 

kung hindi nauso ang taguan ng 

feelings. Edi sana madami ng 

rejected at suicidal. Hihi" 

1/25/2015 

20:58:00 

https://twitter.com/gracey

ferrer01/status/55933459

1656230913 

Retweet of the quote shows 1) 

assent and 2) that these kinds of 

accounts have a lot of power 

when perpetuating ideas on use 

of words like suicidal and 

retarded. Low 

To show agreement with the idea of the original poster; 

to show that lacking a love life can lead to extreme 

sadness (termed by the user as suicide); reinforcing 

belief systems of teh user, user perhaps finds Twitter as 

a diversion or distraction and retweets posts for fun 

"@TheseDamnQuote: Laughing at a 

text in front of a bunch of people, 

then looking completely retarded." 

1/23/2015 

22:08:00 

https://twitter.com/gracey

ferrer01/status/55862730

5640054784 

Wrong use of the word 

retarded, it is also a narrative of 

sorts because it is an experience 

a lot of people can relate to 

(this is usually the content of 

tweets from "quote" accounts) Low 

To show agreement with the idea of the original poster; 

to associate a silly face with being mentally challenged 

(hyperbole/overstatement); to use Twitter as a 

distraction or diversion and perhaps even retweeting as a 

habit 

"@FunnyPinoyQuote: Emotionally: 

I'm in pain.  

  

 Mentally: I'm depressed.  

  

 Spiritually: I'm stressed.  

  

 Physically: I smile." 

1/19/2015 

16:46:00 

https://twitter.com/gracey

ferrer01/status/55709679

5767975936 

Another tweet from those quote 

accounts showing wrong use of 

the mental health-related term Low 

To show agreement with the idea of the original poster; 

to associate a silly face with being mentally challenged 

(hyperbole/overstatement); to use Twitter as a 

distraction or diversion and perhaps even retweeting as a 

habit; perhaps to talk about the user's own experience 

Overall interpretation of tweets rom 

@graceyferrer01: All her tweets are 

actually retweets, so this could be 

interpreted as accounts with large 

followings (like the quote accounts) 

perpetuating wrong ideas on mental 

health issues/mental health terms. 

The user retweets in order to show 

assent to the ideas presented in the 

original tweets; user could be 

retweeting because Twitter for her is 

a diversion or distraction, or even a 

habit (scrolling through one's 

timeline and retweeting things the 

user finds funny or relatable)      

 

 

 



 

10. maria hahaha (@bebs_ayensee) Twitter Profile/Bio: "ProudINC / Belieber / Future Inhinyera"; profile photo is an edited selfie and cover photo is a picture of the central 

temple of the Iglesia ni Kristo 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Disabilities pero walang mental 

illness 👊 
7/2/2015 

22:02:00 

https://twitter.com/bebs_

ayensee/status/61662507

2170602496 

It's unclear as to the point of 

the post but the 'bump fist' 

emoji could denote that the user 

is saying that it's okay to have 

disabilities as long as you don't 

have mental illnesses--in this 

case, this is wrong because 

those suffering from either 

shouldn't be 'ranked'; also, 

people shouldn't be defined by 

their illnesses or disabilities Undefined 

Undefined; perhaps to describe something or someone 

and talk about the user's experience 

Secretly thinking you're better than 

everyone else is good for your 

mental health, researchers suggest. 

#ALDubEBTamangPanahon 

 RETWEET 

 1 

10/24/2015 

10:40:00 

https://twitter.com/bebs_

ayensee/status/65774850

6816307200 

Thanks to social media it has 

been so easy to post things like 

these and have people accept 

them without any verification 

whatsoever; this could be 

Wrong or a wrong argument 

since the user cites no sources 

as to the research. The use of 

the hashtag could also show 

that the user is using even non-

Aldub-related tweets to propel 

the hashtag to the top of the 

trends. Low 

To make the user feel better; to seem 'legitimate' by 

adding the term 'researchers', to add to the tweets with 

the Aldub hashtag and therefore increase the hashtag's 

rank; to reinforce the user's beliefs or gain an 

identity/better understand her identity; to obtain (or 

perhaps share, in this case) information about the world; 

use of hashtag to participate in an event 

"PAKIDALA PO 'TO SA MENTAL 

@RenalynJoyce BAKA 

MAKAHAWA PA PO YAN! 

HAHAHAHA! 😂😂 

  LIKE 

  1 

   

  IG: renalynjoyce_ @RenalynJoyce 

6 May 2015 

  @ahhhhlemey ansamit naman nun 

be hahaha 

   

  IG: renalynjoyce_ @RenalynJoyce 

6 May 2015 

5/6/2015 

22:10:00 

https://twitter.com/bebs_

ayensee/status/59595366

2196776960 

Wrong; overstatement; wrong 

argument--mental illness isn't 

contagious. Also this tweet 

shows that simple 'laughter' or 

'wacky behavior' can result in 

jokes about mental institutions. Low 

To interact with others in a social, playful way for 

involvement and connectedness and to talk about 

something happening in a current 

conversation/connection. 



  @ahhhhlemey ansakit** 

 

  Kung Bebe @bebs_ayensee 6 May 

2015 Pasig City, National Capital 

Region 

  @RenalynJoyce minsan kailangan 

mong masaktan para matuto. 😒😒 

 

  IG: renalynjoyce_ @RenalynJoyce 

6 May 2015 

  @ahhhhlemey pero ayoko sa 

mental be hahahaha 

 

  Kung Bebe @bebs_ayensee 6 May 

2015 

  @RenalynJoyce san gusto mo? Sa 

❤ ni @QWEQWEQWERy ? 

😂😂👊 

  1 retweet 1 like 

   

  IG: renalynjoyce_ @RenalynJoyce 

6 May 2015 

  @ahhhhlemey 

@QWEQWEQWERy sa puso nung 

nasa japan hahaha LOL whaaaa 

uuwi daw un ng august T.T ayoko 

sya makita hahahaha 

 

  Kung Bebe @bebs_ayensee 6 May 

2015 

  @RenalynJoyce 

@QWEQWEQWERy ry 

pinagseselos ka. Hahahahaha. 

😂😂😂😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  IG: renalynjoyce_ @RenalynJoyce 

6 May 2015 

  @ahhhhlemey 

@QWEQWEQWERy hahahahaha 

baka naman XD 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Kung Bebe @bebs_ayensee 6 May 

2015 



  @RenalynJoyce 

@QWEQWEQWERy ayie. Lintik 

na ry. Nganga 😂😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  IG: renalynjoyce_ @RenalynJoyce 

6 May 2015 

  @ahhhhlemey 

@QWEQWEQWERy hahahahaha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

Overall interpretation on tweets 

from user @bebs_ayensee: The user 

has low awareness/literacy on 

mental health issues and/or is using 

the terms very lightly; this is an 

example of mental illnesses being 

seen as a joke or taboo. The user 

tweets in order to interact and to 

make light/funny conversation.      

 

11. gracey (@graceyllegue) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I'm a mess of unfinished thoughts." Profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture of 2 drawn pairs of lips on a red 

background. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I am so depressed. 😱😭😔😥💔 
9/28/2015 

21:08:00 

https://twitter.com/gracey

llegue/status/6483020053

33573632 

Colloquial use of the word 

'depressed' OR actual clinical 

depression--cannot be inferred 

from reading the tweets; use of 

emojis is to emphasize the 

user's feelings; depressed could 

also just be used as a buzzword 

just like in similar tweets Undefined 

To experience catharsis and extreme emotions safely. 

Perhaps as a habit of tweeting as well. 

People who went around correcting 

other people’s grammar are actually 

suffering from a form of OCD — 

Grammar Pedantry Syndrome 

@itsalyxx 😒 

 LIKE 

 1 

   Alyssa @itsalyxx 24 Jul 2015 

 @GraceLlegue may ganto pala 

tayo/ako hahaha 

7/24/2015 

20:26:00 

https://twitter.com/gracey

llegue/status/6245562010

03499520 

interaction with a friend; 

commenting on real-life 

behavior; backed up somewhat 

with research (there is in fact a 

Grammar Pedantry Syndrome, 

upon a quick Google search) Middling 

To interact with others in a social way and to 

share/obtain information and to gain identity and/or 

understand her own identity and habits. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@graceyllegue: The literacy of the 

user on mental health issues cannot 

be pinpointed based on the two 

tweets and the user's profile; while 

there is the mention of the scientific 

term Grammar Pedantry Syndrome, 

it may just be something the user 

encountered, not something she 

really researched on or read up on. 

She tweeted in order to talk to her 

friends and to discuss something she 

discovered (the syndrome), 

something she and her friend have in 

common. 

      

 

12. EMIE S. FLORES (@emzflores) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Brilliance is gold mine. Educate, empower, build ideas; A Motivational Speaker; English coach; Psychologist; 

Professional Services Specialist; Academician"; profile and cover photos are professional photos taken circa the 90s or 80s. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

The Misconceptions About Mental 

Illness We Need to Unlearn 

http://fb.me/2BuKDq73a 

10/3/2015 

21:56:00 

https://twitter.com/emzfl

orz/status/650308539919

896576 

A link to a third-party website 

article on mental health stigma; 

persuasive arguments; assent 

with the article High 

To share information and spread awareness; to reinforce 

her own belief systems and to challenge others' (by the 

nature of the article) 

Mental Illness Awareness Week - 

October 4 - 10 

http://fb.me/KCfT7g6C 

10/4/2015 

21:41:00 

https://twitter.com/emzfl

orz/status/650667126865

457153 

A link to a third-party website 

article on mental health stigma; 

persuasive arguments; assent 

with the article High 

To share information and spread awareness; to reinforce 

her own belief systems 

The Stigma of Mental Illness 

http://fb.me/292wuuSx0 

10/19/2015 

11:05:00 

https://twitter.com/emzfl

orz/status/655951739477

057536 

A link to a third-party website 

article on mental health stigma; 

persuasive arguments; assent 

with the article High 

To share information and spread awareness; to reinforce 

her own belief systems 

Reading, writing and mental health 

care: Column 

http://fb.me/6UU1uNLw4 

10/19/2015 

9:09:00 

https://twitter.com/emzfl

orz/status/655913597629

952000 

A link to a third-party website 

article on mental health stigma; 

persuasive arguments; assent 

with the article High 

To share information and spread awareness; to reinforce 

her own belief systems 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@emzflores: This user has a high 

awareness and literacy on the issue 

and uses Twitter as a platform to 

spread awareness on the subject. 

Besides the annual mental health      



awareness week, articles on mental 

health affecting various aspects of 

life are shared. Upon looking at the 

profile of the user, it is easy to see 

why she is highly literate on this 

issue. Consistent use of the 

discourse on mental health in a 

positive way; formal articles are 

those that perhaps only 

scholarly/interested people would 

read since there is no 

personalization or customization of 

the tweets. 

 

13. TheGirlWhoCriedWolf (@kryz_xoxo) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Maybe the wolf is inlove with the moon, and each month it cries for a love it will never touch. SLFL × 3•12•15 

♥"; profile photo says "damned if I do, damned if I don't" which is a song lyric; cover photo is a closeup of a man wearing a bonnet 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Stop romanticizing mental illness. 

End the stigma. 

10/16/2015 

9:08:00 

https://twitter.com/kryz_

xoxo/status/6548262647

51030272 

A statement of the current 

discourse (the stigma) and a 

call to change the status quo (in 

the imperative form). Proximity 

to mental health awareness 

week could also be a factor in 

tweeting. High 

To spread awareness and information a call to change 

the status quo. To be timely (Mental Health Awareness 

Week)--to participate in events 

Overall interpretation of user 

@kryz_xoxo: User is highly aware 

based on this tweet; Twitter was 

used to directly state the user's 

beliefs on the topic and to share 

information.      

 

  



14. Sikolohista Ψ (m symbol) (@ashishiiii) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I never stop caring."; profile photo is a selfie; no cover photo 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

ang daming nagsasabi na depressed 

sila. Haler?! Mental illness kaya 

yon. 

8/31/2015 

10:31:00 

https://twitter.com/ashish

iiii/status/638178859918

204928 

Observation followed by an 

argument; the use of 'haler' 

denotes annoyance at 

something the user finds 

common sense or obvious--that 

is, that depression is an illness, 

not just a fleeting feeling as 

those persons he talks about are 

saying. Classification of people 

who do this as 'bad'. High 

To point out a fact, to share information, to share an 

observation. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @ashishiiiii: User's tweet 

shows frustration at those with low 

literacy/knowledge on mental health 

issues and tweets to express this 

frustration at this observation.      

 

15. tala (@youmeatsxi) Twitter Profile/Bio: no description; profile photo is a portrait with a central focus on vehicle headlights in the background; cover photo is an artistic space-

themed photo 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 and so be it 

 1 retweet 3 likes 

 

  tala @youmeatsxi 21 May 2015 

Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

 @andiburrito bigyan nga ng ice 

cream at chick flicks to hahahaha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 bigyan ng 🍃 at 🍕 @youmeatsxi 

 

  tala @youmeatsxi 21 May 2015 

 @andiburrito gusto mo ba talaga? 

5/21/2015 

23:05:00 

https://twitter.com/youm

eatsxi/status/6014034003

66915585 

A conversation on late-night 

eating led to 'depress[ed] 

eating'-perhaps what the user 

meant was 'stress eating'. Also, 

there is sarcasm as noted by the 

last tweet in the conversation 

and the emojis. Undefined 

To interact with others in a social, playful way with 

reciprocal communication; use of the term 'depressed' 

was to reference a feeling. 



😏 ay joke haha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 naman @youmeatsxi 

  

  tala @youmeatsxi 21 May 2015 

Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

 @andiburrito incomplete beh, wala 

akong maipprovide na pizza 

 

  andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 pweds na yung tag pipisong 

chichiria @youmeatsxi 

 

  tala @youmeatsxi 21 May 2015 

Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

 @andiburrito hala wala na atang 

majahanapan ng ganun ng ganitong 

oras haha 

  

  andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 tasty pweds na hahahahahaha 

@youmeatsxi 

  

  tala @youmeatsxi 21 May 2015 

Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

 @andiburrito may strawberry jam 

ako dito fresh from baguio 😂 idaan 

sa pagkain ang kalungkutan! 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 depress eating ba @youmeatsxi? 

  

 @youmeatsxi 

 @andiburrito di naman ako 

depressed, saya saya ko nga e 🌚🌝 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  andi @andiburrito 21 May 2015 

 feel u pri @youmeatsxi :-) :-) 



i don't wanna go. i'm taking a mental 

health day. 

 RETWEET 

 1 

3/3/2015 

16:56:00 

https://twitter.com/youm

eatsxi/status/5726818416

57823232 

Use of the term 'mental health 

day' perhaps in the context that 

the user is tired and want sto 

rest. Undefined To express oneself; tweeting perhaps as a habit 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@youmeatsxi: It's hard to point out 

the literacy/awareness level of this 

user on the issue, but she uses the 

terms in order to express her 

feelings about needing rest or food 

so a rather low awareness can be 

assumed when it comes to mental 

health.      

 

16. DIARY NG JADINE (@diaryngjadine) Twitter Profile/Bio: "i stan bulol and panga ° mas real pa sa dalandan ni kendra"; profile photo is a 'thank you for the love' photo 

from ABS-CBN for OTWOl; cover photo is a chibi artwork of Jadine 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Ang retarded naman nila. They 

deserve the title 'The Most Fantards' 

-_^ ~C 

 RETWEETS 

 3 

 LIKES 

 5 

1/14/2015 

18:54:00 

https://twitter.com/Diary

ngJaDine/status/5553170

32611086336 

Over-statement, fallacy, 

coining of a term 'fantards'--

retarded fans; user is posting 

Twitter hate on another 

fandom; the likes and retweet 

show agreement as well as the 

user's influence in the Twitter 

world Low 

To comment on another group of people; to degrade 

them by equating mental illness with stupidity and to be 

sarcastic about it; to reinforce the user's (or users') belief 

systems, to interact with others in an isolating, 

threatening/bullying way. 

Stupid na nga retarded pa. Nasa inyo 

na lahat bashers! xDD 

 #BANGSIEISBACK 

 Hashtag JaDine AllOverTheCity 

~C 

 RETWEETS 

 6 

 LIKES 

 8 

2/4/2015 

21:04:00 

https://twitter.com/Diary

ngJaDine/status/5629598

54818844673 

Over-statement, fallacy, 

coining of a term 'fantards'--

retarded fans; user is posting 

Twitter hate on another 

fandom; the likes and retweet 

show agreement as well as the 

user's influence in the Twitter 

world. Consistent use of the 

hashtag can allow people to 

easily find these tweets. Low 

To comment on another group of people; to degrade 

them by equating mental illness with stupidity and to be 

sarcastic about it; to reinforce the user's (or users') belief 

systems, to interact with others in an isolating, 

threatening/bullying way. Hashtags also show 

interaction with the community of fans and 

identification of self in relation to text (Jadine 

movies/series) and the celebrities themselves. Parasocial 

relationship with the fans. 

New year's resolution ko talaga na 

hindi na ko papatol sa mga retarded 

and insecure fans. Sana matupad ko? 

  ~C #BeautyAndTheBestieDay2 

 RETWEETS 

 5 

 LIKES 

12/26/2015 

22:31:00 

https://twitter.com/Diary

ngJaDine/status/6807578

54240821248 

A continuation of the hate 

tweets on another fandom 

community. Low 

Tweet thread shows interaction for 

involvement/connectedness with co-fans; self-

expression/reinforcement of belief system; to empathize 

with others as well. 
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  certified OTWOLista @xy_xy12 

26 Dec 2015 

 @DiaryngJaDine ako din! Deadma! 

Mas masarap ang maging masaya at 

walang pretentions sa katawan 

#BeautyAndTheBestieDay2 

 1 retweet 0 likes 

  

  DIARY NG JADINE 

@DiaryngJaDine 26 Dec 2015 

 @xy_xy12 Kakasawa na. Paulit ulit 

lang naman pinaglalaban nila ~C 

 1 retweet 2 likes 

  

  certified OTWOLista @xy_xy12 

26 Dec 2015 

 @DiaryngJaDine kaya deadmakels! 

#BeautyAndTheBestieDay2 

 2 retweets 2 likes 

See you na lang sa mental guys!  

 JaDineNoseKiss 

 Hopeless Romantic Trailer ~C 

 RETWEETS 

 5 

 LIKES 

 2 

3/1/2015 

21:06:00 

https://twitter.com/Diary

ngJaDine/status/5720199

70776776704 

Over-statement, wrong use of 

the term; user is expressing 

extreme happines/joy about the 

Jadine tandem, saying that it 

will drive the fans crazy. Also 

shows that this is really a 

community-based account 

because it talks about the 

fandom. Low 

To express extreme happiness and to show feelings of 

community (see you na lang); equating being happy 

with going mentally unstable; to interact with others 

(parasocial relationship with co-fans) 

Guys! See you sa mental ha! 

 #OTWOLMusicVideoShoot ~C 

 RETWEET 

 1 

4/14/2015 

16:46:00 

https://twitter.com/Diary

ngJaDine/status/5878997

47920261121 

Like the previous tweet, it says 

that the event, 

#OTWOLMusicVideoShoot, 

will cause extreme feelings of 

giddiness and happiness that it 

will drive the fans to a mental 

institution. Low 

To express extreme happiness and to show feelings of 

community (see you na lang); equating being happy 

with going mentally unstable; to interact with others 

(parasocial relationship with co-fans) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @DiarynhJaDine: The user has 

a low awareness/literacy on mental 

health issues; the use of the mental 

health-related terms are all related to 

the fandoms: fans going crazy over 

their loveteam, hate on another fan 

community. The high number of 

interactions with the tweets shows      



that this is an influential account and 

could be perpetuating the wrong use 

of those mental health-related terms. 

 

17. Queen♕ (@yvetteestinos) Twitter Profile/Bio: "The FUTURE belongs to those who BELIEVES in the BEAUTY of their DREAMS I ♥ @justinbieber / @imdanielpadilla / 

@ponce_jerome /@JayeHanash / @kokoyds15 ♔♛"; profile photo is a closeup selfie while cover photo is a boy and a woman holding a flower. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Shet! Sobra akong na good vibes 

dun sa love on top cover ng retarded 

naming prof sa logic. 

😂😂😂😄😄😄😁😁😁 bebebebeybe 

love on top yeahhhh! 

3/28/2015 

1:28:00 

https://twitter.com/Yvette

Estinos/status/581501771

899535360 

Wrong use of the term 

'retarded'; user is in a good 

mood and refers to her 

professor as 'retarded'--wrong 

use of the term. Low 

Self-expression and narration of an event; to use the 

term 'retarded' to refer to someone with unusual actions 

or actions the user finds funny or abnormal; tweeting 

used as a companion (Twitter is used here like a diary) 

and as a habit 

😊😄😃😁😂👈 muka ko nung 

narinig kong kinakanta yung love on 

top sa videoke hahahahaha! Comedy 

talaga yung prof naming retarded. 

😂😂😂😂😂 

 LIKE 

 1 

3/28/2015 

19:00:00 

https://twitter.com/Yvette

Estinos/status/581772818

972430336 

Wrong use of the term 

'retarded'; user is in a good 

mood and refers to her 

professor as 'retarded'--wrong 

use of the term. Repeated use--

professor is defined by his/her 

being 'retarded' Low 

Self-expression and narration of an event; to use the 

term 'retarded' to refer to someone with unusual actions 

or actions the user finds funny or abnormal; tweeting 

used as a companion (Twitter is used here like a diary) 

and as a habit 

Pag uno yung mga classmates kong 

magaganda, pipigyan ko ng cactus 

yung retarded naming prof sa logic. 

😠👊 
4/9/2015 

22:29:00 

https://twitter.com/Yvette

Estinos/status/586174109

983178752 

Wrong use of the term 

'retarded'; user is in a good 

mood and refers to her 

professor as 'retarded'--wrong 

use of the term. Repeated use--

professor is defined by his/her 

being 'retarded' which the user 

classifies as bad or something 

to laugh at (especially in the 

context of the professor's 

performance of the song). Low 

Self-expression and narration of an event; to use the 

term 'retarded' to refer to someone with unusual actions 

or actions the user finds funny or abnormal; tweeting 

used as a companion (Twitter is used here like a diary) 

and as a habit 

"@TheFactsBook: People who 

regularly help others are 

significantly happier and less likely 

to become depressed as they get 

older." 

5/7/2015 

11:36:00 

https://twitter.com/Yvette

Estinos/status/596156649

515057152 

A retweet from one of the 

'quote'/'facts' accounts that 

don't have (or at least, didn't 

state) the research to back them 

up. Retweeting shows 

assent/agreement and/or 

sharing of the information with 

the user's followers. Low To share information (that may not be accurate). 



Overall interpretations from tweets 

of user @yvetteestinos: User has a 

low literacy level on the issue; her 

tweets used the term retarded 

Wrongly and to demean a professor; 

her retweet was not one backed up 

by legitimate research. The user 

tweets in order to express herself 

and to share information.      

 

18. Jet Black (spade symbol) (@AngeloHoran) Twitter Profile/Bio: "2NE1 | 94 kid | J's | Music Freak| A is for Awkward | I am a fanboy, but I cover up. Won't let it show. IG: @gelosawr"; 

profile photo is a portrait while cover photo is a picture of Squidward from the cartoon Spongebob Squarepants. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Netflix. Coming soon in the 

Philippines. I hope that our retarded 

and dunce government won't 

interfere this good shit. 

4/3/2015 

10:49:00 

https://twitter.com/Angel

oHoran/status/58382356

8489721857 

Like the previous user that used 

retarded to describe her 

professor, this user uses 

retarded to describe the 

government with an air of 

annoyance; classifying retarded 

as bad Low 

To share information and to rant about the government; 

to express/reinforce a belief and participate in an event 

(the coming of Netflix). 

Mapapamura ka talaga kay Rox 

Cecilio Lizardo. Sya na retarded sa 

lahat ng. retarded. 

8/13/2015 

12:32:00 

https://twitter.com/Angel

oHoran/status/63168468

0526360576 

Wrong use of the term 

'retarded' like in previous 

tweets; in reference to the viral 

news on an ex-policeman 

suspected of shooting dogs in 

their neighborhood. Low 

To share information and rant about a current issue; 

reinforcing/expressing a belief and particpating in an 

event by commenting. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @AngeloHoran: The user has 

low literacy when it comes to mental 

health issues as shown by his use of 

the term 'retarded' to refer to 

systems in the government and the 

behavior of someone featured in 

viral online news.      

 

  



19. jethro. (@jethromagat) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Love the life you live, Live the life you love. k's"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is the user with a girl, perhaps his 

girlfriend (the k's could be assumed to mean that he is in a relationship as is a common practice in Twitter Profile/Bio writeups) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"A L Y A N N A @imalyannamagro 

7 Apr 2015 

  Ka date mo yung lolo mo kahapon? 

😉😘💕 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  bea ✨ @beancaeyaine 7 Apr 2015 

  @imalyannamagro hindi hahahah 

nakita ko lang siya don 😂 

   

  A L Y A N N A 

@imalyannamagro 7 Apr 2015 

  @beancaeyaine wuushuuuu 😂😂 

   

  bea ✨ @beancaeyaine 7 Apr 2015 

Marikina City, National Capital 

Region 

  @imalyannamagro gwapo ng lolo 

ko noh? mukhang batang kalye 😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  A L Y A N N A 

@imalyannamagro 7 Apr 2015 

  @beancaeyaine love na love mo 

nga yun eh 😶😉💞 

   

  bea ✨ @beancaeyaine 7 Apr 2015 

Marikina City, National Capital 

Region 

  @imalyannamagro oo nga eh tapos 

di niya ako love... saklap 

   

  A L Y A N N A 

@imalyannamagro 7 Apr 2015 

  @beancaeyaine iyak na. Jk haha. 

Love ka naman daw ni kuya 

@jethromagat eh 

  0 retweets 1 like 

4/7/2015 

22:22:00 

https://twitter.com/jethro

magat/status/5854475433

51291905 

Use of retarded to brush off 

teasing in the previous tweet; 

used in a funny/joke context 

(Wrong) Low 

To interact for reciprocal communication, 

connectedness, involvement, playfulness.  



   

  jethro. 

  @jethromagat 

  @imalyannamagro @beancaeyaine 

retarded" 

@dimalantakyla_ hahahaha retarded 

4/8/2015 

23:40:00 

https://twitter.com/jethro

magat/status/5858296570

37053953 

Reply to a conversation that 

isn't viewable (due to privacy); 

it can be assumed that the user 

is again brushing off a joke or 

using this as a reply to a 

conversation. Low 

To interact for reciprocal communication, 

connectedness, involvement, playfulness.  

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @jethromagat: He has low 

literacy on mental health issues and 

uses 'retarded' as a sort of stock 

reply in conversations with friends.      

 

20. David (@gerrardedwards) Twitter Profile/Bio: "why do you need grass if your garden is flat concrete?"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a photo of foreigners 

(perhaps a band?) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Blowing like a retarded dragon 

4/25/2015 

10:45:00 

https://twitter.com/gerrar

dedwards/status/5917952

21869961217 

Simile; comparing blowing (a 

balloon, perhaps?) to a 

mythical animal that looks 

funny, perhaps that's why the 

term is retarded Low To express oneself; playful/light-hearted use of the term. 

Bukas na yung la salle.. Anxiety is 

killing me every millisecond passes.. 

 LIKE 

 1 

4/21/2015 

16:11:00 

https://twitter.com/gerrar

dedwards/status/5904276

37266264064 

Feeling of anxiety, not clinical 

anxiety is being referred to; an 

event involving La Salle is 

being referenced Undefined 

To express oneself; to experience the emotion of 

anxiety/nervousness safely. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @gerrardedwards: Low to 

undefined literacy on mental health 

issues; Twitter is used for self-

expression especially in the 

microblogging sense (vague, short 

posts)--perhaps as a habit or 

distraction/diversion.      

 

  



21. Claraenze Mendoza (@claraenze) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Nursing | Est. 199x | snapchat: @claraenzebon | King of my own world."; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo 

is a quote on happiness 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Claraenze Mendoza @claraenze 18 

Apr 2015 

  Watched part 1 of the Human 

centipede and now part 2. Fuck srsly 

it's disgusting 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Claraenze Mendoza @claraenze 18 

Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @Kim_Frances so yuck and I can't 

stand ung sa operation proper. -,- 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Claraenze Mendoza @claraenze 18 

Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @Kim_Frances sobra! Siraulo pa. 

Doctor daw siya. Fuck. Hahaha. 

Siamese triplets na ginawa. 

Hahahahaha 

 

  Claraenze Mendoza @claraenze 18 

Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @Kim_Frances kung nakakatakot 

na part 1, mas lalo sa 2. Hahahaha 

   

  Claraenze Mendoza @claraenze 18 

Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @Kim_Frances nainggit ung doc 2 

sa doc 1 kaya ginaya niya. Mas 

mahabang human cen. Ang sa part 

2. 

   

  Claraenze Mendoza 

  @claraenze 

  @Kim_Frances hindi niya anak. 

4/18/2015 

19:05:00 

https://twitter.com/clarae

nze/status/589384232880

865280 

The word retarded was used to 

describe a character in the film 

"Human Centipede 2"; 

intertextuality of sorts (Twitter 

being used to talk about a film 

the user is currently watching.) Undefined 

To interact in a connected, reciprocal way; to talk about 

a personal experience and opinion on a movie 

character. 



Hahaha. Iba part 2. Kasi ung sa part 

2, ung lalaki, retarded. Ginagaya 

niya lang ung sa part 1. Nainfluence. 

  7:05 PM - 18 Apr 2015 

  Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

   

 

  Claraenze Mendoza @claraenze 18 

Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @Kim_Frances ung tatay nung sa 

part 2, nasa prison." 

Buntis pa yung babae tangina gago 

tong retarded na to. 

4/18/2015 

19:07:00 

https://twitter.com/clarae

nze/status/589384840304

197632 

Still talking about the movie 

Human Centipede; used 

retarded to describe a character Undefined 

To talk about a movie, liveblogging; reinforcing a belief 

(use of the word retarded); tweeting as a 

diversion/distraction while watching. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @claraenze: Use of the word 

'retarded' to describe a character in a 

film; tweeting is to talk about the 

movie and liveblog the experience 

of watching it      

 

22. Kate Atienza (@flawed_project) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Yoga teacher on some days, Youtuber on others, cat lady everyday."; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a 

floral vector image 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Stop the stigma on mental illness. 

Watch the full video: 

http://bit.ly/FlawedProject 

10/16/2015 

15:27:00 

https://twitter.com/flawe

d_project/status/6549217

09091319808 

Using Twitter as a vehicle for 

the video on ending the stigma 

on mental illness. Use of 

buzzwords. High 

To share information, spread awareness, reinforce the 

user's belief systems 

At the end of each week, I notice I 

start feeling depressed. Maybe it's 

cause I'm burnt out? This… 

https://instagram.com/p/7wnZOYp0

gZ/ 

9/18/2015 

13:07:00 

https://twitter.com/flawe

d_project/status/6447394

02082684932 

Sharing of an Instagram photo; 

use of the term 'depressed' in 

the colloquial/casual sense; 

detailed explanation of 

meditation routine and 

experience and how she felt 

better about it shows that she 

knows it's good for the physical 

and mental health Middling 

To share information and express herself; to show her 

activities (sharing of self/self-expression); reinforce the 

user's belief systems 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @flawed_project: She has 

relatively high literacy/awareness on 

the issue, at least as far as the 

stigma. Though her use of the term 

'depressed' was casual (given what 

we see of her knowledge in the 

video and the Instagram post she 

could have used another word like 

'sad' or 'down'), it appears that she is 

quite literate and aware overall. She 

uses Twitter to share information 

and express herself, including 

talking about meditation and yoga.      

 

23. Imee Malabonga (@imeemalabonga) Twitter Profile/Bio: no bio; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a photo of scenery 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Stop glorifying psych problems. It's 

not "cool" to have OCD, depression, 

bipolar disorder, etc. Some people 

actually have those problems!!! 

1/7/2015 

20:40:00 

https://twitter.com/imee

malabonga/status/552806

899884625920 

Argumentative, imperative 

statement on ending the 

association of mental illness or 

mental illness terms with being 

'cool'; implication that equating 

mental illness with being cool 

is prevalent. High 

To spread awareness/information on the idea of stopping 

the equivalence of mental illness with being cool; to 

reinforce belief systems. 

Pet peeve: people who insist they 

have a mental prob cos they think it 

makes them special. Ooh look at me 

I'm so bipolar. Ooh I have OCD. 😡 
2/5/2015 

9:15:00 

https://twitter.com/imee

malabonga/status/563143

743604154368 

Sarcasm, ranting about people 

who equate mental illness with 

being cool (the current 

connotation in some circles); 

classification as being bad. High 

To spread awareness/information on the idea of stopping 

the equivalence of mental illness with being cool; to 

reinforce belief systems. 

"Pet peeve: people who insist they 

have a mental prob cos they think it 

makes them special. Ooh look at me 

I'm so bipolar. Ooh I have OCD. 😡 

  LIKE 

  1 

   

  Leslie Gabriel @lesliegabs29 6 

Feb 2015 

  @imeemalabonga awww. Hindi 

yun joke. Or parang makes you 

special dahil meron ka. Kung alam 

2/5/2015 

9:15:00 

https://twitter.com/imee

malabonga/status/563143

743604154368 

conversation added depth to the 

topic; the user found someone 

that agrees with her on her 

stand. Once again persuasive 

and argumentative and 

classifies the discourse as 

uninformed/bad. High 

To communicate with friends especially someone who 

has the same idea as her (to interact for sociability and 

information sharing, to reinforce beliefs on the topic) 



lang nila. :( 

 

  jimi thing @imeemalabonga 6 Feb 

2015 

  @lesliegabs29 kaya nakakapikon 

eh :| serious matter tas gnglorify 

nila" 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @imeemalabonga: Twitter user 

is literate/well-informed on the topic 

of mental health and feels strongly 

about the current discourse of 

equating having a mental illness 

with being cool (perhaps as an after-

effect/wave of the 'emo' trend in the 

2000s). She wants to end this kind 

of thinking, which is good. She uses 

Twitter to express her feelings on 

the topic to call out those who treat 

mental health as a joke; and to 

interact with people of the same 

belief system.      

 

24. Rae Ann (@raeannbee) Twitter Profile/Bio: "didn't they tell you that I was a savage snapchat: raeannbee"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a drawing of the 

New York skyline 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I just realized i'm a little bit OCD 

😂😭 
2/26/2015 

1:35:00 

https://twitter.com/raeann

bee/status/570638193545

998339 

Crying emojis show that she 

classifies having OCD (whether 

clinical or as defined by the 

user) as bad. Low To state a realization/express oneself; tweeting as a habit 

But my OCD is interfering my 

creativity 😭 
2/28/2015 

1:09:00 

https://twitter.com/raeann

bee/status/571356366285

049856 

It's a tweet from early in the 

morning, when the user could 

perhaps be doing something 

(homework, a project) that 

needs her creativity; use of the 

word 'but' could mean that she 

finds her "OCD" okay but 

doesn't like how it interferes 

with her creativity. Low 

To express a complaint about OCD or what the user 

terms as OCD; to narrate a state she is in; to express 

oneself/belief system 



Bored and depressed at home 

 LIKES 

 2 

  

 Patty @TTarroja 10 Apr 2015 

 @raeannbee pumunta ka na kasi! 

Haha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  R @raeannbee 10 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 @TTarroja si brian nga 😂 

hahahahaha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Isabela Mendoza @belaimendoza 

10 Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

 @raeannbee @TTarroja punta na 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  R @raeannbee 10 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 @belaimendoza @TTarroja 

sunduin niyo ako 😂 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

  

  Isabela Mendoza @belaimendoza 

10 Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

 @raeannbee @TTarroja commute 

na yan 😭😂 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  R @raeannbee 10 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 @belaimendoza @TTarroja tamads 

😂 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Isabela Mendoza @belaimendoza 

10 Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

4/10/2015 

20:53:00 

https://twitter.com/raeann

bee/status/586512207543

799809 

Conversation started by a tweet 

about being 'bored and 

depressed' at home; tweet was 

on a Friday night, a common 

time for events; this notion is 

supported by friends telling her 

to go to the said event. 

Depressed is used in the 

colloquial fashion. Low 

 To connect with friends as a result of self-

expression/tweeting as a habit/using the media to 

experience extreme emotions safely; to use depressed as 

a synonym for sadness 



Capital Region 

 @raeannbee @TTarroja huwaw 

ganyan tayo eh 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

   R @raeannbee 10 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 @belaimendoza @TTarroja bawal 

na magcommute ng ganitong oras 

😂😂 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Isabela Mendoza @belaimendoza 

10 Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

 @raeannbee @TTarroja pano ka 

uuwi kung sundo ka ayain mo brian 

😂 

 

  R @raeannbee 10 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 @belaimendoza @TTarroja ano? 

Hahaha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Isabela Mendoza @belaimendoza 

10 Apr 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

 @raeannbee @TTarroja hayyy 

Overall interpretation of user 

@raeannbee's tweets: low literacy 

and casual use of the mental health-

related terms that were used to 

express extreme emotions or used in 

conversations      

 

  



 

25. Abigail (@prncsabbx) Twitter Profile/Bio: no bio; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is scenery of a beach resort 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Nasan ba mga kaibigan kong labas 

sa mental? 😒 mia silang lahat ah. 
6/3/2015 

18:40:00 

https://twitter.com/prncsa

bbx/status/60604788044

1257984 

Wrong use of the phrase 'labas 

sa mental'; since it was tweeted 

early in the evening the user 

could be looking for her friends 

to go online; the term 'labas sa 

mental' is used in a joking way 

to refer to funny, wacky friends 

who act 'crazy'. Juxtaposition 

of terms and connotation are 

present in this tweet, as well as 

the classification of mentally ill 

people as 'bad' or laughable. Low 

To interact with her friends; playfulness in interacting 

and referring to her friends as 'labas sa mental' 

Stressed & depressed but well-

dressed ✋💪 
3/30/2015 

11:55:00 

https://twitter.com/prncsa

bbx/status/58239078920

1747968 

Wrong use of the word 

'depressed' perhaps in reference 

to her being sad; it's hard to 

assume that the user is 

clinically depressed because of 

her casual use of the phrase 

'labas sa mental' in the previous 

tweet. To show that she is 

unhappy but is at least well-

dressed and is therefore going 

strong; to express herself; 

juxtaposition of something sad 

or negative with something 

positive. Low 

To express herself especially to show that she is going 

strong (the high-five and bicep emojis); to express the 

current state of the user 

Overall interpretation of user 

@prncsabbx: Low literacy on 

mental health; tweeting to express 

herself or interact with her friends.      

 

  



26. Con Sep Syeon (@con_ssidrama) Twitter Profile/Bio: "♥★♬ BORUTESU FAIBU ni subete wo kakete Yaruzo chikara no tsukiru made Chikyuu no yoake ha mou chikai 

★♥♬"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a pre-nup photo (invitation/souvenir) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Kala ko down ang Facebook 

kahapon, ako lang pala. Nagulo 

tuloy routine ko. #OCD 

4/9/2015 

6:58:00 

https://twitter.com/con_s

sidrama/status/58593969

5952994304 

Overstatement, equivalence of 

being a stickler for routine with 

having OCD. Low 

To share an experience, express something about 

herself; tweeting as a habit (social media is a habit as 

seen in her tweet) 

"No, i'm counting... #OCDproblems 

@OCD_probz_ Con Sep Syeon 

added, 

  9GAG @9GAG 

  if you ever find me gazing into the 

distance and wonder what i’m 

thinking about, the answer is food 

  " 

4/23/2015 

5:25:00 

https://twitter.com/con_s

sidrama/status/59098987

7417615360 

Sharing/retweet of a 9GAG 

tweet with the additional 

comment that the user spends a 

lot of time counting things to 

maintain a sense of order and 

control--equated with having 

OCD Low 

 To express oneself and to relate to a text that 

exemplifies a trait of the user (identity) 

Shared my "weirdness" with my 

love. Para di na sya mashock after 

the wedding. 😝😝😝 #OCD 

#Arithmomania 

4/27/2015 

8:43:00 

https://twitter.com/con_s

sidrama/status/59267043

7684936705 

Use of the term Arithmomania 

(an expression of OCD) lends 

credibility to the user; sharing 

that telling her significant other 

about her OCD will help them 

get along better after their 

wedding. Middling 

To talk about the user and her fiance; to make 

buzzwords of the hashtags or make the tweet traceable 

to the community tweeting using those hashtags; 

expression of identity and identifying herself by the use 

of the hashtags 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @con_ssidrama: Unsure if the 

user does indeed have clinical OCD 

since she used a clinical term 

besides OCD which lends some 

credibility to her statements      

 

27. ♡ Farida Faye ♡ (@KiramiOtaku_) Twitter Profile/Bio: "osu! Player : Kirami_01 | Girl Gamer ☆ | Otaku ∞ | Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach| Half human, Half bunny ☆ | Arianator 

x Swiftie ♡♬"; profile photo is a selfie collage; cover photo is a picture of food 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Advantage ang pagiging OCD sa 

QA section. Jusko po. Eto ang 

restricted area sa mga gaya ko. 

9/3/2015 

16:44:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/63935817

6916168705 

Overstatement/Wrong use of 

the term OCD to refer to being 

meticulous. Pride in being that 

way (positive classification of 

OCD or those with OCD) Low 

To express oneself, narrate a personal experience and a 

personal trait as well as how the user feels about it 

(pride); reinforcement of beliefs and identity 



"Laughter is the best medicine.😂 

But if you're laughing for no reason, 

then you need medicine 💊💉👊 

  Lol, mental hospital na? 😂😂😂" 

2/27/2015 

22:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/57131161

6769150976 

Quote--perhaps from another 

user or another source? It 

shows that the user has been 

laughing a lot; she speculates if 

she needs to go to a mental 

hospital (equivalence and 

wrong argument) Low 

To express oneself; to show how she empathizes with 

that quote she just shared; to joke about going to the 

mental hospital due to laughing for no reason 

"@FactSoup: Girls who have more 

'guy friends' than 'girl friends' go 

through less depression and 

anxiety." 

6/26/2015 

18:37:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/61442723

2652521472 

Retweet from another 'quote 

account' that has no facts or 

research to back it up; 

retweeting denotes empathy 

and/or sharing of information 

on the topic, which is relevant 

to the user. Low 

To show empathy and perhaps an attempt to spread this 

'information'. 

"@Fact: High School students in 

2015 have the same anxiety levels as 

insane asylum patients in the 

1950s."" 

  LIKE 

  1 

8/31/2015 

7:36:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/63835966

2711037952 

Retweet from another 'quote 

account' that has no facts or 

research to back it up; 

retweeting denotes empathy 

and/or sharing of information 

on the topic, which is relevant 

to the user. A quick search 

shows that while anxiety levels 

have increased over the last 

couple of decades there is no 

reliable reference that could 

validate this quote tweet. Low 

To show empathy and perhaps an attempt to spread this 

'information'. 

How are you doing? 

  Physically: Healthy 

  Mentally: Broke  

  Spiritually: Weak  

  Emotionally: Depressed 

   

  😞😞😞 
5/8/2015 

0:05:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/59634519

8247940096 

Mentally is used here as a 

classification in a checklist 

answering the question "how 

are you"; user claims to be 

mentally broken--while this is a 

valid feeling it isn't the correct 

term to use, unless clinically 

diagnosed. Low 

To talk about the user's current state (various aspects); 

self-expression and perhaps for catharsis as well 

♡ Farida Faye ♡ @KiramiOtaku_ 

23 Jun 2015 Manila City, National 

Capital Region 

  Vodka or Tequila? Or yun red wine 

nalang? 🍸 

  Can't choose. 😒😒😒 

 

  Lazar @LazarTheGray 23 Jun 

2015 

  @Faridz_Singing aren't you too 

young? :O 

6/23/2015 

21:45:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/61334206

1736038400 

Narrative, explanation; user 

links her occasional alcohol use 

to negative feelings she has 

(she terms them as depression, 

anxiety). Shows equivalence of 

two things (alcohol, negative 

feelings) Undefined 

To converse with friends (interaction for connectedness, 

involvement and reciprocal communication); to talk 

narrate personal experiences and to associate sadness or 

sad feelings with the medical term to show their 

intensity 



  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ♡ Farida Faye ♡ @KiramiOtaku_ 

23 Jun 2015 

  @LazarTheGray Actually my 4th 

time drinking... 😲😁💁🍸 

   

  Lazar @LazarTheGray 23 Jun 

2015 

  @Faridz_Singing alcohol=bad lol 

  0 retweets 1 like 

  ♡ Farida Faye ♡ 

  @KiramiOtaku_ 

  @LazarTheGray I know, I just 

drink alcohol when I'm ovethinking, 

stressed, depressed or anxious.But 

right now I'm overthinking and 

depressed 

  9:45 PM - 23 Jun 2015 

  Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

   

  Lazar @LazarTheGray 23 Jun 

2015 

  @Faridz_Singing thats how it 

starts.in few years you turn to 

alcoholic lol 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ♡ Farida Faye ♡ @KiramiOtaku_ 

23 Jun 2015 Manila City, National 

Capital Region 

  @LazarTheGray Lol, I have self-

control so I'll make sure I won't be 

an alcoholic 🍸 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Lazar @LazarTheGray 23 Jun 

2015 

  @Faridz_Singing hope so :) 

  0 retweets 1 like 

"@Fact: When you're alone, you 

reflect. You reflect, then over think. 

You over think, then regret. You 

regret and become depressed!" 

6/24/2015 

8:56:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/61351101

0524114944 

Another retweet from those 

fact/quote accounts that 

probably aren't even totally 

factual; equates being alone Low 

To relate being alone with depression and to use 

depression as an umbrella term for sadness; retweet to 

show empathy with the tweet; self-expression 



with becoming depressed; use 

of depressed in the colloquial 

sense 

Too stressed and depressed for it. 😒 
7/28/2015 

16:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/62594151

7128073216 

Spontaneous tweet on 

something the user is too tired 

and sad for; colloquial use of 

the term depressed. Low 

To express oneself and describe the state the user is in; 

for catharsis 

Getting depressed of all the hate and 

the pain that I get 

  LIKE 

  1 

8/31/2015 

22:32:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/63835864

1775521792 

User is expressing negative 

feelings caused by hate and 

pain (negative experiences 

could be the cause); colloquial 

use of the term depressed but 

could also be valid feelings--

but no sign of being clinically 

diagnosed Middling 

To express oneself and describe the state the user is in as 

well as its cause; for catharsis 

I feel depressed 

12/5/2015 

21:09:00 

https://twitter.com/Kiram

iOtaku_/status/67312710

5945731072 

Another tweet using the word 

depressed; it seems to be a 

buzzword with the user to 

denote her sadness. Low 

To express oneself and describe the state the user is in; 

for catharsis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@KiramiOtaku_: User tweets to 

interact, and habitually to 

experience catharsis from negative 

feelings; it is uncertain how much 

the user really knows about mental 

health given the high volume of 

tweets containing the chosen key 

words but for the most part the user 

has low awareness on the topic 

based on retweets.      

 

28. ludwig (@ludables) Twitter Profile/Bio: "the internet raised me"; profile photo is a portrait, and cover photo is a closeup of an animated character 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Depression, OCD, Bipolar Disorder 

and Insomnia //ARE// disorders. 

They are not jewelries. Thank you 

very much. 

 LIKE 

 1 

9/6/2015 

23:00:00 

https://twitter.com/ludabl

es/status/6405400101234

11456 

Argumentative tweet arguing 

against the usage of the terms 

depression, OCD etc. as 

something that makes a person 

'cool'. Juxtaposition of those 

terms in order to cover a lot of 

people who term their sadness, 

mood swings, or being orderly High 

To spread information and awareness; to express 

annoyance at people who use the terms lightly 

(reinforcing beliefs) 



as mental illnesses which may 

or may not be true. The use of 

'thank you very much' and 

'//ARE//' shows the user's 

strong feelings about the topic. 

Overall interpretation of user 

@ludables: User is aware about 

mental health issues and uses 

Twitter to do his part and spread this 

awareness.      

 

 

29. Shireen (@ShireenKRosales) Twitter Profile/Bio: "21. ADMU. 4 AB DIP IR. dancer. teacher. choreogapher. Miss Chinese Cosmos Philippines 2015. professional weirdo. 

absurdist. Always his little miss."; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo is a collage of group pictures 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Does anybody else feel like when 

they get anxious they mostly wanna 

puke because you feel queasey and 

you feel like dying? 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

   

 Shireen 

 @ShireenKRosales 

 @gmro19 exactly. Omigod :(( lalo 

kitang namimiss you get my mental 

health feels 

 1:10 AM - 2 Jan 2015ealth feels 

1/2/2015 

1:10:00 

https://twitter.com/Shiree

nKRosales/status/550700

691409219584 

@gmro19's reply is not 

viewable to the public; from 

@ShireenKRosales's side of the 

conversation it seems that they 

are talking about her negative 

feelings; narration of personal 

experiences legitimized by her 

detailing of the experience, as 

well as looking for empathy 

and interaction, someone who 

can relate to her feelings 

(validated by her reply to her 

friend) High 

To express oneself and the state she is in; to describe 

physical symptoms and look for empathy; reply was 

reciprocal communication and reacting to empathy 

given. 

"Shireen @ShireenKRosales 1 Jan 

2015 Mandaluyong City, National 

Capital Region 

  Thinking about school makes me 

so anxious I feel like my months 

long streak of no panic attacks is 

about to be broken. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  @ShireenKRosales 

  @gmro19 it sucks how we're 

anxious about another attack so it's 

basically cyclical anxiety. 

  9:10 AM - 1 Jan 2015 

1/1/2015 

9:10:00 

https://twitter.com/Shiree

nKRosales/status/550700

569854099456 

Narrative, explanations, 

legitimization (mention of a 

streak of panic attacks, how she 

wishes she had more than 

professors trying to be 

understanding). User has 

experience with clinical mental 

health problems (and not just 

fleeting feelings). High 

To talk about the user's mental health state in relation to 

daily living. 



  Mandaluyong City, National 

Capital Region 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Shireen @ShireenKRosales 1 Jan 

2015 Mandaluyong City, National 

Capital Region 

  @gmro19 while it is helpful that 

the professors are super 

understanding, it's still very 

difficult. :(" 

Anxiety. I need this. Why is this not 

happening. This needs to happen. 

I'm going to start crying. 

1/6/2015 

6:44:00 

https://twitter.com/Shiree

nKRosales/status/552475

695709179905 

Personification of anxiety; user 

appears to be trying to go on 

with what she needs to do 

despite an impending anxiety 

attack. High 

To express oneself and the state she is in; to describe 

physical symptoms; tweeting to experience catharsis and 

express feelings safely 

Much anxiety over today. 

Cramming for theo midterm orals. 

Cramming for Quali Outline. And 

work. 

1/11/2015 

18:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Shiree

nKRosales/status/554460

677205553152 

Narrative of experience that 

day and relating it to all the 

things she needed to do that 

day. High 

To express oneself and the state she is in; to describe 

physical symptoms; tweeting to experience catharsis and 

express feelings safely 

Genuine anxiety. Is this even gonna 

work out? This is gonna be crazy 

difficult. Am I even ready for this 

much commitment? 

1/16/2015 

8:37:00 

https://twitter.com/Shiree

nKRosales/status/556128

222228656128 

User is tweeting out thought 

bubbles; speculation and 

introspection and again a 

mention of what may be her 

mental illness. Undefined 

To express oneself and the state she is in; to describe 

physical symptoms; tweeting to experience catharsis and 

express feelings safely 

Anxiety insomnia and a lot more 

crying than I'm used to these days. 

Looks like I'm going back to the 

doctor . 

4/19/2015 

11:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Shiree

nKRosales/status/589853

847113240576 

This tweet provides 

legitimization to the user's 

feelings throughout this 

collection of tweets; personal 

narrative of her experience with 

anxiety and insomnia. High 

To express the user's doubts and fears and to mention in 

passing that she goes to a psychiatrist (identifying 

oneself) 

Overall interpretation of user 

@ShireenKRosales: User habitually 

uses Twitter during times of crisis 

(doubts, anxiety, etc.); mention of 

feelings about the topic of mental 

health as well as going to a 

psychiatrist/doctor indicates 

knowledge on the topic/proper use 

of the terms.      

 
  



 

30. char (@craiclord) Twitter Profile/Bio: "harry's sugar spice and all things nice." profile photo is a photo of Harry Styles, cover photo is One Direction prior to Zayn leaving 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

mental health pls stay cool 

3/26/2015 

22:46:00 

https://twitter.com/craicl

ord/status/581105039114

178560 

Personification of user's mental 

health; can be considered a 

narrative (user is panicking or 

feeling a breakdown) Undefined 

To express oneself and to talk to a personified mental 

health state perhaps as a form of catharsis 

LETTING GO OF A V GOOD FIC 

MAKES ME SUICIDAL DAMMIT 

I NEED A GODDAMN SEQUEL 

4/21/2015 

18:18:00 

https://twitter.com/craicl

ord/status/590459695753

658368 

Overstatement; wrong use of 

the term suicidal to express 

extreme feelings (as denoted by 

use of caps and connoted by the 

use of the word suicidal); 

narrative of how the user just 

finished a good piece of fan 

fiction. Low 

To express the user's feelings about fan fiction; to 

associate the intense feelings with being suicidal; to talk 

about another text (fan fiction), express emotions safely 

"@Fact: People who sleep late have 

more mental stamina and can 

outperform early risers." LMAO 

YALL HEAR THAT ! 

3/14/2015 

22:18:00 

https://twitter.com/craicl

ord/status/576749190904

070144 

Retweet and eager 

agreement/assent (all caps) to a 

tweet that is not even backed 

up by research; mental is used 

in the context of mental 

stamina. Low 

To share information the user believes is true and to 

comment on it, showing that the user believes in it and 

to tell people about it--perhaps to refer to the user 

himself; to reinforce beliefs and identity 

Overall interpretations of tweets 

from @craiclord: User has low 

awareness on mental health issues 

and uses and uses the term lightly to 

refer to negative feelings      

 

31. Ervin Sing (@edibleervin) Twitter Profile/Bio: "ig: @edibleervin | PUPian | Hopeless | Daydreamer | Little Sailor"; profile photo is a closeup selfie and cover photo is a 

photograph of a tree 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Ervin Sing @EdibleErvin 5 Feb 

2015 Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

  I need an escape. 

   

  Ace Abayabay @Acesilog 5 Feb 

2015 

  @EdibleErvin sleep is the best 

2/5/2015 

0:52:00 

https://twitter.com/Edible

Ervin/status/5630171739

13051136 

It was actually the user's friend 

who started using the word 

'suicidal' to refer to the user's 

wanting an escape (perhaps 

from work, stress, problems); 

conversation mentioned that 

no, the user is not suicidal; both 

users seem to have a good Middling 

To interact (sociability, connectedness, reciprocal 

communication); to express oneself and to experience 

catharsis; Twitter as a diversion or distraction. 



escape 

   

  Ervin Sing @EdibleErvin 5 Feb 

2015 Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

  @Acesilog kung walang gisingan. 

Haha. 

   

  Ace Abayabay @Acesilog 5 Feb 

2015 

  @EdibleErvin bes suicidal ka na 

ba? tandaan mo. hindi ka kaya ng 

lubid na pagbibigtian mo mapapatid 

lang so sayang effort 

   

  Ervin Sing 

  @EdibleErvin 

  @Acesilog bes, grabe ung suicidal. 

Di ko kaya. Dramatic lang bes. 

Malayo pa sa suicidal. Promise. 

Exhausted of emotions lang. 

  LIKE 

  1 

   

  Ace Abayabay @Acesilog 5 Feb 

2015 

  @EdibleErvin buti naman. hahaha 

itulog mo na yan 

   

  Ervin Sing @EdibleErvin 5 Feb 

2015 Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

  @Acesilog labyu bes. Ikaw din. Di 

ka naman nag-aaral. Matulog ka na 

lang. 

   

  Ace Abayabay @Acesilog 5 Feb 

2015 

  @EdibleErvin hahahaha bat alam 

mo 

  ? haha 

 

  Ervin Sing @EdibleErvin 5 Feb 

2015 Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

  @Acesilog nasa tabi mo lang ako. 

understanding of the gravity of 

the word and the fact that they 

talked about it would at least 

discourage the user from 

resorting to that act. 



👿 

  0 retweets 1 like 

Basta hindi ako suicidal. Ok na. 

2/5/2015 

13:10:00 

https://twitter.com/Edible

Ervin/status/5630218419

84671745 

Tweeted shortly after the 

conversation about needing a 

break/his friend discouraging 

him from suicide in a rather 

joking way; self-affirmation 

that he is not suicidal. Middling Self-expression or reinforcing of his beliefs; catharsis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@EdibleErvin: User uses Twitter to 

interact and for catharsis, and may 

have some knowledge on mental 

health issues.      

 

32. Karanina Subido (@karasubido) Twitter Profile/Bio: "a girl doing spoken word with love in her eyes and flowers in her hair."; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is 

a picture of a book in the lap of a girl reading in a meadow 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

i need to constantly remind myself 

that my mental health is in a good 

state & life is absolutely amazing... 

YES GO SELF! 

8/4/2015 

21:19:00 

https://twitter.com/KaraS

ubido/status/6285559291

01824000 

Narrative, self affirmation, 

juxtaposition of positive terms 

with mental health shows that 

the user puts importance on her 

mental health. Middling Reinforcing of beliefs 

"I'm slowly accepting the fact that 

my mental health is way important 

and It's time to share all those things 

to ppl who r very dear to me. 

  LIKES 

  2 

  Karanina Subido @KaraSubido 26 

Aug 2015 Manila City, National 

Capital Region 

  Huhuhu, I've been keeping this to 

myself for years. Fooling everyone 

with my ""I'm all good"" when tbh, I 

cannot function well. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Karanina Subido @KaraSubido 26 

Aug 2015 Manila City, National 

Capital Region 

8/26/2015 

23:41:00 

https://twitter.com/KaraS

ubido/status/6365640444

93680640 

Narrative, persuasion, 

argument about the importance 

of mental health and the need 

to share this knowledge to more 

people; and the conversation 

details that it's not only about 

extremes like mental illnesses 

but also the mindset of each 

person. High 

Interaction; empathizing with others' ideas and 

reinforcing each other's beliefs. 



  And as much as you want for a cry 

for help to happen. Judgements that 

shall be presented to you terrifies 

your soul. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@KaraSubido: User has knowledge 

on mental health and the tweets 

consist of sharing this knowledge 

with others, as well as reinforcing 

her realizations/ideas.      

  



33. paolapringlesss (@paolaharuhi) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Talking Pringles who creates art + cosplays sometimes. A piece of trash who loves to dump random stuff. FOLLOW 

AT YOUR OWN RISK." profile photo and cover photo are both anime-related 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

But sometimes I want to slap myself 

for being seiyuu obssessed. It's bad 

at the same time good for my mental 

health. //laughs nervously 

1/20/2015 

16:31:00 

https://twitter.com/paola_

haruhi/status/557455429

756678145 

Mention of mental health is in 

relation to how her 

fandom/anime makes her feel, 

especially her being obssessed 

with the celebrity; narrative Low 

Self-expression; to talk about her feelings/identity as a 

fan; Twitter as a habit/receptacle of her feelings or 

thoughts on matters of introspection like these 

"@freeiwaterbi: @paola_haruhi WE 

NEED HELP" #MidoTaka's effect is 

beyond control. It's bad at the same 

time good for our mental health XD 

 12:30 PM - 21 Jan 2015 

  Paranaque City, National Capital 

Region 

 1 retweet 1 like 

1/21/2015 

12:30:00 

https://twitter.com/paola_

haruhi/status/557757223

888519168 

Mention of mental health is in 

relation to how her fandom 

makes her and her friends feel, 

especially her being obssessed 

with the anime character; 

narrative, emphasis added by 

the caps "we need help" Low 

Interaction; reinforcement of ideas as well as 

connectedness with fellow fans 

I'm still wondering how are they 

going to pull off Itona's tentacle hair 

in the live action. Plus Karma's 

suicidal plan. I'm excited XDD 

1/29/2015 

1:25:00 

https://twitter.com/paola_

haruhi/status/560488779

002028032 

Mention of suicidal is in 

relation to a character from 

anime. Undefined 

Self-expression and comment on something related to 

anime; suicidal plan is used to describe something in the 

plot. 

I'm starting to feel depressed again. 

It's summer vacation already gdi, be 

happy--- 

4/20/2015 

22:05:00 

https://twitter.com/paola_

haruhi/status/590154217

794318338 

Narrative; juxtaposition of the 

term 'depressed' with the 

imperative phrase telling 

herself to be happy. 

Equivalence of telling herself 

to be better with curing her 

'depression'. Low Self-expression; to talk to herself through blogging 

I'm anxious. Reeeeeally anxious. 

  

 And depressed.  

  

 Yes, depressed. 

 LIKE 

 1 

3/17/2015 

21:15:00 

https://twitter.com/paola_

haruhi/status/577820495

862624256 

Narrative, self-expression; use 

of words anxious and depressed 

both. No context as to whether 

or not the user is clinically 

depressed. Undefined 

Self-expression; to talk to herself through blogging; 

catharsis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@paola_haruhi: user uses Twitter to 

talk about her fandom as well as to 

habitually express feelings of 

anxiety/depression; user has a low 

(on the average) awareness of 

mental health issues.      

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

34. Ida Katerina (@cupkeyttt) Twitter Profile/Bio: “rdr”; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of roses 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 29 Dec 

2015 

  Whenever i see tweets or postings 

about ""suicidal thoughts"" i think 

of them as psychopaths who don't 

see how precious they are 😨😐 

  7 retweets 8 likes 

 

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze that's my own opinion 

and i can defend it. I don't think 

there's something wrong with my 

tweet 

     

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze para kasi sakin yang 

""depression"" na yan it's only in 

our minds may choice tayong isalba 

yung sarili natin from sadness. 

 

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze kasi ppl who posts 

those kinds of thoughts na suffering 

from mental illness are the ones 

who's technically joking around 

   

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze calling out for help? 

why don't u tell it to your family 

12/31/2015 

1:26:00 

https://twitter.com/cupke

yttt/status/682251542599

090177 

This tweet is fallacious and 

false, because no, mentally ill 

people did not choose to be 

mentally ill and cannot just 

snap out of their 'feeling'. The 

thread (though we can only see 

one side of the conversation) 

shows the user defending her 

stand, which is that mentally ill 

people are wrong to be feeling 

that way, that their feelings are 

not valid and that they 

shouldn't be posting their 

feelings online because 'family 

first' (but is the family always 

the safest space for an 

individual?). The user has a lot 

of assumptions as to the plight 

of the mentally ill. She justifies 

her stand with saying that the 

individuals can choose not to 

feel 

depressed/suicidal/bipolar/etc. 

and that the cyber world is and 

will always be a dangerous 

place to post things; there is 

nothing about changing how 

things currently are. She doubts 

and bashes other opinions on 

mental health, including how 

online friends reaching out can 

in fact be a positive thing for 

the patient. The thread ends 

with the user asserting her Low 

To reinforce beliefs, share information/opinion, to try to 

refute what the other person is saying on mental health 

issues, to interact with others as a matter of 

informing/being informed (or refusing to be informed), 

reciprocal communication 



first, bat mo idadaan sa cyber world 

e ika nga nila ""family first"" 

   

 

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze so the only way is to 

post it? nah, as if naman na 

everybody will understand baka 

mamaya ibash pa sya at lalong ma-

depress 

   

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze unfair ang mundo lalo 

na ang cyber world. sa dami ng tao 

dito hindi mo lahat maiko-correct 

yan na intindihin ang ibang tao 

    

  Ida Katerina ☁ 

  @cupkeyttt 

  @hercheeze oh nag ssuffer pala 

sya e. Edi isurvey mo pag nag post 

sya ng suicidal thoughts kung 

makatutulong ba yon sa recovery 

nya 😂 

  1:26 AM - 31 Dec 2015 

   

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze u r funny. 

napakababaw at napakakitid ng pang 

unawa mo kaya ako nalang na mas 

bata ang uunawa sa katulad mo. God 

bless u too 😘😘😘 

  

  Ida Katerina ☁ @cupkeyttt 31 Dec 

2015 

  @hercheeze hahaha well base sa 

tweets mo ikaw ang may problem 

not me. U knw wht i think u r also 

suffering from illness. Take care 

bye😂" 

power, and even noting that she 

who is younger will 

accommodate the other 

person's ideas and saying 

goodbye and even "God bless 

you" and many positive emojis 

to the other person in the 

thread. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @cupkeyttt: User is not 

informed about mental health issues 

and has very strong opinions about 

those experiencing mental illnesses; 

user tries to refute what the other 

user is saying, and ends the 

conversation abruptly.      

 

35. Dana Belmonte (@babybutthealy) Twitter Profile/Bio: "bad as an ass"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a concert scene from the audience side 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Sorry guys i'm on my joking 

suicidal mode rn and i want all my 

loved ones to die wid me i luv u 

guys too 

6/28/2015 

13:31:00 

https://twitter.com/babyb

utthealy/status/61502978

3164878848 

Juxtaposition of the words 

suicide, die and joking--it's not 

sure if the user is indeed feeling 

suicidal; it's slightly disturbing 

how she says she wants her 

loved ones to die with her. Low Self-expression; call for interaction  

During my suicidal mode a car wid 

a dead body lol wat do u call dat nga 

passed by wid a song "ANG 

LAHAT AY MAY KATAPUSAN" 

ha jk lng po 

6/28/2015 

13:35:00 

https://twitter.com/babyb

utthealy/status/61503073

5766827010 

Mention again of suicidal 

mode; narrative plus poking 

fun at her own suicidal mode; 

referencing a personal 

experience. Low Self-expression; relating an event in the life of the user 

"Suicidal mode on... 

   

  *Welcome to the Black Parade 

starts playing*" 

6/28/2015 

15:48:00 

https://twitter.com/babyb

utthealy/status/61506416

0104091649 

Juxtaposition and equivalence 

of 'emo' rock music with being 

suicidal. Low 

Self-expression; relating a text to the user's feelings at 

the time 

Overall interpretation from user 

@babybutthealy: User uses 

Twitter/tweeting to express herself, 

to repeatedly refer to her suicidal 

mode (tweets were all from one 

day); 'suicidal' was used in a 

somewhat light-hearted or casual 

way.      

 
  



 

36. FOUREVER (@marlalastimado) Twitter Profile/Bio: "#Directioner #AldubNation #Sheerio #Walker"; profile photo and cover photo are both One Direction photos 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@zaynmalik you have many 

suicidal fans right now 

   

  They need youu" 

3/26/2015 

11:25:00 

https://twitter.com/marlal

astimado/status/5809336

40600752129 

Context of tweet happened 

after the 1D concert which 

Zayn did not join; user claims 

that fans are disappointed and 

sad to the point of suicide 

(overstatement, argumentative, 

assumption) Low 

Tweet was posted in order to try to have interaction/a 

parasocial relationship with celebrity Zayn Malik; also 

to talk about the user's feelings and empathize/interact 

with fellow fans. 

"@ModestMgmt how could you?! 

  Why WOULD YOU 

  You knew there are suicidal fans 

right? 

  #ModestWeHATEYou" 

3/26/2015 

16:49:00 

https://twitter.com/marlal

astimado/status/5810101

30310856705 

Context of tweet is still after 

the controversy with Zayn; this 

tweet again features 

assumptions as to the fans and 

overstatement (sad/angry or 

even 'rabid' fans don't equal 

suicidal fans) Low 

Tweet was posted to try to talk to the manager of One 

Direction; hashtag was to show empathy and unity with 

the community tweeting that hashtag and to participate 

in this event that is important to the fandom. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @marlalastimado: User is a 

One Direction fan and had very 

strong feelings about Zayn not being 

at the band's concert in the country; 

tweets were directed to Zayn and the 

band's managing agency; tweet also 

showed user wanting to be part of 

the community/identifying herself as 

part of the community through the 

use of the hashtag--this hashtag 

would also bring attention to the 

fans' feelings; use of suicidal was an 

overstatement/assumption on the 

fans' feelings.      

 

37. Clark Kent (@superclarkkkk) Twitter Profile/Bio: "SUPER"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is Superman-related graphics 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Hello tri sem 😂 fvck suicidal yung 

subjects ko hahaha 😂 
4/20/2015 

10:32:00 

https://twitter.com/superc

larkkkk/status/58997992

9585979392 

Narrative; use of suicidal to 

refer to a trimester with really Low Self-expression; to talk about recent events 



hard subjects (wrong use of the 

term) 

"Buti kinakaya mo yang ginagawa 

mo, ang suicidal ng subjects mo lalo 

na yang ginawa mong schedule"" - 

Kuya Lex 

  Well 💁🏼😭😂" 
4/21/2015 

22:49:00 

https://twitter.com/superc

larkkkk/status/59052782

9856522240 

Quote narrating what a friend 

said about his schedule 

(referenced in previous tweet); 

it appears that the word 

'suicidal' is associated with 

difficult things like subjects in 

a schedule. Low 

To mention someone else's comment on the topic of the 

previous tweet (his schedule for the term); suicidal used 

to refer to it being a 'killer' or hard sem 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@superclarkkkk: User uses Twitter 

for self-expression and to rant/talk 

about his term schedule; he has low 

literacy level on mental health issues      

 

38. Prince Pelisco (@princepelisco) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Singing energy."; profile photo is a professional portrait; cover photo is a picture of the user in engineering safety gear. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

WoW Facts @WoWFactz 2 Aug 

2015 

 Depressed? Earphones in. Volume 

up. Ignore the world. 

 422 retweets 389 likes 

   

 Prince Pelisco 

 @princepelisco 

 THIS--> "@WoWFactz: 

Depressed? Earphones in. Volume 

up. Ignore the world.” 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKE 

 1 

8/14/2015 

3:22:00 

https://twitter.com/prince

pelisco/status/631908758

017277956 

Arguing or persuading those 

feeling 'depressed' to cure their 

feelings with music and 

ignoring the world; user 

retweets and adds emphasis to 

it showing agreement with the 

statement. Low 

Self-expression/reinforcement of identity as a music 

lover; retweet showing assent or empathy with the 

statement 

depressed. :( 

8/14/2015 

2:58:00 

https://twitter.com/prince

pelisco/status/631902616

750981121 

Vague, no context microblog 

indicating that the user is 

depressed (whether it''s clinical 

or the fleeting feeling of 

sadness that is termed as 

depression colloquially cannot 

be inferred from the tweet) Undefined To express oneself re: the state the user is in. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @princepelisco: User has a low 

awareness on mental health issues 

based on the two tweets; the context 

and number of tweets containing 

key terms wasn't enough to really 

show what the user knows about 

mental health. Twitter is used to 

express himself, especially his 

feelings at the moment.      

 

39. cathrina (@cathrinaahmariz) Twitter Profile/Bio: "199× kid iloveFoods | vague | Alxcf"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of waves 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Mental Breakdown 

 LIKE 

 1 

3/6/2015 

19:14:00 

https://twitter.com/Cathri

naahmariz/status/573803

791952162816 

Vague, no-context tweet; user 

might be saying that she 

believes she is suffering from a 

mental breakdown Undefined 

Tweet was to express the user's state or feelings at the 

moment; tweeting as a habit 

"How I wish na super lapit nalang 

sana ng mental hospital for the sake 

of my beloved insan. Magttwerk ba 

naman sa kama tas tawa ng tawa 

😏😂 

  4:12 PM - 5 Sep 2015 

  Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

   

  cathrina @Cathrinaahmariz 6 Sep 

2015 Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

  @STPHNDHNS hahaha ewan ko 

dito sa insan kong to nasobrahan 

kakaaral siguro kaya ganyan 😂😂jk 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  cathrina @Cathrinaahmariz 6 Sep 

2015 Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

  @STPHNDHNS yah ! exactly . 

Pagkaalis lang na pagkaalis ni tita 

parang asong bogsa na nakawala . 

😂 
9/5/2015 

16:12:00 

https://twitter.com/Cathri

naahmariz/status/640075

063874613248 

Narrative; equivalence of 

random dancing (twerking) or 

studying with becoming 

"crazy" Low 

Tweeting to talk about events at home and her 

interaction with her cousing; use of 'mental' to refer to 

her cousin acting wacky--therefore needing to go to the 

hospital; tweet started interaction for sociability 



  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  cathrina @Cathrinaahmariz 6 Sep 

2015 Manila City, National Capital 

Region 

  @STPHNDHNS ommo ! stephanie 

naman eee !! sabi ko 

MATUTULOG nako !" 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Cathrinaahmariz: user tweets 

habitually and to express 

herself/events at the moment, as 

well as to interact; the use of mental 

health-related terms showed low 

awareness on issues.      

 

40. Ariana Grande (@PreLawMaroon) Twitter Profile/Bio: "20 || Student Leader-Advocate || More than my pretty face, pleasing personality, and great bottoming skills, I have 

my brain. ;)" Profile photo and cover photo appear to be screencaps or photos of celebrities. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Being a grammar nazi is different 

from having OCD. Even tho I dont 

like to correct you, I her irritated by 

your grammatical errors coz I 

 11:16 PM - 22 Jul 2015 

  Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Ariana Grande @PreLawMaroon 

22 Jul 2015 

 @PreLawMaroon *get - her** 

#autocorrect #typo 

  

  Ariana Grande @PreLawMaroon 

22 Jul 2015 

 Have OCD. Hence, my being 

grammar nazi is an effect of me 

having OCD. 

7/22/2015 

23:16:00 

https://twitter.com/PreLa

wMaroon/status/6238743

75893123072 

arguments contradict each other 

(showing that OCD isn't equal 

to being a grammar nazi, then 

saying that her being a 

grammar nazi is due to OCD; 

there is grammar pedantry 

syndrome as a form of OCD 

but the varying of arguments is 

strange. Low 

Tweet thread shows a desire to understand, identify and 

express herself. 

Why do I get this feeling that 

everyone here atm is depressed? 

 LIKE 

 1 

4/25/2015 

13:36:00 

https://twitter.com/PreLa

wMaroon/status/5918381

26806433792 

Narrative; speculation that 

everyone with the user (in the 

room with him, perhaps) is 

feeling depressed (assumption) Low 

Tweeting to talk about events at the moment; 

speculation as to people's mood 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @PreLawMaroon: User has 

low awareness or literacy on mental 

health and uses Twitter to talk about 

herself (to identify herself and talk 

to herself about a trait she has) and 

to speculate on others' moods.      

 

41. EJ Reyes (@PhoenixxMD) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Breathe LIFE unto me...Phoenix Force..Dakilang Manggagamot...BAGA AT BATO. Looking for my own Sense in this world! 

Spontaneity is my middle name. Amuse me. ;-)"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a closeup of the user 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

3-4-15. A day can never forget. It 

started with major jitters and pangs 

of anxiety. I knew I just had… 

https://instagram.com/p/0Hbjr9Dsx

w/ 

3/12/2015 

13:35:00 

https://twitter.com/Phoen

ixxMD/status/575892729

525309440 

Anxiety is used in the 

colloquial sense; photo is a 

picture from graduation from 

medical school Undefined 

Tweeting to express himself, talk about an experience; 

use of mental health related terms was to refer to 

feelings. 

It's down to last session. It's pretty 

much a long day of mental 

bombardment. #PCCP Annual… 

https://instagram.com/p/z4VoDgDs7

9/ 

3/6/2015 

16:54:00 

https://twitter.com/Phoen

ixxMD/status/573768622

738403329 

Mental is used to refer to the 

need for brain power (as 

opposed to physical power); 

photo shows the screen from an 

event of the Philippine College 

of Chest Physicians Undefined 

Tweeting to express himself and his mood at the 

moment as well as his location; tweeting to show his 

location and perhaps get people to interact with him 

(based on the hashtags) or to promote the event/spread 

information. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @PhoenixxMD: User used 

Twitter in these instances to express 

himself and show his mood and 

location at the time of an experience 

or event; tweeting may have also 

been done to promote an event; use 

of the word 'mental' wasn't related to 

mental health, just feelings.      

 
  



 

42. Poalala (@PauchiPola) Twitter Profile/Bio: "You don't have to be beautiful, you just need to have a good heart."; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a sketch of a 

heart and wavy lines 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I love my crazy, bipolar, moody, 

ugly, best friends. 

 12:18 PM - 10 Oct 2015 

  Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

10/10/2015 

12:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Pauch

iPola/status/6526995950

05255680 

Classification of bipolar and 

crazy as "bad"; used to refer to 

her friends as a joke; equating 

mental illness with something 

that can be laughed at. Tweet is 

a narrative/comment on her 

friends' behavior. Low 

Self-expression, referring to friends/interacting 

passively; reinforce her beliefs or feelings 

When you feel sad or depressed and 

you get the feeling that you do not 

wish to live anymore. Hold your 

breath and see if your body agrees. 

4/3/2015 

20:25:00 

https://twitter.com/Pauch

iPola/status/5839684890

58119680 

Belittling of 

depression/referring to it as a 

fleeting feeling that can be 

solved by the method the user 

describes; classification of 

depressed as 'bad'; tring to be 

comforting or 'reminding' 

people. Low 

Reinforcing beliefs or trying to spread information to 

others 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @pauchipola: User tweets to 

express herself and reinforce her 

beliefs as well as to try to spread 

information to others; belittling of 

mental health problems is present in 

her tweets.      

 

43. Patricia P. Javier (@PattyPuttie) Twitter Profile/Bio: "What is chill?|Nurse|Survivor"; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo is an artistic shot of a cloud of pigment/powder 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Pero as a nurse...Wag patulan ang 

may mental disorder..aà.Pero di 

naman nurse si Agnes kaya go 

upakan na yang si Kate.... 

 LIKES 

 2 

  

1/23/2015 

21:01:00 

https://twitter.com/PattyP

uttie/status/55861045056

1003520 

Narrative; 

classification/justification; the 

user is a nurse/studying to be a 

nurse (see next tweet) and 

believes that mentally ill people 

should not be provoked 

(classification of them as 

'bad'?); justification that since 

Agnes from Forevermore is not Middling 

To reinforce beliefs/spread information; to show the 

parasocial relationships between TV viewers and the 

characters; to talk about another text (the soap opera); to 

interact with others (sociability); to enrich the 

experience of watching or to get diverted from it. 



  RoyLops 可爱 和 帅 @RoyLops 

23 Jan 2015 

 @PattyPuttie anong palabas yan? 

OP. :/ 

a nurse she can go ahead and 

provoke a character the user 

deems mentally unstable. 

Midterms > My OCD...I know 

right... 😉 @ CGHC 3rd floor, Study 

room 

http://instagram.com/p/yFBuEuKK

Xx/ 

1/20/2015 

22:07:00 

https://twitter.com/PattyP

uttie/status/55754003757

1923968 

Wrong use of the term OCD; 

equating it with being a stickler 

for organization. Photo is of the 

user's desk including food and 

other paraphernalia for 

studying for her midterms. Low 

Self-expression; tweeting as a diversion of sorts (from 

studying); concretizing or illustrating a fact about 

herself 

Overall interpretation for user 

@pattyputtie: User has low to 

middling awareness on mental 

health and used the terms to describe 

a character on a show and to refer to 

her being orderly; she tweeted to 

express herself and to concretize a 

personal trait (shown in the photo)      

 

44. Gwenny (@gwyza_DC) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Sagwan Sagwan Hanggang Kamatayan |Black Belt in Something| Rebel ni @whianwamos and @glaizaredux | Team puyat | 

Team Dutdut | ❤Dreams Never End❤"; profile photo is the user with her idol, Glaiza de Castro; cover photo is a picture of Rhian Ramos and Glaiza de Castro 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"TOMMY SIRAULO! TOMMY 

SIRAULO! TOMMY SIRAULO! 

DALHIN NA SA MENTAL YAN!!  

  #TRMDTorn" 

7/7/2015 

21:07:00 

https://twitter.com/Gwyz

a_DC/status/6184049693

22917889 

Narrative; 

comment/liveblogging of a 

soap opera the user is watching; 

use of caps show intense 

feelings; equating how a 

character is acting with being 

mentally deranged. Low 

Tweeting to express her feelings about another text (the 

television show the user is currently watching); as a 

diversion or to enrich the experience of watching; 

hashtag to communicate with the community tweeting 

about the show 

"Taenang ""MENTAL ILLNESS" 

Nayan 😭😭😭  

  #TRMDHelpless 

 

  cengdee @ceng_dee 17 Jul 2015 

  @GwynethBTCM asahan na natin 

yan sa GMA .. Hopeless other day / 

helpless ngayon? Lunes 

TRMDNochance na??? 

#TRMDHelpless" 

7/17/2015 

21:30:00 

https://twitter.com/Gwyz

a_DC/status/6220356566

01014272 

Classificaton of mental illness 

as bad (taenang); tweet is once 

again a liveblog of a show the 

user is watching. Low 

Tweeting to express her feelings about another text (the 

television show the user is currently watching); as a 

diversion or to enrich the experience of watching; 

hashtag to communicate with the community tweeting 

about the show 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Gwyza_DC: User used the 

mental health-related terms in 

liveblogging about The Rich Man's 

Daughter; tweeting was to interact 

with fellow fans watching the show 

as well as to enrich the experience 

of watching.      

 

45. A.P. Limツ♡ (@PapemelroticPAT Twitter Profile/Bio: “But I believe the term you're searching for is OMG.  ♣Sun in Leo//Moon in Libra//Virgo Rising//Midheaven in 

Gemini♠ ♣Type 7w8//ENTP♠"; profile photo is 2 selfies of the user; cover photo is a Star Wars: The Force Awakens-related photo featuring Ray and Kylo Ren showing that the 

user 'ships' them or wants the two characters together 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

People seem to be forgetting that 

Demetria's bipolar and yet,look at 

how HARD she tries to fight it off to 

inspire #Lovatics .Srsly,haters.🙅 
2/26/2015 

0:45:00 

https://twitter.com/Pape

melroticPAT/status/5706

25695467962369 

Classification of being 

bipolar/the illness itself is 'bad'; 

Demi (Demetria) needs to keep 

fighting it off and inspire; 

positive note on how the 

mentally ill subject deals with 

her problems. User seems to be 

justifying Demi to her haters. Middling 

Reinforcing/expressing beliefs; use of hashtag to express 

her fandom (she is a fan of Demi Lovato); parasocial 

relationship of sorts with her idol, Demi, as well as the 

haters at whom the post is directed. 

Can't differentiate adrenaline rush 

from anxiety attacks anymore.Even 

my temperaments now 

DGAF.Heh.😝✊ 
1/18/2015 

6:22:00 

https://twitter.com/Pape

melroticPAT/status/5565

77226552918016 

Narrative; personal experience 

on how the user is confused 

about how he feels: anxiety 

attack or adrenaline rush. 

Adrenaline rush is actually 

something that happens when 

one feels anxiety. Tweet seems 

to be 'scientifically informed' 

but is not actually factual--the 

use of buzzwords could be an 

attempt to add 

legitimacy/description/argue 

about the user's feelings. Low Self-expression of her mood/state at the moment. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @PapemelroticPAT: User 

tweets to express herself--her 

feelings at the moment as well as 

how she feels about her idol, Demi 

Lovato, and the haters of Demi. 

User seems to have a little bit of      



knowledge or awareness on mental 

health, thanks to being a fan of 

Demi. 

 

46. Jasmine Lea (@ijsmnlea) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Life will surely pull you down so you have to be strong enough to get up and live again | RPsy in the future"; profile photo is a 

selfie and cover photo is a plain pink background 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Is it true na sa mental hosp ang ojt 

ng psy students? 😭😂 

 10:23 PM - 21 Apr 2015 

  Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

 0 retweets 1 like 

4/21/2015 

22:23:00 

https://twitter.com/ijsmnl

ea/status/5905212137110

97859 

Disappointment/shock 

associated with mental 

hospitals; user is probably an 

incoming psych student; she 

doesn't want to work in the 

mental hospital but no 

indication if it's due to 

preference or her outlook on 

mental health (ironic since she 

is about to study it for at least 4 

years) Undefined 

Twitter to express her shock or fear at the moment; 

question form and posting her thoughts online seems to 

be a call for interaction or information-sharing; user is 

studying psychology 

Ate tine sharing her duty experience 

inside a mental hosp makes me 

question y d fuck did i choose psych 

😂 
11/22/2015 

22:55:00 

https://twitter.com/ijsmnl

ea/status/6684426449225

48224 

Disappointment/shock 

associated with mental 

hospitals; this tweet confirms 

that the user is an incoming 

psych student. Undefined 

Narrating an event at the moment; self-expression as to 

her doubts and fears; mental hospital reference 

But im not suicidal.. Not yet 

  LIKES 

  2 

12/9/2015 

1:04:00 

https://twitter.com/ijsmnl

ea/status/6742734626265

86624 

Narrative; she classifies herself 

as not yet suicidal, emphasis on 

it being not in the present, but 

maybe soon (implied) Undefined 

Self-expression, narrating of the user's feelings at the 

moment. 

Balik nalang ako kay ma'am Q. 

Kahit bipolar un naiintindihan ko 

turo niya. PUNYETA ORG CHEM 

PUNYETA KA 

12/12/2015 

12:46:00 

https://twitter.com/ijsmnl

ea/status/6755372239581

38880 

Narrative; rant on her studying 

org chem; use of bipolar to 

refer to a former professor; 

classification of bipolar as bad 

(kahit = even if x, at least y) Low 

Tweeting to complain or rant; use of 'bipolar' to refer to 

a certain type of behavior the user considers 'bipolar'. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @ijsmnlea: user habitually uses 

Twitter to share spur-of-the-moment 

feelings so it may be a habit of sorts; 

Twitter is also the receptacle for her 

complaints, doubts and fears 

regarding her studies; user does not 

seem to have a high awareness of      



the proper usage of mental health 

terms (yet). 

 

47. asdfghjkl (@megsorangesss) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I'm a real princess in my own castle. Ma'am Ai's"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a cropped picture of two 

people in a field. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"asdfghjkl @MegsOrangesss 26 Jan 

2015 Malabon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @CDairel @itsme_khyla Naku! 

Paghandaan na natin to, Magdala 

tayo ng tali! Baka magwala to! 

Bwahahahaha 😄😄😄😄 

  1 retweet 1 like 

 

  ❌ Khyla ❌ @khylaaaaaaaaa 26 

Jan 2015 

  @MegsOrangesss @CDairel Buti 

di ka nasagasaan e diba bigla bigla 

kang lumiliko hahaha :-) 

  2 retweets 2 likes 

 

  asdfghjkl @MegsOrangesss 26 Jan 

2015 Malabon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @itsme_khyla @CDairel 

Bwahaahaha naalala Ko nanaman 

yun! Nagulat talaga ako nung 

lumiko sya! Hahaha 😄😄😄 

  2 retweets 2 likes 

   

  ❌ Khyla ❌ @khylaaaaaaaaa 26 

Jan 2015 

  @MegsOrangesss @CDairel 

Hahaha.... 

  papamental na natin sya Meggiee... 

sabi ng mommy ko sa Mandaluyong 

daw may mental hahaha 

1/26/2015 

20:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Megs

Orangesss/status/559686

852907507715 

Narrative, arguments; the ones 

in the thread are perhaps 

talking about someone they 

know (a friend or enemy) and 

have just found out where the 

NCMH is; they joke about just 

tying the 'crazy person' down in 

the basement--this is abuse 

whether or not the person is 

clinically mentally unstable or 

not. Low 

Interacting for sociability, playfulness and 

connectedness; light/casual and joking reference to 

being mentally ill and how one should treat the mentally 

ill to joke around with friends. 



  2 retweets 2 likes 

   

  asdfghjkl 

  @MegsOrangesss 

  @itsme_khyla @CDairel 

Hahahaha sge! Bukas pasusundo ko 

na si cheska! Teka? Wala bang mas 

malapit na Mental? Parang ang layo 

masyado! Hahaha 

  RETWEETS 

  2 

  LIKES 

  2 

   

  ❌ Khyla ❌ @khylaaaaaaaaa 26 

Jan 2015 

  @MegsOrangesss @CDairel 

Hahahaha ikulong na lang natin sa 

basement namin tapos itatali ko 

hahaha 

  2 retweets 3 likes 

   

  asdfghjkl @MegsOrangesss 26 Jan 

2015 Malabon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @itsme_khyla @CDairel Haahaha 

Puede! Para di narin tayo gumastos! 

Bwahaa andyan nman ung 

classmates natin tutulong 

satin..bwhahahaha 

  2 retweets 2 likes 

   

  ❌ Khyla ❌ @khylaaaaaaaaa 26 

Jan 2015 

  @MegsOrangesss @CDairel Be 

ready for tommorow dahil may quiz 

bee kami so ikaw lang magaalaga sa 

kanya. 

  2 retweets 2 likes 

   

  asdfghjkl @MegsOrangesss 26 Jan 

2015 Malabon City, National 

Capital Region 

  @itsme_khyla @CDairel Ay! Oo 

nga! Naku good luck nlng sakin 



bukas! Huhuhu 😂😂😂 

  1 retweet 1 like 

   

"Ung mga Kaibigan mong nakawala 

sa Mental Hospital" 😂😂😂 
3/15/2015 

10:17:00 

https://twitter.com/Megs

Orangesss/status/576930

108713267200 

Narrative; supposed to be a 

term of endearment of sorts to 

show that 'my friends are crazy 

but I still love them'. Poking 

fun at mental illness. Low 

Self-expression to refer to friends in what the user might 

feel is a funny or endearing way. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @MegsOrangesss: User has 

very little understanding of mental 

health issues; she jokingly refers to 

her friends as crazy and talks to 

them about what they would do to 

their other 'crazy' friend; tweeting to 

interact with friends and to express 

her feelings.      

 

48. jacqueline maureen (@prettyjacky) Twitter Profile/Bio: "OC"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture of a celebrity 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Agnes' face be like, this girl is crazy, 

baliw, mental, psycho 

#ForevermoreKeepCalm 

RETWEETS 

2 

LIKE 

1 

1/22/2015 

20:55:00 

https://twitter.com/prettyj

acky/status/55824665897

0894336 

Liveblogging of a soap opera; 

use of mental to describe a 

character. Undefined 

User tweeted to talk about a show she is currently 

watching (Forevermore); projection of 

feelings/parasocial interaction with the character; 

retweets and likes show agreement and high volume of 

followers watching the same show; hashtag to be part of 

the community watching the show. 

Agnes is Fierce yet so poised while 

Kate is mental.. 

#ForevermoreBringItOn 

#teamAgnes FTW 💪💪💪 
1/23/2015 

21:11:00 

https://twitter.com/prettyj

acky/status/55861294814

3185920 

Classification (esp. juxtaposing 

mental with being fierce and 

poised). Low 

User tweeted to talk about a show she is currently 

watching (Forevermore); projection of 

feelings/parasocial interaction with the character; 

retweets and likes show agreement and high volume of 

followers watching the same show; hashtag to be part of 

the community watching the show. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @prettyjacky: User tweets to 

liveblog the experience of watching 

Forevermore; projection/parasocial 

relationships with the characters is 

evident; as well as wanting to be 

part of the community watching the 

show (shown by use of hashtags).      



Use of mental health-related terms 

referred to the character Kate in the 

show and saying 'mental' or 'bipolar' 

is to bash the character on the show. 

 

49. RC (@rosecateeee) Twitter Profile/Bio: no bio; profile photo is a collage of portraits; cover photo is a collage of group photos 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"RC @rosecateeee 8 Mar 2015 

Mandaluyong City, National Capital 

Region 

  pero yung sinabe talaga ni mama 

kanina sa phone eh  wtf 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  RC 

  @rosecateeee 

  @sinikkasexy ipapatingin daw ako 

sa doctor :( sabe ko tita ko nalang 

baka kelangan dalhin sa mental hays 

jk 

  12:24 AM - 8 Mar 2015 

  Mandaluyong City, National 

Capital Region 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  RC @rosecateeee 8 Mar 2015 

Mandaluyong City, National Capital 

Region 

  @sinikkasexy hahaha bes alam na 

alam  tas sasabihin nya kay mama 

na ano nako shet masisira na talaga 

future ko habang sya kurakot parin 

 

  0 retweets 1 like 

3/8/2015 

0:24:00 

https://twitter.com/roseca

teeee/status/5742442430

00029186 

Narrative; mention that there is 

something wrong (sickness, or 

maybe an attitude problem); 

joke about the mental hospital 

in passing Low 

Tweeting to interact for connectedness, to share 

information with her friend 

"RC @rosecateeee 9 Mar 2015 

Mandaluyong City, National Capital 

Region 

   

  RC @rosecateeee 10 Mar 2015 

Mandaluyong City, National Capital 

Region 

  @_shelseafulgar asang asa ako bes 

3/10/2015 

21:30:00 

https://twitter.com/roseca

teeee/status/5752876020

45018114 

Narrative; mention of a person 

and describing her as "takas sa 

mental"; classification of that 

as being 'bad' and laughable Low 

Tweeting to interact with friends to be connected and 

involved; referring to 'takas sa mental' as a joke again 



eh  gumawa pa ng kwento na 

nagpunta dun si ivy rose  shet 

hahaha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  RC 

  @rosecateeee 

  @_shelseafulgar palaban  yung 

takas sa mental bes :3 kilalang kilala 

mo yun hahaha kabadtrip talaga 

  9:30 PM - 10 Mar 2015 

  Mandaluyong City, National 

Capital Region 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  RC @rosecateeee 11 Mar 2015 San 

Juan City, National Capital Region 

  @_shelseafulgar hahaha tas ako 

magdadala sa kanya sa doctor para 

ipatingin kung Vneck pa sya " 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @rosecateeee: In the two 

threads it was shown that the user 

uses the mental health-related terms 

or phrases in conversation as a joke 

in passing. Twitter was being used 

to interact with friends.      

 

50. Tara Jamora Oppen (@shoutmyname_now) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I LOVE GOD and I Can't Stop, Won't Stop but it's Nothing Personal that Passion Rules Me. Everything's 

Fine. Stagey Cookie Monster. Musically Inclined Idiot.ENFP"; profile photo is the user standing in front of a giant globe set up; cover photo is a class/group photo. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I'm going to have a mental 

breakdown. 

2/4/2015 

21:32:00 

https://twitter.com/Shout

MyName_Now/status/56

2966846308384770 

Narrative; tweet doesn't give 

enough context to whether the 

user really knows what a 

mental breakdown is but 

feelings are valid Undefined Tweeting to express herself/her feelings at the moment. 

Parang everyone on my time line is 

just having mental break downs... 

2/9/2015 

22:03:00 

https://twitter.com/Shout

MyName_Now/status/56

4786630620241920 

Assumption/presumption that 

everyone is having negative 

feelings bad enough to be 

considered mental breakdowns Low 

Tweeting to express her observations, assumption on 

people's moods. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @ShoutMyName_Now: User's 

tweets were mostly to express her 

mood or observations at the moment 

and could not give enough details as 

to the user's awareness on mental 

health issues.      

 

51. RoseM08 (@RoseCM08) Twitter Profile/Bio: "||i❤JennylynMercado||"; profile and cover photos are all photos of Jennylyn Mercado; cover photo is a collection of magazines 

with Jennylyn Mercado on the cover 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

BIPOLAR @CamillePrats 

#SCRebeccasSecret 

  RETWEETS 

  4 

  LIKES 

  4 

1/19/2015 

22:11:00 

https://twitter.com/RoseC

M08/status/55717862606

4396289 

Describing a character in a 

show as bipolar because of the 

character's attitude--character 

might not necessarily be 

written up as clinically bipolar Low 

Liveblogging of user watching a television show; use of 

hashtags to connect with the community; use of the 

mental health-related term to refer to the character, 

showing strong feelings, engagement with the 

text/character, and a misunderstanding of what the term 

means. 

BIPOLAR @CamillePrats 

#SCAMothersPain 

  RETWEETS 

  2 

1/20/2015 

21:34:00 

https://twitter.com/RoseC

M08/status/55753164519

2835074                 

Same as the previous tweet, 

clinically bipolar is equated 

with the attitude of a character 

in a show Low 

Liveblogging of user watching a television show; use of 

hashtags to connect with the community; use of the 

mental health-related term to refer to the character, 

showing strong feelings, engagement with the 

text/character, and a misunderstanding of what the term 

means. 

Sumusumpong Na Naman Ang 

BIPOLAR Ni @CamillePrats 

#SCLyraComfortsRebecca  

   

  RETWEETS 

  2 

1/21/2015 

21:39:00 

https://twitter.com/RoseC

M08/status/55789518307

4082816 

Same as the previous tweet, 

clinically bipolar is equated 

with the attitude of a character 

in a show Low 

Liveblogging of user watching a television show; use of 

hashtags to connect with the community; use of the 

mental health-related term to refer to the character, 

showing strong feelings, engagement with the 

text/character, and a misunderstanding of what the term 

means. 

Damiii nagagalit Kay Reb Ibig 

sabihin Nagampanan nya Ng Ma 

ayos ang Role nya May Bipolar 

❤☺ Clap clap 👏👏👏 

@CamillePrats #SCTheProposal 

2/5/2015 

22:09:00 

https://twitter.com/RoseC

M08/status/56333868642

3523329 

Narrative; mention of the 

character in a show and quality 

of acting of the actor. Equates 

strong emotional performances 

with mood swings as bipolar-

ness Low 

Liveblogging of user watching a television show; use of 

hashtags to connect with the community; use of the 

mental health-related term to refer to the character, 

showing strong feelings, engagement with the 

text/character, and a misunderstanding of what the term 

means. 

Bipolar Ksiii to Siii Rebecca 

#SCLyrasFate 

  RETWEET 

  1 

2/23/2015 

22:40:00 

https://twitter.com/RoseC

M08/status/56985421981

9184128 

Same as the previous tweet, 

clinically bipolar is equated 

with the attitude of a character 

in a show Low 

Liveblogging of user watching a television show; use of 

hashtags to connect with the community; use of the 

mental health-related term to refer to the character, 

showing strong feelings, engagement with the 

text/character, and a misunderstanding of what the term 

means. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @RoseCM08: User 

consistently tweets to liveblog, 

enriching the experience of 

watching television (and also 

perhaps distracting her attention 

from it); tweeting using the mental 

health term 'bipolar' repeatedly 

showed it being used as a buzzword.      

 

52. Lester N. Caponpon (@superlest) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Pursuer of dreams. Psychologist. Gutom 24/7."; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo says "Start somewhere." 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Office works. Psh. Imagining 

myself inside the mental. ☁☁☁ 

  2:03 PM - 27 Apr 2015 

  Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Lester N. Caponpon ? @SuperLest 

27 Apr 2015 Makati City, National 

Capital Region 

  @super_ynahgail Huhu bes. 😲😭 

   

  Lester N. Caponpon ? @SuperLest 

27 Apr 2015 Makati City, National 

Capital Region 

  @super_ynahgail Alam mo yan. I 

date mo na ako. 😂 

   

  Lester N. Caponpon ? @SuperLest 

27 Apr 2015 Makati City, National 

Capital Region 

  @super_ynahgail Kow e may 

pasok ha. 

   

  Lester N. Caponpon ? @SuperLest 

27 Apr 2015 Makati City, National 

Capital Region 

  @super_ynahgail May outing kami 

bes. Ano na plan mo after 

resignation mo? 

4/27/2015 

14:03:00 

https://twitter.com/Super

Lest/status/59256965770

7499521 

Narrative; equating extreme 

feelings about "office works" 

with something to drive a 

person clinically insane; 

exaggeration/colloquial use Low 

Tweeting to rant about personal experiences; to interact 

(sociability, connectedness); using the term 'mental' to 

refer to the extreme feelings brought about by work; 

catharsis. 



   

  Lester N. Caponpon ? @SuperLest 

27 Apr 2015 Makati City, National 

Capital Region 

  @super_ynahgail Malakihan ata 

ang handaan. 

Yaayyy, wondering now if ever I am 

working in a mental hospital. 💊💉 

So probably I am having a mental… 

https://instagram.com/p/9pYcCFt46

F/ 

11/15/2015 

10:44:00 

https://twitter.com/Super

Lest/status/66173573866

9670400 

Once again, equating office 

environment (work, co-

workers) with being with the 

mentally ill, classifying it as 

'bad' or negative. Photo no 

longer viewable. Low 

To rant about how working makes her feel like she is 

with mentally ill people; catharsis and self-expression 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @SuperLest: User tweets to 

rant about work; using the term 

'mental' or mental hospital to show 

extreme feelings about his working 

environment; Twitter here acts as a 

safe space for expression for the 

user.      

 

53. Dominic Martin (@_dominicmartin) Twitter Profile/Bio: no bio; profile photo is a portrait at a beach and cover photo is a sky on a sunny day with clouds 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Hell week is over!!!!!!! Now, the 

anxiety of the test scores. ( I know 

they're low) 😭 
3/13/2015 

5:07:00 

https://twitter.com/_domi

nicmartin/status/5763537

77306861569 

Anxiety not referent to the 

clinical anxiety disorder Undefined Self-expression, to talk about recent experiences. 

Look at how much school is 

affecting teenage lives. Its too much 

anxiety. LOL 

4/7/2015 

4:23:00 

https://twitter.com/_domi

nicmartin/status/5854024

74783051776 

Poking fun at how school 

causes anxiety; an assumption 

and perhaps overstatement--

negative feelings don't 

necessarily mean that everyone 

has an anxiety disorder because 

of school Low Self-expression, to talk about recent experiences, rant. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @_dominicmartin: User tweets 

to talk about recent experiences 

(school, to be specific) and how 

things like school and test scores 

make him and teenagers anxious.      

 

  



54. 17 (@itsdenisuuuu) Twitter Profile/Bio: "one of a kind"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of waves on a beach 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I hate being in one of those 

depressed, super sad, I just wanna 

crawl up in my bed & forget the 

world exists kinda moods. 

 RETWEET 

 1 

2/23/2015 

20:17:00 

https://twitter.com/itsdeni

suuuu/status/5698333158

35912192 

Using the term depressed in the 

colloquial sense to refer to a 

mood. Low Self-expression, for catharsis or out of habit 

Sad...... happy.........sad = Bipolar ☹ 

 RETWEETS 

 3 

 LIKES 

 5 

2/17/2015 

17:24:00 

https://twitter.com/itsdeni

suuuu/status/5676154464

17813504 

Blatant equivalence of mood 

swings with being bipolar Low Self-expression of belief 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @itsdenisuuuu: User tweeted 

using the key words in 1) during a 

sad day for her and 2) to express a 

mood she might have been having at 

the moment and calling it bipolar. 

This shows low awareness on the 

issue as well as the use of Twitter as 

a receptacle for spur-of-the-moment 

thoughts.      

 

55. Aries Eroles (@ariesroles) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Economist in the making"; profile photo is a portrait set against a backdrop of a beach/ocean scene; cover photo is a photo of 

bookshelves filled with books. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Anxiety: 7 Thoughts From a 

Chronically Unhappy Person 

http://nyti.ms/1HdH5ZS via 

@nytopinionator 

4/21/2015 

7:53:00 

https://twitter.com/arieser

oles/status/59052878734

0627968 

Share from a reliable website; 

no implication as to what the 

user thinks of it; sharing 

perpetuates information Middling 

Twitter to share articles of interest; article had to do with 

mental health 

Consumer Anxiety in China 

Undermines Government’s 

Economic Plans 

http://nyti.ms/1UiP5KZ | Edward 

Wong via @nytimes 

8/29/2015 

7:24:00 

https://twitter.com/arieser

oles/status/63763187568

7694336 

Anxiety is not in the mental 

health sense Undefined Twitter to share articles of interest to the user 



Head of Mental Health Institute 

Leaving for Google Life Sciences 

http://nyti.ms/1ierO0E via 

@nytimes 

9/17/2015 

20:48:00 

https://twitter.com/arieser

oles/status/64449316857

0798080 

Article shared is not referent to 

the topic at hand Undefined Twitter to share articles of interest to the user 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @arieseroles: User uses Twitter 

so share information or to reinforce 

his beliefs as stated in the articles; 

only one article pertained directly to 

mental health issues.      

 

56. Patricia Pilares (PP) (@benjasuggluvv) Twitter Profile/Bio: "future Jedi and doctor's companion// 1/2 of winter//Theresian// snap:Gabster_PP// La Douleur Exquise// I make 

lockscreens for fun @LOCKSCREENFOOL"; profile photo is a photo of a celebrity (can't be identified through Google search) with stickers edited onto it; cover photo is an 

image of paint splatters. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Studies show that singing when 

tensed can help you avoid 

depression and anxiety. - 

http://8fact.com/p/a5d2A6?ref=andr

oid.s.tw … 

  " 

2/9/2015 

0:42:00 

https://twitter.com/Benja

SuggLuvv/status/564705

956563386369 

Sharing of information from a 

'fact' site that may not be 

reliable; perpetuation of 

information Middling 

Twitter to share articles of interest to the user and to 

share this information 

Music helps reduce anxiety, and also 

helps the human mind and body get 

through stressful times. - 

http://8fact.com/p/aVvkbg?ref=andr

oid.s.tw … 

3/19/2015 

21:25:00 

https://twitter.com/Benja

SuggLuvv/status/578774

363656220672 

Sharing of information from a 

'fact' site that may not be 

reliable; perpetuation of 

information Middling 

Twitter to share articles of interest to the user and to 

share this information 

Sorry if my stupidness and anxiety 

interferes with all this crap 

9/4/2015 

1:38:00 

https://twitter.com/Benja

SuggLuvv/status/639719

138634534912 

Classification of anxiety as 

bad; may not refer to anxiety 

disorder Undefined To express oneself; to interact passively 

@PewDiePieMNL 

#PDPMNLxYTFFTicket I have 

been depressed lately because I keep 

losing contests...please help me...I'll 

just tweet once... 

6/24/2015 

19:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Benja

SuggLuvv/status/613675

933434691585 

Overstatement/equivalence of 

sadness for losing a contest 

with being 'depressed'; 

colloquial usage Low 

To interact to get a benefit (ticket); to express herself; 

use of 'depressed' to describe current mood. 

@Joey_GraceffaPH 

#JGPHxGiveawayPart2 I want to 

win because I've been depressed 

lately because of #YTFF help me 

please... 

6/25/2015 

17:03:00 

https://twitter.com/Benja

SuggLuvv/status/613995

920821108736 

Overstatement/equivalence of 

sadness for losing a contest 

with being 'depressed'; 

colloquial usage Low 

To interact to get a benefit (ticket); to express herself; 

use of 'depressed' to describe current mood. 



I think...I need mental help 

6/24/2015 

19:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Benja

SuggLuvv/status/613665

797760684032 

Acknowledgement of situation 

(given the progression of her 

mood as seen in the other 

tweets) Middling 

Self-expression and speculation, catharsis in a way, 

perhaps. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @BenjaSuggLuvv: User might 

have some understanding somewhat 

on mental health though the 

'giveaway tickets' tweets don't seem 

to reflect that; user also appears to 

believe in those 'fact' sites quite 

easily.      

 

57. EL FILI | 2 weeks (@captainitori) Twitter Profile/Bio: "definitely not spoiler free"; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo is a portrait of the user doing cosplay 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

ANXIETY ATTACKS HAHAHA 

8/11/2015 

6:00:00 

https://twitter.com/captai

nitori/status/6310878869

89811712 

Treating anxiety attacks 

(whether her own or others') as 

laughable Low 

To tweet about something being experienced at the 

moment/state of the user 

"EL FILI | 2 weeks ☀️ @captainitori 

11 Aug 2015 Quezon City, National 

Capital Region 

  i've been crying myself to sleep an 

awful lot lately 

   

  EL FILI | 2 weeks ☀️ 

  @captainitori 

  @neildyIandy aaah thank you 

yan!! and it's okay my anxiety attack 

has calmed down already ;;;; 

  6:18 AM - 11 Aug 2015 

  Quezon City, National Capital 

Region 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  EL FILI | 2 weeks ☀️ @captainitori 

11 Aug 2015 

  @neildyIandy i've had this since 

last year so,,,, yeah,,,, qvq 

8/11/2015 

6:18:00 

https://twitter.com/captai

nitori/status/6310923881

32335616 

Mention of her anxiety attack 

which may or may not be 

diagnosed; narrative. Middling 

To experience catharsis/talk about extreme emotions 

being experienced recently; interacting to connect and to 

reciprocate as well as to share information about herself 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @captainitori: User mentioned 

having anxiety attacks (or something 

similar? not sure due to lack of 

legitimization) which may indicate 

some knowledge on mental health 

issues. User tweets to talk to 

herself/people about it and when 

prompted, interacts with those who 

reply to her posts.      

 

58. Charlene W. (@chrlnwng) Twitter Profile/Bio: "if i die im a legend"; profile photo is a selfie, cover photo is an action photo taken at an event 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Anxiety attack ugh fuck 

LIKE 

1 

8/6/2015 

0:23:00 

https://twitter.com/Chrln

wng/status/62919114820

9180672 

Anxiety attack is seen as bad; 

narrative; unsure if user is 

clinically diagnosed. Low 

To express herself and perhaps to reinforce her belief 

that what she is going through is not merely being 

anxious but an anxiety attack; to tweet about state she is 

in at the moment 

Fucking anxiety attack 

LIKE 

1 

8/9/2015 

7:00:00 

https://twitter.com/Chrln

wng/status/63037808271

3468928 

Anxiety attack is seen as bad; 

narrative; unsure if user is 

clinically diagnosed. Low 

To express herself and perhaps to reinforce her belief 

that what she is going through is not merely being 

anxious but an anxiety attack; to tweet about state she is 

in at the moment 

Anxiety attack 

LIKE 

1 

12/4/2015 

3:58:00 

https://twitter.com/Chrln

wng/status/67274683884

0111104 

Another use of the term anxiety 

attack; it might be worth 

looking into the validity of the 

user's tweets--user might 

indeed be chronically anxious. Middling 

To express herself and perhaps to reinforce her belief 

that what she is going through is not merely being 

anxious but an anxiety attack; to tweet about state she is 

in at the moment 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Chrlnwng: User's tweets on 

mental health all consisted of the 

words 'anxiety attack'; there is 

nothing to legitimize the fact that the 

user is clinically diagnosed, which is 

why a 'low' level was assigned to 2 

of the tweets, but the repeated 

occurence might make the tweets 

appear to be vaild descriptions of 

what the user is going through; if so 

the user uses Twitter to experience 

catharsis and/or to express herself 

and her current state.      

 



59. Maricar Piamonte (@iammaricaar) Twitter Profile/Bio: "young, wild and free!! --rakenrol :)) | Future ECE |"; profile photo is a selfie collection while wearing a flower 

crown; cover photo is a portrait 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I'm a bipolar tweeter, sometimes I 

don't tweet. Sometimes I tweet a lot. 

just like right now hahaha i tweet a 

lot. Sorry guys :D :* 

9/29/2015 

16:58:00 

https://twitter.com/iamari

caar/status/64878390078

1613057 

Equating irregular Tweeting 

habits with being bipolar; 

casual use of the term. Low 

To reinforce/state the user's belief and to identify herself 

in a certain way. 

bipolar pala talaga ang mga babae 

 LIKE 

 1 

9/29/2015 

8:05:00 

https://twitter.com/iamari

caar/status/64864979182

0328960 

Referring to girls (including 

herself) as bipolar--perhaps to 

refer to the mood swings; 

(narrative, assumption, 

generalization that may be seen 

as fallacious) Low 

To reinforce/state the user's belief and to identify herself 

in a certain way. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @iamaricaar: User's tweets 

showed ways of identifying herself 

(as a girl, as a Twitter user) that 

involved the use of the word 

'bipolar' in a casual and demeaning 

sense.      

 

60. KirstieAnnJoyFunelas (@curstealicious) Twitter Profile/Bio: "the bully that no one can hate"; profile photo is a selfie, cover photo is a wide-angle/panoramic shot of scenery 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Separation anxiety of a girl having 

her monthly burden. 

7/6/2015 

4:24:00 

https://twitter.com/curset

ealicious/status/6180177

91086497792 

Strange 

association/juxtaposition of 

anxiety, separation anxiety, and 

talk about a menstrual period--

perhaps she believes her period 

causes her separation anxiety? Undefined To express herself and her mood at the moment 

Punyetang separation anxiety to. 

Huhu 

11/8/2015 

7:02:00 

https://twitter.com/curset

ealicious/status/6633709

17888655361 

Classification of separation 

anxiety as bad; not referent to 

clinical anxiety but separation 

anxiety/sepanx is a buzzword 

and not as separation anxiety 

disorder; used as a buzzword. Low 

To experience catharsis/her extreme emotions in a safe 

place; to talk about separation anxiety being 

experienced. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @cursetealicious: User talks 

about separation anxiety in the 

colloquial sense, not the 

medical/psychological sense; she 

uses Twitter to talk about her 

feelings of sadness or anxiousness 

(that she terms 'anxiety').      

 

61. Crisostomo Ibarra (@duaneiversal) Twitter Profile/Bio: "You dont always need a plan bro, sometimes you need is just balls"; profile photo is a portrait in black and white; 

cover photo is a mirror selfie with a girl (the user's girlfriend, perhaps) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Piniyak siya ng isang bay (Bye) 

separation anxiety 

@PANGINOONGBATAS Batas to 

Andy G 

  RETWEET 

  1" 

6/14/2015 

10:54:00 

https://twitter.com/Duane

iversal/status/610143336

398090240 

Separation anxiety is a 

buzzword in this sense; perhaps 

a loose transmission to 

colloquial speech about 

separation anxiety disorder. Low 

To reinforce the user's belief and to talk about a recent 

experience 

Anxiety -___- 

12/7/2015 

6:32:00 

https://twitter.com/Duane

iversal/status/672062027

465027584 

Anxiety and the emoticon used 

show that the user feels bad 

about the anxiety/anxious 

feeling; no mention of if it's 

chronic or clinical. Undefined 

To reinforce the user's belief and to talk about a recent 

experience 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Duaneiversal: User only had 

2 tweets, which indicated low or 

undefined literacy level on mental 

health due to the shortness of the 

tweets/lack of context. User tweets 

to talk about recent experiences or 

the state he is in.      

 
  



 

62. Sir Edward Artis (@eaaknighterrant) Twitter Profile/Bio: "International Relief Worker, #WBKNS #IDWP http://currentmissions.blogspot.com/  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtube_gdata_player&v=Sbm2bpDklIM …"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a class picture from the user's childhood 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@NoMoreAnxious: Many animals 

have a way of soothing & 

comforting us. Pets work wonders 

for depression & anxiety."" + Trust 

me that's true 

  RETWEETS 

  4 

  LIKES 

  4 

1/13/2015 

20:32:00 

https://twitter.com/eaakni

ghterrant/status/5552209

89458403329 

Quote from another fact/quote 

account that may or may not be 

true; animals at home are 

indeed beneficial for the health; 

retweet was not backed up by 

research but a quick Google 

search shows it's true and the 

user has the personal 

experience to back up the 

claim. Middling 

To reiterate/establish beliefs and to express them in 

reference to a text already produced; using depression 

and anxiety in the correct sense (in the case of 

retweeting) 

"MT @Sonya_LeanOnUs: 'Are you 

feeling sad and worried?' by 

@angliacounsel #LOU New free 

leaflet for school children. #anxiety 

+ I Follow<~~ 

  RETWEETS 

  2 

  LIKES 

  2 

1/16/2015 

22:37:00 

https://twitter.com/eaakni

ghterrant/status/5563396

02319888386 

Context-less tweet; use of 

hashtag to refer to "are you 

feeling sad/worried" and to 

connect to the community that 

might be looking or tweeting 

that hashtag; tweeter is perhaps 

reaching out to the user Undefined Interacting to connect, gather information. 

MT @dindazach: "A Crisis of 

Anxiety Among Aid Workers" by 

ROSALIE HUGHES via NYT 

http://ift.tt/1KHQDie + A Great 

Article..Caring Hurts too 

3/9/2015 

9:56:00 

https://twitter.com/eaakni

ghterrant/status/5749771

24001415168 

Shared article is about work-

related anxiety and how people 

are working to prevent/alleviate 

it among aid workers; comment 

shows reaction of user to the 

article High 

Retweeting to talk about something the user can relate to 

(about doing aid work). To share information and to 

reiterate beliefs/identify himself as an aid worker. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @eaaknighterrant: User is a 

foreign aid worker based on Makati; 

tweets were to connect and gather or 

share information as well as to 

identify himself as an aid worker. 

User seems to have some knowledge 

(perhaps a lot) on mental health 

illnesses, given his background.      

 

  



63. Eyah Naces (@iameyahn) Twitter Profile/Bio: "My Twitter! My Thoughts! My Feelings!"; profile photo and cover photo are both selfies/portraits 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"Remove all my fears and anxiety 

Lord. 🙏🙏🙏 

  RETWEET 

  1" 

4/23/2015 

8:01:00 

https://twitter.com/iamey

ahn/status/591255676267

012097 

Anxiety; referent to an anxious 

feeling, not clinical anxiety; 

mention of religious belief. Undefined 

Tweeting to reiterate beliefs/identify self as a Christian; 

to share this belief with others perhaps; to talk about the 

user's anxious feeling at the moment. 

Anxiety still continuous. 😔😭 
4/26/2015 

2:13:00 

https://twitter.com/iamey

ahn/status/592255137374

044163 

Continuous might mean 

continues; narrative of an 

anxious/negative feeling; may 

or may not be clinical. Undefined 

Tweeting to express oneself/the state the user is in at the 

moment; perhaps as catharsis (given the feeling) and/or 

as a habit. 

Depressed. 😩 
4/26/2015 

17:12:00 

https://twitter.com/iamey

ahn/status/592255010018

230272 

Proximity of tweets with 

negative emotions--anxiety, 

depressed--might be worth 

looking into. It might just be a 

mood swing, or it may be 

clinical or it may be colloquial 

use. Undefined 

Tweeting to express oneself/the state the user is in at the 

moment; perhaps as catharsis (given the feeling) and/or 

as a habit. 

Depressed, Earphones In, Volume 

Up, Ignore the World. #emotions 

😒🎧😴💤💫 
4/27/2015 

22:22:00 

https://twitter.com/iamey

ahn/status/592695316266

254338 

Another tweet in a string of 

negative tweets within the same 

span of timespan; equates using 

music to stop depression; 

colloquial use of the term. Low 

Self-expression/reinforcement of identity as a music 

lover; using hashtag as a habit or to connect with the 

community of those using the same hashtag; use of 

'depressed' as catharsis or as a habit. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @iameyahn: User tweets to 

express herself and perhaps to 

experience catharsis/her negative 

emotions and express them in a safe 

way; identification as a Christian 

and as a music lover.      

 

64. ClairvoyantLee (@ileelylikeit) Twitter Profile/Bio: "• Far from the usual basic • I'm just excruciatingly average •"; profile photo is a portrait at an event; cover photo is a 

photo of a Korean celebrity 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

my anxiety gets 200% worse when 

someone says “can i talk to you” 

1/25/2015 

5:30:00 

https://twitter.com/ILeely

LikeIt/status/5593424765

36721408 

Narrative; "my anxiety" refers 

to the user thinking she has a 

clinical disorder; research 

shows that this phrasing is Middling 

Tweeting to express herself and perhaps her emotions at 

the moment; to identify herself/a trait she has; use of the 

word anxiety to denote an anxious feeling; perhaps also 

to experience the emotion safely. 



indeed to be avoided around 

anxious people. 

"what state do you live in? 

  me: constant anxiety 

  😂😂😂😂😂😂 

  RETWEETS 

  3 

  LIKE 

  1" 

2/11/2015 

6:42:00 

https://twitter.com/ILeely

LikeIt/status/5655213804

44487681 

Pun/poking fun at experience 

with anxiety. Retweets and 

likes show that people agree 

with the idea/statement; 

narrative. Low 

Tweeting to express herself and perhaps her emotions at 

the moment; to identify herself/a trait she has; use of the 

word anxiety to denote an anxious feeling and perhaps 

to express the negative emotions. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @ILeelyLikeIt: User 

experienced negative emotions and 

used Twitter to talk about those 

emotions--either as catharsis or as a 

habit; user seems to have some 

knowledge on anxiety issues or at 

least doesn't appear to use the term 

lightly or as a joke.      

 

65. CelestialBodies (@DebhieKitty) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I'm nothing without God and I'm not ashamed to admit it.♥ I want a happily ever after"; profile photo is a selfie; cover 

photo is a creative picture of a landscape. 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Depressed 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKE 

 1 

2/24/2015 

22:31:00 

https://twitter.com/Debhi

eKitty/status/570229584

949485568 

Use of caps show extreme 

emotion; depressed may be 

clinical or may be the 

colloquial use; not enough 

context due to it being a 

'thought bubble' sort of tweet. Undefined 

Tweeting to experience her emotions safely, perhaps as 

catharsis or out of habit. 

Eating bananas is a natural cure to 

reduce the effects of stress and 

anxiety. 

1/14/2015 

14:01:00 

https://twitter.com/Debhi

eKitty/status/555243186

663088129 

Statement seems to be 

legitimate but is not legitimized 

by sources; persuasive; is 

factual upon research High 

Tweeting to share information for the benefit of those 

experiencing stress or anxiety. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @DebhieKitty: User tweeted 

using the mental health-related 

terms in order to experience her own 

emotions safely and perhaps for 

catharsis, and to share information 

with others.      

 



66. Grazelle Giducos (@grazellenut) Twitter Profile/Bio: "baby i was born to fly"; profile photo is an action shot of the user being tossed in a cheerdance performance (profile 

also indicates she is a Psych student from San Beda); cover photo is a girly-punk photo perhaps of a celebrity) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I'm just dazed and depressed. So this 

is what it feels to lose a friend and a 

teammate. Heartbreaking... :( 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKES 

 7 

 

  Kianna @MarananKianna 9 Apr 

2015 

 "@grazellenut : I'm just dazed and 

depressed. So this is what it feels to 

lose a friend and a teammate. 

Heartbreaking... :(" 

 0 retweets 2 likes 

4/9/2015 

21:20:00 

https://twitter.com/grazel

lenut/status/5861566082

97676800 

Narrative; introspection into the 

feeling of losing a friend and 

team mate; might be the wrong 

use of the term depressed but 

given the situation (though it 

doesn't say if it's a death or a 

fight) it might be true. Middling 

Tweeting/retweeting to identify herself with another 

person/text; to experience the grief or loss safely; use of 

depressed to talk about the emotion. 

Weather is so bipolar today ❄️☀️😞 
2/23/2015 

16:14:00 

https://twitter.com/grazel

lenut/status/5697722044

91018240 

Use of bipolar to refer to 

shifting patterns (like mood 

swings); wrong use of the term. Low. 

Tweeting out of habit perhaps; use of bipolar to refer to 

the weather (perhaps picking up the buzzword or out of 

habit) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @grazellenut: As a Psychology 

student the user may have some 

knowledge on mental health issues, 

but the tweet on the weather was 

perhaps an uninformed/out of habit 

tweet (as well as the use of the term 

'depresed' in the previous tweet). 

User tweeted to talk about her 

feelings and her surroundings.      

 
  



 

67. Jona Ortiz (@jonabananaaa) Twitter Profile/Bio: "• Cookie monster • Snorlax • Ultimate frisbee player • Thrill seeker"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo says "And 

now I'll do what's best for me." 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Anxiety ang aga aga. 

7/12/2015 

21:45:00 

https://twitter.com/jonaba

nanaaa/status/620454093

446778881 

Narrative; frustration at feeling 

anxious very early on (in the 

night?) Undefined 

Tweeting to express herself or perhaps to talk about 

someone else in the vicinity/someone she is talking to; 

use of anxiety to refer to a feeling--does not indicate 

proper/improper use of the term 

"@Funny_Truth: Watermelon can 

help ease stress and anxiety." 

7/12/2015 

21:46:00 

https://twitter.com/jonaba

nanaaa/status/620454186

312830976 

Retweet from a quote/fact site 

perpetuates the information and 

shows agreement/assent with 

the idea; the statement has no 

research to back it up but is 

shown to be true by a quick 

Google search Middling Retweeting to share information. 

Overall interpretation for tweets 

from user @jonabananaaa: User 

tweets to express herself and to 

share information, though there isn't 

enough material in her tweets to 

actually point out whether or not she 

is knowledgeable on mental health 

issues.      

 

68. Josef (@josephnaoe) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I'm my own person"; profile photo is a mirror selfie and cover photo is a picture of a cat and a rat 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Social anxiety is normal. Unless 

youre in college and everyone 

expects you to have a group of 

friends.. 

1/28/2015 

21:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Josep

hNaoe/status/560666461

849395201 

Narrative; association of 

college with needing to be in a 

group/to belong and narration 

of difficulty with doing this 

(personal narrative) Middling 

Tweeting to talk about himself; to reiterate his 

beliefs/identify himself as socially anxious and being in 

college; perhaps to share information as well as to 

experience/talk about his feeling in a safe space; the user 

probably knows what social anxiety is in order to state 

that he has it 

I may have social anxiety or i just 

dont like most people either way its 

the same meh 

1/28/2015 

21:12:00 

https://twitter.com/Josep

hNaoe/status/560666674

899087360 

Speculation/introspection as to 

the user's social skills or mental 

health state; equating social 

anxiety with not liking people. Low 

Tweeting to talk about himself; to reiterate his 

beliefs/identify himself as socially anxious and being in 

college; perhaps to share information as well as to 

experience/talk about his feeling in a safe space; the user 

probably knows what social anxiety is in order to state 



that he has it but research shows that it does not equate 

with not liking people. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @JosephNaoe: User used 

mental health-related terms to talk 

about himself and to speculate as to 

what he may have (social anxiety or 

something else).      

 

69. Josh (@joshadvento) Twitter Profile/Bio: "patience is everything"; profile photo is a white textured pattern; cover photo is plain black 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Anxiety and Depression 

  bakit ba kase bestfriend ko tong 

dalawang kupal na to. 

  bugbog na bugbog na ko. lagi 

nalang sila nandiyan. 

11/17/2015 

6:39:00 

https://twitter.com/joshad

vento/status/6666268424

14026752 

Personifying anxiety and 

depression and calling them 

'best friends'; classifying them 

as negative; saying they are 

always there; may or may not 

be clinical Middling 

Tweeting to express herself, reiterate his belief and 

identify himself (as having anxiety, depression); to 

experience these negative emotions safely 

tama nga sila, yolo nga ako e. bakit 

ba problema ako ng problema. time 

to ditch this 2 mofo. ../.. depression 

and anxiety 

11/17/2015 

10:40:00 

https://twitter.com/joshad

vento/status/6666874884

72145920 

Personifying anxiety and 

depression and calling them 

'best friends'; classifying them 

as negative; saying they are 

always there; may or may not 

be clinical; icons/symbols 

represent a raised middle 

finger. Mention of people 

referring to is problems, being 

YOLO (you only live once) or 

carefree. Desire to get rid of 

anxiety/depression. Middling 

Tweeting to express herself, reiterate his belief and 

identify himself (as having anxiety, depression); to 

experience these negative emotions safely 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @joshadvento: User may be 

undergoing a mental illness and 

appears to be quite aware of it 

(might not be just a mood because it 

seems to have been a long-term 

thing); tweeting was to express 

himself, to experience the negative 

emotions safely      

 

 



70. One and Sixteen (@jozenjennica Twitter Profile/Bio: "- Raconteur's only ❤ -"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture of a boy holding a camera 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

The coffee is really killing me, right 

now. The trembling, anxiety and 

palpitation are here. 

3/27/2015 

20:32:00 

https://twitter.com/jozenj

ennica/status/581660138

714447872 

Anxiety associated with coffee; 

not referent to clinical anxiety Undefined Tweeting to express the user's current state. 

Note to myself: Never drink a coffee 

at night. 

  Why? 

  Heart palpitation 

  Insomnia 

  Hard to breathe 

  Anxiety attack 

  Tears 

4/17/2015 

6:57:00 

https://twitter.com/jozenj

ennica/status/589065103

380643840 

Anxiety associated with coffee; 

not referent to clinical anxiety; 

narrative. 

Undefined/Mid

dling 

Tweeting to express the user's current state; to inform 

others perhaps. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @jozenjennica: User's tweets 

on anxiety/anxiety attack were due 

to coffee--coffee is in fact linked to 

anxiety and panic attacks based on 

quick research. User is perhaps 

tweeting out of habit.      

 

71. judz (@judzhasit) Twitter Profile/Bio: "pineapple juice and happy thoughts"; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo is a cityscape/skyline 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Too much anxiety.. makes me 

wanna puke. #anxietyattack #deymit 

3/31/2015 

3:32:00 

https://twitter.com/JUDZ

hasit/status/58285046130

6204160 

Narrative; statement that the 

user has anxiety attacks; 

physical manifestation of 

emotions lends legitimacy to 

the statement Middling 

Tweeting to express herself, talk about her negative 

emotions in a safe space; hashtags to communicate with 

others using the hashtag/to express herself/to identify 

her emotion 

Goldilocks less the 3 bears.. 😅 

anxiety results! #darkerbutblonder 

#noginog 

4/9/2015 

9:38:00 

https://twitter.com/JUDZ

hasit/status/58620655985

7807360 

Context-less tweet, perhaps in 

reference to people she is with 

or was with. Undefined 

Tweeting to express herself, talk about her negative 

emotions in a safe space; hashtags to communicate with 

others using the hashtag/to express herself/to identify 

her emotion or the context of her tweeet 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @JUDZhasit: User tweets to 

express herself and talk about her 

feelings of anxiousness/anxiety 

attack which have physical      



manifestations; other tweet is more 

for expression of feelings and lacks 

context (perhaps for those who don't 

know the user personally). 

 

72. danielle hanna feria (@lavieenrosexvii) Twitter Profile/Bio: “let the love begins ❤, • student •17 • explorer • MNL •"; profile photo is an edited selfie, cover photo is an artistic 

shot of 3 rings illuminated by a flame/light 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Eto na nga ba sinasabi ko babalik at 

babalik padin yung anxiety na to. 😡 
9/19/2015 

10:32:00 

https://twitter.com/Lavie

enroseXVII/status/64528

9280277884928 

Anxiety/anxiety attacks may or 

may not be clinical; negative 

feelings associated with the 

personal experience with 

anxiety Middling 

To express herself and describe her current state; to 

experience the negative emotions safely/as catharsis 

IM EXHAUSTED, IM 

DEPRESSED IM DONE. 

  LIKE 

  1 

  daniella hanna feria 

11/12/2015 

23:05:00 

https://twitter.com/Lavie

enroseXVII/status/66464

0024730734592 

Associating exhaustion or the 

intense feelings (denoted by 

use of caps) with depression; 

depressed is used lightly. Low 

To express herself and describe her current state; to 

experience the negative emotions safely/as catharsis 

MENTAL RETARDATION 

BUUURNNN! 😂🎍 

 LIKES 

 2 

11/6/2015 

9:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Lavie

enroseXVII/status/66243

8922966859780 

Wrong use/poking fun at 

mental retardation. Low To express herself; to poke fun at mental retardation 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @LavieenroseXVII: User 

tweets to talk about her negative 

emotions safely and to talk about 

something (an experience, a 

person?) and poke fun at mental 

retardation.      

 

  



73. Kike (@lesteroink) Twitter Profile/Bio: "epistaxis boy, bleeds a lot, probably dead at 20"; profile photo is a portrait while swimming/surfing; cover photo is a photo of 

waves/the sea 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Having anxiety thinking about the 

upcoming finals, deadlines and 

performances. Im dying. 

  Uma… 

https://instagram.com/p/6ucb8srU03

/ 

8/23/2015 

5:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Lester

Oink/status/6354266209

58998528 

Anxiety not referent to anxiety 

disorder; narrative and 

legitimacy; photo is of a 

portion of a building Undefined 

Tweeting to talk about the user's negative feelings, 

catharsis/out of habit; tweeting to share the Instagram 

post to even more people. 

Anxiety s2ep9 @ Makati City Hall 

https://www.instagram.com/p/--

hka_rU8M/ 

12/6/2015 

20:19:00 

https://twitter.com/Lester

Oink/status/6737185044

37227520 

Repeated anxiety episodes; 

narrative; photo is of a portion 

of a building/museum Undefined 

Tweeting to talk about the user's negative feelings, 

catharsis/out of habit; tweeting to share the Instagram 

post to even more people. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @LesterOink: User tweets to 

talk about his negative emotions and 

as catharsis as well; though the posts 

were really more of an after-effect 

due to the connecting of Twitter and 

Instagram accounts.      

 

74. kendy (@KylieSalvs_) Twitter Profile/Bio: "whatever"; profile photo is a portrait of the user with a sunflower covering her face; cover photo is a picture of sunflowers 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

@LozadaJp_ sw3g bH4bi3 Qu0h 

😂😂😂 

  

   kendy @KylieSalvs_ 28 Jan 2015 

 @LozadaJp_ jk lang wag na 

😭😭😭😭😭 luv u 😘😘😘😘 

  

   kendy @KylieSalvs_ 28 Jan 2015 

Las Pinas City, National Capital 

Region 

 @LozadaJp_ isa lang :--( 

  

  kendy @KylieSalvs_ 28 Jan 2015 

Las Pinas City, National Capital 

Region 

1/28/2015 

20:07:00 

https://twitter.com/Kylie

Salvs_/status/560408835

148365824 

Conversation; classification of 

bipolar as bad and equating it 

with mood swings Low 

Tweeting to interact, stay connected, show reciprocal 

communication; use of the term bipolar to be playful or 

to tease. 



 @LozadaJp_ love mo naman ako 

diba? Wag kana gumanti 

😭😭😭😭😂 

  

  kendy @KylieSalvs_ 28 Jan 2015 

 @LozadaJp_ sige na ngaaaa 

hahahahaha isa lang!! Hahahahaha 

  

  kendy @KylieSalvs_ 28 Jan 2015 

 @LozadaJp_ wushuuu tatampo luv 

u 😘😘 

  

  

 kendy 

 @KylieSalvs_ 

 @LozadaJp_ nawala nanaman sa 

mood. Ay bipolar 😘😘 

Inlove ako sa pinaka-bipolar na 

lalaking nakilala ko 😒 
1/16/2015 

16:41:00 

https://twitter.com/Kylie

Salvs_/status/556008429

165113344 

Frustration juxtaposed with 

positive feelings (love); 

equating mood swings with 

being bipolar Low 

Tweeting to reinforce her belief and to express herself; 

use of bipolar to describe mood swings 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @KylieSalvs_: User tweeted to 

talk about her love life, to express 

her frustrations and to stay 

connected with her boyfriend; use of 

the term 'bipolar' was colloquial, to 

refer to mood swings.      

 

75. Marie (@maricris8123) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Elle est une américain sophistiqué"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a worm's eye-view of skyscrapers 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Need to divert my attention from my 

anxiety. 

3/19/2015 

9:23:00 

https://twitter.com/maricr

is8123/status/578366264

822763520 

Narrative; mention of anxiety 

but not anxiety disorder. Undefined 

Tweeting to describe the user's current state/identify 

herself; to experience catharsis or out of habit; use of 

anxiety is not contextualized or legitimized but is used 

as a feeling (not improper use, at least); social media as 

a substitute for real life communication 

If only it could end. If only my 

conscience could take on something 

like that. If only I don't have this 

stupid anxiety. So many ifs. 

4/25/2015 

15:40:00 

https://twitter.com/maricr

is8123/status/591869480

050896896 

Repeat mention of anxiety; it 

appears to be chronic so it 

lends some legitimacy to the 

tweet--she may have a disorder 

or is just using a buzzword. Undefined 

Tweeting to describe the user's current state/identify 

herself; to experience catharsis or out of habit; use of 

anxiety is not contextualized or legitimized but is used 

as a feeling (not improper use, at least); social media as 

a substitute for real life communication 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

@maricris8123: User identifies 

herself as having anxiety and tweets 

in order to do this and to experience 

the feeling safely; there is a lot of 

'talking to herself' in the tweets that 

show her trying to reinforce herself 

or cheer herself on/speculate      

 

76. Dani (@daniglassjaw) Twitter Profile/Bio: "FILIPINO GODDESSSSS"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo shows a TV screen that says "BITE ME" 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

gago kayo di ako depressed, 

depressed lang poetry kayo napaka 

assuming niyo eh 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKES 

 3 

1/19/2015 

0:27:00 

https://twitter.com/danigl

assjaw/status/556850252

196483072 

Narrative; use of curse words, 

justifying her poetry and her 

mood; arguing against equating 

sad poetry with a sad/depressed 

poet; mention of that sort of 

discourse Middling 

Tweeting to react/interact with others for reciprocal 

communication/to be involved/to defend herself; 

tweeting to identify herself in a certain way 

the other night i was feeling really 

down and suicidal then i 

remembered how fucking awesome 

and bootiful i am then i stopped 

being sad 

 RETWEETS 

 3 

 LIKES 

 7 

1/10/2015 

16:50:00 

https://twitter.com/danigl

assjaw/status/553836349

724188672 

Narrative; light use of the term 

'suicidal' which cannot be cured 

that quickly. Use of curse 

words. Low 

Tweeting to describe an experience and to reinforce her 

beliefs/identity. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @daniglassjaw: User tweets to 

react and to interact with others; to 

describe an experience; mental 

health terms were used to describe 

herself/an experience--used rather 

loosely by the user      

 
  



 

77. Marianne Ituralde (@ming029) Twitter Profile/Bio: "|| Aries are natural warriors || follow me on I.G bloomiiiing ❤ http://facebook.com/Devine.Kairi  

http://facebook.com/profile.php?id …"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a skyline 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@classifiedfact: Chocolate lowers 

cholesterol, relieves stress, 

strengthens the immune & reduces 

anxiety." 

6/10/2015 

12:46:00 

https://twitter.com/ming0

29/status/608495467870

081024 

Retweet from a 'fact' account; 

may or may not be true but the 

user doesn't look into it or do 

research (though there is truth 

to the fact); simply retweets it Low Retweeting to share information 

"@XSTROLOGY: #Aries needs 

exercise to relieve their anxiety." 

8/8/2015 

12:08:00 

https://twitter.com/ming0

29/status/629866710158

278656 

Narrative; retweet relating 

exercise to anxiety; factually 

true because of endorphins 

(though not related to anxiety 

disorder) Low 

Retweeting to share information; identification as an 

Aries 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @ming029: user retweeted 

information in order to share it and 

perhaps to reinforce her 

beliefs/identity      

 

78. (symbol) (@leeanhraine) Twitter Profile/Bio: no bio; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is an edited photo of two people 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I'm just a little depressed. That's all. 

I can get through this. –Buzz 

Lightyear 

3/16/2015 

20:19:00 

https://twitter.com/leeanh

raine/status/5774440361

02901761 

Quote from Toy Story (1995); 

it is actually casual use of the 

term which shows how media 

perpetuated the notion of 

depression as a mood only that 

can be 'switched off' Low 

Tweet may have been to show that the user is watching 

the movie (liveblogging) or that the user can identify 

with the text and is expressing this identification on 

Twitter; use of 'depressed' by the writers of the movie 

was perhaps to casually use the term to refer to sadness. 

@lairevispo_ eto din ba yung naiisip 

ko? finafollow mo din ba? 😂 

 1 retweet 1 like 

  

  🙃 @leeanhraine 8 Feb 2015 

 @lairevispo_ wag ka matakot. 

naiintindihan kita. same feelings. 

HAHAHAHAH 😂 

 1 retweet 1 like 

2/8/2015 

21:40:00 

https://twitter.com/leeanh

raine/status/5644184814

83816961 

Mental used in the context of 

telepathy Undefined 

Tweeting to interact for connectedness; use of mental 

was in reference to mental telepathy (emphasizing 

closeness with the friend the user was talking to) 



 

 @leeanhraine 

 @lairevispo_ mental telepathy ba 

ito? 😂 porever and olweys babe 

😙💙 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @leeanhraine: User's tweeting 

is shown to be for interaction/to 

identify with a text/to show what the 

user is currently doing (i.e. watching 

a movie); use of mental health-

related terms didn't indicate the 

user's level of awareness.      

 

79. 若い神 (nathnielyowzone) Twitter Profile/Bio: "wandering aimlessly"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a plain pink background 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

hobbies: giving myself unnecessary 

anxiety 

9/13/2015 

0:16:00 

https://twitter.com/nathni

elyowzone/status/642733

627013332992 

Narrative; mention of anxiety, 

not anxiety disorder; looking at 

anxiety as a 'hobby' Low 

Tweeting and use of mental health-related term was in 

order to identify or label himself and perhaps for 

catharsis as well 

*puts on my bitch face and acts 

stuck up while walking in public to 

mask my anxiety* 

9/30/2015 

3:13:00 

https://twitter.com/nathni

elyowzone/status/648938

794243092480 

Narrative; mention of anxiety 

as something classified as bad 

and needs to be covered up by 

fierceness. Undefined 

Tweeting in order to state/reinforce his belief and talk 

about a personal experience; to experience negative 

feelings safely; tweeting as a habit as well (tweeting 

blow-by-blow) 

// anxiety // 

10/7/2015 

4:27:00 

https://twitter.com/nathni

elyowzone/status/651494

045970100224 

Thought bubble/context-less 

tweet. Undefined 

Short tweet shows that tweeting may be a habit of the 

user; Twitter as a place to safely express emotions felt 

by the user 

from being depressed to badass real 

quick, well thats me 

9/30/2015 

3:08:00 

https://twitter.com/nathni

elyowzone/status/648944

981374189568 

Casual use of the word 

depressed, as if it's an on-off 

switch Low 

Tweeting in order to state/reinforce his belief/identity 

and talk about a personal experience; to experience 

negative feelings safely 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @nathnielyowzone: User 

tweets to state something about 

himself or describe himself, 

including negative feelings he is 

experiencing; short tweets/blurbs 

show that Twitter may be a habit of 

the user (blow-by-blow, spur of the 

moment tweets). Use of the mental 

health-related terms show casual use 

of the term      



 

80. Leng (@coleenandrea_) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I am restless, looking for you."; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a landscape/skyline 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"when your anxiety is through the 

roof and you’re trying so hard not to 

meltdown in public" 

5/13/2015 

9:18:00 

https://twitter.com/coleen

andrea_/status/59829612

6370910209 

Narrative; mention of anxiety 

(not anxiety disorder); personal 

experience to legitimize 

statement Middling 

Tweeting to share a personal experience, to 

identify/describe the user 

Madalas, ako yung nagpapatawa sa 

friends ko. Pero pag depressed ako, 

alam na nila yung gagawin just to 

make me feel better! Haaay sarap! 

<3 

3/9/2015 

20:48:00 

https://twitter.com/coleen

andrea_/status/57491474

6530451456 

Colloquial use of the word 

depressed; narrative; thinking 

that depression can easily be 

cured shows that perhaps the 

user is not informed Low 

Tweeting to share a personal experience, to 

reinforce/establish the user's beliefs and experiences 

(with friends) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @coleenandrea_: User tweets 

to share personal experiences; use of 

mental health-related terms were 

used to generalize sadness/negative 

feelings.      

 

81. Lawrence (@oblenard) Twitter Profile/Bio: "#TeamCap"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a poster from the movie Captain America: Civil War 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Just saw the trailer of paper towns 

mas nagka-anxiety ako basahin kasi 

may LFA vibe bc girl MIA 

@satabengdagat 

  LIKE 

  1 

 

  Veron Ericka Lazaro 

@satabengdagat 20 Mar 2015 

  @Oblenard 

HHAHAHHAHAHAHAH lol take 

the risk hahaha I haven't watched it 

pa lolz 

3/20/2015 

15:40:00 

https://twitter.com/Oblen

ard/status/578823305232

265216 

Conversation; mention of 

anxiety in relation to feelings 

about a book Undefined 

Tweeting to talk about personal beliefs, identity/feelings 

in relation to a text (the books, movies); interaction to 

collect information/connect with a friend 

"Tonight's a huge proof that I am 

bipolar. Thanks guys! So proud of 

you for surviving my afloat 

moments. @ForeverChaSpd 

1/11/2015 

2:08:00 

https://twitter.com/Oblen

ard/status/553976663898

222592 

Narrative; equating a mood 

swing with being bipolar 

(wrong use of the term) Low 

Tweeting in order to describe/identify oneself as well as 

interact with friends for sociability; casual use of the 

term 'bipolar' to refer to mood swings. 



@maritoniorpda 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKE 

  1 

   

  Lawrence @Oblenard 11 Jan 2015 

  @ForeverChaSpd @maritoniorpda 

mags is wincing all night's like 'omg 

wtf can u not srsly wtf' im laughing 

rn 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Lawrence @Oblenard 11 Jan 2015 

  @ForeverChaSpd @maritoniorpda 

just so you know i am 

congratulating you bc it must have 

killed and stressed u. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

Sometimes I also doubt if I have 

Bipolar like what if it's Borderline 

Personality Disorder but irdk man 

4/6/2015 

2:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Oblen

ard/status/584964117053

571073 

Narrative; 

introspection/speculation as to 

mental disorder the user might 

have; mention of various 

disorders Middling 

Tweeting to speculate, to talk about self-identity, beliefs 

about oneself. 

Dear followers, this tweet would be 

a reminder to everyone that you are 

following a man with mental issues. 

 

1/1/2015 

2:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Oblen

ard/status/550355264151

359488 

Narrative; 

explanation/imperative; 

mention of mental health issues 

but no legitimacy for this 

particular tweet Middling 

Tweeting to speculate, to talk about self-identity, beliefs 

about oneself; passive interaction with followers; mental 

issues may perhaps be legitimized by previous tweets? 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Oblenard: User appears to 

use mental health-related terms 

casually or loosely in order to 

playfully refer to himself, but the 

repeated and serious use in some 

tweets (especially the ones where he 

speculates and describes himself) 

may show legitimacy of mental 

health issues and therefore some 

knowledge on the topic.      

 
  



 

82. ok (@omgerieee) Twitter Profile/Bio: "for a pessimist i'm pretty optimistic | ✋SOS |"; profile and cover photos are both of celebrities (a female celebrity, a boy band?) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

a bottomless pit of anxiety 

  LIKE 

  1 

5/25/2015 

9:11:00 

https://twitter.com/omger

ieee/status/60264303551

6579840 

Thought-bubble, no-context 

tweet Undefined 

Tweeting perhaps to describe herself/the stat the user is 

in; to express feelings safely 

crippling anxiety hay.. 

11/12/2015 

1:36:00 

https://twitter.com/omger

ieee/status/66449684201

3470720 

Thought-bubble, no-context 

tweet; probably in reference to 

a personal experience 

(narrative) Undefined 

Tweeting perhaps to describe herself/the stat the user is 

in; to express feelings safely 

KD @awesomechelly_ 24 Apr 2015 

 Lecheng to 

  

   KD @awesomechelly_ 24 Apr 

2015 

 @awesomechelly_ kala mo sya 

pagagalitn e. 

  

   bacon @omgerieee 24 Apr 2015 

 @awesomechelly_ tangina kausap 

na naman sarili :( 

 1 retweet 1 like 

  

  KD @awesomechelly_ 24 Apr 

2015 

 @geriexx hahahahah gago 

 1 retweet 1 like 

  

  bacon @omgerieee 24 Apr 2015 

Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

 @awesomechelly_ baliw amp 

 1 retweet 1 like 

  

  KD @awesomechelly_ 24 Apr 

2015 

 @geriexx matagal na. Di ka ba 

nainform?! 

 1 retweet 1 like 

  

4/24/2015 

11:38:00 

https://twitter.com/omger

ieee/status/59144605765

0814977 

conversation; referring to 

mental hospital as a joke Low 

Tweeting to interact to stay connected/for sociability; 

use of 'takas ng mental' as an affectionate, playful joke 



bacon 

 @omgerieee 

 @awesomechelly_ akala ko kasi 

nasa mental ka na? bat ka tumakas? 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKE 

 1 

  

  KD @awesomechelly_ 24 Apr 

2015 

 @geriexx sinundo ako ni yeolieee 

😍 

 1 retweet 1 like 

 

  bacon @omgerieee 24 Apr 2015 

Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

 @awesomechelly_ ulul mangarap 

ka ng gising ;) 

 1 retweet 1 like 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @omgerieee: User tweets to 

express her own negative feelings, 

to express herself, and to connect 

with her friends; use of the mental 

health-related terms was to express 

her own negative feelings and to 

joke around with a friend about her 

friend's wackiness (casual use of the 

term).      

 

83. Dylan (@raffyespino) Twitter Profile/Bio: “bi boy who thinks hes funny"; profile photo is a selfie (from Snapchat?) that is captioned "what kinda aesthetic is this"; cover 

photo is a groufie collage 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

If you see this post and youre a 

family relative please dont mention 

the car thing because all youll make 

me feel is anxiety thanks 

1/10/2015 

7:04:00 

https://twitter.com/Raffy

Espino/status/553930329

669373954 

(narrative, legitimization); 

anxiety as a feeling Undefined 

Tweeting to passively interact with friends 

(threatening/informing them); to talk about an 

experience 



No one has even known yet and 

anxiety's about to kill me already 

yay 

1/10/2015 

7:04:00 

https://twitter.com/Raffy

Espino/status/553930497

919692800 

Narrative; experience about the 

'car thing'--a secret or accident 

of sorts; user feels anxious but 

not necessarily anxiety 

disorder; given the situation the 

word use is valid Undefined 

Tweeting to talk about his feelings; to experience these 

emotions safely/catharsis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @RaffyEspino: User's two 

tweets are in reference to a situation 

that is making him anxious; Twitter 

served as a space for him to 

experience his emotions safely.      

 

84. Rajia (@rajiakrshia) Twitter Profile/Bio: "A broke college student who actually wants to be a rainbow-pooping unicorn."; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is an anime 

screencap 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I am having anxiety attacks, panic 

attacks and menta breakdowns rn. 

Send halp pls. 

   

  Lalo ka na, Heidi, please answer. 

4/19/2015 

8:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Rajia

Krshia/status/589808537

544429569 

Narrative; call for interaction--

description of what the user is 

feeling but no legitimization of 

if it's a clinical 

attack/breakdown Middling 

Tweeting to call for interaction with friends (sociability, 

connectedness); to talk about the user's current state and 

experience negative emotions (as denoted by the terms 

used) safely. 

If you guys only knew I suffer 

anxiety attacks... 

4/23/2015 

5:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Rajia

Krshia/status/591214661

246160896 

Tweet a couple of days after 

the previous one, user is 

referring to other people and 

what they think Middling 

Passive interaction; describing/identifying herself as 

someone suffering from those mental conditions. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @RajiaKrshia: User tweets to 

interact with others, to 

describe/identify herself, and to 

experience the negative emotions in 

a safe way/for catharsis.      

 
  



85. Rajo Laurel (@rajolaurel) Twitter Profile/Bio: “Filipino Fashion designer! Permanent Judge on Project Runway Philippines!"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a 

plain purple background 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Lusting over this patteus piece at 

this years #artfrairph having a minor 

anxiety/panic attack due to… 

http://instagram.com/p/yq0LN4O-

SY/  

  LIKES 

  2 

2/3/2015 

22:20:00 

https://twitter.com/rajola

urel/status/56285827804

1182208 

Photo is of an art piece; 

narrative; overstatement/casual 

use of the term panic attack Low 

Twitter share of an Instagram post about a visit to the 

Art Fair (hashtag to communicate with the community 

interested in the hashtag); casual use of the term panic 

attack 

That excited anxiety you feel 

seconds before you send out your 

models out on the catwalk. 

#icanserve… 

https://instagram.com/p/8hhHcLu-

QS/  

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKES 

  6 

10/6/2015 

21:54:00 

https://twitter.com/rajola

urel/status/65162172249

2375040 

Photo is of models of the 

designer; anxiety, not the 

disorder, is referred to Undefined 

Twitter share of an Instagram post that talks about an 

event the user is experiencing (a fashion show); use of 

mental health-related term to talk about the user's 

feeling at the moment. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @rajolaurel: User tweets to 

show current experiences (fashion 

show, art fair he visited); use of the 

mental health-related terms showed 

low/undefined literacy level; given 

the user's status it would be good to 

use Twitter to correct the discourse 

on this subject.      

 

86. Carl (@rm0928carl) Twitter Profile/Bio: "snapchat: rm0928carl2"; profile photo and cover photo are both selfies of the user showing his muscular body 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

anxiety disorder 

  10:54 PM - 1 Mar 2015 

  Pasay City, National Capital 

Region 

  0 retweets 1 like 

3/1/2015 

22:54:00 

https://twitter.com/rm092

8carl/status/5722889222

99969536 

Short, no-context tweet about 

anxiety disorder; does not 

denote anything about what the 

user thinks about the idea of 

mental illness Undefined 

Tweet on anxiety disorder (perhaps to describe a spur of 

the moment feeling or a legitimate anxiety attack) 

resulted in reciprocal communication/interaction for 

sociability which then showed the user brushing off the 

topic or joking about anxiety disorder in his first tweet. 



  Reply Retweet  

 

  walangwala @danecruz15 1 Mar 

2015 

  @rm0928carl meaning? 

ahahahahaha 

   

  Carl @rm0928carl 1 Mar 2015 

Pasay City, National Capital Region 

  @danecruz15 takot sa dilim tsos! 

   

  walangwala @danecruz15 1 Mar 

2015 

  @rm0928carl ah talaga? eh bakit 

ka kasi nasa dilim? hehehehehe 

Carl @rm0928carl 8 Mar 2015 

 @BebiBibo seryoso? haha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  MJ Scwartzmann 

@mjschwartzmann 8 Mar 2015 

Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

 @BebiBibo @rm0928carl pwede 

ako na rin? Lol! 

  

  Carl @rm0928carl 8 Mar 2015 

Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

 @BebiBibo @mjschwartzmann 

wala akong abs eh hehe 

  

  Carl @rm0928carl 8 Mar 2015 

Makati City, National Capital 

Region 

 @BebiBibo @mjschwartzmann sa 

mukha merun haha 

  

  MJ Scwartzmann 

@mjschwartzmann 8 Mar 2015 

 @BebiBibo @rm0928carl I agree 

meron. 

  

 Carl 

 @rm0928carl 

 @BebiBibo @mjschwartzmann 

3/8/2015 

13:53:00 

https://twitter.com/rm092

8carl/status/5744478622

40538625 

Conversation; descripton of abs 

as bipolar for sometimes being 

visible, sometimes not being 

visible; no understanding of the 

term Low 

Tweeting to interact with friends (sociability); to talk 

about himself; use of 'bipolar' to describe his abs shows 

loose/casual use of the term. 



bipolar abs ko minsan nagpapakita 

minsan hindi lol 

 LIKES 

 2 

 

  MJ Scwartzmann 

@mjschwartzmann 8 Mar 2015 

 @rm0928carl @BebiBibo basta pag 

nagpakita, let us see. 😉 

Carl @rm0928carl 3 Mar 2015 

 @markmarkko goodvibes lang 

dapat, at maniwala tayo sa goodness 

lol 

 0 retweets 3 likes 

  

  Kuya Tom @tomasito153 3 Mar 

2015 

 @rm0928carl @markmarkko 

hahaha Ayus yan Carlito! 

  

 Carl 

 @rm0928carl 

 @tomasito153 @markmarkko 

Change your mindset to a 

POSITIVE OUTLOOK. Emancipate 

yourself from mental slavery. tsar! 

haha 

 LIKES 

 2 

3/3/2015 

21:15:00 

https://twitter.com/rm092

8carl/status/5727472192

93478913 

Mental used to refer to mental 

slavery--not about mental 

health Undefined 

Tweeting to interact with friends; 'mental' to refer to 

mental slavery--joking/funny 'inspirational' quote. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @rm0928carl: User tweets to 

interact with friends; use of mental 

health-related terms were either not 

related to mental health issues or 

were colloquial uses of the term 

showing low literacy.      

 
  



87. Shane Talapian (@supshanie) Twitter Profile/Bio: "May the bridges I burn light the wayΔ UST-Behavioral Science • Bursar-AB Debate Parliament • Director for Human 

Resources - AB Scarlet"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture of a bouquet of flowers being carried in one hand 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Anxiety building up again. I better 

sleep. 

9/26/2015 

8:53:00 

https://twitter.com/supsh

anie/status/64780112290

4604673 

Anxiety as a feeling, not a 

disorder; narration Undefined 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; to express 

emotions at the moment 

Too much anxiety to concentrate. 

Will try again tomorrow 

10/6/2015 

7:57:00 

https://twitter.com/supsh

anie/status/65141095307

4900992 

Anxiety as a feeling, not a 

disorder; narration Undefined 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; to express 

emotions at the moment 

For tonight's anxiety  Photo: 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CQua3

WwVEAAkvXo.jpg 

   

  LIKE 

  1 

10/7/2015 

8:43:00 

https://twitter.com/supsh

anie/status/65178484893

6333312 

Photo is a quote reassuring 

viewers that everything will be 

alright; refers to anxiety, not 

anxiety disorder Undefined 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; to express 

emotions at the moment; to share this information 

(inspiration) with others 

I think anxiety will sink in tomorrow 

pa. Hayy lang life. 

11/2/2015 

4:35:00 

https://twitter.com/supsh

anie/status/66115975404

4186624 

Anxiety as a feeling, not a 

disorder; narration Undefined 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; to express 

emotions at the moment 

Anxiety settling in so I am packing 

😪😪😪😪😭😭😭 
12/18/2015 

7:18:00 

https://twitter.com/supsh

anie/status/67787060319

8595072 

Anxiety as a feeling, not a 

disorder; narration; fourth 

instance of using the word 

anxiety--could be a chronic 

feeling or just a mood swing Undefined 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; to express 

emotions at the moment 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @supshanie: User seems to 

have a habit of tweeting during 

times of anxiety (and using the term 

anxiety) so the mass of undefined-

status tweets may actually show 

some validity and therefore 

knowledge on mental health issues; 

tweeting also occured in order to 

safely express her emotions.      

 
  



 

88. Alex Dorame (@X5_reckless) Twitter Profile/Bio: "i don't want feelings, i want concert tickets and band merch • good girl with bad habits"; profile photo is a selfie and cover 

photo is a collage of band names on a black background 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Trying to overcome social anxiety is 

hard but I'm trying my best. 

3/26/2015 

6:47:00 

https://twitter.com/X5_re

ckless/status/5810900717

82252544 

Narration; user is trying to get 

over an anxious feeling; 

mention of social anxiety in 

particular gives some sort of 

legitimacy Middling 

Tweeting to identify herself; reinforce her beliefs and 

her efforts; use of 'social anxiety' to refer to what the 

user may legitimately be feeling 

Social anxiety...  

   

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKE 

  1 

4/18/2015 

8:49:00 

https://twitter.com/X5_re

ckless/status/5896368929

76484352 

Mention of social anxiety once 

again; narration; no context Undefined 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet, perhaps out of habit and to 

describe current state of the user 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @X5_reckless: User tweeted to 

talk about herself, her feelings, to 

identify herself as having social 

anxiety; user may have knowledge 

on mental health issues but not 

enough context or legitimization is 

given.      

 

89. kylie (@xoxogossipkyle) Twitter Profile/Bio: "bizarre, nostalgic and everything melancholic"; profile photo is a portrait on a beach; cover photo is a picture of decorative 

arches inside a building 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@9GAG: how do I uninstall 

anxiety" 

1/9/2015 

1:34:00 

https://twitter.com/xoxog

ossipkyle/status/5534850

55654232064 

Retweet from 9GAG; no 

reference as to what the user 

feels about the topic Undefined 

Retweeting in order to reinforce beliefs of the user and 

to experience the anxiety in a safe way 

anxiety, stop messing with my head 

UGHHH 

  LIKE 

  1 

4/15/2015 

1:20:00 

https://twitter.com/xoxog

ossipkyle/status/5882555

11285370880 

Narration; personification of 

anxiety; frustration towards the 

feeling of anxiety Undefined 

Tweeting out of habit, to experience the feeling of 

anxiety safely and express it in a safe place 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @xoxogossipkyle: User 

tweets/retweets to identify herself or      



relate to an emotion as well as to 

talk about negative feelings (the 

mental health term used in both 

cases is anxiety) in a safe space 

 

90. Marichu Rotor (MissMarichu) Twitter Profile/Bio: “Respiratory Therapist Food Lover I love watching Korean,Japanese,Chinese and Taiwanese dramas!"; profile and cover 

photos are both close-up selfies/portraits 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

akala ko yung kay Tinay ay sa 

mental disabilities lang,pansin ko 

yung kamay nya parang may 

deformities din 

#LittleNanayBagongBuhay 

11/26/2015 

21:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Miss

Marichu/status/66986853

3606539264 

Mental to refer to mental 

disabilities; proper way of 

describing a character in a soap 

opera Middling 

Tweeting to talk about a show the user watched (Little 

Nanay); use of hashtag to relate to the community 

watching the show as well; to make personal 

observations 

I'm a bipolar tweeter. Sometimes I 

don't tweet, sometimes I tweet a lot. 

8/27/2015 

23:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Miss

Marichu/status/63692137

3584027648 

Another instance of referring to 

irregular Twitter habits equated 

with being bipolar. Low 

To reinforce/state the user's belief and to identify herself 

in a certain way. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @MissMarichu: User tweets to 

describe/identify herself as well as 

to talk about a show she is watching; 

use of mental health related terms in 

reference to a character (better than 

saying 'baliw' or 'retarded' in a 

negative or degrading way or tone) 

and in reference to her personal 

tweeting habits--user has some 

knowledge of mental health issues; 

soap operas/teleseryes can be useful 

to show that even mentally ill people 

can become productive members 

given therapy, medicine and 

opportunity      

 
  



 

91. ran olbi (@deviloutRAN) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Nerd- Bipolar - Evil - Hard-headed - Demonic - Agoraphobic - Moody - Tactless - Tattletale - Diva - Childish"; profile photo 

is a portrait; cover photo is an artwork showing a man painting, superimposed with the statement 'creature don't come from hand it come from brain and come to your hand' 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

The last time i was this depressed is 

when i was about to inject 10 ml of 

midazolam into my veins.. #bipolar 

LIKES 

3 

9/27/2015 

12:03:00 

https://twitter.com/devilo

utRAN/status/647984898

242809856 

Narrative; research shows that 

that medicine and depression 

are related. High 

User's profile and tweet seem to be a certain way in 

order to identify the user (upfront) as someone with a 

mental illness; use of the hashtag was for further 

identification and to communicate with the community 

using that hashtag. Tweet was to describe a personal 

experience/for catharsis. 

Overall interpretation of tweet from 

user @deviloutRAN: User appears 

to have high awareness/literacy on 

mental health issues as someone 

who is clinically bipolar; Twitter 

and tweeting serves to talk about his 

condition upfront, to identify 

himself as such a person, and to 

experience the emotions safely.      

 

92. Sean Marie (@Sseeaanneeyy) Twitter Profile/Bio: "I may not know where Im going but I do know I won't change who I am to get there♥ #IHaveGod Warrior // Diegonian // 

future CPA"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture with the words "I'm fine" enclosed by hands doing air-quotes 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Bipolar. If you only knew 😞 
10/20/2015 

22:01:00 

https://twitter.com/Sseea

anneeyy/status/65647037

3597253632 

Narration; "if only you knew" 

references other people she 

knows; bipolar being used in 

the colloquial sense/no 

legitimization (perhaps) Low 

Tweeting to passively interact (use of 2nd person); to 

describe the user/reinforce her belief in her condition or 

perhaps to use the term loosely; perhaps tweeting out of 

habit or to safely experience her negative 

emotions/catharsis 

Bipolar + paranoid = can't sleep 

😪😭😭😭 
10/20/2015 

22:57:00 

https://twitter.com/Sseea

anneeyy/status/65648451

4634428417 

Mood swings being termed as 

bipolar/paranoid; if the user is 

indeed bipolar there is no 

legitimization; given that it's 

the 2nd tweet in an hour 

perhaps there is merit to it? Low 

Tweeting to describe the user/reinforce her belief in her 

condition or perhaps to use the term loosely; perhaps 

tweeting out of habit or to safely experience her 

negative emotions/catharsis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Sseeaanneeyy: User tweets to 

reinforce her belief in the fact that 

she is bipolar, or perhaps to use the      



term loosely to describe her mood 

swings 

 

93. C (@_corinaann) Twitter Profile/Bio: "runnin' through six"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a hazy photo of a girl superimposed with the quote 'I'm stuck between 

trying to live my life, and trying to run from it.' 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

bipolar mode nanaman ako 

😊😣☺😂😵😳😧😥😭 
10/22/2015 

21:53:00 

https://twitter.com/_corin

aann/status/65719317440

2641920 

Narration; the abundance of 

emojis denotes shifts in moods 

(or the moods in bipolar 

disorder, if it's clinical in the 

case of the user); no 

legitimization Low 

Tweeting in order to describe herself, her current state 

(perhaps out of habit) 

eto nanaman bipolar mode 

  RETWEET 

  1 

10/19/2015 

22:56:00 

https://twitter.com/_corin

aann/status/65612172354

1000193 

Narration; user refers to being 

bipolar as a mode when in fact 

it's an illness with no on-off 

switch Low 

Tweeting in order to describe herself, her current state 

(perhaps out of habit); 'bipolar' to describe a mood--

instead of an illness, which it really is 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @_corinaann: User appears to 

be tweeting out of habit or to 

describe herself using the spur-of-

the-moment tweets; use of 'bipolar' 

in order to refer to her mood swings      

 

94. billllie (@amsuperbeejay) Twitter Profile/Bio: "honey x douche"; profile photo is an edited portrait; cover photo is a picture of many hands with middle fingers raised 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

1. I'm a love bipolar. 

4/21/2015 

23:26:00 

https://twitter.com/iamsu

perbeejay/status/5905372

04260216833 

Narration; in reference to the 

song "Hot and Cold" by Katy 

Perry Undefined 

Tweeting in this 'facts' format perhaps to describe 

herself; identifying himself in relation to a text (Hot n 

Cold by Katy Perry) 

Bipolar. Love bipolar. Life bipolar. 

Bipolar friend. No!!!!!!!!!! Me being 

a bipolar kiddo is going baaaccck. 

Aaayaw 

3/26/2015 

1:12:00 

https://twitter.com/iamsu

perbeejay/status/5807792

65798483968 

Narration; 

introspection/personal 

description of being 'bipolar' 

but the manner of usage seems 

to show that the user is in fact 

only having mood swings Low 

Tweeting in order to describe himself; bipolar used 

repeatedly, appears to be in a light/casual way 



Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @iamsuperbeejay: User tweets 

to describe himself and uses bipolar 

to refer to himself multiple times in 

2 tweets-and these seem to be casual 

uses of the term.      

 

95. (blank) (@___mikay) Twitter Profile/Bio: “Psalm 46:5 ✨"; profile photo is a groufie; cover photo is a quote on a black background (in Hangul and English): 'Behind my back 

they talked shit, in front of me they acted nice.' 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Aminado naman ako na Bipolar ako 

e, wag mo na ipagdukdukan pa 

saken. 💤 

  LIKE 

  1 

1/1/2015 

22:33:00 

https://twitter.com/___mi

kay/status/550661178540

560384 

Narration and self-description; 

does not seem to be 

legitimate/honest about being 

bipolar; may be colloquial use 

of the term; shows anger 

towards people referring to her 

as bipolar; not sure if clinically 

diagnosed. Undefined 

Tweeting for passive interaction or perhaps to 'talk' to 

someone the user is interacting with offline; to 

identify/establish the user's identity/belief in identifying 

herself a certain way. 

"@WagPapansin: Kapag tumatawa 

tapos biglang tumigil, bipolar agad? 

Hindi ba pwedeng napagod lang?" 

Kaya nga 🌵 
1/31/2015 

9:14:00 

https://twitter.com/___mi

kay/status/561331622490

820609 

Retweet (shows 

assent/agreement); equating 

sudden laughter or mood 

swings with being bipolar Low 

Retweeting to interact; reinforce beliefs by interacting 

with this text; comment was to emphasize belief; casual 

use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to a mood swing just 

like in the previous tweet 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @___mikay: User tweeted in 

order to identify herself as bipolar, 

which she uses in a casual way to 

refer to her having mood swings.      

 
  



96. elle (purple shining star symbol) (@_chanbaektrash) Twitter Profile/Bio: “Always be with you” 『OT12』『∞』 『met 8/12』"; profile photo is a picture of Korean celebrities; cover 

photo is illuminated letters spelling 'Take Me (I'm Yours)' 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@beaglebyun: "EXOK member 

wont attend this event": FEELS 

FINE 

   

  "EXOM member wont attend this 

event": COLD SWEAT DROPS 

WITH FULL OF ANXIETY" 

3/18/2015 

6:29:00 

https://twitter.com/_chan

baektrash/status/5779600

08895221760 

Anxiety to refer to sad feelings 

about a Korean celebrity not 

attending an event. Undefined 

Retweeting and commenting in order to 

communicate/interact with fellow fans; use of 'anxiety' 

to talk about her feeling due to a parasocial relationship 

with the celebrity 

"@xxuelie: when the staff out the 

towel under luhan it was scrunched 

up but when luhan gave it back LOL 

his ocd prob " 

4/6/2015 

11:31:00 

https://twitter.com/_chan

baektrash/status/5849213

11454986241 

Description/narration of a 

celebrity's action; equating 

being a stickler for orderliness 

with being someone with OCD; 

wrong/colloquial use of the 

term Low 

Retweeting in order to reinforce a belief and 

communicate/interact with a fellow fan; use of 'ocd' in a 

playful way 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @_chanbaekrash: User tweets 

to talk about her Korean pop idols, 

and to interact with fellow fans by 

retweeting them; use of mental 

health terms were related to her 

relations/itneractions with her idols 

and fellow fans as well as to 

describe her own feelings that result 

from being a fan.      

 

97. deib lohr (@__jxlxx) Twitter Profile/Bio: “❄️❄️❄️❄️❄️"; profile photo is a portrait but shows only hair and the back of a person; cover photo is a plain gray background 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"alam mo yung pagmamahal ni ano 

parang mood ni ano.. bipolar" 

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA 

1/25/2015 

0:41:00 

https://twitter.com/__jxlx

x/status/5590283002662

25665 

Quoting of something someone 

said (a friend perhaps); use of 

'ano' as a codename/inside joke; 

bipolar being seen as a mood 

and not an illness Low 

Tweeting in order to talk about an experience; to quote 

an interaction--thereby reinforcing a belief; 'bipolar' to 

refer to mood swings 

Yung pagmamahal niya sakin 

parang ugali ni ano.. Bipolar. 😂 
1/25/2015 

2:44:00 

https://twitter.com/__jxlx

x/status/5590590937472

98305 

Narration/description; use of 

'ano' as a codename/inside joke; 

bipolar being seen as a mood 

and not an illness; use of Low 

Tweeting in order to talk about an experience; to quote 

an interaction--thereby reinforcing a belief; 'bipolar' to 

refer to mood swings 



  LIKE 

  1 

codename also seen as negative 

(hiding this statement because 

either the love is secret or 

bipolar-ness is seen negatively) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @__jxlxx: User tweets to talk 

about her love life and about her 

experiences; use of bipolar to refer 

to mood swings/changing moods      

 

98. ETC (@_youlabels) Twitter Profile/Bio: “nowadays, everybody is temporary"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo has an Arctic Monkeys logo superimposed against a seascape 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

ANG SUNGIT NIYA!!!!! Grabe. 

Bipolar 

1/25/2015 

16:57:00 

https://twitter.com/_youl

abels/status/5592739669

47155968 

Narration/descripton; calling a 

person who is moody/in a foul 

mood as bipolar (wrong use of 

the term) Low 

Tweeting to release emotions safely; bipolar to refer to a 

person in a negative way. 

ang bipolar ngayon ng mga lalaki 

  RETWEET 

  1 

3/22/2015 

23:48:00 

https://twitter.com/_youl

abels/status/5796710871

28018944 

Narration/descripton; calling a 

person who is moody/in a foul 

mood as bipolar (wrong use of 

the term) Low 

Tweeting to establish/reinforce a belief; 'bipolar' used to 

refer to mood swings and used negatively 

Hay bipolar 😰😒 

  LIKE 

  1 

  celine reyes 

  10:17 PM - 12 Jun 2015 

  Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

   

  celine reyes @celinerica 12 Jun 

2015 

  @Youlabels di ka na nagreply 

bastos 

   

    ETC @_youlabels 12 Jun 2015 

Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

  @celinerica easy ka lang hahahaha, 

nagpapahinga pa akoo😹🙊 

   

  celine reyes @celinerica 12 Jun 

2015 

  @Youlabels whatever hahahaha 

6/12/2015 

22:17:00 

https://twitter.com/_youl

abels/status/6093638702

35230208 

Narration and conversation; 

equating changing moods to 

being bipolar Low 

Tweeting to interact with others for sociability; talking 

about lack of reciprocal communication (in another 

method of communication perhaps); use of 'bipolar' 

perhaps to describe herself or others 



bitchesa eno haha 

  1 retweet 1 like 

 

  ETC @_youlabels 12 Jun 2015 

Taguig City, National Capital 

Region 

  @celinerica lampake hahahahaha 

😘 nwala me sa mood kainis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @_youlabels: User tweets to 

release emotions/rant/describe 

others (or perhaps herself, in that 

last tweet) as well as to interact.      

 

99. Mark Louwell Gacu Twitter Profile/Bio: “I ♥Bar ♥Beer ♥Work & ♥Travel #TeamTaurus •This is who Iam. Nobody said you had to LIKE it!!!"; profile photo is a selfie; cover 

photo is a picture of a gig from birds-eye view on the stage side of the concert 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Dahil depressed at nagka separation 

anxiety! My friend to the rescue.. 

😊😊🍻🍻👏👏… 

https://instagram.com/p/5j3d3DgJn_

/ 

7/21/2015 

21:14:00 

https://twitter.com/markl

ouwell_08/status/624930

749070901248 

Casual use/use of buzzword 

'separation anxiety'; association 

of term as something that can 

easily be cured with a get-

together and some food. (photo 

is of two friends eating 

together) Low 

Tweeting as a result of connecting Twitter and 

Instagram; post was done to document an event (a get-

together) and the use of 'depressed' and 'separation 

anxiety' were used as umbrella terms/colloquial use of 

the terms. 

Overall interpretation of tweet from 

user @marklouwell_08: User 

tweeted to document an experience; 

use of the mental health-related 

terms were to refer to a friend's 

negative feelings.      

 
  



100. AJ (@ajmagnooooo) Twitter Profile/Bio: “BS MedTech | Emilian | Heneral | 18 yrs of existence | Imma Bear! RAAAAWWWWRRR!!! motha'fvcka! | @imenajosef ❤"; profile 

photo is a closeup selfie; cover photo is a picture of the user's girlfriend 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Bipolar lordesxcz ka talaga! 

  View translation 

  LIKE 

  1 

3/4/2015 

23:57:00 

https://twitter.com/AjMa

gnooooo/status/5731502

90435678208 

Frustration/name-

calling/equating being bipolar 

with something bad or an insult Low 

Tweeting to vent out frustrations in a safe space; use of 

bipolar to degrade a person 

Sobrang bipolar! 👊👊👊 

  View translation 

  RETWEET 

  1 

4/5/2015 

11:13:00 

https://twitter.com/AjMa

gnooooo/status/5845544

89211793408 

"Sobra" to denote that the 

attitude cannot be 

handled/accepted by the user 

anymore; fist emoticons could 

denote punching or fist-

bumping; unclear/no indication 

as to what the user feels about 

the so-called bipolar attitude of 

the person being referred to. Undefined 

Tweeting to vent out frustrations in a safe space; 

perhaps to reinforce belief of the user; use fo bipolar to 

degrade a person 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @AjMagnooooo: User used 

bipolar casually/lightly to complain 

about or degrade a person; tweeting 

was done to vent out frustrations felt 

at the moment by the user      

 

101. ACRO (@acroforaldub) Twitter Profile/Bio: "All ACROS posted on this page are compositions of yours truly"; profile and cover photos are of loveteam AlDub 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

#44 

   

  Darren became depressed with 

what happened. He was not able to 

focus with his career because he felt 

unloved and unimportant. 

   

  Until... 

  RETWEETS 

  4 

  LIKES 

  6 

1/28/2015 

16:25:00 

https://twitter.com/AcroF

orAldub/status/56035296

0622776321 

Narration; 

description/legitimization of 

feelings of sadness as 

depression; assumption of 

feelings of the celebrity being 

talked about Low 

Tweeting content for the fans/followers of the account, 

in reference to Darren (Espanto?); tweeting to provide 

information, to maintain a parasocial relationship with 

the followers of this fan/acronym-making account; use 

of depressed lightly/as an umbrella term for sadness 



A fandom that seems to have mental 

telepathy when conversing 

   

  DARRENatics BiggerAndStronger 

At 8Months 

  RETWEETS 

  11 

  LIKES 

  3 

2/1/2015 

13:55:00 

https://twitter.com/AcroF

orAldub/status/56176474

2297956352 Mental to refer to telepathy. Undefined 

Tweeting content for the fans/followers of the account, 

in reference to Darren (Espanto?); tweeting to provide 

information, to maintain a parasocial relationship with 

the followers of this fan/acronym-making account; 

mental to refer to connection among fans (parasocial 

relationship); reference to fans--Darrenatics 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @AcroForAldub: User is 

generating content to express being 

a fan of many fandoms (Darren 

Espanto, Aldub, etc.), to maintain a 

parasocial relationship with the fans; 

use of mental health-related terms 

were to show a connection among 

the fans and using 'depressed' 

instead of 'sad', which would have 

been a more appropriate/accurate 

term.      

 

102. ALEIRAH B. (@aleiys) Twitter Profile/Bio: "just a sensitive bitch with an attitude | snapchat: @aleeeiys"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo says "Sometimes holding on 

does more damage than letting go." 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Grabe napaka bipolar. Manang 

mana sa nanay. Bad vibes. 

  LIKE 

  1 

2/22/2015 

18:25:00 

https://twitter.com/aleiys/

status/569442949110439

936 

Narration; classification of 

being bipolar as being "bad"; 

assuming that the mood swings 

or so-called being bipolar is 

something inherited. Though 

mental disorders are sometimes 

inherited, there is no proof that 

the user knows this as a result 

of proper education on mental 

health. Low 

Tweeting to refer to another person; to rant; to 

reinforce/establish the person's belief (that the person is 

bipolar like his/her mother); to express her emotions 

safely. 

@macenriquez23 Haha wow 

bipolar. Galit agad 😂 
2/28/2015 

10:14:00 

https://twitter.com/aleiys/

status/571493621729382

400 

Equating a mood change "galit 

agad" as being bipolar. 

Narration/conversation Low 

To interact with a friend; casual use of the term bipolar 

in relation to 'getting mad'. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @aleiys: User tweets to rant 

about experiences and to interact      



with others; user also has a low 

literacy level on mental health issues 

as shown by casual use of the term 

'bipolar'. 

 

103. / (@marizaphernelia) Twitter Profile/Bio: "walking disaster"; profile picture is a portrait; cover photo is a picture/collage in black and white 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I'm too depressed to go on, you'll be 

sorry when I'm gone. 

 LIKES 

 4 

3/5/2015 

17:26:00 

https://twitter.com/mariz

aphernelia/status/573414

202863284225 Blink 182 lyrics-Adam's song Undefined 

Tweet of lyrics to show identification through a piece of 

text; or to liveblog the user listening to it (out of habit, 

to enrich the consumption of a text) 

nafisah @naf8123 4 Mar 2015 

 please don't make jokes of mental 

disorders and illnesses 

 3 retweets 1 like 

  

@marizaphernelia 

 “@naf8123: please don't make 

jokes of mental disorders and 

illnesses” ‼️ 

 LIKE 

 1 

3/5/2015 

8:20:00 

https://twitter.com/mariz

aphernelia/status/573276

823196323841 

Persuasive or imperative tweet 

asking to stop the current 

discourse on mental illness, in 

particular making fun of it. 

This garnered retweets and 

likes--including one from the 

user, who agrees with the idea 

of the person who originally 

posted the tweet. High 

Tweeting to establish and identify beliefs as well as to 

share this information with others; retweeting shows 

interaction with the other user. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @marizapherneila: First tweet 

was of song lyrics and does not 

show literacy on mental health 

issues; second tweet shows the 

user's beliefs and to spread an idea--

showing high literacy on mental 

health issues.      

 
  



 

 

104. petiksmode (@badet_cardona) Twitter Profile/Bio: "#mamaru"; profile photo says "petiks mode 47" and cover photo is a picture of a girl (the user?) mountain-climbing 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Im close to conclude im a 

bipolar..trapped in my own 

weaknesses and indulge myself to 

feel happy within...scarred and 

saved by lunacy 

5/24/2015 

2:24:00 

https://twitter.com/badet_

cardona/status/60217835

7057327104 

Narrative; emotional and 

detailed tweet; doesn't fit the 

description for bipolar disorder, 

though. No proof yet that it's a 

clinical diagnosis. Undefined 

Tweeting to express emotions in a safe space/way, for 

catharsis; to identify herself. 

Ang gulo ng timeline ko bipolar 

mga tao ang intense hahaha 

  LIKE 

  1 

5/24/2015 

19:16:00 

https://twitter.com/badet_

cardona/status/60243305

0794799104 

Narrative; describing people's 

mood swings as being 'bipolar'; 

only hours after saying that she 

felt bipolar. Colloquial use of 

the term. Low 

To describe an observation/to share information; use of 

'bipolar' is casual use to refer to mood swings or varied 

emotions. 

Polo Bustamante 

@polo_bustamante 25 Jun 2015 

  Sorry @TheMeralcoBolts, 

@globalport2012 & 

@BarakoEnergy sa imbentong battle 

cry in the graphic. Hope you like it!  

   

  11 retweets 19 likes 

   

  petiksmode @badet_cardona 25 

Jun 2015 Valenzuela City, National 

Capital Region 

  @polo_bustamante 

@TheMeralcoBolts 

@globalport2012 @BarakoEnergy 

die una ko napansin hahahaha 

   

  Polo Bustamante 

@polo_bustamante 25 Jun 2015 

  @badet_cardona tapos ka kasi 

yung 8th seed party. Hahaha! 

   

    petiksmode 

  @badet_cardona 

  @polo_bustamante hahahahaha! 

Bukas bipolar na naman tau hahaha 

6/25/2015 

22:08:00 

https://twitter.com/badet_

cardona/status/61407265

3561761793 

Conversation; bipolar being 

used to refer to a mood or mode 

that the friends collectively 

experience; wrong use of the 

term. Low 

Tweeting to interact with others for sociability and 

connectedness; use of 'bipolar' is casual/playful use 



petiksmode @badet_cardona 22 

May 2015 Valenzuela City, National 

Capital Region 

 @rhenDman hnd ako tinamaan 

hahahaha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

petiksmode 

 @badet_cardona 

 @rhenDman oo naman!! Pwede 

umiwas kala mo hahahahaha baia 

maging suicidal ako eh hahahah 

5/22/2015 

21:27:00 

https://twitter.com/badet_

cardona/status/60174124

4545372160 

Conversation; the word suicidal 

was inserterd to ride on the 

idiom/wordplay of "natamaan" 

(affected by the statement), 

"puwedeng umiwas" (avoid the 

bullet, for example). Low 

Tweeting to interact with others for sociability and 

connectedness; use of 'suicidal' is casual/playful use and 

playing on the puns/allusions made in the conversation 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @badet_cardona: User tweets 

to interact with friends and to 

express her own negative emotions 

in a safe space; casual usage of the 

terms related to mental health show 

low literacy on the issue.      

 

105. jymrkflrsjng <3 (@bee_yawn_say) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Dalierine Jane Dela Cruz Armocilla| Ian Veneracion's ❤"; profile and cover photos are both portraits 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

I'm so bipolar today! Huhu 

3/27/2015 

21:41:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/581451

047090012161 

Narration/introspection; bipolar 

being used to refer to a mode 

for that particular day only; no 

legitimizatio or proof of being 

informed about the proper use 

of the term. Low 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; user uses bipolar 

to refer to a 'mood'; spur-of-the-moment type of tweet 

Sarap maging bipolar sa twitter 😂 
5/15/2015 

18:08:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/599154

467120943104 

Narration/introspection; bipolar 

being used to refer to a mode 

for that particular day only; no 

legitimizatio or proof of being 

informed about the proper use 

of the term. Low 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; user uses bipolar 

to refer to a 'mood'; spur-of-the-moment type of tweet; 

directly references Twitter as a safe space for tweeting 

about conflicting moods/feelings which the user terms 

as 'bipolar' 

Moody and bipolar 😒 
5/15/2015 

22:15:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/599216

567742672896 

Narration/introspection; bipolar 

being used to refer to a mode 

for that particular day only; no 

legitimizatio or proof of being 

informed about the proper use 

of the term. Low 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; user uses bipolar 

to refer to a 'mood'; spur-of-the-moment type of tweet 



Minsan talaga hindi mo maiwasan 

maging bipolar. 

  192 retweets 132 likes 

     

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ 

  @Bee_Yawn_Say 

  “@OhSaklapFriend: Minsan talaga 

hindi mo maiwasan maging 

bipolar.” Lalo na kung ganun pa 

yung ugali ng kausap mo! 

Hayahaaay haha 

6/24/2015 

22:13:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/613711

468979032064 

Narration; justifying being 

bipolar (due to people around 

the person "acting bipolar"); 

wrong use of the term because 

bipolar is a condition not a 

mood Low 

Retweet to interact with a text/show identity through 

referring to a text; comment is about the user's 

identification with the text and self-description; user 

uses 'bipolar' to refer to a mood that can be avoided at 

times 

Bipolar ng lola ko, manang mana 

sa'kin! Haha 

9/11/2015 

23:40:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/642362

048697929730 

Narration; describing a person 

(her grandmother, or someone 

else referred to with the term 

'lola' as is common in slang) as 

bipolar due to mood swings; 

poking fun at the idea (mana 

sa'kin) Low 

Tweeting out of habit or for catharsis; user uses bipolar 

to refer to a 'mood'; spur-of-the-moment type of tweet; 

playful use of the term 

Alan Garner @AIanHangover 13 

Oct 2015 

  The more you assume, the more 

you get hurt. 

  118 retweets 83 likes 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  “@AIanHangover: The more you 

assume, the more you get hurt.” 

Kaya stop na okay? @cyyyfdc 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc SUSMIYO! IKAW 

LANG BA!? KUNG ALAM MO 

LANG KUNG ANONG 

PINAGSASABI NI MAM 

MANDIGMA SA'MIN KNINA! 

MAIIYAK KA! 😞😭 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc HAHAHAHA 

10/14/2015 

0:10:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/653966

135608512512 

Conversation; use of bipolar as 

a joke/insult of sorts 

(juxtaposition); words near the 

term are "bili ka nang kausap, 

haha"; use of caps in the 

conversation to show intense 

emotion Low Inter 



LUUUUL! MAKISAMA KA NGA 

PUTA! WALA KANG 

KWENTANG KAIBIGAN! 

  1 retweet 0 likes 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc AHH! YUNG SECAN 

BA NA SIGURADONG 

LAGAPAK NA NAMAN YUNG 

PRELIM SCORES NATIN!? 

OKAY! 

LET'S.TALK.ABOUT.FUCKING.S

ECAN 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc ikaw bhala! Kung san 

ka magiging masaya eh. 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 

  @cyyyfdc PAREHA TAYO. 

PARANG GUSTO KO NG 

BUMIGAY. 😞 

  1 retweet 0 likes 

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

13 Oct 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc QUING INA! AKALA 

KO BA SERIOUS MODE HA!? 

  1 retweet 0 likes 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ 

  @Bee_Yawn_Say 

  @cyyyfdc NAMO KA! HAHAH 

BIGYAN KITANG PISO, BILI 

KANG KAUSAP MO HA!? 

BIPOLAR! 

jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 4 

Jul 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

7/5/2015 

1:48:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/617570

798769823744 

Narration; describing 

depression and suicidal as a 

joke or something light; to the Middling 

Interacting for sociability, playfulness; playfulness also 

resulted in the casual use of the term 'bipolar' as part of a 

joke/insult. 



  @cyyyfdc @rheaaaabells haha 

maswerte ka at dumating ako sa 

buhay mo 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

5 Jul 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc @rheaaaabells haha 

maswerte ka nga at nabigyan kita ng 

katinuhan e! Haha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ @Bee_Yawn_Say 

5 Jul 2015 Pasay City, National 

Capital Region 

  @cyyyfdc @rheaaaabells hoy 

excuse me! FYI, wag mong isisi ang 

depression sa'kin ni Lola Rhea! 

Tanungin mo si El Reyna kung bakit 

sya ganyan😒 

  0 retweets 1 like 

     

  jymrkflrsjng ❤ 

  @Bee_Yawn_Say 

  @cyyyfdc @rheaaaabells tama! 

Tayo nga yung nagpapasaya kay 

Rhea e, what if pa pag wala tayo 

dun!? Eh di suicidal case na yang si 

Rhea haha 

user (and her friend's) credit 

they talk about being there in 

order to prevent their other 

friend from becoming even 

sadder or more negative 

“@untold_factss: Girls who have 

more 'guy friends' than 'girl friends' 

go through less depression and 

anxiety.” SO I NEED GUY 

FRIENDS. Haha 

7/29/2015 

22:26:00 

https://twitter.com/Bee_

Yawn_Say/status/626398

362674163712 

Retweeting signifies a desire to 

spread the information and/or 

agree with the idea; 'fact' 

account is once again tweeting 

something that seems 

unplausible or has no research 

to back it up. Comment is in 

caps to show 

emphasis/realization; it means 

that the user considers herself 

depressed/anxious. Low 

Retweet to interact with a text/show identity through 

referring to a text; comment is about the user's 

identification with the text and self-description 

(apparently she has more female friends); retweet to 

share information with others 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Bee_Yawn_Say: User tweets 

to interact with others and with a 

text, to connect with others and be      



playful/joke around, and to express 

herself/establish her beliefs and 

identity with regards to relating to 

others, to share information with 

others; casual use of the term 

bipolar/depression/anxiety shows 

low literacy level. 

 

106. Biena Marie (@BienaSausage) Twitter Profile/Bio: "Ecclesiastes 3:1 ☝"; profile photo is a portrait/selfie and cover photo is a picture of the user at work in a lab (for school, 

perhaps) 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Kung hindi ko lang talaga nagastos 

sa Bolinao yung pera ko.. Huhu. 

Yaan na nga lang. No regrets just 

love.. Hahahaha. Bipolar amputek. 

4/4/2015 

18:34:00 

https://twitter.com/Biena

Sausage/status/58430310

0866924544 

Narrative, speculation, personal 

experience. Tweeting "huhu" 

and "no regrets just love" 

(juxtaposition) might have led 

the user to say that the 

changing moods or mixed 

emotions automatically means 

she is bipolar. Low 

Tweeting to express herself and talk about a personal 

experience; use of the world 'bipolar' to refer to her own 

mixed feelings 

"@psychologicaI: That moment 

when you randomly feel depressed 

for no apparent reason may indicate 

that you're actually missing 

someone." R. 

  LIKE 

  1 

3/17/2015 

22:05:00 

https://twitter.com/Biena

Sausage/status/57783317

2332732416 

Retweet to show assent or 

empathy/agreement with the 

statement (which is not backed 

up by facts); perhaps to 'share' 

this information Low 

Retweeting to share information and to 

establish/reinforce identity through interaction with that 

text. 

Sa sobrang depressed ko. Ayan 

ganyan nangyare. Hahahaha.  

   

  LIKE 

  1 

4/17/2015 

19:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Biena

Sausage/status/58902595

7798744064 

Narrative of a personal 

experience; no context or 

details but it shows no 

legitimization of being 

clinically depressed; given the 

previous tweets it can be 

assumed that 'depressed' is 

being used colloquially here. Low 

Tweeting to express herself; spur-of-the-moment tweet.; 

to experience her emotions safely. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @BienaSausage: User tweets to 

make Twitter a diary of sorts by 

talking to herself/doing 

introspection; to describe her current 

state and perhaps to experience her 

emotions safely; retweet was to      



share information/show assent with 

the original text. 

 

 

107. blurryface (@ohshieceliaxx) Twitter Profile/Bio: "eccedentesiast I teenage dirtbag I pizza enthusiast I walking travesty I tsondoku I too rad to be sad I bands are life I young & 

cynical x"; profile photo is a portrait with some small paintings clustered together; cover photo shows 2 phrases, a Japanese one and an English one reading 'fuck off' 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

"@girlideas: my week isn’t 

complete without at least 3 mental 

breakdowns" 

3/3/2015 

10:19:00 

https://twitter.com/ohshie

celiaxx/status/572582055

327891457 

Retweet shows empathy; 

mental breakdowns may be 

how she terms her [valid] 

feelings; but it shows no 

indication as to whether the 

user knows what a mental 

breakdown really is as opposed 

to a momentary period of stress 

where s/he is still able to 

function (mental breakdown 

involves not being able to 

function normally anymore). Undefined Retweet to reinforce her identity through the text. 

B!tch please 👊👌 #QOTD 

#Sarcasm #Moodswings #Bipolar 

#Insta #Instapic #Instasize #Insta @ 

Somewhere… 

http://instagram.com/p/yhiSlfnSRZ/  

 LIKE 

 1 

1/31/2015 

23:51:00 

https://twitter.com/ohshie

celiaxx/status/561552311

278133249 

Photo is no longer available; 

narrative/describing someone 

as having mood swings and 

being bipolar; associating the 

two shows lack of knowledge 

on the subject Low 

Sharing Twitter post on Instagram to reach more 

followers; use of hashtags to connect with community 

using those hashtags; association of mood swings with 

being bipolar shows low understanding of mental health 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @ohsieceliaxx: User retweeted 

to reinforce her identity through the 

text--this may also be an expression 

of her feelings which may actually 

be mental illness-linked; the other 

tweet (an Instagram share) shows a 

desire to connect with others and a 

low understanding of mental health 

issues through the association of 

mood swings with being bipolar.      

 
  



108. a (@dwtxys) Twitter Profile/Bio: “i aint trippin' yo"; profile photo is a picture of Ariana Grande; cover photo is "where did I go wrong" white text on a black background 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

okay bipolar ulit 

  LIKE 

  1 

1/12/2015 

18:39:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/55458835997721

8048 

Thought-bubble, spontaneous, 

no-context tweet; "ulit" might 

mean that to the user bipolar is 

just a mode. Low 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet indicates that tweeting may 

be a habit or a form of catharsis/a safe way to express 

feelings. 

bipolar 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKES 

  2 

1/21/2015 

20:27:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/55787725955479

9617 

Thought-bubble, spontaneous, 

no-context tweet Undefined 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet indicates that tweeting may 

be a habit or a form of catharsis/a safe way to express 

feelings. 

ugh bipolar feels 

3/12/2015 

18:43:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/57597024667200

3072 

Narrative; user is feeling 

bipolar--might mean that she is 

feeling her being clinically 

bipolar OR she is using it in the 

colloquial sense. Undefined 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet indicates that tweeting may 

be a habit or a form of catharsis/a safe way to express 

feelings. 

bipolar feels ugh 😒😒 

  LIKES 

  3 

4/7/2015 

22:04:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/58544297762072

5761 

Narrative; user is feeling 

bipolar--might mean that she is 

feeling her being clinically 

bipolar OR she is using it in the 

colloquial sense. Undefined 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet indicates that tweeting may 

be a habit or a form of catharsis/a safe way to express 

feelings. 

sorry for being childish 

  sorry for being moody 

  sorry for being bipolar 

  sorry for being clingy 

  sorry for being me 

  RETWEETS 

  3 

  LIKES 

  4 

4/8/2015 

19:09:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/58576127018956

8000 

Narrative; call for interaction; 

apologizing for being "negative 

things"--bipolar, clingy, 

moody, childish, herself. 

Classifying bipolar along with 

being moody; shows wrong 

usage of bipolar because of 

equivalence and juxtaposition 

of the words used along with a 

repeated "sorry" Low 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet indicates that tweeting may 

be a habit or a form of catharsis/a safe way to express 

feelings. 

girls are moody & bipolar so u guys 

should understand us 

  LIKE 

  1 

5/10/2015 

21:35:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/59739442816090

5216 

Classification/juxtaposition of 

bipolar/being moody; 

assumption that all girls are 

moody and bipolar; imperative 

that guys must be a certain way 

(understanding these mood 

swings) Low 

Establishment/reinforcement of beliefs; passive 

interaction (addressing guys); attempt to 'share' this 

information 

fact, bipolar to the nth power 

 RETWEET 

 1 

1/2/2015 

3:09:00 

https://twitter.com/dwtxy

s/status/55073044778150

2977 

Narration/self-description; 

apparent colloquial use of the 

term bipolar to refer to her 

being moody--no legtimization Low 

Spur-of-the-moment tweet indicates that tweeting may 

be a habit or a form of catharsis/a safe way to express 

feelings; identification/reinforcement of belief in herself 

as 'bipolar' 



of her being clinically bipolar 

(she wouldn't tweet like this if 

she were, I think) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @dwtxys: User habitually 

tweets about feeling bipolar--is there 

some truth to these tweets, like a 

clinical diagnosis? Also, the casual 

use of the term/sexist classification 

of girls as bipolar shows low literacy 

level on mental health issues. User 

also tweets to identify herself as 

being a certain way (bipolar, 

moody)      

 

109. Lyam Li (@Thebriyam) Twitter Profile/Bio: "AB Comm|Taurus|Boy Directioner|Singer|Tsinoy|Lover Boy"; profile photo is a picture with a friend; cover photo is a close-up 

portrait/selfie 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

di naman pisikal na aspeto 

mapapagod sayo sa call center, 

mental aspect mo saka emotional 

 LIKE 

 1 

10/23/2015 

12:33:00 

https://twitter.com/Thebri

yam/status/65741450324

8728064 

Mental to refer to an aspect of a 

person (alongside physical, 

emotional, social); could refer 

to the mental health of BPO 

workers; legitimized by 

personal experience Middling 

Tweeting to express a belief, share information; 'mental' 

to refer to the aspect of a person; to relate an experience 

   

 Lyam Li 

 @Thebriyam 

 if you're fucking depressed don't 

you dare listen to DADDY by Korn. 

it's about a boy raped by his father ' 

fvck 

 LIKES 

 3 

  

  Lyam Li @Thebriyam 22 Oct 2015 

Valenzuela City, National Capital 

Region 

 @Brilyamx and his voice sounds so 

creepy fuck 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

10/22/2015 

16:15:00 

https://twitter.com/Thebri

yam/status/65710809854

1203456 

Narration; juxtaposition of 

being depressed and 

warning/order not to listen to a 

certain song about 

sadness/social issues; doesn't 

state whether user is properly 

informed about depression. Undefined 

Tweet thread is to talk about a text (the song) and 

express his feelings about it; use of the term 'depressed' 

is to refer to a feeling of intense sadness 



  Lyam Li @Thebriyam 22 Oct 2015 

Valenzuela City, National Capital 

Region 

 @Brilyamx the lyrucs and the 

melody are disturbing. it's a song 

full of profanity ' IDK why in the 

hell I listened to this. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

hindi nga alam ng nanay ko na na 

depressed ako noon eh 

HAHAHAHA saya ng buhay ^^ 

9/3/2015 

19:37:00 

https://twitter.com/Thebri

yam/status/63940191481

2116992 

Narrative; juxtaposition of the 

importance of a mother 

(knowing everything) with 

being depressed (clinically 

diagnosed or not--but 

apparently the user wishes or 

thinks her mother should know 

about it); "saya ng buhay" at 

the end could denote sarcasm. Middling 

Tweeting to express emotions/relate an experience; 

'depressed' to refer to perhaps an actual period of clinical 

depression 

I'm bipolar and you don't care. 

3/13/2015 

16:29:00 

https://twitter.com/Thebri

yam/status/57629906343

7434880 

Self-description; complaint/call 

for interaction; no note as to 

whether this being bipolar is 

self-diagnosed or scientific. Low 

To identify himself/reinforce the user's identity; passive 

interaction 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @Thebriyam: User tweets to 

relate his experiences and feelings 

regarding personal experiences; a 

tweet shows what may be relating of 

an experience with clinical 

depression; another tweet talks 

about a song as a trigger for 

depression/trigger warning for rape 

victims perhaps; tweets show some 

minimal/probable knowledge on 

mental health issues.      

 

110. Marcelo Inano (@itsmelluh) Twitter Profile/Bio: “LaSallian █ Young Enterpreneur █ Heredera █ Morena █ Gemini”; profile photo is a black and white selfie; cover photo is 

an SLR shot of the user driving 

Tweet and content 

Date and 

Time Link 

Textual features present and 

interpretation 

Assessment of 

literacy level 

on mental 

health issues 

Inferred intended uses/gratifications for tweeting 

and for tweeting using the mental health terms 

Sabi ko na may bipolar disorder ako 

eh, pero di lahat ah! 😂 

http://www.health.com/health/m/gall

ery/0,,20436786,00.html … 

 

2/10/2014 

9:14:00 

https://twitter.com/itsmel

luh/status/564955549322

600448 

Article is about bipolar disorder 

symptoms; user is educating 

herself about it to some extent. Middling 

Tweet-sharing an article to share the information; to 

illustrate a point the user makes (for identification, 

reinforcement of belief) 



LIKE 

1 

Marcelo Inano @itsmelluh 3 Mar 

2015 Valenzuela City, National 

Capital Region 

  @jLolaAlexandria hi Miss Alexa, 

may nakapagsabi sakin mabait daw 

po kayo and maganda stories nyo :) 

👉 @iPrinceLance 

  1 retweet 2 likes 

 

  Alexa @jLolaAlexandria 3 Mar 

2015 

  @itsmelluh @iPrinceLance 

HAHAHAHA! Close ba kayo? Bat 

naniniwala ka sa sabi-sabi? :) 

  0 retweets 2 likes 

   

  Marcelo Inano @itsmelluh 3 Mar 

2015 Valenzuela City, National 

Capital Region 

  @jLolaAlexandria @iPrinceLance 

mukha naman pong totoo eh, saka 

bet ko yung title ng story mo, stalker 

kasi ko nyang Lance na yan eh haha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Alexa @jLolaAlexandria 3 Mar 

2015 

  @itsmelluh @iPrinceLance 

Hahaha. Kaloka! Stalker ka pala 

niya. :D How's it going so far? 

  0 retweets 2 likes 

   

  Marcelo Inano 

  @itsmelluh 

  @jLolaAlexandria @iPrinceLance 

sa mga unang chapters Lance na 

Lance talaga eh. Masungit, bipolar. 

Haha. 1/3 palang nababasa ko :) 

  LIKE 

  1 

3/3/2015 

9:38:00 

https://twitter.com/itsmel

luh/status/572571710299

377664 

Conversation; description of a 

person (mutual friend); 

juxtaposition of being 

'masungit' or moody with being 

bipolar. Low 

Interacting for reciprocal communication, sociability; to 

talk about a text (the story produced by the other user); 

use of 'bipolar' to refer to being moody 



Di lahat ng baliw nasa mental. Yung 

iba kausap mo lang. 

  RETWEETS 

  3 

  LIKES 

  3 

   

  kaizer @estevexryan 6 Mar 2015 

  @itsmelluh ate mella, may 

problema ka ba? 😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

  ㅤ @itsmelluh 6 Mar 2015 

Valenzuela City, National Capital 

Region 

  @estevexryan wala pero meron, 

ikaw ano problema mo sakin? haha 

😭 

   

  kaizer @estevexryan 6 Mar 2015 

  @itsmelluh wala naman po 😳 

gusto ko lang tumulong kasi 

malungkot ka :) :( 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ㅤ @itsmelluh 6 Mar 2015 

Valenzuela City, National Capital 

Region 

  @estevexryan haha halata talagang 

malungkot ako? :): 

  0 retweets 1 like 

  

3/6/2015 

18:22:00 

https://twitter.com/itsmel

luh/status/573790640087

003136 

Conversation started with a 

reference to "baliw" (crazy 

ones)/those in mental hospitals; 

classification of them as bad; 

the other user interpreted these 

tweets as complaints or 

problems Low 

Tweet to talk about a personal experience or to 

rant/express emotions safely online; resulted in 

interaction for sociability/connectedness. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from 

user @itsmelluh: User tweets to 

express her feelings in a safe 

environment as well as to describe 

other people; use of 'bipolar' and 

'mental' were in casual or degrading 

tones.      

 

  



111. Juan Ponce (@obeyJUANkanobi) Twitter profile/bio: "Filipino. LSGH x UST. HS Batch 2015. AIESEC since 2015. Cue Drama Club 2014. LSGH Band Orchestra.  

How many Ponces does it take to make you smile? Just Juan."; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a corporate group photo 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

SS: H2H when I was depressed pa with life. Yes, Hera. 

That's you. Thanks for cheering me up! Miss you and 

hang soon! 

12/23/201

5 1:35:00 

https://twitter.com/obeyJU

ANkanobi/status/6793544

91565576194 

Colloquial use of the term 

'depressed'; treating what 

she called 'depression' as 

something that can be 

stopped by cheering up and 

as a phase. 

Low To interact (passively) with others; to talk 

about a personal experience and use 

'depression' as a mood. 

(photo posted by @ichibitsyspider): 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CFDFWkRUEAA-nEW.jpg 

(It says 'like this pic. I'll DM you a name and you have to 

come back to this pic and complaing about them without 

saying.) 

   

 Juan Ponce 

 @obeyJUANkanobi 

 @ichybitsyspider nakakainis. Ahas. Medyo bipolar. 

Malabo pero oks naman makasama Basta lalaki Lang 

5/15/2015 

21:54:00 

https://twitter.com/obeyJU

ANkanobi/status/5992113

30969608193 

Narrative/description of 

someone as 'bipolar'; 

classifying it as 'bad'. 

Low To reciprocate interaction and follow 

directions in the photo; use of 'bipolar' to 

describe a person in a negative. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@obeyJUANkanobi: User tweets to interact with others 

and to reciprocate interactions; use of mental health-

related terms is casual/colloquial. 

     

 

  



112. Patreng (@itsrealpats) Twitter profile/bio: "He was the realest, i was the baddest"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a drawing that is cropped by the dimensions; it reads 

"more bottles than boys" 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

👈 bipolar tweeter lels 6/21/2015 

20:54:00 

https://twitter.com/itsrealp

ats/status/6126043905584

66048 

Self-description as a 

'bipolar tweeter' perhaps in 

the same sense as the others 

who term themselves as 

such due to irregular 

Twitter use. 

Low To reinforce/state the user's belief and to 

identify herself in a certain way. 

Hahaha bipolar ko tlaga masyado. One second badtrip na 

badtrip ako then the next kilig na kilig hahaha 

9/15/2015 

21:08:00 

https://twitter.com/itsrealp

ats/status/6437733803955

56865 

Narrative/self-description 

as bipolar; equating mood 

swings with being bipolar. 

Low To reinforce the user's belief and to 

identify herself as bipolar--equated with 

sudden mood swings 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @itsrealpats: 

User equates mood swings and irregular tweeting 

behavior as being bipolar showing low awareness; user 

tweets about this to identify herself as such. 

     

 

  



113. Stélla (NovelOne911) Twitter profile/bio: "hi I'm Stella. 5sosfam-directioner-slightvampette-fob-Patd-Mt-and a whole lot more. a friendly son of a bitch."; profile photo is a 

selfie and cover photo is a landscape of a sunset and mountains 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm I'M HOME. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 Reply Retweet  

 Like 1  

 More 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 call meeeeeee 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm I KENNOT. I'M SO SORRY. 

INTERNET IS TOO SLOW FOR VID CALL :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 i crie 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 

 @mgclifforgasm am sorry. :( but I can still talk to you 

rn... 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 I feel bummed out today... 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 

 @mgclifforgasm why??? :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 tired af msjdidjsj 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 

2/18/2015 

19:53:00 

https://twitter.com/Novel

One911/status/568015508

865298432 

Conversation between two 

users who want to video 

call each other but can't due 

to technical difficulties; 

apparently both are 

suffering from extreme 

sadness which could be a 

legitimate mental health 

concern. The repeated 

tweets seem to be a genuine 

negative feeling that isn't 

just sadness. This plus the 

earlier tweets provide 

context to what may be 

causing Stella's sadness. 

Middling Tweeting was to interact, to connect with 

another person; use of mental health-

related terms was to denote extreme 

emotions; terms appear to be used 

correctly and not playfully/lightly. 



 @mgclifforgasm me also. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 and yeah irritating human beings 

 0 retweets 1 like 

   

 Stélla 

 @NovelOne911 

 @mgclifforgasm i'm depressed. But I won't show how I 

am depressed. Just wanted to tell you. 

 LIKE 

 1 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 im sad 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm i'm devastated. Want to kill myself 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 i my self as well... But please dont give 

up 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm :( i'm sorry. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 please dont give up 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm i'll try 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 dont give up 

 0 retweets 1 like 



 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 

 @mgclifforgasm imsorry 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 

 @mgclifforgasm i'm so sorry. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 call me 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm i can't :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 😔 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 18 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm i'm so so sorry :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 18 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 its fine 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 Reply Retweet  

 Like 1 

Okay. Hate to say this but I am depressed for the rest of 

the month. 

2/18/2015 

20:22:00 

https://twitter.com/Novel

One911/status/568022832

057163776 

Tweet stating that the user 

will be feeling depressed 

for the rest of the month 

perhaps due to events being 

discussed in the other 

threads. 

Middling To talk about her feelings in a safe space; 

catharsis 



Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm oh... Okay. I won't disturb you. Go now. 

You have to work on it. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 ITS FINE!! TALK TO MEEEEEEEW 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm no. You'll be bothered. I'll just play with 

the pups. Since I know the boys are on tour... 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 talk to meeeee please  

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm noooo go do your work. I don't want 

you to fail. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 trust me I wont. Just talk to me :3 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm fine. Hi. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 my brain is currently having a rave party 

wth 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm good for you. I'm just... Yeah... Slightly 

off that's all. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

2/17/2015 

22:00:00 

https://twitter.com/Novel

One911/status/567684935

427702784 

Conversation between two 

girls about their significant 

others (guys who are on 

tour, work in the field); 

negative feelings from both 

users but especially Stella; 

she seems to have been 

feeling off lately which is 

why she is being 

approached by her friend. 

Though the terms she used 

to describe herself don't 

seem legitimate (clinically 

diagnosed) she may be 

having mental health issues. 

Middling Tweeting was to interact, to connect with 

another person; use of mental health-

related terms was to denote extreme 

emotions; terms appear to be used 

correctly and not playfully/lightly. 



  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 whats up? :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm Cal...? Idk... 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 That guy has weird ways of showing his 

love... *nods head* 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm he sent a video... Then the day after 

appeared in front of the door in the middle of the night.. It 

made me angry.. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 that was partially my fault!! I would like 

to say sorry in advance for being a forgetful ass and not 

giving you the vid earlier 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm and the whole time he was here... I just 

ignored him and now he's back on tour work... :( 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 Reply Retweet  

 Like 1  

 More 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 well at least he made an effort to come 

home to you.. Mikey didnt ; ___ ; 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm but I just... I didn't... I miss him. I didn't 

even show how much I loved him. I just pushed him 

away... 

 0 retweets 1 like 



 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 two words. Call him 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm idk... 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 Yeah... But still youre both lucky to 

have each other 

 0 retweets 1 like 

   

 Stélla 

 @NovelOne911 

 @mgclifforgasm not really... I'm a depressed bipolar 

bitch while he's... Getting famous and yeah... 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 dwhjgciayubciwdacyubi 

eisleydewqdhuiaofdduniowe are you aliev 

fuihiwfhieifwenii 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Stélla @NovelOne911 17 Feb 2015 Paranaque City, 

National Capital Region 

 @mgclifforgasm yes I am 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  ヴァレリー @mgclifforgasm 17 Feb 2015 

 @NovelOne911 and I am a geek who is stuck with her 

books and gaming console... With no one to share with... 

 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@NovelOne911: User appears to be involved in a very 

sad event which may actually trigger clinical depression--

tone and content of tweets and threads seem to legitimate 

claims of depression; Twitter was also used to try to 

connect with another person perhaps involved in the same 

incident. 

     

 

114. Neat Disco On (@Nicoooangelo) Twitter profile/bio: "palms spaghetti"; profile photo is a closeup portrait/selfie; cover photo is a picture of mountains 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Wag ka ngang feeling bipolar dyan, maarte ka lang. 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKES 

 3 

3/18/2015 

17:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Nicooo

angelo/status/5781233791

16351488 

Description; second-person 

"shade" tweet; referring to 

the person as negative traits 

(maarte, feeling bipolar) 

and classifying them as 

bad; treating bipolar as 

something more extreme or 

permanent than being 

'maarte'. 

Low Tweet to passively interact with a person 

(virtually or in real life); use of bipolar as a 

trait and not a mental illness--something 

akin to being 'maarte' or picky/delicate 

Depressed? Shot!! 

 Celebrating? Shot!!! 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKES 

 2 

2/23/2015 

19:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Nicooo

angelo/status/5698186394

58660353 

Imperative/argumentative 

tweet treating depression as 

something that can be cured 

with drinking (shot!) 

Low Tweet to express emotions/reinforce a 

belief; to use 'depressed' as something that 

can be cured by drinking 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@Nicoooangelo: User uses Twitter to express his 

beliefs/ideas, such as that depression, like celebrating, 

should come with drinking; tweeting was also used to 

passively talk to/rant about a person; low awareness level 

for this user. 

     

 

  



 

115. (c) JamaicaSatuita (@Jamseeeession) Twitter profile/bio: "1996' •Proverbs 16:3 •tourism, And though she be but little she is Fierce."; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a 

cropped portrait in business attire 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

*pinatay ang aircon, ay mainit.. *turn on ulit, ayan 

malamig na.. *pinatay ulit kasi nilalamig na.. aba bipolar 

ka jam ah 

3/15/2015 

11:13:00 

https://twitter.com/Jamsee

ession/status/5769443959

13547776 

Self-description--referring 

to self as bipolar for 

wanting a certain room 

temperature; narrative 

Low. Tweeting blow-by-blow tweets out of 

habit or to illustrate being 'bipolar'; wrong 

use of the term bipolar 

"Wag kana mag twitter kasi you need atleast 2-3 hrs 

sleep" bipolar kasi kaya kinakausap sarili ✌️ 

3/23/2015 

23:03:00 

https://twitter.com/Jamsee

ession/status/5800220441

56268544 

Quote; self-description--

referring to self as bipolar; 

equating Twitter (which 

can be used as a receptacle 

for multiple short blogs) 

with talking to oneself; and 

talking to oneself online 

(blogging) with being 

bipolar. 

Low. Tweeting blow-by-blow tweets/quotes of 

others out of habit or to illustrate being 

'bipolar'; wrong use of the term bipolar 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Jamseeession: 

User appears to tweet as a habit and to tweet even the 

little things that happen; tweets show low awareness of 

mental health issues as shown by casual use of the term 

'bipolar'. 

     

 

116. Robert Orr (@Robbbae) Twitter profile/bio: "Maybe"; profile photo is a portrait with another person; cover photo is an infographic of sorts on philosophical terms 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I'd rather sleep than be depressed but I can't sleep because 

I'm depressed. 

 LIKES 

 5 

4/22/2015 

23:45:00 

https://twitter.com/Robbba

e/status/590904366971793

408 

Narrative; depression seems 

to be used in the colloquial 

sense to mean sadness and 

overthinking; high number 

of likes shows that the 

tweet didn't go out into the 

Twitterverse ignored but 

was met with empathy. 

Low Tweeting out of habit or to express 

emotions in a safe place; use of 'depressed' 

as an umbrella term of sorts for negative 

emotions. 

Been feeling quite depressed lately 

 RETWEET 

 1 

4/22/2015 

23:00:00 

https://twitter.com/Robbba

e/status/590892849769517

057 

Narrative; treating 

depression as a mood 

swing. 

Low Tweeting out of habit or to express 

emotions in a safe place; use of 'depressed' 

as an umbrella term of sorts for negative 

emotions. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Robbbae: 

User had a 'slump' in emotions that he termed depression; 

Twitter was used as a safe place to express emotions and 

also perhaps as a habit. 

     

 

117. Jana Santos (@jananatashaaa) Twitter bio/profile: "ECINUE'S"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a group photo 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

BAGAY YUNG TWEET MO SAYO! LALO NA YUNG 

BIO MO! 👊 NA BIPOLAR KA? OO BALIW KANA. 

3/27/2015 

13:58:00 

https://twitter.com/Jananat

ashaaa/status/5813343853

97358592 

Use of second person--

"shade" or "parinig" tweet 

that refers to a person's bio 

in Twitter saying that s/he 

is 'bipolar'; classifying 

being bipolar/baliw as bad; 

emphasis on "acceptance" 

of that person as someone 

who deems herself "crazy" 

Low. Use of Twitter to passively interact with a 

person/express her feelings/describe 

another person; use of all caps to denote 

strong emotions; reinforcing another 

person's identity/belief 

BIPOLAR LVL 9999 😍 

  RETWEET 

  1 

6/23/2015 

21:22:00 

https://twitter.com/Jananat

ashaaa/status/6133362045

28881664 

Short, no-context tweet that 

could refer to the user 

herself or someone else as 

being 'extremely bipolar'. 

Undefined. Casual use of the term 'bipolar'; tweeting 

to refer to herself or someone else 

(reinforcement of identity/belief) 

Kahit SELOSA/MATAMPUHIN/BIPOLAR AKO, totoo 

ako magmahal. 😔 

  10:58 AM - 27 Jun 2015 

  Marikina City, National Capital Region 

 

  Got Jinxed xx @Phaulordzxc 27 Jun 2015 

  @Jananatashaaa Ano po ipinaglalaban haha :) 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Jana Santos @Jananatashaaa 27 Jun 2015 

  @Phaulordzxc haha 

  1 retweet 1 like 

6/27/2015 

10:58:00 

https://twitter.com/Jananat

ashaaa/status/6146289413

79141632 

Self-description; equating 

being bipolar with mood 

swings and feelings of 

jealousy; juxtaposing these 

terms and justifying these 

terms (classified as bad) 

with loving truly. 

Low. Tweeting to first describe herself/passively 

interact with others/reinforce her beliefs 

and identity, then later to reciprocate 

communication 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@Jananatashaaa: User tweets to 'passively' interact with 

others to describe them, herself, and to reinforce 

descriptors for both; use of the term 'bipolar' was casual 

and meant to somehow mean 'having mood swings'. 

Twitter could have also been used as a space to safely 

express oneself. 

     

 



118. Jr Garcia (@JayLeenIsFly) Twitter profile/bio: "SOL '15 || Property of Aileen Bianca Garcia || he's mine -a"; profile photo and cover photo are both pictures of the user with 

his girlfriend 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Siya lang naman yung minahal ko pero di naman ako 

mahal.... #Bipolar... 💔💔 

8/3/2015 

3:35:00 

https://twitter.com/JayLee

nIsFly/status/6279256976

42627072 

Narrative; equating her 

unrequited love with 

bipolar disorder. 

Low. Twitter to relate a personal experience, to 

establish/reinforce a belief; use of the 

hashtag to identify himself as 'bipolar'; 

casual use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to a 

mood swing; to safely express his 

emotions/catharsis 

Bipolar 8/10/2015 

15:00:00 

https://twitter.com/JayLee

nIsFly/status/6527405375

69558528 

Short, no-context tweet. Undefined Twitter to establish/reinforce a belief;  to 

identify himself or someone else as 

'bipolar'; casual use of the term 'bipolar' to 

refer to a mood swing perhaps? 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @JayLeenIsFly: 

User tweets to express himself and out of habit (spur of 

the moment type of tweets); to safely express his emotions 

online; use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to mood swings or 

a person (maybe the user himself) 

     

 

119. Bibijiny (@jennytrinidad_) Twitter profile/bio: "@ceejexxiv's"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is the user holding up a billiard ball numbered '12' 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Thankyou for those people who never left me even for my 

bipolar attitude :) 

LIKE 

1 

9/10/2015 

11:53:00 

https://twitter.com/jennytri

nidad_/status/6418217729

79920896 

Thanking people/friends; 

calling bipolar disorder an 

'attitude'. 

Low Tweeting to passively interact with friends 

for connectedness; 

reinforcement/establishing of belief or 

identity as to having a 'bipolar' attitude; 

use of 'bipolar' to refer to attitude--

uninformed use of the term 

Thank you for those people who didn't leave even in my 

bipolar attitude :* 

10/7/2015 

23:34:00 

https://twitter.com/jennytri

nidad_/status/6517826639

21995776 

Similar to the first tweet; 

calling bipolar disorder and 

'attitude' that can be 

changed. 

Low Tweeting to passively interact with friends 

for connectedness and show appreciation; 

reinforcement/establishing of belief or 

identity as to having a 'bipolar' attitude; 

use of 'bipolar' to refer to attitude--

uninformed use of the term 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@jennytrinidad_: User tweets to interact passively with 

her friends, to show appreciation for their staying with 

her; reinforcement/establishing of her identity as being 

'bipolar' but as an attitude, not a diagnosis--uninformed 

     



use of the term; repeat tweet with the same content 

(almost) tweeted different times in the year 

 

120. Riyalyn Grace (@RiyaGrasya) Twitter profile/bio: "Lost. Found. Hopeless romantic, bassist, writer. *excuse all the sentimentalities"; profile photo is an edited portrait; cover 

photo is a scene from a balcony/rooftop looking out on a landscape 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

All the students getting depressed abt going back to 

school: just think of the employees who do not have 2mos 

vacay trolling arnd 🙊 

6/14/2015 

22:12:00 

https://twitter.com/RiyaGr

asya/status/610087534366

822402 

Narrative; assumption that 

students who feel sad about 

going to school are 

'depressed'. Colloquial use 

of the term 'depressed'. 

Low. Tweeting to interact with others; to share 

information/make an observation made 

perhaps while lurking online; use of the 

term 'depressed' as a synonym for sadness 

Had a bipolar day. 1/29/2015 

18:07:00 

https://twitter.com/RiyaGr

asya/status/560741044292

435968 

Narrative; referring to a day 

as bipolar. 

Low. To share a personal experience/use social 

media as a safe space to express emotions; 

casual use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to a 

mixed-emotions day; probably tweeting as 

a habit/distraction as well 

There are only two kinds of people awake at this time: 

those who are depressed, and those who are auditors. 😁 

1/29/2015 

1:54:00 

https://twitter.com/RiyaGr

asya/status/560496060569

628672 

Classification (dichotomy); 

assumption that people are 

depressed when they stay 

up late (as late as 2am) 

Low. Renforcement/establishment of a belief, as 

well as identity as an auditor; use of 

'depressed' in an assuming way or to refer 

to sadness--all/most people awake at a 

certain time have a mental illness--that is 

the real implication of the statement 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @RiyaGrasya: 

User tweets to make observations made while 'lurking' 

online; to share a personal experience; to 

reinforce/establish a belief as well as her identity, and 

perhaps tweeting out of habit/to distract herself as well 

(esp. from her mixed emotions day). Use of the mental 

health-related terms showed casual use of the terms as 

synonyms for 'sadness' and 'mixed emotions' or 

'confusing'. 

     

 

  



121. JL (@jlbuenconseho) Twitter bio/profile: "youth ◇ sira ulo ◇ chocolates ◇ green ◇ coffee ◇ grande's"; profile photo is a mirror selfie; cover photo is a picture of Ariana Grande 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

what a bipolar day! 😏 7/10/2015 

13:10:00 

https://twitter.com/jlbuenc

onseho/status/6193730220

89101313 

Narrative; referring to a day 

as bipolar and seeing this 

negatively. 

Low To share a personal experience/use social 

media as a safe space to express emotions; 

casual use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to a 

mixed-emotions day; probably tweeting as 

a habit/distraction as well 

Why every morning, my bipolar mood turns on? 😏 7/22/2015 

7:25:00 

https://twitter.com/jlbuenc

onseho/status/6236348660

31034368 

Narrative and self-

description; referring to 

bipolar disorder as a mood 

that 'turns on'. 

Low Establishment/reinforcement of 

beliefs/identity; to self-inspect/introspect; 

use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to a certain 

mood felt at a certain time of day--used as 

a placeholder/synonym for 'moody' or 

'mood swings', perhaps 

ang moody at bipolar ko masyado . 

  LIKE 

  1 

8/8/2015 

1:24:00 

https://twitter.com/jlbuenc

onseho/status/6297046191

07549184 

Narrative/self-description; 

equating or juxtaposing 

bipolar disorder with being 

moody. 

Low Establishment/reinforcement of 

beliefs/identity; to self-inspect/introspect; 

use of the term 'bipolar' to refer to a certain 

mood felt at a certain time of day--used as 

a placeholder/synonym for 'moody' or 

'mood swings', perhaps 

Tbh, i commit suicide this past past few weeks, months 

and years. Bcoz i'm depressed! Sorry but i'm honest. 

  10:47 PM - 8 Jul 2015 

  San Juan City, National Capital Region 

 

  JL @jlbuenconseho 8 Jul 2015 San Juan City, National 

Capital Region 

  But im hiding my depression thru my smiling face and 

thru making people happy. But thank God, u help me. 

7/8/2015 

22:47:00 

https://twitter.com/jlbuenc

onseho/status/6187936298

80942592 

Narrative; legitimized by 

the details on the negative 

experiences of the past few 

years and the attempt to 

cover up his problems; note 

of being religious 

Middling Tweeting to safely express feelings online, 

to establish identity (as someone 

depressed, at least on his own terms) and 

someone religious and attempting to make 

others happy; tweeting as well perhaps to 

distract the user from tension felt 

ako kc ung tipong depressed, pero gusto ko ung paligid ko 

masaya kaya ako nagpapasaya sa kanila! 

7/26/2015 

17:56:00 

https://twitter.com/jlbuenc

onseho/status/6252432202

64378369 

Narrative/self-description; 

taken on this own this tweet 

doesn't follow the 

description of being 

clinically depressed. 

Low Tweeting to establish and reinforce his 

identity; to release tension and to safely 

express his feelings. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@jlbuenconseho: Though the user appears to have a 

low/middling understanding of mental health issues in 

individual tweets, the frequency/intensity of emotions 

expressed may indicate a condition related to mental 

illness--either that or the user has a tendency to exaggerate 

and use the key words as buzzwords for his feelings that 

aren't actually depression or suicidal tendency. 

     

 

122. JC VILLANUEVA (@jovsbilyannweba) Twitter profile/bio: "Snapchat, soundcloud & instagram account: jovsvillanueva"; profile photo is a picture with another person taken 

in the Philippine Arena; cover photo shows a dog with hair arranged different ways 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Ang bipolar ko 😔 Kapag nandyan ka minsan gusto ko 

minsan ayaw ko. Tapos pag di ka nagpaparamdam 

namimiss kita. 😪 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKES 

  2 

3/3/2015 

18:28:00 

https://twitter.com/JovsBil

yannweba/status/5727052

01104158720 

Narrative; reference to a 

person; equating bipolar 

disorder with emotions for 

significant other/crush 

Low Tweeting to narrate an experience, 

establish her identity (as 'bipolar') and to 

passively interact with a person/talk about 

a person; use of 'bipolar' to refer to mood 

swings or mixed emotions. 

Bipolar ko talaga. Sobrang tirik yung araw pero 

nagtitimpla ako ng kape rn 😂 

3/4/2015 

13:07:00 

https://twitter.com/JovsBil

yannweba/status/5729865

78592665600 

Narrative; equating 

disparity/paradoxical 

behavior with being 

bipolar. 

Low Tweeting to narrate an experience, 

establish her identity (as 'bipolar'); use of 

'bipolar' to refer to an 'unusual' behavior--

having coffee in the middle fo the day; 

perhaps tweeting out of habit as well. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@JovsBilyannweba: User tweets to talk about personal 

experiences and establish herself as someone 'bipolar'; to 

tweet out of habit as well and passively interact with a 

person; use of the term 'bipolar' casually/colloquially/in an 

uninformed way to refer to complex moods/behavior. 

     

 

  



 

123. Kim Namuco Wilson (@kimmoyyy) Twitter profile/bio: "Called by Zou ♥ 030816"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a cropped photo of a bunch of girls superimposed with 

the text 'Fuck it all' 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Ang bipolar ko talaga 😔😂 9/17/2015 

22:21:00 

https://twitter.com/Kimmo

yyy/status/644516502054

400000 

Narrative; description of 

self; use of emojis doesn't 

really add context to the 

tweet. 

Undefined To establish/reinforce her identity as 

'bipolar' perhaps to refer to different 

moods? Tweeting to safely express her 

emotions and perhaps out of habit as well. 

Happy Birthday Michelle!!!! 🎈 Hala miss you wag na 

bipolar ha? hahaha enjoy your day mwa ☺😘 

@michelle_tambal 

9/26/2015 

10:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Kimmo

yyy/status/647596074752

806912 

Describing a person as 

having a bipolar attitude; 

classifying bipolar attitude 

as negative 

Low To interact with friends (sociability, 

connectedness); 'bipolar' to refer to 

someone's being moody; playfulness in 

interacting 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Kimmoyyy: 

User tweeted using the mental health terms in tweets to 

establish her identity and to interact with a friend; use of 

the word 'bipolar' was to refer to someone's being 

moody/her own mixed feelings at the time. Tweeting was 

done as well perhaps to express her emotions or out of 

habit. 

     

 

124. O R E O (@RiotLuigi) Twitter profile/bio: "I'm more than what you see ❤"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a black and white photo from a movie (Fantastic Mr. Fox?) 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

When i'm in a deep depression no one tries to listen up to 

me. They keep on saying their fvcking opinion that makes 

me more depressed 😠💢 

9/1/2015 

22:25:00 

https://twitter.com/RiotLui

gi/status/63872676601035

1616 

Narrative; comment on how 

her interaction with people 

affects her. No 

legitimization as to her use 

of the term depressed in the 

clinical sense but user's 

emotions may be 

somewhere near what can 

be diagnosed as a mental 

illness; also, isolation can 

be a trigger for the onset of 

depression 

Middling Tweeting to safely express her emotions; 

catharsis. 



why you guys feel depressed bout valentines 😞 ? 2/8/2015 

12:13:00 

https://twitter.com/RiotLui

gi/status/56427575875590

1440 

Asking people about why 

they feel depressed about 

Valentine's; assumption that 

sadness/negative feelings 

equates with depression; 

colloquial use of the term. 

Low Tweeting to state an observation (perhaps 

made from lurking online); to passively 

interact with others. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @RiotLuigi: 

User tweeted to express her negative emotions and to state 

an observation she made; use of 'depressed' to refer to 

herself may be valid or near the proper use of the term. 

     

 

125. Borj (@mariaborjaaa) Twitter profile/bio: "gdg"; profile photo is a mirror selfie; cover photo is a picture of four boys facing away from the camera, all wearing caps that say 

'BEAST' 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Bipolar people here, bipolar people there, bipolar people 

everywhere 

1/16/2015 

13:08:00 

https://twitter.com/MariaB

orjaaa/status/55595480981

6100864 

Narrative; assumption and 

generalization of people 

being bipolar (it seems 

impossible for everyone to 

be bipolar). 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to state an 

observation made by the user (tweeting in 

a blow-by-blow manner) 

Why are you so bipolar 😒 

  LIKE 

  1 

1/29/2015 

23:38:00 

https://twitter.com/MariaB

orjaaa/status/56082424141

9866113 

Use of second person to 

refer to someone either in 

the virtual world (shade 

tweet) or someone the user 

has interacted with in real 

life and finds "bipolar"; 

colloquial/loose usage of 

the term 'bipolar' 

Low Tweeting to state an observation made by 

the user; to passively interact with a 

person; use of bipolar to refer to moody-

ness of the other person, not a person's 

being clinically diagnosed. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@MariaBorjaaa: User uses the term 'bipolar' in the 

colloquial, casual sense in the context of describing 

others. 

     

 

126. Baymax (@nicoleelodeon) Twitter profile/bio Bipolar x Fan Girl; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a photo with friends 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Change of mood. Sornna bhes. Bipolar lang. 😝✌️ 2/5/2015 

20:45:00 

https://twitter.com/nicolee

lodeon/status/5633175048

06629377 

Narrative; self-description; 

equating a mood change 

with being bipolar. 

Low To passively interact with a friend--

sociability and connectedness; use of 

'bipolar' to denote a mood change. 



@iloveSamP2 @ILoveRVA16 I'm so sorry guys for what 

happened last night. Inatake lang ng pagaka-bipolar. Hope 

you forgive me. God bless. 😞😊 

5/20/2015 

19:13:00 

https://twitter.com/nicolee

lodeon/status/6009827439

00524544 

Bipolar disorder being used 

in the colloquial sense (one 

does not get an attack; it's a 

shift of moods between 

manic and depressive); 

apologetic tone for it seems 

as if it's classified as bad. 

Low To interact with friends--sociability and 

connectedness, involvement; use of 

'bipolar' to denote a mood change. 

Napaka bipolar mo Nicole. Iba ka!! 😂👊 5/21/2015 

13:05:00 

https://twitter.com/nicolee

lodeon/status/6012524356

17677312 

Talking to herself; calling 

herself bipolar and finding 

it funny. 

Low To reinforce her identity, express a mood; 

out of habit; use of bipolar to 

describe/identify herself. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@nicoleelodeon: User tweets to describe herself/identify 

herself in a certain way (casual use of the term bipolar); 

possibly also tweeting out of habit. 

     

 

127. ● r e g i n a ● (@regietdc) Twitter profile/bio: "Sapiosexual ● KPOP ● Food lover ● Dreamer ● Child of God ❤ NDOR"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of 

a man presenting in a talk with a picture stating 'follw Jesus' on the screen 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Depressed parin ako. Once lang ako kumain today. 

 9:44 PM - 22 Apr 2015 

  San Juan City, National Capital Region 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  John Clodwin Roxas @Clodwyn 23 Apr 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

 @regietdc bakit na naman ganyan? :( 

4/22/2015 

21:44:00 

https://twitter.com/regietd

c/status/590873838604292

096 

Narrative/self description; 

equating or juxtaposing 

skipping meals with being 

clinically depressed could 

mean colloquial use of the 

term 

Middling Tweeting to describe a personal 

experience; to reinforce her identity/the 

user's state at the moment; use of 

'depressed' could have some merit since 

depression involves lack of interest in 

daily activities including eating 

Chocolates on my tl make more depressed. 

 10:00 PM - 10 Mar 2015 

  San Juan City, National Capital Region 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  John Clodwin Roxas @Clodwyn 10 Mar 2015 

 @regietdc I miss you :( 

3/10/2015 

22:00:00 

https://twitter.com/regietd

c/status/575295246482845

696 

Equating seeing chocolates 

with a sad feeling, termed 

by the user as depression. 

Low Tweeting to share an observation and the 

effect of the observation on her; 

establishment of user's state at the moment 

could also show tweeting out of habit, 

lurking/observing, and expressing her 

feelings in a safe place; 'depressed' to 

mean sadness. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @regietdc: User 

tweeted to talk about depression/feelings of depression as 

well as the 'trigger' for the feelings; to express the feelings 

safely and to share an observation and talk about an 

experience. 

     

 



128. Ramen (@ramendowza) Twitter bio/profile: "zZzZz"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a psychedelic/tie-dye type picture 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Inaatake nanaman ako ng anxiety at depressive disorder 

ko dahil sa one more chance na to hahahaha i cri huhu 

 LIKES 

 3 

2/23/2015 

23:05:00 

https://twitter.com/Ramen

dowza/status/5698756434

43183618 

Mention of anxiety and 

depressive disorder in 

relation to watching an 

emotional trigger movie 

(One More Chance); likes 

show empathy. The feeling 

could be valid; though there 

is nothing to back up the 

claim of clinical depression, 

there is perhaps some 

substance/knowledge. 

Middling Tweeting to safely experience/express 

emotions; to talk about another text in 

relation to oneself (One More Chance); 

tweeting as a habit while watching the 

movie 

Not a single salty tear, not a feeling in my chest. Baby I'm 

feeling no stress, I'm too fly to be depressed. 👌🎵😝 

2/9/2015 

2:36:00 

https://twitter.com/Ramen

dowza/status/5644930375

27519235 

Lyrics from Ne-yo's post-

breakup song "Go On Girl" 

Undefined Tweting to talk about a song (probably 

being listened to at the moment); tweeting 

as a habit while listening to music? 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@Ramendowza: User's tweets on mental health terms 

were in relation to other texts--song lyrics, and the user's 

feelings about a movie; use of the term 'depressed' in the 

tweet about the movie may be loose use of the term but 

may also be used to reflect the user's actual mental state. 

     

 

129. pudge (@sinongbuknoy) Twitter profile/bio: "ducator. musician. dancer. athlete. cook. writer. runner. bookworm. foodie. peace. neatness. st. john. st. matthew. ubf. akmr. the 

shield. bod."; profile photo is a portrait of the user back facing the camera and showing the writing "5 Coach Roa" on the jersey; cover photo is a group photo 

Tweet and content    

   

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I want to eat something but I dont have an idea what I 

want. 

#bipolar 

LIKES 

3 

3/1/2015 

19:07:00 

https://twitter.com/sinong

buknoy/status/571990219

748089857 

Narrative; equating 

confusion or confused 

feelings with being bipolar. 

Low Tweeting out of habit (blow-by-blow 

tweeting); use of hashtag to identify the 

user; equating 'bipolar' with being 

undecided 



NW: Nurse on Star Movies. 

  Crap this cryptic nurse, so bipolar and insane. #creepy 

4/26/2015 

1:47:00 

https://twitter.com/sinong

buknoy/status/592022128

322416641 

Mention of film being 

watched (explicitly stated 

to be a liveblogging of the 

experience); bipolar and 

insane being referred to as 

bad; crap perhaps as a curse 

word (like other four-letter 

words) to insult the 

character with those traits 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to enrich the 

experience of watching a movie; use of 

mental health-related terms to describe a 

character 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@sinongbuknoy: User tweets out of habit even the little 

actions like eating, waching a movie; liveblogging a 

movie to share the experience of watching the movie; use 

of mental health-related terms appears to show low 

literacy level. 

     

 

130. jelljelljell (@tattyteddyyan02) Twitter profile/bio: "Boy bands make me even more crazierrrr!"; profile photo is a black and white portrait; cover photo is a picture of archery 

arrows wth different designs 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Bipolar teacher? Kilłłłł 

  View translation 

  LIKE 

  1 

7/19/2015 

21:17:00 

https://twitter.com/TattyT

eddyYan02/status/622757

125383589889 

Using 'bipolar' to refer to 

her teacher (who may not 

actually be bipolar but just 

moody); nevertheless the 

user indicates that the 

moody/'bipolar' teacher 

must be killed. 

Low Tweeting to express emotions/beliefs in a 

safe space; use of 'bipolar' to refer to 

another person; rant 

Bipolar 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKE 

  1 

8/16/2015 

20:35:00 

https://twitter.com/TattyT

eddyYan02/status/632893

380725370881 

Tweet is short, vague and 

has no context. 

Undefined Spur-of-the-moment tweet has no context; 

user could be tweeting out of habit and/or 

establishing an idea or belief that someone 

or something is bipolar 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@TattyTeddyYan02: User tweets to express her emotions 

and beliefs and out of habit as shown by the short tweets; 

bipolar is used as a loose term to refer to mood changes--

and is even treated in such a negative way as to refer to 

'killing' the 'bipolar' teacher 

     

 

  



 

131. Princess Villanueva (@SophiaCorina) Twitter bio/profile: "snap: sophia_corina"; profile photo is a portrait of the user while eating; cover photo is a picture of a skyline/cityscape 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

She needs a mental therapy @kathhh_d lol 

HAHAHAHAHA (Photo: 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CBBrU1EU8AAyKQc.jpg) 

  

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  kathara @kathhh_d 26 Mar 2015 

 @SophiaCorina Fudge you princess. 

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA 😂 btw pretty ko jan 😂 

JAN! 

3/26/2015 

21:26:00 

https://twitter.com/Sophia

Corina/status/5810823613

42885888 

Photo shows the user's 

friend talking (or 

pretending to talk?) to 

someone on Facebook chat 

(who looks like Zayn Malik 

from One Direction; 

equating happiness/giddy 

feelings as craziness and 

needing mental therapy 

Low Tweeting to talk about/interact with 

friends for sociability and connectedness; 

also for reciprocal communication; 

mental therapy used to be playful/be 

funny 

I think I'm getting depressed from that fcking concert 

 RETWEET 

 1 

3/23/2015 

8:54:00 

https://twitter.com/Sophia

Corina/status/5798084470

18835968 

Narrative; introspection as 

to feelings--equating 

sadness or disappointment 

with depression; tweet was 

posted a little after the One 

Direction concert that Zayn 

Malik didn't perform in 

Low Tweeting to talk about a parasocial 

relationship with celebrities; to talk about 

the user's feelings in relation to the 

text/event (the concert); 'depressed' as an 

overstatement 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@SophiaCorina: User tweets to interact with friends and 

to talk about a parasocial relationship with celebrities/the 

effect of a concert; use of 'depressed' as an overstatement 

and 'mental therapy' to refer to avid behavior of fans 

     

 

  



 

132. Annilyn Bustamante (@bbguenon) Twitter profile/bio: No bio; profile photo is a beach scene; cover photo is a plain orange background 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

@Reign905D the truth is I'm so depressed. 

  3:04 PM - 7 Aug 2015 

  Manila City, National Capital Region 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ you are depressed with the environment 

in school and the people and this mad society 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D I'm depressed with my environment as 

well. It makes me wanna lead an insular life instead. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ well that is the agony itself no matter how 

hard we try to do so we cannot 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D I'm not expressive of my feelings but huge 

thanks to Twitter. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ no one shall judge you here 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D I hope so but even if they judge me, I 

won't give a hang. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ they who only see the world in their view 

are blind fools who are afraid of understanding others. 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D yes, because although they know what I'm 

going through, they can never understand. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

8/7/2015 

15:04:00 

https://twitter.com/BBgue

non/status/629548767419

592704 

Narrative; detailing of 

negative feelings, here 

termed as depression 

brought about by the 

environment, etc. User's 

feelings are valid and could 

possibly be illnesses but no 

proof of being 

educated/literate on the 

issue. 

Middling To interact with others for connectedness 

and sociability; to express the negative 

feelings in a safe place (social media); use 

of 'depressed' may be proper use of the 

term based on the context of the 

conversation 



 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ me i am in the i do not care mode and the 

hell with it 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D the problem with me is that I care too 

much. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ sometimes it is best not to care much and 

keep your feelings inside so you will not end up getting 

hurt 

   

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D even if you've done your best trying not to 

care, you still can't avoid it. I'll get over it someday. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 



Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D the truth is I'm so depressed. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ you are depressed with the environment 

in school and the people and this mad society 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Annilyn Bustamante 

  @bebeguenon 

  @Reign905D I'm depressed with my environment as 

well. It makes me wanna lead an insular life instead. 

  3:19 PM - 7 Aug 2015 

  Manila City, National Capital Region 

   

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ well that is the agony itself no matter how 

hard we try to do so we cannot 

   

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D I'm not expressive of my feelings but huge 

thanks to Twitter. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ no one shall judge you here 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D I hope so but even if they judge me, I 

won't give a hang. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ they who only see the world in their view 

are blind fools who are afraid of understanding others. 

   

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D yes, because although they know what I'm 

going through, they can never understand. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 7 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ then you do not need to care about them 

8/7/2015 

15:19:00 

https://twitter.com/BBgue

non/status/629552544218

415104 

Narrative; detailing of 

negative feelings, here 

termed as depression 

brought about by the 

environment, etc. User's 

feelings are valid and could 

possibly be illnesses but no 

proof of being 

educated/literate on the 

issue. 

Middling To interact with others for connectedness 

and sociability; to express the negative 

feelings in a safe place (social media); use 

of 'depressed' may be proper use of the 

term based on the context of the 

conversation 



mon amie 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 7 Aug 2015 Manila 

City, National Capital Region 

  @Reign905D I'll teach myself not to care. ☺ 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 



Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  My French studies somewhat affect the way I construct 

sentences in English. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ i can't wait for the time that i start 

dreaming in french 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D nah, don't believe Monsieur. One time, I 

dreamt I was speaking German fluently. It was so strange. 

😂 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ really..haha..and you understood 

yourself? 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D I had no idea what on earth I was 

jabbering about in my dream. Since then, I stopped 

believing Monsieur. 😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ hhhh..perhaps you were German in your 

past life 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D seriously, why do we have the same thing 

in mind? That's creepy, mate. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ beats me..sometimes i feel that i have 

already experienced life..perhaps that is why i am bored 

all the time 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D life won't be boring at all if we're 

constantly doing something new. 

8/11/2015 

15:34:00 

https://twitter.com/BBgue

non/status/631005748420

415490 

Loose/casual/colloquial use 

of the term depressed in 

reference to sadness 

brought on by a story; no 

proof either that it was a 

trigger for clinical 

depression 

Low To interact with others for connectedness 

and sociability; to express the negative 

feelings in a safe place (social media); use 

of 'depressed' may be proper use of the 

term based on the context of the 

conversation; to talk about the reaction of 

the user to a text (the story) 



  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ yes..shall we try and visit the fort...they 

say it is nice 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D where is it? 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ mm..they say it is two hours away from 

manila..i shall inquire for the directions and we shall go :-

D 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D okay, but I gotta save money for that. 

What can we do there anyhow? 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ explore the place and know more about 

our country..hhh..i am sure there would be something 

worth blogging there 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D that'd great! 😊 I'm working on a new 

entry for my blog. Errr, but I need to do a lot of revisions. 

It's a tad bit lame. 😐 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ hhhh...you should..because i will be 

reading them 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D what the heck. I'm gonna make my blog 

private soon. 😂 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ hhh..then who will be able to read them? 



  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D I'm attempting to write a tragic love story 

but I might abandon it soon. 😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ i bet it would be brain 

damaging..HAHAH 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante 

  @bebeguenon 

  @Reign905D yes, it made me really depressed hahahaha 

  3:34 PM - 11 Aug 2015 

  Imus, Calabarzon 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ HHH..what is expected from an hopeless 

romantic on top of that introvert person who despise 

society... count me one with it 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D I wish I could write like Fitzgerald though. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ of course 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D I know a great deal of words but they're 

lost whenever I write. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ hhh..you cannot incorporate the words to 

the sentence 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D I'm so fussy that I want it to be perfect. 😢 



 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ too last eternity for it to be a classic 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D practice is the key towards attaining an 

elegant writing style. It's a craft. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ indeed.. and i do not see any elegance in 

my political essay... for the sake of passing the subject. I 

shall put a blind eye. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Annilyn Bustamante @bebeguenon 11 Aug 2015 Imus, 

Calabarzon 

  @Reign905D I saw a book once at NBS when I was 

with papa singe. It gives you tips on how to write 

elegantly. 

 

  Vindemiatrix @Reign905D 11 Aug 2015 

  @lapenseuse_ an *a 

 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @bebeguenon: 

User tweets to interact with others a lot and to talk about a 

reaction to a text (a story); no legitimizing factor as to the 

user being knowledgeable but the feelings could possibly 

be mental-health related and not use loose of the terms. 

     

 

133. ZAC EFRON bata reyes (@snkchssyrms) Twitter bio/profile: "gwapo lang ako"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a plain blue background 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Chapter 4 of 12 page 120 of 365: Goodbye Anxiety April 

hello Mellow March 

5/1/2015 

0:12:00 

https://twitter.com/snkchss

yrms/status/59381020494

2143488 

Anxiety April to refer to 

her dominant feeling of that 

month; start of May but she 

said March in her tweet. 

Tweet did not refer to 

anxiety disorder. 

Undefined. Tweet to document the passing of days; to 

express a belief/idea or even her own 

feelings 



Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 Nababaliw na po sya haha @snkchssyrms 

 1 retweet 1 like 

  

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 “@MarjrMarjr: Nababaliw na po sya haha 

@snkchssyrms” hahaha ikaw kasi eh 😉😉😉 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms nakakailan ka na haha, Thankyou so 

much. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 “@MarjrMarjr: @snkchssyrms nakakailan ka na haha, 

Thankyou so much.” it's my pleasure to serve you 😉 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms la haha inenglish na naman ako hahaha 

naks! Kanina pako nosebleed. 

 1 retweet 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 “@MarjrMarjr: @snkchssyrms la haha inenglish na 

naman ako hahaha naks! Kanina pako nosebleed.” I'll 

teach you how to dougie! 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms la hahaha nakatakas ka sa mental no? 

Haha tara, balik kita roon. Jk 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

 ZAC EFRON bata reyes 

 @snkchssyrms 

 “@MarjrMarjr: @snkchssyrms la hahaha nakatakas ka sa 

mental no? Haha tara, balik kita roon. Jk” naka balik na 

nga yata ako sa dati, Ty 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

4/27/2015 

1:07:00 

https://twitter.com/snkchss

yrms/status/59237455904

4579329 

Conversation betweet 

friends; joke in passing 

about mental institutions or 

about being mentally ill; 

classification of it as 

bad/taboo (which results in 

the mention then adding 

that it's a joke) 

Low Tweet to interact with others for 

connectedness and sociability; use of 

mental health term in a playful way 



 @snkchssyrms hahaha mas lalala ka kung kakausapin ko 

katulad mo. Hahaha kaya naiintindihan kita e. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @MarjrMarjr sabi ko nga naman sayo eh let's be weirdos 

nga Osio 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms la hahah osio to ng osio. Mga Nones 

talaga e no. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @MarjrMarjr wait 2nd name mo diba Osio? 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms haha middle ko yun 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @MarjrMarjr unique talaga parang yung akin 😂😂😂 

Osio! 

 0 retweets 1 like 

  

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms baliw hahaha 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @MarjrMarjr wala ikaw nag pauso ng unique eh 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms ikaw kaya, pinagsalin slain ng buong 

angkan nyo hahaha jk 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @MarjrMarjr ikaw rin naman eh hahaha 



  

  Riyeng @MarjrMarjr 27 Apr 2015 

 @snkchssyrms ikaw lang yun oy! Hahaha wag mong 

ipasa sakin. 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  ZAC EFRON bata reyes @snkchssyrms 27 Apr 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @MarjrMarjr ikaw talaga yun ouyyy! 😭😭 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @snkchssyrms: 

User tweets to talk about her feelings and to interact with 

others; use of mental health terms was for alliteration/to 

describe a feeling as well as to be playful (light use of the 

term) 

     



134. BRIE LARSON OWNS ME (@EnJillRaz) Twitter bio/profile: "just wants to eat the chicken that is smarter than the other chickens and to absorb its power"; profile photo 

shows a character from a Western film/series (not searchable on Google)and cover photo is a screencap from "How to get away with murder" with Annelise and the subtitle "I'm 

such a mess" 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

erika villa-ignacio @erikaylagan 29 Jul 2015 

 whenever mdna is on tv patrol my mom is less than 10 ft 

away from the TV truly ideal worshipping distance 

 0 retweets 4 likes 

 

 BRIE LARSON OWNS ME 

 @EnJillRaz 

 @erikaylagan tru queen of the madonna mental hospital 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  erika villa-ignacio @erikaylagan 29 Jul 2015 

 @EnJillRaz walang makakapigil sa kanya 

 0 retweets 1 like 

7/29/2015 

19:53:00 

https://twitter.com/EnJillR

az/status/62635980374960

9472 

Referring to someone's 

mother as being 'queen of 

the madonna mental 

hospital'--associating being 

a fan with being crazy or 

mentally ill. 

Low Tweet to talk about an experience/another 

person (her mother) and to share 

information; use of 'mental' to refer to her 

mom's avid fan behavior 



BRIE LARSON OWNS ME @EnJillRaz 26 Jul 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @erikaylagan Pakisabi sa mga kaklase mo nase-sepanx 

na ako sa kanila huhu. 

 

  erika villa-ignacio @erikaylagan 26 Jul 2015 

 @EnJillRaz ...what does sepanx mean again iM SORRY 

   

 BRIE LARSON OWNS ME 

 @EnJillRaz 

 @erikaylagan SEPARATION ANXIETY HUHU. 

Sayang di ko kayo makikita mag-grow ganern :(((( 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  erika villa-ignacio @erikaylagan 26 Jul 2015 

 @EnJillRaz biglaan na lang sa showcase para masaya 

hehe 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  BRIE LARSON OWNS ME @EnJillRaz 26 Jul 2015 

Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 @erikaylagan literally plannìng on crashing your break 

time one of these days to check on you kids 

#SepanxMommy 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  erika villa-ignacio @erikaylagan 26 Jul 2015 

 @EnJillRaz NICE DUDE kapalan mo pa more volunteer 

ka to assist sa classes 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

7/26/2015 

0:07:00 

https://twitter.com/EnJillR

az/status/62497433684836

3520 

Conversation; asking for 

definition of sepanx 

(separation anxiety). No 

mention of anxiety disorder 

or actual separation anxiety 

disorder. 

Low Tweeting to talk about a feeling, to interact 

and to share information; 'sepanx' used as a 

buzzword/colloquial use of the term 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @enjillraz: 

User tweets to express her feelings, interact with others, 

and talk about other people (like her mother); use of 

mental health-related terms showed low literacy level due 

to the use of them as buzzwords/colloquial use or 

overstatement/equating avid fan behavior with being 

'mental'. 

 

     

 

  



 

135. Ellaine Dominique (@ellaineqzn) Twitter profile/bio: "COB 114 • snapchat: ellaineqzn •"; profile photo is a selfie, cover photo is a picture of a celebrity couple on a beach 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I am depressed too you know RT @mimaitinio: This is so 

depressing @ellaineqzn 

2/9/2015 

22:13:00 

https://twitter.com/ellaine

qzn/status/5647892196466

36033 

Association/equating 

depression with 

negative/sad feelings; 

argumentative/justifying 

herself. 

Low Retweet to interact and reinforce ideas as 

well as to reciprocate information; use of 

'depressed' to mean sad/negative feelings 

so tweeting is also done to express feelings 

in a safe place 

At first, you're gonna feel depressed. But as you think of it 

more, you'd realize that you're just wasting time and 

emotions. 

  LIKES 

  2 

2/16/2015 

20:34:00 

https://twitter.com/ellaine

qzn/status/5673010579868

50816 

Casual use of the word 

depressed; does not fit the 

definition or symptoms of 

depression; could be seen 

as colloquial use of the 

term. 

Low Tweeting to share information and 

establish beliefs/ideas; use of 'depressed' to 

refer to negative feelings (casual use of the 

term) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @ellaineqzn: 

User tweets to interact with people as well as to share 

information; also to establish or share her beliefs/ideas; 

use of 'depression' appears to be in the colloquial sense 

and not the clinical or proper use of the term. 

     

 

136. Ber (@embergizer) Twitter bio/profile: "• Owls • Thantophobic • Stalk me? Nah."; profile photo is a portrait/selfie; cover photo is a plain gray background 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I'm depressed. 😭😭😭 10/14/201

5 

19:02:00 

https://twitter.com/Ember

gizer/status/65425088188

2308608 

Narrative; personal 

experience; tweet is too 

short/has no context as to 

whether it's just a fleeting 

feeling and colloquial use 

or actual clinical 

depression. 

Undefined. Tweeting to express her feelings in a safe 

place/to experience catharsis 

Sorry pero aabisuhan ko na kayo sa next tweets ko. 

Huhuhu. Magmumura po ako. Sa sobrang depressed. 

  11:02 AM - 13 Dec 2015 

  Quezon City, National Capital Region 

 

  Solid ang OPM!!! @Mowell_A_a 13 Dec 2015  

  @Embergizer yan yan!! Mura pa!!! xD 

12/13/201

5 

11:02:00 

https://twitter.com/Ember

gizer/status/67587330748

9529856 

Justifying of cursing due to 

depression; narrative; 

egging on by friend (in 

reply) 

Low Tweeting to passively interact (sending out 

an advisory); tweet received interaction (a 

reply); 'depressed' to mean negative 

feelings 



Pag eto talaga na upgrade ko. Pakyeol yung machine ng 

pinagbilan ko! Depressed deep inside. Grabe! 

12/13/201

5 

11:03:00 

https://twitter.com/Ember

gizer/status/67587366439

5378689 

Colloquial use of the term 

depressed as seen through 

the casual use; it seems to 

be more of anger or 

frustration at the moment 

than actual clinical 

depression; no evidence 

either of knowledge on 

mental health issues. 

Low Passive interaction ('parinig' type of 

tweet); talking about a personal 

experience/to establish a belief; 'depressed' 

to refer to negative feelings so perhaps this 

is also for catharsis 

Yung feeling na pati pagdaldal pwedeng symptom ng 

bipolar. Seriously? 

7/29/2015 

16:04:00 

https://twitter.com/Ember

gizer/status/62630238413

0494464 

A quick Google search 

shows that this is a finding 

in research; tweet shows 

disbelief. 

Middling. Tweeting to share information/talk about 

information the user just found out; 

'bipolar' is actually used in the medical 

sense here. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Embergizer: 

User tweets to express her negative feelings and/or 

experience catharsis; tweeting was also done to comment 

on information the user just found discovered. Equating 

negative feelings in general with being 'depressed' but 

proper use of the term 'bipolar' (in the context that the user 

just found out some information). 

     

 

137. Elena Mae Fabros (@ElenaFabros) Twitter bio/profile: "ELENA FABROS BTW • BS TOURISM ✈️ • Feu Manila • ig: iamelenafabros • snapchat: fabroselena • lifelove • God’s 

love never fails. ❤ • Sofia Andres' fan account"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is is a portrait 

Tweet and content    

  

   

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

school is not even about learning. it's about how much 

stress you can handle before you have a mental 

breakdown. 

10/29/201

5 4:51:00 

https://twitter.com/ElenaF

abros/status/65584871557

6471553 

Narrative; argument that 

school is so negative as to 

cause mental breakdowns; 

generalization/assumptions 

and possible fallacies (not 

all school environments are 

that bad or negative for 

people); nothing in the 

tweet to show that the user 

knows about mental health 

issues or knows about 

mental breakdowns which 

involve not being able to 

function on a day-to-day 

basis 

Undefined Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience/observation; to establish 

beliefs; use of 'mental breakdown' to refer 

to an effect 



Current mood: depressed. 😔😞 7/28/2015 

21:26:00 

https://twitter.com/ElenaF

abros/status/62602088647

0995968 

Depression treated as a 

mood. 

Low Tweeting to talk about the person's current 

state of mind; tweeting to express 

feelings/catharsis or out of habit 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @ElenaFabros: 

User tweets in order to talk about personal experiences or 

beliefs; to refer to a negative effect as a result of an 

experience/for catharsis for the user 

     

 

138. The Grudge (@ibrahimsharah) Twitter bio/profile: "A moment of pain is worth a lifetime of glory @khalidupao"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a picture with the 

quote 'I sort of just feel like dying today.' 

Tweet and content   

  

  

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Depressed 8/10/2015 

10:37:00 

https://twitter.com/Ibrahi

mSharah/status/63056855

6590043136 

Short, no-context tweet 

gives no insight as to 

whether the user is stating 

that she is clinically 

depressed or if it's a mood 

swing she casually labels as 

depression. 

Undefined Tweeting to probably experience emotions 

in a safe environment or out of habit; not 

enough context to identify exact reason for 

using the word 'depressed' 

Im a depressed teenager but the thing is im not a teenager 

anymore 

  8:02 PM - 8 Dec 2015 

  Taguig City, National Capital Region 

 

  Carl Jr. @MadCarlin 8 Dec 2015 

  @IbrahimSharah this tweet speaks to my soul in such a 

deep way T_T 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  The Grudge @IbrahimSharah 8 Dec 2015 Taguig City, 

National Capital Region 

  @MadCarlin 😩 

12/8/2015 

20:02:00 

https://twitter.com/Ibrahi

mSharah/status/67419742

9978198017 

Associating/classifying 

depression as something 

only for teenagers; replies 

show agreement or assent 

to the idea of the user; 

casual use of the term 

Low Tweeting to pexperience emotions in a 

safe environment; to reinforce 

identity/establish feelings or an 

experience; reciprocal communication in 

interaction with another user; use of 

'depressed' as if it were just a phase for 

teenagers 

Mental breakdown 12/2/2015 

15:31:00 

https://twitter.com/Ibrahi

mSharah/status/67195493

1113422848 

Short, no-context tweet 

gives no insight as to 

whether the user is stating 

that she is having a mental 

breakdown or is referring to 

something else. 

Undefined Tweeting to probably experience emotions 

in a safe environment or out of habit; not 

enough context to identify exact reason for 

using the phrase 'mental breakdown' 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@IbrahimSharah: User as short tweets with mental health-

related terms that don't give enough context but can be 

inferred to be tweets about the user's experience/emotions 

or tweeting out of habit; user also tweets to describe 

herself (identity-forming) 

     

 

139. Kathryn ❁ (@dnnkthryn) Twtter bio/profile: "the world is my runway"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a bokeh cityscape with the words 'Life is worth living' 

superimposed on it. 

Tweet and content   

 

  

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

being suicidal isn't a joke 3/8/2015 

2:20:00 

https://twitter.com/dnnkthr

yn/status/5742734155797

58592 

Direct statement about 

thoughts on being suicidal. 

High Tweeting to share information and/or 

establish beliefs. 

"@MiriamLines: Good Night sa mga umaasa. Stay 

depressed :)" HAHAH 😂😂 

3/8/2015 

12:08:00 

https://twitter.com/dnnkthr

yn/status/5742401719162

71616 

Retweet and comment 

show agreement with the 

quote; 

assumption/generalization 

that those who are hoping 

to get together with their 

crush (umaasa) are all 

depressed--clinically 

depressed. 

Low Retweeting to identify herself with a text; 

reinforcing beliefs through the action of 

retweeting (that the tweet is funny, 

perhaps); 'depressed' used to refer to a 

feeling of sadness. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @dnnkthryn: 

User showed high literacy/awareness in her tweet calling 

out those who treat suicidal tendencies as a joke, but 

showed low literacy in the retweet from a 'quote' site 

mentioning depression; perhaps the user has an overall 

middling awareness level on the topic. Twitter was used 

to identify herself/establish her beliefs. 

     

 

140. ayryn (@irenerazote) Twitter bio/profile: "dreamer + pursuer|| snapchat; samrazote"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a cityscape 

Tweet and content   

 

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 



"Baka naman luma-lovelife ka ah, kaya ka nag-

kakaganayan. Depressed ka no?" -Kuya Joe. HUWAW 

HAHAHAHAH 

  LIKE 

  1 

3/9/2015 

19:13:00 

https://twitter.com/irenera

zote/status/574890829145

247744 

Sharing of a quote in 

another conversation 

(perhaps in real life); the 

person the user talks about 

associates sadness and 

having a love life with 

being depressed; user in 

question finds it funny. 

Low Tweeting to share a conversation (an 

experience) and to react to it; to passively 

interact with others and describe herself 

indirectly; use of 'depressed' by her friend 

in a playful or casual manner shows low 

awareness on mental health issues. 

Ako? Depressed? Sa ganda kong to? Hahahah 

  LIKES 

  2 

3/9/2015 

19:15:00 

https://twitter.com/irenera

zote/status/574891361075

245056 

Funny/trying to be witty 

quip; arguing/stating 

indirectly that beautiful 

people won't get depressed. 

Treating idea as a joke. 

Low Tweeting to establish/reinforce identity 

and beliefs; use of 'depressed' in a playful 

manner or to experience catharsis through 

'sarcasm' 

Mental block ako sa quiz bee 😂😁 

 LIKE 

 1 

1/15/2015 

13:48:00 

https://twitter.com/irenera

zote/status/555602295333

724160 

Mental in reference to a 

mental block. 

Undefined Tweeting to share an experience; tweeting 

out of habit, perhaps due to the blow-by-

blow nature of the tweet 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @irenerazote: 

User tweets to talk about experiences as well as to 

establish/identify herself and her beliefs and/or experience 

catharsis; use of mental health-related terms were in 

playful or casual ways. 

     

 

  



 

141. Anikaaayyye♚ (@enekejey) Twitter profile/bio: "nobody for anybody"; portrait is a selfie in black and white; cover photo shows a heart-shaped strawberry 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Suicidal men 6/21/2015 

21:41:00 

https://twitter.com/enekeje

y/status/60754289650227

6096 

Short, no-context tweet 

mentioning suicide--is the 

user referring to herself 

(suicidal, man!) or a bunch 

of other people? 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to express herself or 

perhaps to experience her emotions safely 

Human dev,stat,mental health&Zoo😭👊💀💃 

 View translation 

 LIKE 

 1 

2/1/2015 

14:05:00 

https://twitter.com/enekeje

y/status/56176737180779

7248 

Mental health is a subject in 

school this could indicate 

that the user is 

knowledgeable on the topic 

at least to some extent. 

Middling. Tweeting out of habit; to talk about her to-

do list or subjects at school 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @enekejey: 

User appears to use Twitter out of habit, to tweet little 

things wihout much context; mental health terms used 

have no context to indicate literacy level except for a 

tweet that appears to be a list of subjects in school. 

     

 

142. Baw$e (@mvryvntoinette) Twitter profile/bio: "Niggafino by ideology"; profile photo appears to be a portrait of the user edited to look like a pencil sketch; cover photo is a 

picture of a smiling boy 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Happy Valentines day everyone! For the single dudes and 

dudettes don't be depressed someone out there loves you.. 

not me but someone 💖💕💟💗💘💝💞 

12:22 PM - 14 Feb 2015 

 Manila City, National Capital Region 

0 retweets 1 like 

2/14/2015 

12:22:00 

https://twitter.com/mvryvn

toinette/status/566452440

241696768 

Casual/colloquial use of 

depressed (as a buzzword to 

refer to sadness) 

Low Tweeting to passively interact with others 

for sociability and involvement; to 

reassure others; use of 'depressed' as a 

buzzword and in a way that assumes that 

single people are sad on Valentines' Day 

Huhu vising other cities in Megapolis makes me 

depressed :'( hahaha 

3/5/2015 

19:03:00 

https://twitter.com/mvryvn

toinette/status/573438691

995054080 

Casual/colloquial use of 

depressed (as a buzzword to 

refer to sadness) 

Low Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience; use of 'depressed' as a 

buzzword to refer to sadness. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@mvryvntoinette: User tweets to passively interact with 

others and to talk about a personal experience; use of 

mental health-related terms showed casual use as well as 

assumption of others' feelings/mental state (since she 

referred to single people collectively as being 'depressed' 

about being single) 

     

 

143. Jhon M. (@itsJhonM) Twitter profile/bio: "DLS-CSB | AB Major in Consular and Diplomatic Affairs | 19 | Mandaluyong | Dota 2 player | Future Ambassador | Taken by CT"; 

profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a picture of the New York skyline at sunset 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

May baliw sa labas! Ayaw kunin ng mental ng 

Mandaluyong dahil puno na daw yung facility 😤😞 

 LIKE 

 1 

2/7/2015 

1:24:00 

https://twitter.com/ItsJhon

M/status/56374999778763

5712 

Narrative; anger/frustration 

at the behavior of the 

person being referred to 

(could be clinically insane 

or could just be acting on 

very strong emotions--it 

isn't detailed); referencing 

NCMH 

Undefined Tweeting perhaps to recount an 

experience; to talk about another person as 

being clnically insane 

Education will make your future a success. Landi will 

make you tortured and depressed. 👊👊👊 

2/4/2015 

22:42:00 

https://twitter.com/ItsJhon

M/status/56298445473055

1298 

Associating or equating 

having a love life with 

sadness--depression used as 

a term (equating) to 

indicate sadness 

Low Tweeting to share information with others 

and to establish/reinforce the user's beliefs; 

use of 'depressed' to refer to sadness or 

heartbreak--casual use of the term 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @ItsJhonM: 

User tweets to recount experiences and to 'share 

information' in the form of a witty quote; one tweet lacks 

context or legitimization while the other shows low 

awareness of mental health issues. 

     

 

  



 

144. Shin Oy (@shinsingkit) Twitter bio/profile: "Funny&Cute lady:) Enjoying my life in the twenty-something zone! Friendly! Music lover! SMILE ALWAYS! PSALM 23."; 

profile and cover photos are of the user mountain climbing 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Good thing I still have my mom and my friends to talk to 

whenever I'm depressed. Di gaya ng iba dyan. 

2/26/2015 

11:45:00 

https://twitter.com/shinsin

gkit/status/570791776547

512320 

Narrative; mention of 

talking to people she is 

close to when she feels 

'depressed'; no indicator of 

whether it's clinical or a 

fleeting feeling/casual use 

of the term. 

Undefined Tweeting to share a personal experience 

and reinforce a belief (unstated); to interact 

in a passive-aggresive way with others/to 

bully; use of 'depressed' to refer to a mood 

perhaps, or the actual clinical condition--

not indicated 

Just took the temperament test, my 2 highest scores are 

Sanguine and Phlegmatic.. totally opposite personalities. 

Am I bipolar?? 

2/16/2015 

10:28:00 

https://twitter.com/shinsin

gkit/status/567148442049

212417 

Narrative; association of 

opposing personalities with 

being bipolar (wrong use of 

the term); while the user 

asks a question, this shows 

that she is not aware about 

what bipolar really means 

Low Tweeting to identify oneself/reinforce that 

identity as well as to share information and 

relate an experience; 'bipolar' used to refer 

to self in a speculative manner 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @shinshingkit: 

User tweets to talk about personal experiences, to interact 

with others (in a passive-aggressive way or to share 

information about herself); use of mental health-related 

terms don't give enough context or show low literacy on 

mental health issues--but not really through casual use of 

the term but through asking a question on the matter 

     

 

145. rk (@ryanxkyle) Twitter bio/profile: "life & style blogger ; ZALORA Brand Ambassador"; profile and cover photos are pictures with friends 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

cant stand no hates coz honest da truth is my flow 

retarded, swagga' on supah #ImSoFancy #What 

#PinapracticeKoYungIggyIggzInMe HAHAHAHA 

4/16/2015 

9:31:00 

https://twitter.com/ryanxk

yle/status/5885149522158

55104 

Lyrics from the song 

"Fancy" by Iggy Azalea 

Undefined Tweeting to share a personal experience at 

the moment/out of habit; sharing of lyrics 

from "Fancy" by Iggy Azalea--might be 

casual use of the term but doesn't indicate 

user's understanding of the issue 



dont look down and be depressed. look up and be blessed.  

  

 LIKE 

 1 

2/24/2015 

16:05:00 

https://twitter.com/ryanxk

yle/status/5701324114233

95840 

Inspirational-type quote; 

equating or associating 

sadness with being 

depressed and something 

that can be easily cured by 

"looking up" or praying 

Low Establishing/reinforcing beliefs; trying to 

inspire people/share information; use of 

'depressed' to mean 'sad' 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @ryanxkyle: 

User appears to have a low awareness of mental health 

issues based on only tweet that used the term that wasn't 

lyrics of a rap being shared 

     

 

146. nyeme (@im_not_ashley) Twitter bio/profile: "ALYSSA ASHLEY RICO DEJESUS / Grade10/Jacinto/IG:http://instagram.com/ashley_21dejes …"; profile photo is a selfie; 

cover photo is a group photo with friends/peers 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

"@OhSaklapFriend: I'm a bipolar tweeter. Sometimes I 

don't tweet, sometimes I tweet a lot." 

11/9/2015 

22:52:00 

https://twitter.com/im_not

_ashley/status/663730833

212071936 

Retweet from a 'quote' 

account; equates or 

associates irregular Twitter 

use with being bipolar 

Low To reinforce/state the user's belief and to 

identify herself in a certain way. 

Tsk. Why so bipolar ugh. I hate you 😣😒😥😠😡👿👿 6/5/2015 

0:45:00 

https://twitter.com/im_not

_ashley/status/606683319

657308160 

Tweet is in second person; 

referring to a person as 

bipolar and expressing hate 

for the person; classifying 

so-called bipolar behavior 

as bad. 

Low To rant about a person; safely express 

emotions/passively interact with a person; 

use of 'bipolar' to refer to moodiness of the 

other person 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@im_not_ashley: User tweets to describe 

herself/reinforce her identity as well as to rant about a 

person; use of 'bipolar' in both tweets shows low 

understanding of mental health issues. 

     

 

147. Gen. (@genjdo) Twitter profile/bio: "17 | God's Prince| Iskolar ng Bayan| Mechanical Engineer in the making| Phil 4:6| Foodtrip"; profile photo is a selfie, cover photo is a Bible 

quote saying 'where the spirit of the Lord is there is freedom' 

Tweet and content   

 

Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

A blessed and beautiful sunday morning to jog #earlier @ 

National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/1pPAbVrWi3/ 

4/19/2015 

13:10:00 

https://twitter.com/genjdo/

status/5896574038152847

37 

NCMH as a jogging place Undefined Tweeting (share from Instagram) to show 

where the user jogged 



Jogging buddy :) @ National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/3pjSGyLWnt/ 

6/8/2015 

9:10:00 

https://twitter.com/genjdo/

status/6077163907877724

17 

NCMH as a jogging place Undefined Tweeting (share from Instagram to share a 

picture of what the user was doing at the 

time. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @genjdo: 

Twitter uses Twitter to share Instagram photos; mention 

of NCMH is as a jogging place and has no indication as to 

the user's literacy on mental health issues. 

     

 

148. Vhim Damasen (@iiiheartmyself) Twitter profile/bio: "22/Registered Nurse/Emotional/Erratic/Everyone's friend/A Good Daughter :) WeChatID / LineID / IG: khiinxe"; 

profile photo is a portrait/selfie; cover photo is a cropped quote that starts with 'Take a chance.' 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

And he even smiled. 😍 Superman! Lalala @ National 

Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/xaWr0fBYek/ 

1/4/2015 

8:23:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/551534427

785150465 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is of a quote 

Undefined Tweeting to share an experience, reinforce 

a belief, express emotions safely 

Inihaw for Lunch. 👍👌 Happy birthday Madam Nikki! 

🎁🎉🎊🎂 @ National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/3DNHalBYbi/ 

5/24/2015 

11:26:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/602319620

960362496 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is a collage of 

food at a gathering 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit, to share a personal 

exprience/passively interact with a 

person/share information 

Yesterday's practice. #NCMHBuddies @ Pavilion 1, 

National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/30ZBfnhYYD/  

2:12 PM - 12 Jun 2015 

 Mandaluyong City, National Capital Region 

 

 Vhim Damasen @iiihearrtmyseLf  24 Jun 2015 

@latuacantante91 Irish!! 

6/12/2015 

14:12:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/609241941

516140544 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; group photo 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to share information 

and perhaps to interact as well with 

friends; to establish/express identity 

Reunited. Yay! 😊☺😍👍#NewPavilion @ Pavilion 3, 

National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/4Q8h8RBYcs/ 

6/23/2015 

16:41:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/613260676

472152064 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is a groufie 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to share information 

and perhaps to interact as well with 

friends; to establish/express identity 



"August 25, 2015 APEC Round Table on Mental Health."  

   

  #NCMHNurses #NCMHCulturalDancers 

#PabebeGirls… https://instagram.com/p/617xlLBYYs/ 

8/26/2015 

18:09:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/636480696

614318080 

Event at NCMH; indication 

of involvement in a 

roundtable discussion so it 

can be assumed that the 

user knows about mental 

health. Photo is a group 

photo taken at an event 

High Tweeting out of habit/to share information 

about a personal experience; to 

establish/express identity through the 

hashtags used 

Midnight foodtrip! 🍜🍗 @ Pavilion 3 National Center for 

Mental Health https://instagram.com/p/7nlDQ1BYVh/ 

9/15/2015 

0:53:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/643467600

773705729 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is a group 

photo at a meal 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to share information 

and perhaps to interact as well with 

friends; to establish/express identity 

Welcome to the National Center for Mental Health. 

👍⭐💡 @ National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/7p6ztKhYWp/ 

9/15/2015 

22:42:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/643796919

857336320 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is of the 

facade of NCMH 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit and perhaps to 

express identity as well as share 

information (blow-by-blow taking of 

photos and sharing them) 

#endofshift #pmshifters #pyschnurses @ Pavilion 3 

National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/8QdgTVhYS0/ 

9/30/2015 

21:56:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/649221253

119643649 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; indicates that the 

user is a nurse at NCMH; 

photo is a group photo over 

a meal 

High Tweeting out of habit/to share information 

and perhaps to interact as well with 

friends; to establish/express identity 

through hashtags 

While waiting for endorsement. 👍👯 #HeadBandBraid 😊 

@ Pavilion 3 National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/8QluR3BYQ2/ 

9/30/2015 

23:08:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/649239325

926801408 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is a selfie 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit, to share identity or 

information, perhaps for own personal 

satisfaction of having a photo (selfie)--

maybe to reinforce her identity 

National Mental Health Week 2015 #ZumbaPaMore 

mjaniola @markfrancisalba @ National Center for 

Mental… https://instagram.com/p/8eqjuzBYVK/ 

10/6/2015 

10:19:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/651220284

339453953 

Event at NCMH; 

celebration of National 

Mental Health Week; photo 

is a group photo 

High Tweeting out of habit, to interact 

(mention), to share information, to 

establish identity 

#Nachos. 👌👍 @ Pavilion 3 National Center for Mental 

Health https://instagram.com/p/-EwuXzhYft/ 

11/15/201

5 1:56:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/665589065

807360000 

Location at NCMH; it's a 

photo of nachos 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit, to share information 

While waiting for endorsement. @kcalba19 #smoothduty 

☺😁🙌 @ Pavilion 3 National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/-rEAf-hYST/ 

11/29/201

5 

22:55:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/670979497

454206976 

Event at NCMH; tweet is 

about the user's personal 

life and is not about mental 

health; photo is a groufie 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit, to interact 

(mention), to share information, to 

establish identity; hashtag to share 

information as well 



#Repost @kcalba19. Thanks Kc! 😄 

   

  "Finding a friend with the same mental disorder as you 

is...… https://www.instagram.com/p/_oyh8HhYea/ 

12/23/201

5 

22:16:00 

https://twitter.com/iiihearr

tmyseLf/status/679666785

268842496 

Describing self and a 

friend; post about 

friendship; associating or 

equating wackiness with 

having a mental disorder; 

photo is a groufie collage 

edited with a caption 

Low Tweeting to share information, interacting 

with a friend, to establish/reinforce an 

identity or belief; to express a feeling 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@iihearrtmyseLf: User works/studies at NCMH and the 

use of 'mental' is in those cases; tweets labelled as 

showing high literacy are inferred on basis of the person 

having gone to an event in NCMH. Despite this, the user 

showed low awareness denoted in the caption of the last 

photo shared. Note that the user's tweets included here are 

all Instagram shares and not direct posts to Twitter. 

     

 

149. Luis Catral (@inoboy) Twitter profile/bio: "I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of a rose bush (?) 

with text superimposed 'I'm okay. I have to.' 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I'm at The National Center for Mental Health in 

Mandaluyong City, Metro Manila 

http://4sq.com/1zU8mwb 

2/6/2015 

9:42:00 

https://twitter.com/Inoboy/

status/5635130206731960

33 

Location at NCMH Undefined Tweeting out of habit; 4square account 

connected to Twitter 

Crazy talk. @ National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/zBZc6iGK_-/ 

2/13/2015 

8:49:00 

https://twitter.com/Inoboy/

status/5660364758093824

01 

Photo is of the user and 

friends at NCMH; all are 

nurses, indicating 

knowledge on mental 

health. 

High Tweeting out of habit (connected Twitter 

and Instagram accounts); perhaps to 

establish identity as well. Perhaps to 

interact with others as well as share 

information (as to their being friends, 

being nurses) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Inoboy: 

Tweeting out of habit, to establish identity (and location) 

and perhaps to establish identity as well as a nurse at 

NCMH. 

     

  



150. Joan Ignacio (@joanignacio92) Twitter profile/bio: "Instagram - joanignacio199x"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a picture of a tiger 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Pav 2 people :) @ National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/y3TfCMrEhN/ 

2/9/2015 

10:45:00 

https://twitter.com/joanign

acio92/status/5646159776

95211520 

Location at NCMH; tweet 

is about the personal life of 

the user and not about 

mental health; photo is a 

groufie 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit and perhaps to 

express identity as well as share 

information (blow-by-blow taking of 

photos and sharing them); perhaps to 

interact passively as well. 

Ano kayang mailalagay dito? Hahaha! #ClinicalSetting @ 

Pavilion 2 - National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/0Adc1_LEvt/ 

3/9/2015 

20:36:00 

https://twitter.com/joanign

acio92/status/5749117298

44555777 

Location at NCMH; 

documents show that the 

user is involved in the 

mental healthcare practice 

High Tweeting out of habit and to 

establish/reinforce identity; hashtag to 

identify as well 

Pav II-OPS people :) @ National Center for Mental 

Health https://instagram.com/p/0KPgcJLEtJ/ 

3/13/2015 

15:47:00 

https://twitter.com/joanign

acio92/status/5762884420

67349504 

Location at NCMH; tweet 

is about the personal life of 

the user and not about 

mental health 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit and perhaps to 

express identity as well as share 

information (blow-by-blow taking of 

photos and sharing them); perhaps to 

interact passively as well. 

Group Dynamics. Horaaay! @ Pavilion 3, National Ctr for 

Mental Health https://instagram.com/p/0XKwJmLEhx/ 

3/18/2015 

16:16:00 

https://twitter.com/joanign

acio92/status/5781075748

48872448 

Location at NCMH; tweet 

is about the personal life of 

the user and not about 

mental health 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit and perhaps to 

express identity as well as share 

information (blow-by-blow taking of 

photos and sharing them); perhaps to 

interact passively as well. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@joanignacio92: User is obviously working/studying at 

NCMH; literacy level is based on this fact; tweets are 

mostly group photos or 'day in the life' photos of the user 

showing the use of Instagram (and Twitter) out of habit 

and to express identity and perhaps to share information 

and interact as well (when friends in photos interact with 

her virtual posts) 

     

 

151. Kimoy (yellow star symbol) (@kimberxylene) Twitter profile/bio: "sevenzerofivetwentyfifteen ❤"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of Garfield (not the 

cartoon but the 3D-animation) 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

@ National Center for Mental Health <3 First day :) 👊👍 1/13/2015 

15:35:00 

https://twitter.com/kimber

xylene/status/5549046310

50924032 

Location at NCMH; first 

day doens't mention what it 

is it is a first day of 

Undefined Tweeting to share a personal experience, 

establish identity and perhaps to share 

information as well. 



Haba naman kung buong "National Center for Mental 

Health" 

2/5/2015 

22:26:00 

https://twitter.com/kimber

xylene/status/5633429253

00371458 

Location at NCMH; 

referring to NCMH 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to comment on 

something; perhaps to share 

information/establish identity as well. 

"@MiriamLines: Aanhin mo pa ang April Fools Day kung 

araw-araw ka naman niyang niloloko." Napangiti ako. 

Hahahahahaha. Bipolar ko na ba? 😒 

4/1/2015 

18:17:00 

https://twitter.com/kimber

xylene/status/5832115127

95303937 

Retweet of quote; equating 

of changes of mood as 

being bipolar 

Low Retweeting shows interacting with a text in 

order to reinforce the user's beliefs; 

comment shows this as well; to share an 

emotion in a safe place. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@kimberxylene: User had two tweets that didn't really 

talk about mental health, just mentioning a location 

(perhaps out of habit); retweeting was to interact with the 

text/for reinforcement of identity and perhaps to 

experience an emotion as well. 

     

 

152. Aibe (@maaibeveronica) Twitter profile/bio: "pax"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a picture of a dog on a beach 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

After retouch shots 😂👯 

  ©Steph @ National Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/59mPk6nBgl/ 

8/4/2015 

21:04:00 

https://twitter.com/maaibe

veronica/status/628552051

199475713 

Location at NCMH; photo 

with colleagues 

working/studying at NCMH 

indicate knowledge on the 

topic 

High Use of social media (Instagram, Twitter) 

appears to be for amusement, interaction, 

establishing identity and out of habit 

Back where I belong 😂 @ National Center for Mental 

Health https://instagram.com/p/70CMA2HBi8/  

LIKES 

2 

9/19/2015 

20:58:00 

https://twitter.com/maaibe

veronica/status/645220531

118211072 

Location at NCMH; photo 

is of the user at NCMH; 

lacks context on its own (is 

the user attached to the 

place? Is the user saying 

she is mentally ill?) 

Undefined Use of social media (Instagram, Twitter) 

appears to be for amusement, interaction, 

establishing identity and out of habit 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@maaibeveronica: User's tweets were actually shares of 

Instagram posts; photos were taken at NCMH and appear 

to be out of habit and to identify herself as someone who 

works at NCMH; no indication as to user's literacy based 

on tweets, except for the fact that the user works there 

(she is seen in uniform in one post) 

     

 

  



 

153. Ken (@KennethEspineda) Twitter bio/profile: "Espi • 19 • Ruizian • Tamaraw • MT1331 • FEU CHEERING SQUAD-BOOSTER • Volleyball • Chill lang bro :bd"; profile 

photo is a selfie and cover photo is a skyline and a sunset 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Feeling ko may mali na sa hormones ko. Kakaiba na 

mood swings ko lately. Bipolar? 

 LIKES 

 2 

4/25/2015 

21:34:00 

https://twitter.com/Kennet

hEspineda/status/5919585

68410025985 

Narrative; self-description 

and speculation as to 

mental health; not informed 

but could have some 

minimal knowledge. 

Middling Tweeting to document a personal 

experience and perhaps to do 

introspection; perhaps to identify himself 

as well; use of 'bipolar' may be correct--the 

user gives room for doubt so he doesn't 

assume to know all about the topic 

SUICIDAL AS SH^T 1/15/2015 

21:40:00 

https://twitter.com/Kennet

hEspineda/status/5557211

54971697152 

Use of caps shows strong 

emotions; short, no-context 

tweet; could be in reference 

to self or others 

Undefined Tweeting to (perhaps) express his intense 

emotions in a safe space; capital letters 

indicate intense emotions; no context as to 

the user's use of the term 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@KennethEspineda: User tweets to document what is 

(and what appears to be, in the case of the second tweet) 

personal experiences about intense emotions; tweeting is 

seen as a safe way of expressing his emotions which he 

speculates to be related to mental health issues. 

     

 

154. Juan Carlo Bacanto (@shinkainachi) Twitter profile/bio: "Psychiatric Nurse at National Center for Mental Health"; profile and cover photos are both portraits 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

End of shift :) @ National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/xuWT0eOSLo/  

LIKE 

1 

1/12/2015 

2:45:00 

https://twitter.com/shinkai

nachi/status/55434835306

1142530 

Location at NCMH; 

mention that the user has a 

shift at NCMH so it can be 

assumed that he is 

knowledgeable on mental 

health; photo no longer 

viewable 

High Twitter share of an Instagram post to reach 

out to more people; to establish identity as 

a nurse at NCMH; out of habit 

My daily routine in the ward #charting @ National Center 

for Mental Health http://instagram.com/p/xw1eY0uSHK/ 

1/13/2015 

1:36:00 

https://twitter.com/shinkai

nachi/status/55469836125

8139649 

Location at NCMH; 

mention that the user has a 

shift at NCMH so it can be 

assumed that he is 

knowledgeable on mental 

health; video is of the user 

writing something down 

High Twitter share of an Instagram post to reach 

out to more people; to establish identity as 

a nurse at NCMH; out of habit 



3 hours to go... #pinoynurse #psychiatricnurse #nightshift 

@ National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/yc1qcBOSLh/  

4:04 AM - 30 Jan 2015 

 Mandaluyong City, National Capital Region 

0 retweets 1 like 

 

1/30/2015 

4:40:00 

https://twitter.com/shinkai

nachi/status/56089122460

6126080 

Location at NCMH; 

mention that the user has a 

shift at NCMH so it can be 

assumed that he is 

knowledgeable on mental 

health; photo is of a digital 

watch showing 4:00pm 

High Twitter share of an Instagram post to reach 

out to more people; to establish identity as 

a nurse at NCMH; out of habit 

Messing with my hair. #haircut #BagongTabas @ 

National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/ymaEB3uSIh/ 

2/2/2015 

21:15:00 

https://twitter.com/shinkai

nachi/status/56223790592

2711552 

Location at NCMH; 

personal life of the user; 

photo is of the user, topless, 

with a different haircut 

Undefined Twitter share of an Instagram post to reach 

out to more people; to establish identity as 

a nurse at NCMH; out of habit; for 

personal enjoyment of the user; hashtags to 

share information about the user (new 

haircut, etc.) 

At NCMH womens do. @ National Center for Mental 

Health https://instagram.com/p/4evLxNOSFN/ 

6/29/2015 

0:54:00 

https://twitter.com/shinkai

nachi/status/61520164849

6001024 

Location at NCMH; 

scenery photo 

Undefined Twitter share of an Instagram post to reach 

out to more people; to establish the user's 

location being at NCMH (tweeting out of 

habit) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @shinkainachi: 

User's Instagram/Twitter shares show using social media 

as a habit to take photos of the user's life as a nurse at 

NCMH; literacy level is based on the fact that the Twitter 

is a nurse (something established as early as the user's 

Twitter bio; use of mental health terms is limited to the 

location of the posts being at NCMH 

     

 

155. Ahyan Illustrisimo (@ryan_skieh) Twitter profile/bio: "i used 2 live mylyf the unconventional way. I doesn't conform myself 2 any moral or ethical standards. I does wat i tink is 

ryt as long as i doesn't hurt oders."; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a portrait while hiking 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I feel really bad today =( #Depressed #Disappointed 

#BetterLuck next time #RealWorld #PeaceOut @ Navotas 

https://instagram.com/p/7Ul3bzuS7S/ 

9/7/2015 

15:54:00 

https://twitter.com/ryan_s

kieh/status/640795382230

949888 

Casual use of the term 

depressed; photo is no 

longer available for 

viewing 

Low Tweeting to express extreme 

emotions/identify himself (using the 

hashtags) 

#Depressed #PalPak =( #BadDay @ Lola Marta Street, 

Daanghari Navotas City 

https://instagram.com/p/4oQKCIOS3j/ 

7/2/2015 

17:35:00 

https://twitter.com/ryan_s

kieh/status/616540792929

304576 

Casual use of the term 

depressed; photo is a selfie 

of the user with his head in 

his hands while listening to 

music 

Low Tweeting to express extreme 

emotions/identify himself (using the 

hashtags); photo is to further illustrate a 

point; use of 'depressed' and 'bad day' 

show that the user may be using the term 

to refer to a bad mood or sad day for him 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user @ryan_skieh: 

User's tweets, use of hashtags, and the viewable photo 

show the treatment of depression as a mood and casual 

use of the term; tweeting was done to express extreme 

emotions 

     

 

156. "(@weirdfreakyAly)   عيٓ -اْنٓبِرٓمكٓٓ-ال . Twitter profile/bio: "Duality. Nonchalant. Sloth."; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo says 'I'm fucking unicorn, bitch.' 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Beauties on duty.. 🌝🌚 @ National Center for Mental 

Health http://instagram.com/p/ylH2sLtf83/ 

2/2/2015 

9:17:00 

https://twitter.com/weirdyf

reakyAly/status/56205712

7670587392 

Location at NCMH; user 

works at the NCMH so it 

can be assumed that she is 

aware of mental health 

issues; photo is of the user 

with co-workers at NCMH 

High Tweeting to share information, 

reinforce/establish identity as a nurse; 

picture-taking to interact/for the user and 

other people's enjoyment 

Dutymates! #day4 #siesta #nature #chilly 🌲🌳🌾🍃 @ 

National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/yltvc0Nf0W/ 

2/2/2015 

14:48:00 

https://twitter.com/weirdyf

reakyAly/status/56214044

1936953344 

Location at NCMH; user 

works at the NCMH so it 

can be assumed that she is 

aware of mental health 

issues; photo is of the user 

with co-workers at NCMH 

High Tweeting to share information, 

reinforce/establish identity as a nurse; 

picture-taking to interact/for the user and 

other people's enjoyment 

MD x RN. 👭 #PAULINIANS anggecarlos barneyvoo @ 

National Center for Mental Health 

http://instagram.com/p/y38xJztf8l/ 

2/9/2015 

21:45:00 

https://twitter.com/weirdyf

reakyAly/status/56470676

0318275584 

Location at NCMH; user 

works at the NCMH so it 

can be assumed that she is 

aware of mental health 

issues; photo is of the user 

with co-workers at NCMH 

High Tweeting to share information, 

reinforce/establish identity as a 

nurse/doctor and Paulinian; picture-taking 

to interact/for the user and other people's 

enjoyment 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@weirdyfreakyAly: User's tweets were all Instagram 

Twitter shares; tweets were to show the user's companions 

while working at NCMH; 'high' level of literacy was 

assigned on basis of the user being a nurse at NCMH and 

not on actual use of mental health terms. 

     

 

  



 

157. tin. (@tintingando) Twitter profile/bio: "maichard is real❤"; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo is a picture of AlDub 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

"@sasa_nival21: @tintingando natawa sa bio mo biglang 

bawi hahahahahaah 😘😘😘😘"-😂😂😂 bipolar kase ako 

eh hahahahaha 

 RETWEETS 

 2 

4/11/2015 

21:23:00 

https://twitter.com/tintinga

ndo/status/586882378611

589120 

Conversation; self-

description as 'bipolar'; 

colloquial use of the term 

Low Retweet with reply to share information 

(giving context to a reply); to reinforce 

identity or belief and to interact for 

sociability/reciprocal communication; use 

of 'bipolar' in a casual/playful sense 

Loisa/Meng @LoiYalsNiLoisa 6 Apr 2015 

 @iamjoshuagarcia nyoswa! Bati na tayo' 😂! nyoswa 

nyoswa hahahah! 

 0 retweets 1 like 

    

 tin. 

 @tintingando 

 @LoiYalsNiLoisa @iamjoshuagarcia wag tay! Bipolar 

yan 😂 maya maya ibabash ka uli nyan hahahahaha 

charot😂✌️ 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  Loisa/Meng @LoiYalsNiLoisa 6 Apr 2015 

 “@tintingando: @LoiYalsNiLoisa @iamjoshuagarcia 

wag tay! Bipolar yan 😂 maya maya ibabash ka uli nyan 

hahahahaha charot😂✌️” 

  

 haha! D kaya! 😂 

4/6/2015 

20:37:00 

https://twitter.com/tintinga

ndo/status/585058676743

905281 

Conversation; using 

'bipolar' to desceibe a friend 

who has mood swings; 

colloquial use of the term 

Low Tweeting to interact for sociability and 

connectedness; use of 'bipolar' to describe 

another person in a joking or playful sense 

Overall interpretation of tweets from @tintingando: User 

tweets to interact with friends and to describe 

herself/reinforce her identity; use of 'bipolar' in both 

tweets showed casual use of 'bipolar' to refer to moodiness 

or mood swings. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



158. Madel Brigola (@madelbrigz) Twitter profile/bio: "21//k-pop//OT student-5th year//VIP//"; profile and cover photos are both portraits 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Thanks God its Friday!!!! 

  9 more days na lang ang 2nd Rot! 

  so excited! #internship #mental 

8/7/2015 

7:25:00 

https://twitter.com/Madel

Brigz/status/62943305373

1880960 

Mental to refer to internship 

at a mental institution; this 

fact denotes that the user is 

knowledgeable on the issue 

High Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience, to establish/reinforce her 

identity especially through use of hashtags; 

expression of feelings 

my most awaited day ever!! 

  last day of internship at NCMH:) #grandsocialization 

#GD #mental #bankrupt #mostmagastosdayever 

8/20/2015 

1:07:00 

https://twitter.com/Madel

Brigz/status/63404908919

8362624 

Mental to refer to internship 

at a mental institution; this 

fact denotes that the user is 

knowledgeable on the issue 

High Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience, to establish/reinforce her 

identity especially through use of hashtags; 

expression of feelings 

Overall interpretation of tweets from @madelbrigz: User 

tweets to talk about her work at NCMH, to identify herself 

as working there, to express her feelings 

     

 

159. Kim (@TheSuperKim) Twitter bio/profile: "My life is a joke and I'm not laughing anymore."; profile photo is a cropped picture with friends; cover photo is a quote 'You're still 

going to get criticized, so might as well do whatever the fuck you want.' 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Hoping to win the lottery is a normal-person behavior but 

expecting to win the lottery suggests mental imbalance. 

3/18/2015 

23:40:00 

https://twitter.com/TheSup

erKim/status/5782193509

95283968 

Use of mental to refer to 

mental imbalance; 

associating impossible 

expectations with mental 

imbalance might have some 

merit to it. 

Middling Tweeting to establish the user's opinion; 

use of 'mental imbalance' might have some 

merit to it 

"@njzyme: i feel like i'm dealing with my anxiety w retail 

therapy 

  

 loses money --> anxiety level soars" 

 I FEEL YOU!! 

3/10/2015 

21:45:00 

https://twitter.com/TheSup

erKim/status/5752914999

37595394 

Anxiety/feelings of 

anxiousness are justified; 

not referent to anxiety 

disorder or casual use of the 

term 

Undefined Retweeting to reinforce someone else's 

belief and to empathize; reinforcing 

identity by interacting with a text; 'anxiety' 

doesn't show proper/improper use of a 

mental health term since it refers to 

anxiety, not a disorder 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@TheSuperKim: tweeting/retweeting to establish the 

user's opinion or identity and reinforce it; use of 'anxiety' 

shows some knowledge on mental health, though overall 

the two tweets don't give enough context on what the user 

thinks of the issues. 

     

 



160. Lycs (@lycgbrll) Twitter profile/bio: "MandSci GVT #2 ▪ 122515 ▪ 013016"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture with a friend doing a pose 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Bipolar nga talaga ako. 😂😂 7/21/2015 

21:09:00 

https://twitter.com/lycgbrll

/status/623479812380733

440 

Self-description as bipolar; 

no legitimization or details 

to show that she is 

clinically bipolar or has 

sufficient knowledge to 

self-diagnose. 

Low User appears to be expressing extreme 

emotions/identifying herself; use of bipolar 

appears to be in the casual sense. 

Hays. Bipolar na ko 7/21/2015 

21:42:00 

https://twitter.com/lycgbrll

/status/622763458694492

160 

Self-description as bipolar; 

no legitimization or details 

to show that she is 

clinically bipolar or has 

sufficient knowledge to 

self-diagnose. 

Low User appears to be expressing extreme 

emotions/identifying herself; use of bipolar 

appears to be in the casual sense. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @lycgbrll: User 

appears to think of herself as bipolar (without any 

legitimization or context); tweeting to identify herself. 

     

 

  



161. Ella Cabuga (@Pisngella) Twitter bio/profile: "Love life for what it is, but never hate it for what it's not."; profile photo is a picture of Kathryn Bernardo; cover photo is a picture of a 

field of flowers 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 21 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  Hindi lang babae ang mahirap intindihin, jusko! Mas 

mahirap pa ngang basahin ang mga lalaki. 😒😌😠 

  2 retweets 5 likes 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella haynako gerl. mahirap telege itey. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Ella Cabuga 

  @Pisngella 

  @Juanrodrigosy Seryoso mas bipolar kyong mga lalaki! 

Hahahaha! 

  LIKE 

  1 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Pinaka bipolar ka. Wahahahaha ✊👊 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 21 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Juanrodrigosy At tlagng seryoso ka pa nyan ah! 

Hahahahaha di kaya 😒 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Seryoso ako. 👊 Hahahaha lol 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 21 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Juanrodrigosy Oh dba ang hirap intindihin kung 

seryoso o hindi! Hahahahahaha jke juan! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

3/21/2015 

22:35:00 

https://twitter.com/Pisngel

la/status/57929026838753

2800 

Generalization; casual use 

of the term bipolar to 

describe males' 

moodswings; conversation 

Low Tweeting to interact (sociability, 

connectedness); establishing/reinforcing of 

a belief; 'bipolar' to refer to moodiness 



  @Pisngella Kapag bipolar kasi minsan hindi 

makaintindi. wahahahahaha quits mae. 👊✌️ 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 21 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Juanrodrigosy Bwiset! Hahahaha! 😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Kaya Pinaka bipolar ka. wag kana pumalag. 

😂 

  0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 21 Mar 2015 

  @Juanrodrigosy Hindi na kaya, bait-bait ko e hahahaha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Sige na nga lang. 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 21 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Juanrodrigosy Okay 😒 hahahaha! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 21 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Kitams. ✌️ 

  0 retweets 2 likes 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 22 Mar 2015 

  @Juanrodrigosy Hahahaha bkt sabi ko lng nman ok ah! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 22 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Bipolar ang aga aga. Nananapak pa naman 

ako non. 

  0 retweets 2 likes 

   

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 22 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Juanrodrigosy Ok lng bkt di ko ba kaya gumanti? 

Sapakin din kita pbalik hahahahahaha! 

  0 retweets 1 like 



 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 22 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Boxing! Isang kamay lang ako. Wahahaha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 22 Mar 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Juanrodrigosy Wala talo ka parin! Hahahaha! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 22 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Malakas kana ba? Baka umiyak iyak ka lang 

dyan. Hahaha ✌️ 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 22 Mar 2015 

  @Juanrodrigosy Bkt kailan ba ko nging mahina? 

Hahahahaha! 💪😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Rodrigo Sy @Juanrodrigosy 22 Mar 2015 

  @Pisngella Wahahahaha. San mo hinugot yan? Bakit 

ang lalim. 😂 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 22 Mar 2015 

  @Juanrodrigosy Wala kyang hugot yun! Hahahahaha 

bwiset! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 



Carl @carl_orland 17 Jan 2015 

  "@BobOngWords: Yung kaibigan mong bipolar pero 

mahal na mahal mo." Nice @Pisngella 😃😝 

  1 retweet 2 likes 

   

  Ella Cabuga 

  @Pisngella 

  @Crlrlnd07 @BobOngWords Hindi na kaya ko bipolar! 

Bait-bait ko e 

  LIKE 

  1 

   

  Carl @carl_orland 18 Jan 2015 

  @Pisngella bente hahaha 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 18 Jan 2015 

  @Crlrlnd07 Ganda ng boses ni janella knina sa asap20 

hahaha! 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Carl @carl_orland 18 Jan 2015 

  @Pisngella ay, sayang di ko napanood 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

    Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 18 Jan 2015 

  @Crlrlnd07 Hahaha! Kawawa! Bukas na pla Om My G 

haha mkakapanod pa 

  0 retweets 1 like 

    Carl @carl_orland 18 Jan 2015 

  @Pisngella oy pasok si kai sa live show 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 18 Jan 2015 

  @Crlrlnd07 muntik ng nde! Haha kawawa! "Parapara 

para sa tabi" 

  0 retweets 1 like 

   

  Carl @carl_orland 18 Jan 2015 

  @Pisngella oo nga eh, kinabahan pa nga ako 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 18 Jan 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Crlrlnd07 Hahahah sayang! Jke 

  0 retweets 1 like 

1/18/2015 

14:18:00 

https://twitter.com/Pisngel

la/status/55669745498943

4880 

Conversation; classification 

of bipolar as 'bad'--stating 

that you love your friends 

/despite/ their being 

bipolar; casual use of the 

term 

Low Retweeting to interact with a text/to use a 

text to reinforce the user's beliefs; to 

interact for sociability 



 

  Carl @carl_orland 18 Jan 2015 

  @Pisngella epal hahaha bipolar 

  0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Ella Cabuga @Pisngella 18 Jan 2015 Caloocan City, 

National Capital Region 

  @Crlrlnd07 Casper parin ako hahahaha! 

 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Pisngella: 

User tweets to interact with others and to use another text 

as a reference point for establishing her beliefs; use of 

'bipolar' in both cases is to refer to moodiness. 

     

 



162. Thea Guzman (@theagzmn) Twitter bio/profile: "i got u • 10/10"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a group photo with friends 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 Shet sobrang tawa ko hahahahahahaha katawa yun. 

Hahahahahaha mag isa akong tumatawa dito hayyy 

hahahaha 😂😂😂😂😂 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Thea Guzman @theagzmn 3 Feb 2015 

 @alyssamellark Murit pinsan 

 

  A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 @theagzmn Hahahahaha katawa eh hahahahaha 

  

 Thea Guzman 

 @theagzmn 

 @alyssamellark Magtigil. Baka akalain ng ibang tao talas 

ka sa mental 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 @theagzmn hahahaha di naman nila iisipin yun :( 😂😂 

 

  Thea Guzman @theagzmn 3 Feb 2015 Manila City, 

National Capital Region 

 @alyssamellark kattext lang sakin. Tinanong kung baliw 

ka raw ba 

 

  A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 @theagzmn ahhh sabihin mo hindi hahahaha 

 

  Thea Guzman @theagzmn 3 Feb 2015 

 @alyssamellark Ayyt. Nasabi ko na oo :(( 

  

  A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 @theagzmn aww sino ba yan :(( hahaha wait bat alam mo 

murit 😯 

  

 Thea Guzman @theagzmn 3 Feb 2015 

 @alyssamellark Si Woman In Black. Hahahaha. 

2/3/2015 

20:24:00 

https://twitter.com/theagz

mn/status/5625874276932

64896 

Conversation; associating 

or equating wild laughter or 

a certain kind of laughter 

with those in mental 

hospitals; use of the phrase 

'takas ng mental' as an 

insult (classification) or a 

joke 

Low Tweeting for sociability and connectedness 

(to interact); use of 'takas ng mental' to 

refer to laughing alone--something people 

associate with being mentally deranged 



Kapampangan kaya ako 😉 

  

  A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 @theagzmn shocks ayoko na wag ganyan 😰😰😰😭😭😭 

weeeeh 

  

  Thea Guzman @theagzmn 3 Feb 2015 

 @alyssamellark HAHAHAHA. Wag kang gigising sa 

madaling araw. Baka magbukas nalang bigla pinto niyo. 

👻👻 

 

  A @alyssacortezzzz 3 Feb 2015 

 @theagzmn pinsan i hate you :((( 

  

  Thea Guzman @theagzmn 3 Feb 2015 Manila City, 

National Capital Region 

 @alyssamellark Hahaha. Labyuuuuuutoo 

E kasi ngaaaaa.... Bipolar ko ba haha 2/3/2015 

18:25:00 

https://twitter.com/theagz

mn/status/5625574383525

60129 

Short, no-context tweet; 

introspection/self-

description as bipolar; 

casual use of the term 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to express emotions; 

to describe oneself 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @theagzmn: 

User tweets to interact and to express her emotions; 

'bipolar' and 'takas ng mental' are used with negative 

connotations and show low awareness of mental health 

issues. 

     

 

163. E (@tearltell) Twitter bio/profile: "Eurosteppin' away from your bullshit"; profile photo is a couple portrait; cover photo is a stolen picture with a group of people 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Linsanity? Aba malupet yung akin. "ANSAYITY" 

(anxiety) jusko😆 

 #GrowingUpWithMyName 

 LIKE 

 1 

7/20/2015 

12:38:00 

https://twitter.com/tearltell

/status/622807804672212

992 

Anxiety used to refer to a 

name mashup 

Undefined Tweeting to establish her identity; to ride 

on a trend (interacting with others for 

sociability, connectedness and 

involvement) using the hashtag 



Si kim nabaliw na ulit. Tawag nga sa mental. Hahahaha 

@miraflies 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

 Almira 

 9:48 PM - 10 Jul 2015 

  Pasig City, National Capital Region 

 @teaearltell SI EARL TALAGA YON. HAHAHAHA 

😂😂 

7/10/2015 

21:48:00 

https://twitter.com/tearltell

/status/619503495566110

720 

Casual use/joking use of the 

term 'baliw' and 'mental' 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to describe an 

experience at the moment; use of 'mental' 

shows playfulness; use of mention and 

someone replying shows interacting for 

sociability 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @tearltell: User 

tweets to identify himselff and to talk about current 

experiences as well as to interact with others; use of 

mental health-related terms show playful and casual use in 

the case of the second tweet. 

     

 

164. Chacha Valena (@treeshaaaaaaa) Twitter bio/profile: "I once was lost. But now I am found. ❤"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a neon lights sign 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Sobrang bipolar ko nanaman. Pakshet. 4/10/2015 

0:45:00 

https://twitter.com/treesha

aaaaaa/status/5862082341

06519554 

Narrative; self-description 

as bipolar; no legitimization 

or details to show 

knowledge of the true 

meaning of the term; casual 

use of the term; 

classification of it as bad 

Low Tweeting to establish her belief about her 

personality; to experience extreme feelings 

safely; 'bipolar' to describe herself in a 

negative way. 

Weather y u so bipolar? Mas bipolar ka pa sakin 

huhuhuhu 

3/11/2015 

14:49:00 

https://twitter.com/treesha

aaaaaa/status/5755492034

15449600 

Use of the term 'bipolar' to 

refer to weather changes; 

frustration with the weather 

and with own attitude; 

casual use of the term 

Low Tweeting to establish her belief about her 

personality and out of habit/ranting (to talk 

about the weather)to experience extreme 

feelings safely; 'bipolar' to describe herself 

in a negative way. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@treeshaaaaaaa: User tweets to talk about herself and 

current experiences (the weather); to establish her beliefs 

as to her personality; use of 'bipolar' refers to changing 

moods and is used in a negative way indicating low 

literacy level. 

     

 



165. Alyssa Litao (@alyssamarieal) Twitter profile/bio: "a strong, wise, and outspoken woman is lethal"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is the New York skyline 

Tweet and content   Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Jgh and i am so tired and hungry and really really 

exhausted and sad and depressed and stressed 

5/4/2015 

20:22:00 

https://twitter.com/alyssa

marieal/status/595201771

963752449 

Narrative; 

associating/equating 

negative feelings with 

being clinically depressed; 

casual/colloquial use of the 

term 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions and 

experience catharsis; perhaps out of habit 

as well; use of 'depressed' to mean sadness 

or a negative mood 

es @wtvrxester 22 Mar 2015 

  @alyssamarieal I'm sad that I wasn't able to see you 

yesterday :(( 

   

  Alyssa Litao @alyssamarieal 22 Mar 2015 Pasay City, 

National Capital Region 

  @estttuuurrr today's my show kasi eh :((( it's alright, 

we're gonna meet next time! 😊 

 

  es @wtvrxester 22 Mar 2015 

  @alyssamarieal oh!!! bring me with you :((( 

 

  Alyssa Litao @alyssamarieal 22 Mar 2015 Pasay City, 

National Capital Region 

  @estttuuurrr i'm already at MOA hahaha seems like 

you're having a bad case of PCD 😳 

  1 retweet 0 likes 

 

  es @wtvrxester 22 Mar 2015 

  @alyssamarieal I KNOW!!! YOULL EXPERIENCE 

THIS AFTER THE CONCERT AND YOULL CRY 

WHEN THEY START SINGING NA 😭 

   

  Alyssa Litao 

  @alyssamarieal 

  @estttuuurrr I KNOW JDUSODND I'M STILL NOT 

READY FOR THIS I'M GOING TO BE DEPRESSED 

FOR 1 YEAR AFTER TONIGHT 😭😭 

  LIKE 

  1 

 

3/22/2015 

13:11:00 

https://twitter.com/alyssa

marieal/status/579510660

981084160 

"Post-concert depression" 

(PCD) is mentioned; 

depression is used as a 

buzzword to refer to sad 

feelings after the hype of a 

concert and being in a 

concert; colloquial use of 

the term 

Low Tweeting to interact and to express intense 

emotions; perhaps to identify herself as a 

fan as well as to interact with fellow fans; 

use of 'depressed' to refer to extreme 

sadness--PCD or post-concert depression 

has become a 'colloquialism' of the term 



    Alyssa Litao 

  @alyssamarieal 

  Stressed, 

  Depressed, 

  But still so stressed. 

  RETWEET 

  1 

  LIKES 

  2 

 

5/4/2015 

20:23:00 

https://twitter.com/alyssa

marieal/status/595202013

576597504 

Narrative; 

associating/equating 

negative feelings with 

being clinically depressed; 

casual/colloquial use of the 

term 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions and 

experience catharsis; perhaps out of habit 

as well; use of 'depressed' to mean sadness 

or a negative mood 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@alyssamarieal: User tweets to express her extreme 

emotions (stress at the end of a day, feelings about a 

concert; and to interact with others. Use of 'depressed' in 

her tweets shows a low or shallow understanding of the 

term. 

     

 

166. Yan Ong (@iamyan905) Twitter profile/bio: "九月五日。你会进还好吗？ Batch 2018"; profile photo is a picture with a friend; cover photo is a landscape (Taal Lake) 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I should be celebrating because one week out of school, 

but for some weird reason, I woke up depressed. 😔😣 

3/28/2015 

8:34:00 

https://twitter.com/iamyan

905/status/581615214346

432512 

Narrative; 

associating/equating 

negative feelings with 

being clinically depressed; 

casual/colloquial use of the 

term 

Low Tweeting to share feelings; to 

reinforce/establish beliefs; use of 

'depressed' to refer to a mood 

How I spent my day : watched tons of really emotional 

movies... No I'm not depressed. But damn... 

3/12/2015 

16:55:00 

https://twitter.com/iamyan

905/status/575943180991

926274 

Narrative; 

associating/equating 

negative feelings with 

being clinically depressed; 

casual/colloquial use of the 

term; denial of being 

'depressed' might show that 

the user has some 

knowledge of the term; but 

depression involves lack of 

interest in even one's 

hobbies, NOT negative 

feelings brought about by 

watching movies (unless 

she has been previously 

Low Tweeting to share feelings; to 

reinforce/establish beliefs (or in this case, 

deny an assumption); use of 'depressed' to 

refer to a mood; sharing of information 



diagnosed and considers 

this a trigger) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @iamyan905: 

User is already having her summer vacation and believes 

she should be happy but is somehow feeling 'depressed'--

tweeting to talk about personal experiences and express 

extreme emotions; despite the 'low' literacy level for both 

tweets, given the time frame of the tweets and the 

equating of 'depression' with watching emotional movies, 

the user might have some minimal knowledge on mental 

health. 

     

 

167. Clarisse (@andybacani) Twitter bio/profile: "Green Tanker. Lasallian. Bedan. All around hater. Ultimate Go-Getter. || SNAPCHAT: andybacani || clarissebacani@yahoo.com"; 

profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of the user looking out at the sea 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Kinda depressed about it.... 3/20/2015 

19:20:00 

https://twitter.com/andyba

cani/status/578873834574

454784 

Short, no-context tweet; 

describing self as 

depressed; apparent casual 

use of the term 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to express emotions; 

depression as a mood 

Don't give in to anxiety Clarisse. 

  LIKE 

  1 

6/23/2015 

20:20:00 

https://twitter.com/andyba

cani/status/613320791237

656577 

Anxiety, non anxiety 

disorder is being referred 

to. 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to express emotions 

in a safe place, and for catharsis 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @andybacani: 

User tweets short, no-context tweets out of habit or as a 

safe space to express her emotions/for catharsis; use of 

'depressed' in the first tweet shows low literacy level. 

     

 

  



 

168. Ed ✖ (@IcangLacring) Twitter profile/bio: "1 9 | PH | In a relationship with Edmar Demain ❤ | This profile is strictly prohibited to STALKERS! please be guided accordingly. 

Thank you!"; profile photo is a collage of portraits; cover photo is a screenshot of the user's boyfriend's message 'Marry me please mahal :*" 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Depressed 💔 @ C A N G Paradise 🌅 

https://instagram.com/p/2XGKBjpz7E/ 

5/7/2015 

8:38:00 

https://twitter.com/IcangL

acring/status/5961118697

91838208 

Photo is a close-up selfie; 

casual use of the term; no 

indication as to being 

properly informed/educated 

on the implications of the 

term. 

Low Post is to establish the user's identity/for 

her own enjoyment/out of habit; use of 

'depressed' shows uninformed use of the 

term 

"@psychologicaI: Saying "I'm tired" when you're actually 

just depressed and upset." 

1/25/2015 

12:20:00 

https://twitter.com/IcangL

acring/status/5592042069

43272961 

Retweet shows 

agreement/assent and 

perpetuation of the 

information; depressed 

treated as a mood; casual 

use of the term 

Low Retweeting to interact with a text/use it to 

reinforce a belief; to talk about her own 

feelings/experience them; 'depressed' as a 

mood 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @IcangLacring: 

User posts for her own enjoyment/to establish her 

identity/share information as well as to reinforce her 

beliefs by interacting with existing texts; use of 

'depressed' in both cases shows low literacy and equating 

it with a mood 

     

 

169. Ria Matos (@iyangmatos) Twitter profile/bio: "a thousand moments that i had just taken for granted mostly bc i had assumed that there would be a thousand more"; profile 

photo and cover photo are both portraits 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Sa pagkaka-alala ko wala akonh inaral kagabi. 

Hahahahaha at syempre mental block ako kanina. Matic 

na yon hahaha 

  LIKE 

  1 

  -A 

10/6/2015 

19:15:00 

https://twitter.com/iyangm

atos/status/651355194706

362368 

Mental to refer to mental 

block 

Undefined Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience; use of 'mental' not related to 

mental health 

Heavy eyelids.. they are stressed and depressed af 8/15/2015 

20:55:00 

https://twitter.com/iyangm

atos/status/633623265919

959040 

Use of 'depressed' in the 

casual or colloquial sense; 

Low Tweeting to experience extreme emotions; 

'depressed' to refer to the feeling of 

extreme sadness (or tiredness) 



to refer to eyelids; self-

description 

Anxiety no 😥 8/3/2015 

8:35:00 

https://twitter.com/iyangm

atos/status/628001289998

323712 

Short, no-context tweet 

which connotes that the 

user is trying to tell anxiety 

to go away; not referent to 

anxiety disorder; tweeted 

some time after the 'anxiety 

attack' tweet but on its own 

this tweet doesn't show any 

indication as to the user 

knowing what an anxiety 

attack or disorder is 

Undefined Tweeting to talk about extreme emotions 

Anxiety attack.. here we go again 😥 8/3/2015 

6:16:00 

https://twitter.com/iyangm

atos/status/627966191550

631936 

Narrative; user appears to 

be going under an anxiety 

attack (whether she just 

feels anxious or is really 

going through an anxiety 

attack is not certain) 

Undefined Tweeting to talk about extreme emotions 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @iyangmatos: 

User tweets to talk about her extreme emotions (and 

perhaps out of habit as well, due to the frequency in a 

short timespan); use of mental health-related terms for the 

most part doesn't indicate literacy level, but the use of 

'depressed' to refer to her eyelids indicates casual use of 

the term 

     

 

170. Raymarc Maliwat (itsraymarc) Twitter bio/profile: "Barely Living."; profile photo is a portrait/selfie; cover photo is a bokeh shot of decorative lights 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

I mean everyone gets depressed once in a while.. we just 

have to suck it up and let it out.. 

7/8/2015 

18:47:00 

https://twitter.com/itsraym

arc/status/6187330233038

31552 

Generalization; casual use 

of the term and faulty 

statements about depression 

(treating it as a mood that 

can easily be 'sucked up' or 

released) 

Low Tweeting to establish/reinforce the user's 

beliefs; to share information; use of 

'depressed' to refer to a mood--uninformed 

use of the term 



I really don't understand suicidal tendencies.. 

 RETWEET 

 1 

 LIKE 

 1 

  

  ben lyons @ben_balvegas 8 Jul 2015 

 @itsraymarc they talk about problems of THE world n 

how they feel!! It's a way of sayin if yer better try n take 

me out but yer goin too 

7/8/2015 

18:46:00 

https://twitter.com/itsraym

arc/status/6187328179969

06496 

Question about suicidal 

tendencies 

Low Tweeting to establish/reinforce the user's 

beliefs/to collect information; to interact as 

well with others 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @itsraymarc: 

User tweets to talk about his beliefs and perhaps to collect 

information as well (by expressing how he doesn't 

understand some things); use of mental health-related 

terms show low literacy/awareness, especially in the 2nd 

tweet where it is directly stated that he doesn't understand 

suicidal people. 

     

 

171. Elizahfy09 (@jucquarify09) Twitter profile/bio: "GOD 1st • MUSIC, ART & FOOD is LIFE. I'm currently studying at DLS-CSB taking AB-FDM. I LOVE CAFFEINE"; profile 

photo is a portrait and cover photo says 'God's (not) dead.' 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Ate too much cookies. Ate too much nuts. Ate too much 

everything. Drowned myself with water. YES, I'M 

UTTERLY DEPRESSED #NOCHILLPHILIPPINES 

3/21/2015 

23:27:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/57930332593

9568640 

Narrative; 

equating/associating stress 

eating with depression 

Low Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience/share information; reinforcing 

her identity/belief especially through the 

use of the hashtag and all caps; to 

experience extreme emotions 

I'm UTTERLY SAD AND DEPRESSED because of a 

book 

4/11/2015 

23:54:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/58692026854

0420097 

Narrative; self-description; 

treating depression as a 

mood (book doesn't seem to 

be a trigger for diagnosed 

clinical depression) 

Low Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience/share information; reinforcing 

her identity/belief especially through the 

use of all caps; to experience extreme 

emotions 

Why do I feel so depressed all of a sudden? 6/16/2015 

15:58:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/61071807915

7342210 

Casual use of the term 

'depressed'; overstatement 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions 

safely 

Mom used to support me on fangirling when I was 

depressed and sick of living life. Now that she sees that 

I'm okay, she calls me CRAZY. 

6/27/2015 

22:19:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/61480024928

7094273 

Casual use of the term 

'depressed'; overstatement 

perhaps though it may have 

been a stage that may have 

been a case of depression 

Low Tweeting to talk about a personal 

experience and/or to establish her identity 

(in relation to her mom and being a fan 

girl); ranting about a person/expressing 

extreme emotions; 'depressed' was used to 



refer to a phase--something depression is 

not 

People be hating what I tweet because I'm retarded af 4/28/2015 

8:40:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/59285083765

7034753 

Casual use of the word 

retarded; classifying 

retarded as 'bad' or 

negative; self-description 

Low Tweeting to share a personal 

experience/reinforce her identity; 'retarded' 

used casually 

I'm such a BIPOLAR person 4/13/2015 

23:52:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/58764444000

6627330 

Casual use of the term 

bipolar; self-description 

Low Tweeting to share a personal 

experience/reinforce her identity; 'bipolar' 

used casually 

Everyone has suicidal tendencies, I admit that I do. 4/13/2015 

9:29:00 

https://twitter.com/Jucquar

ify09/status/58742728388

0714241 

Generalization (faulty); 

assumption 

Low Tweeting to share a personal 

experience/reinforce her identity; faulty 

assumption 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Jucquarify09: 

User's tweets showed extreme emotions expressed online, 

especially in relation to what other people think of her or 

say about her; user also expressed her identity through the 

tweets (as having problems that are possibly mental 

health-related, being a fan girl); use of the mental health-

related terms showed exaggeration or overstatement on 

their own, but taken as a whole they show that the user 

might actually be of 'middling' awareness on mental 

health issues--she may have some problems worth looking 

into by a psychiatrist, though she uses the terms lightly in 

the tweets. 

     

 

  



172. a devoted JLo (@KneeecaReyes) Twitter profile/bio: "a devoted Jlo and strong enough to keep going"; profile photo is a mirror selfie and cover photo is a screencap from a 

conversation saying 'Love you so much!! :)) enjoy your day!' 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

@JoaquinRedReyes you also make people feel depressed.. 7/18/2015 

16:09:00 

https://twitter.com/Kneeec

aReyes/status/6223173229

51196672 

Reply; no-context 

tweet/conversation 

Undefined Tweeting to interact with others; use of 

'depressed' as a mood like sadness 

depressed. 7/18/2015 

17:41:00 

https://twitter.com/Kneeec

aReyes/status/6223402826

80356864 

Short, no-context tweet; 

could be in reference to the 

user's own feeling 

depressed or being 

depressed 

Undefined Tweeting to experience extreme emotions 

safely and/or out of habit; 'depressed' used 

as a mood 

Im freaking depressed to see you... 10/3/2015 

21:06:00 

https://twitter.com/Kneeec

aReyes/status/6502957497

84137728 

Narrative; description of 

feelings regarding another 

person; casual/wrong use of 

the term 'depressed' 

Low Tweeting to experience extreme emotions 

safely and/or out of habit; 'depressed' used 

as a mood 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@KneeecaReyes: User tweets to interact with others and 

to express her own moods; 'depressed' was used in all 3 

tweets and was used not in the proper/scientific sense but 

to refer to the user's current mood. 

     

 

173. #WeAreTheNight (@American_R3b3l) Twitter profile/bio: "Steve Grand | Todd Carey | MKTO | Justin Bieber follows ✞ Perfume Genius replied ✞ Rajiv Dhall | Jake Miller | 

Sky Ferreira favorited"; profile photo and cover photo are the same picture: a collage of album art from Madonna, Steve Grand, Tame Impala and Lana del Ray 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessment 

of literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and gratifications 

for tweeting and for using keywords 

I really hate inconsistent Twitter people. 

  One day, their feeling is sad, lonely, depressed, & angry 

  The other day, they feel happy. 

3/21/2015 

2;54 

https://twitter.com/Americ

an_R3b3l/status/57899302

3897378816 

Narrative; casual use of 

'depressed' and treating it as 

a mood. 

Low Tweeting to establish beliefs; 'depressed' to 

refer to a mood (given the context and 

composition of the tweet) 

#InaaminKo There is that one depressed family who're 

always paranoid & like to care what's not their business. 

  LIKE 

  1 

3/9/2015 

21:11:00 

https://twitter.com/Americ

an_R3b3l/status/57492048

4589993984 

Narrative; classification of 

depressed as bad; wrong 

use of the term depressed; 

does not match up with the 

definition of clinical 

depression 

Low Tweeting to share information, interact 

with others (use of the hashtag); 

'depressed' doesn't seem to refer to the 

illness in the proper way given its 

proximity to 'paranoid' and the description 

the user gives 



Maybe that's how social media work. 😔😕 Bipolar People 

😷😲 

3/12/2015 

9:17:00 

https://twitter.com/Americ

an_R3b3l/status/57582794

3265427456 

Tweet gives no details or 

context; describing people 

as bipolar. 

Undefined Tweeting to establish beliefs and to 

describe others; 'bipolar' used casually 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@American_R3b31: User tweets to share 

information/personal experiences as well as her own 

beliefs; user appears to throw around mental health-

related terms very casually to describe other people's 

behavior 

     

 

174. lyndonbutowski (@lyndoncostes) Twitter profile/bio: No bio; profile photo is a portrait of the user doing the 'pabebe' wave of Aldub; cover photo is a cropped picture/animation 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

#depressed 

  LIKES 

  2 

  tisha 

11/8/2015 

0:07:00 

https://twitter.com/lyndon

costes/status/66302491544

4948993 

Use of hashtag to make 

'depressed' a buzzword; no 

context or details as to 

symptoms of depression, 

knowledge of depression 

Undefined Tweeting and use of the hashtag to identify 

the user's current mood/share an 

experience/experience emotion and 

express it; as well as to interact with the 

community using the same hashtag as well 

“@lattelight_: Dumaan ka lang pala sa buhay ko para 

saktan ako @babygirlziee” MAGING KAYO NALANG!! 

Tas hanapan niyo na ako ng bf :( 

 

  steffi @babygirlziee 9 Nov 2015 

  @lyndoncostes @lattelight_ LOOKING FOR: 

FOREVER. hanap tayo nyan sa Z6 

   

  lyndonbutowski 

  @lyndoncostes 

  “@babygirlziee: @lyndoncostes @lattelight_ 

LOOKING FOR: FOREVER. hanap tayo nyan sa Z6” nxt 

sat mga sers!! Depressed ako need ko yan 

  LIKE 

  1 

11/9/2015 

1:08:00 

https://twitter.com/lyndon

costes/status/66340273491

8369280 

Conversation; casual use of 

the term 'depressed' 

Low Retweeting with a reply to interact with 

friends for sociability/connectedness; to 

establish/reinforce identity through what 

others said in the conversation (giving 

context to replies); use of 'depressed' to 

refer to a mood or phase, not the illness 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @lyndoncostes: 

User tweets to talk about his emotions as well as to 

interact with others; second tweet (thread) indicates casual 

use of the term 'depressed' and a low literacy level for 

mental health issues. 

     

 

  



175. Jor-El Simons (@JorElSimons) Twitter bio/profile: "I'm Fergalicious."; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is an illustration 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

Depressed af 'cause I have to go back to Mandaluyong. 

Huhuhu. 

 4:31 PM - 8 Apr 2015 

  Las Pinas City, National Capital Region 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Jor-El Simons @JorElSimons 8 Apr 2015 Mandaluyong 

City, National Capital Region 

 @annamagsss: I'm torn af. Huhuhu. 

 

 Tweet unavailable 

  Jor-El Simons @JorElSimons 8 Apr 2015 

 @annamagsss: G na di next year ah! 😄 

 0 retweets 1 like 

 

  Marty Amarra @martyeism 8 Apr 2015 

 @AnnicanXOXO keribells lng 

 

  Jor-El Simons @JorElSimons 8 Apr 2015 Las Pinas 

City, National Capital Region 

 @martyeism l: Can I like just sleep forevs. 

 

4/8/2015 

16:31:00 

https://twitter.com/JorElSi

mons/status/58572167542

7278848 

Treating depression as a 

mood; casual use in 

conversation. 

Low Tweeting to talk about emotions and to 

share information, later, to interact for 

sociability/reciprocal communication; use 

of 'depressed' to refer to sadness. 

Shet, I might be bipolar or something. 3/9/2015 

16:49:00 

https://twitter.com/JorElSi

mons/status/57485446733

1358720 

Speculation; introspection; 

there is doubt as to whether 

user is bipolar but he might 

be seeing symptoms of the 

sort. 

Middling Tweeting to speculate on 

identity/establish the user's belief (or 

speculation); careful or speculative tone 

might indicate that the user has some 

knowledge on the term 'bipolar' and 

doesn't assume and use it loosely. 



I'm having an anxiety attack, fu*k, fu*k. 

 LIKE 

 1 

   Steph @hltrskltrstzy 5 Mar 2015 

 @AnnicanXOXO talk to me. What's up? 

 

  Jor-El Simons @JorElSimons 5 Mar 2015 Mandaluyong 

City, National Capital Region 

 @hltrskltrstzy: CAN'T EVEN UNDERSTAND WHY. 

 

  Steph @hltrskltrstzy 5 Mar 2015 

 @AnnicanXOXO water. Breathe. Sometimes I drink beer 

and it goes away. Try it, goooo. Luv u 😘 

  

  Bea Perrygreen @BeaPerry03 5 Mar 2015 

 @AnnicanXOXO calm yourself. Get a brown paperbag 

3/5/2015 

15:07:00 

https://twitter.com/JorElSi

mons/status/57337937617

7274880 

Conversation; reaching out 

to the user who says he is 

having an anxiety attack. 

Might be worth looking 

into as a valid use of the 

term. 

Middling Tweeting to express extreme emotions; to 

interact with others to release these 

emotions 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @JorElSimons: 

User tweets to express his emotions safely and to 

speculate as to the nature of what he is going through 

without assuming sans a diagnosis; also to interact with 

others. The first tweet shows casual use of the term, but 

the tweets in general show using Twitter to express 

extreme emotions. 

     

 

 

176. AVEL (@mariaveldmd) Twitter profile/bio: "DMD | God's servant | Ambivert | La vie est belle :)"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo says 'Even though it's hard, life is good.' 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

Obsessed, depressed at the same time. 6/15/2015 

10:34:00 

https://twitter.com/mariav

eldmd/status/6102740226

68943361 

Narrative; no legitimization 

of symptoms though OCD 

and depression can be 

experienced by the same 

person; unsure if casual use 

of term or informed 

Undefined Tweeting to establish/reinforce her 

identity or belief OR to express extreme 

emotions in a safe place; use of mental 

health terms doesn't indicate whether the 

user knows little or a lot about mental 

health 

🎧🎶 Not a single salty tear, not a feeling in my chest. 

Baby I'm feeling no stress. I'm too fly to be depressed. 

7/1/2015 

10:49:00 

https://twitter.com/mariav

eldmd/status/6160760239

35799296 

Lyrics from Ne-yo's post-

breakup song "Go On Girl" 

Undefined Tweting to talk about a song (probably 

being listened to at the moment); 

tweeting as a habit while listening to 

music? 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user @mariaveldmd: 

User's tweets, besides song lyrics, talks about extreme 

emotions (that the user could be experiencing) and 

indicates tweeting to express them and perhaps out of 

habit as well; literacy level could not be identified through 

the tweets due to a lack of indicators or context clues. 

     

 

 

177. Jolo Gonzales Ü (JoloGonzaless) Twitter bio/profile: "AMDG • ne me dérange pas"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo is a picture with the word 'Clashkarian' on it. 

Tweet and content  Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

I dont really know what to do. Am I suicidal or depressed. 4/8/2015 

1:31:00 

https://twitter.com/JoloGo

nzaless/status/5854952419

49630464 

Narrative; asking of a 

question/introspection; 

feelings may actually lie on 

the side of clinical 

depression or suicidal 

tendencies but user doesn't 

show a lot of knowledge on 

the topic. 

Middling Tweeting to express extreme feelings in a 

safe place; use of suicidal/depressed 

might be used correctly (based on how 

the user uses them--not in a joking way 

and no indication as to using them to 

refer to mood swings or sadness) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@JoloGonzaless: User is expressing extreme emotions in 

this tweet; tweet shows that the user doesn't know what he 

is experiencing exactly so it can't be a high literacy level; 

at the same time it doesn't appear to be casual use of the 

term (indicating low literacy), so 'middling' was assigned 

to this tweet. 

     

 

 

178. Dench Morales (@moralesdench) Twitter profile/bio: "while you were away"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a photograph/video still with the sentence 'Too long till I 

drown in your hands; Too long since I've been a fool' superimposed on it 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

"@bernardeeeesse: You know the feeling when youre so 

depressed and sad.. you 'lamon'" 😭😭😭😂 

  LIKE 

  1 

  bernpoli 

1/5/2015 

22:06:00 

https://twitter.com/morale

sdench/status/5521039418

91059713 

Retweet to show 

agreement/empathhy; 

treating depression as a 

mood that can be cured by 

stress eating; associating it 

with ordinary sadness  

Low Retweeting to interact/show empathy; to 

reinforce identity using a text; use of 

'depressed' to mean sad 



"@psychologicaI: That moment when you randomly feel 

depressed for no apparent reason may indicate that you're 

actually missing someone." 💁💁💁 

3/1/2015 

10:58:00 

https://twitter.com/morale

sdench/status/5718669943

55544064 

Retweet to show 

agreement/empathy; no 

factual basis because 

depression here is treated as 

a mood swing. 

Low Retweeting to interact/show empathy; to 

reinforce identity using a text; sharing 

'information'; use of 'depressed' to mean 

'sad' 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@moralesdench: User's retweets show lack of 

understanding for mental health issues--empathy 

expressed with statements equating sadness with 

depression. 

     

 

179. cosette (@unwantedlwt) Twitter bio/profile: "without them there is no me"; profile photo is a girl (the user? or a stock photo?) smoking; cover photo is a picture of a digital 

clock at 11:11 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

BROKEN. DEPRESSED. SAD. SHATTERED. 

CRUSHED. NOT FINE AT ALL. 

3/20/2015 

0:27:00 

https://twitter.com/unwant

edlwt/status/57859353204

4128257 

Taken on its own this tweet 

seems to show legitimate 

feelings that may be 

associated with mental 

illnesses--worth looking 

into by experts. 

Middling Tweeting to express extreme emotions 

safely; for catharsis as well 

Sad, broke, crushed, depressed, 

   

  But get well soon zayn, 

  very very soon @zaynmalik  

   

  #HaveAGoodRestZayn 

3/20/2015 

0:44:00 

https://twitter.com/unwant

edlwt/status/57859787300

1979904 

Attempt to interact with a 

celebrity (Zayn Malik); 

equating negative feelings 

about his not being in the 

concert with depression; 

casual use of the 

term/overstatement 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions 

safely; for catharsis as well and to try to 

interact/have a parasocial relationship 

with Zayn Malik; use of hashtag to 

interact with Zayn and other fans/to 

identify herself as a fan 

Overall interpretation of tweets from @unwantedlwt: User 

tweets to talk about (and attempt to talk to) Zayn Malik, 

and to identify herself as a part of the 1D fanbase; she also 

tweets the mental health-related terms in a way that may 

be exaggeration or may be some extreme emotions 

needing expression. It is interesting to note that given the 

setting of the tweets the first tweet may also be due to the 

One Direction concert. 

     

 

  



180. Aryan Mey (@yhanglavigne) Twitter bio/profile: "media practitioner | pre-lawyer in the making | Red Warrior"; profile photo is a selfie and cover photo is a picture of shoes as 

the photographer stands in a grassy field 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

stressed, depressed 😞 7/1/2015 

0:49:00 

https://twitter.com/yhangl

avigne/status/6159252408

88078336 

Overstatement; 

associating/equating being 

stressed or tired with 

depression 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions 

safely/for catharsis; perhaps out of habit as 

well 

sometimes bipolar 😔 4/9/2015 

20:49:00 

https://twitter.com/yhangl

avigne/status/5861488617

53724928 

Casual use of the term 

bipolar; treating it as a 

mood 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions 

safely/for catharsis; perhaps out of habit as 

well or to describe herself/others 

stressed and depressed. 

 RETWEET 

 1 

1/25/2015 

15:36:00 

https://twitter.com/yhangl

avigne/status/5592533589

01350400 

Overstatement; 

associating/equating being 

stressed or tired with 

depression 

Low Tweeting to express extreme emotions 

safely/for catharsis; perhaps out of habit as 

well 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @yhanglavigne: 

User's short tweets showed the use of Twitter to express 

extreme emotions safely/for catharsis, and probably out of 

habit as well (spur-of-the-moment tweets) and to describe 

a person; use of mental health terms treated the illnesses 

as moods (low awareness) 

     

 

  



 

181. Cuatro (@xlrdl) Twitter bio/profile: "i'm tired with my life|| sc and intagram: xlrdl"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo shows an iPhone with the logo of The Vamps on the 

screen 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

May nakawala po sa mental dito pakibalik po @libyarry 

 LIKE 

 1 

 

  Athena @libyarry 1 Feb 2015 

 @lalalalalarraaa huhu ayoko na gusto ko nalang magaral 

 

  Cuatro @xlrdl 1 Feb 2015 

 @libyarry nagaaral ka 

2/1/2015 

21:06:00 

https://twitter.com/xlrdl/st

atus/56187333976589107

2 

Conversation; referring to a 

friend as 'nakawala sa 

mental'; classification as 

negative and casual/joking 

use of the term 

Low Tweeting to interact with others and to 

describe current experiences (perhaps out 

of habit due to the blow-by-blow/liveblog 

nature of the tweet); use of 'nakawala sa 

mental' to refer to a friend in a playful way 

Bipolar -.- 

 RETWEET 

 1 

1/4/2015 

0:45:00 

https://twitter.com/xlrdl/st

atus/55160023523173171

3 

Short, thought-bubble, no 

context tweet 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit/to experience 

extreme emotions safely (whether ranting 

about someone else or describing herself) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @xlrdl: User 

tweets to interact with others as well as to express extreme 

emotions/describe oneself (in the second tweet); user may 

also be tweeting out of habit; use of mental health-related 

terms shows low/undefined literacy level on mental health 

issues 

     

 

182. (cloud symbol) (@xclaudiagarcia) Twitter bio/profile: "you're cold and I burn I guess I'll never learn"; profile photo is a couple photo; cover photo shows silhouetted people 

with the text 'There's been a piece of glass found and a terrible sound.' 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

It's either I'm extremely clever and witty or I'm a 100% 

retarded, there is no in between. 😂 

7/9/2015 

19:29:00 

https://twitter.com/xclaudi

agarcia/status/6191060374

47000064 

Narrative; classification; 

association; self-description 

as retarded as opposed to 

being clever and witty 

(treating the two as 

antonyms); casual use of 

the term 

Low Tweeting to establish/reinforce the user's 

beliefs or identity; use of 'retarded' to refer 

to an opposite of being 'witty'; casual use 

of the term 

anxiety coarsing through my veins that keeps my heart 

pumping for some confusing reason 

7/4/2015 

18:13:00 

https://twitter.com/xclaudi

agarcia/status/6172751094

35293696 

Anxiety as a feeling; no 

reference to anxiety 

disorder (improper use of 

the term) or knowledge on 

the fact 

Undefined Tweeting to experience emotions safely; 

perhaps tweeting out of habit as well and 

to establish identity 



@ilopezpauline @alltimewendy sorry na depressed kasi 

kagabi 😂 tambak ng pepero at kinder bueno dito 

hahahaha 

6/19/2015 

9:53:00 

https://twitter.com/xclaudi

agarcia/status/6117133658

37131776 

Conversation; narrative; 

treating depression as a 

fleeting feeling; casual use 

of the term 

Low Tweeting to interact for 

sociability/connectedness; to share 

information (about the user herself); use of 

'depressed' to refer to a mood the user 

experienced 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@xclaudiagarcia: User tweets to talk about her personal 

experiences/to describe herself as well as to interact with 

others; the use of mental health terms show low literacy 

due to casual use of the terms 'retarded' and 'depressed' to 

refer to moods the user experienced. 

     

 

183. skittles (@wayasfries) Twitter bio/profile: "saging lang ang may puso, saging lang"; profile photo is a portrait and cover photo is a picture of a lot of Jollibee mascots 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Im too mental to go crazy, im too drunk to be pure and my 

mind is playing tricks on me and i cant sleep tonight cos 

im so tired 

4/26/2015 

22:08:00 

https://twitter.com/wayasf

ries/status/5923293670170

29632 

Lyrics from the song Lazy 

Bones by Green Day; no 

indication as to the user's 

knowledge on the subject 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit or to 

establish/reinforce identity in relation to a 

text (the song) 

With an angel face and a taste for suicidal 3/14/2015 

18:56:00 

https://twitter.com/wayasf

ries/status/5766982877527

49057 

Lyrics from the song St. 

Jimmy by Green Day; no 

indication as to the user's 

knowledge on the subject 

Undefined Tweeting out of habit or to 

establish/reinforce identity in relation to a 

text (the song) 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @wayasfries: 

User's tweets using mental health terms consisted only of 

lyrics that were tweeted and thus the literacy level of the 

user cannot be pinpointed 

     

 

184. MANANG SAWI (@warriormatoki) Twitter bio/profile: "you don't give me premature ventricular contractions. นะ แต่งงานกบัฉนันะ ..... โอม เมาส"์; profile photo is a portrait; 

cover photo is a couple photo 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Im so depressed. I dont like it lol who likes being 

depressed anyway 

9/4/2015 

1:33:00 

https://twitter.com/warrior

matoki/status/6394914303

06594816 

Narrative; overstatement; 

casual use of the term 

'depressed'; no proof as to 

whether the user actually 

knows about depression 

Low Tweeting to experience emotions safely; 

might be casual use of the term based on 

phrasing and usage 



Mental breakdown jinjja oh mah ghad im still stressed out 

abt it 

8/6/2015 

19:59:00 

https://twitter.com/warrior

matoki/status/6292605248

32755712 

Narrative; self-described as 

undergoing a mental 

breakdown; feelings are 

valid but no indication as to 

whether the user knows 

exactly what a mental 

breakdown is; a mental 

breakdown involves not 

being able to function 

normally anymore. 

Low Tweeting to experience emotions safely; 

might be casual use of the term based on 

phrasing and usage 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@warriormatoki: User tweets to express his intense 

emotions in a safe space; use of mental health-related 

terms appear to be of casual use which was based on there 

not being enough indications for them being informed 

uses of the terms. 

     

 

185. anya (@Vsriel) Twitter profile/bio: "semi-active || Happy endings don't exist || Was @bvdwclf"; profile photo is a picture of Padme Amidala from the Star Wars franchise; 

cover photo is a landscape at night 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Ocd people be liek 

  

 Shit its 6:32 well then im going to school at 7:30 

3/23/2015 

6:43:00 

https://twitter.com/Vsriel/s

tatus/57977555193142476

8 

Casual use of the term; 

associating/equating a little 

habit with having an entire 

disorder; disdainful tone of 

the tweet; assumption that 

all people with that disorder 

behave that way about time 

(this is not true) 

Low Tweeting to establish a belief; use of 'ocd' 

to describe others in a casual 

sense/exaggerated or inaccurate way 

Sorry but I have to defend the site that tries to cheer up 

millions of depressed people 

 LIKE 

 1 

2/23/2015 

0:55:00 

https://twitter.com/Vsriel/s

tatus/56954107166491443

3 

Narrative; casual use of the 

term; contains an argument 

about defending a website, 

though this is not explicitly 

mentioned in the tweet; no 

details 

Undefined Tweeting to identify and establish beliefs; 

use of 'depressed' to assume on the mental 

state of a lot of people but no indication as 

to legitimacy or being factual 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @Vsriel: User 

tweets to establish beliefs; use of mental health-related 

terms show low or undefined literacy level. 

     

 

  



186. Reynaldo Ted Penas (^2) (@trewaldo) Twitter profile/bio: "Engineer. Professor. Techno-preneur. Voice-over Talent. Sportscaster. Shock Absorber. Dreamer. Sith-Lord"; 

profile photo is a couple photo; cover photo shows wedding rings 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

Mistaking hunger over anxiety. 3/7/2015 

15:57:00 

https://twitter.com/trewald

o/status/57411653946654

3104 

Narrative; refers to anxiety 

and not the disorder. No 

indication as to if the user 

knows about the mental 

health term. 

Undefined Tweeting to share a personal 

experience/perhaps out of habit (spur of 

the moment type of tweet) 

:) @CoolestLifeHack: Study: People who spend more 

time checking Facebook notifications, tweets and emails 

are more likely to be depressed. 

2/26/2015 

10:07:00 

https://twitter.com/trewald

o/status/57076713078788

5056 

Retweet from another 

'quote/fact' account; not 

backed up by research; it is 

factual, though. 

Middling Retweet to share information, reinforce 

beliefs; use of 'depressed' in the clinical 

sense. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @trewaldo: 

User tweets to share personal experiences and to reinforce 

his beliefs by retweeting; tweet with a definable literacy 

level shows some knowledge on mental health issues 

     

 

187. yannie <3 BAP/LC (@yooheungjae) Twitter profile/bio: "Michael Jackson | BAP | BTS | Girl groups | Daniel Padilla | Kathryn Bernardo | Coco Martin | Bela Padilla |"; profile 

photo is a picture of a Korean celebrity and cover photo is a collage of Korean celebrities 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for 

using keywords 

Sometimes i doubt Bangtan's mental stability. #ILoveBTS 1/1/2015 

23:38:00 

https://twitter.com/yooheu

ngjae/status/55067755468

0451072 

Referencing a Korean 

celebrity due to 'wacky 

attitude' 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to share 

information/establish identity as a fan or 

beliefs (on the celebrity); use of hashtag 

to interact with the community or identify 

herself; use of 'mental stability' for 

playful reference/casual use 

I'M SURE THEY'LL GET A DAESANG IN THE 

FUTURE 

   

  BUT I'M STILL DEPRESSED BCOS OF MANY 

REASONS 

1/15/2015 

20:00:00 

https://twitter.com/yooheu

ngjae/status/55569609468

9361920 

Narrative; 

equating/associating 

depression with strong 

feelings 

Low Tweeting out of habit/to share 

information/establish identity as a fan or 

beliefs (on the celebrity); use of caps to 

show intense emotion; use of 'depressed' 

to overstate an emotion 

You look depressed whut happened (photo: 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/B9OvhzTCEAASHzC.jpg) 

2/7/2015 

17:07:00 

https://twitter.com/yooheu

ngjae/status/56398738701

3816320 

Photo is of a selfie; casual 

use of the term 

Low Tweeting/posting a photo for personal 

enjoyment and perhaps out of habit and 

to establish her identity as well; use of 

'depressed' to describe a facial 

expression--casual use 



RT fot tagalog tbh 

   

  - ph stans tagalog nga e 

  - depressed cos wake up tour 😭😭 

  - no rt? Your bias is mine HAHA 

  RETWEETS 

  10 

  LIKE 

  1 

     

  yannie ❤ BAP/LC @yooheungjae 10 Feb 2015 

Caloocan City, National Capital Region 

  @legityaminohime depressed ako e -_- 

   

  Mad Cheska™ @legitmadcheska 10 Feb 2015 

  @thrustjimin_ bakit? whut happened? gwaenchana? 

   

  yannie ❤ BAP/LC @yooheungjae 10 Feb 2015 

Caloocan City, National Capital Region 

  @legityaminohime okay pa nman ako HAHA XD may 

bitch lng akong kaklase 

 

  Mad Cheska™ @legitmadcheska 10 Feb 2015 

  @thrustjimin_ upakan mo 

   

  yannie ❤ BAP/LC @yooheungjae 10 Feb 2015 

Caloocan City, National Capital Region 

  @thrustjimin_ hAHA NOTICE ME LOL 

   

  yannie ❤ BAP/LC @yooheungjae 10 Feb 2015 

Caloocan City, National Capital Region 

  @thrustjimin_ rt na hahaha 

   

  yannie ❤ BAP/LC @yooheungjae 10 Feb 2015 

Caloocan City, National Capital Region 

  @thrustjimin_ doing it latuuur haha 

   

2/10/2015 

23:30:00 

https://twitter.com/yooheu

ngjae/status/56517100169

2925954 

Conversation about K-pop; 

overstatement/casual use of 

mental health-related terms 

Low Tweeting to interact with others 

(sociability, connectedness, involvement, 

and to empathize with others); to identify 

herself as a fan and reinforce this 

identity; use of 'depressed' repeatedly to 

refer to a mood, not actual depression 



I think she got depressed cause her fellow baby KARA 

Youngji is so famous recently. But still. Why did she--- 

#RIPSojin 

2/25/2015 

16:56:00 

https://twitter.com/yooheu

ngjae/status/57050753627

4628608 

Speculation; in reference to 

a suicide incident involving 

a KPop star; incident 

resulted in media looking 

into working conditions; 

expression of opinion 

leaves room for doubt so 

user doesn't know a lot 

about mental health but 

there is minimal knowledge 

Middling Tweeting to identify herself as a fan, to 

talk about current events (to stay 

involved); to share information (her 

opinion on the issue); hashtag to inform 

others/reinforce a belief and to 

communicate with her fellow fans who 

know about the issue 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @yooheungjae: 

User's tweets had to do with Kpop, except for a selfie; 

tweeting was done to talk about things she was watching 

or her feelings about something (tweeting out of habit, to 

identify herself/reinforce her identity as a fan); to share 

information and to interact with others--fellow fans 

especially. Selfie tweet was perhaps out of habit or for the 

user's own personal enjoyment. Use of mental health-

related terms was to describe her emotions 

(overstatement), casual use of the term, and to refer to a 

Korean celebrity's suicide--this last tweet shows there 

may be some knowledge on mental health, at least when it 

comes to that news bit. 

     

 

188. Sheila Piamonte (@sheila_piamonte) Twitter profile/bio: "A girl with mind, A woman with attitude and a Lady with class:) Certified chocolate monster and a Future doctor:) 

IG: @sheilapiamonte"; profile photo is a portrait, cover photo is a collage of portraits/selfies 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Same birthday, different mental disorder 😂🙊🙊 

@ekdacara  #PsychMajor @ Our… 

https://instagram.com/p/64-

7FcGKUmZ7Qn9Pr0xuxUEU-MyvC_Nkbo24c0/ … 

8/27/2015 

22:35:00 

https://twitter.com/sheila_

piamonte/status/63690983

2730243072 

Narrative; user is a psych 

major; tweet using the term 

'mental disorder' appears to 

be casual use of the term 

(not befitting a psych 

major, perhaps?); photo is a 

couple photo 

Middling Tweeting to establish/reinforce a belief of 

the user (especially through the use of the 

hashtag); sharing information (that it's her 

birthday) 

Thank you for the beautiful memories ☺🙌👣 @ National 

Center for Mental Health 

https://instagram.com/p/3LKFIxmKUI/ 

5/27/2015 

13:35:00 

https://twitter.com/sheila_

piamonte/status/60343884

4097204226 

Location at NCMH; photo 

is of the user at the grounds 

of NCMH 

Undefined Tweet is an Instagram share as well; to 

establish/reinforce identity and perhaps out 

of habit as well for the user 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@sheila_piamonte: User tweets in order to share 

information about herself/establish her identity as 

someone who is at NCMH most of the time (as a nurse); 

use of 'mental' in the caption of the first tweet shows a 

surprising low/middling level of awareness on mental 

health issues due to casual use of the term. 

     

 

189. Ms. Tia Perfecto Twitter profile/bio: "maarte"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a picture of a branch with Christmas lights 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

woke up with the worst panic attack and anxiety attack 

ever. I didn't even know why I had it. 

10/5/2015 

7:41:00 

https://twitter.com/MsTia

Perfecto/status/650818036

174188545 

Narrative; the tone of the 

tweet shows 

feelings/symptoms worth 

looking in to even if it isn't 

clinically diagnosed at the 

time of the tweet; user 

might actually know what 

she is talking about 

Middling Tweeting to establish/reinforce identity 

and to relate a personal experience. 

ten days to go Hindi ko na mun problem ang traffic 

bipolar weather wlang tubig n pilipinas. 

9/29/2015 

23:04:00 

https://twitter.com/MsTia

Perfecto/status/648875942

249500672 

Bipolar used to describe 

changing weather patterns; 

tweet is perhaps in 

reference to an upcoming 

trip abroad; casual use of 

the term 'bipolar' 

Low Tweeting to share information/reinforce 

identity or the user's state at the moment 

(about to go abroad); may be out of habit 

as well; use of 'bipolar' was to refer to 

changing weather patterns. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user 

@MsTiaPerfecto: User tweets to talk about herself and 

her experiences (a panic attack, a trip abroad); may be out 

of habit as well; use of 'bipolar' shows low awareness, 

while referring to her experiences may be indicative of 

some awareness on mental health. 

     

 

  



190. jh3njh3n (@jr_recile) Twitter profile/bio: No bio; profile photo is a portrait of the user walking on a beach; cover photo is a picture of the user's feet, taken on a beach 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Ok na ko :) wag lang ako ma de depressed ult :D 

 LIKE 

 1 

3/30/2015 

8:41:00 

https://twitter.com/jr_recil

e/status/582341736170553

344 

Short, narrative tweet 

referring to user's feelings 

as being depressed again 

and again; no indication as 

to knowledge on what 

depression really is (it's not 

a mood swing) 

Low Tweeting to express her emotions in a safe 

place/for catharsis; use of the term shows 

treating of depression as a mood swing--to 

refer to her feelings 

Paulit ult na pag ka depressed 3/18/2015 

8:00:00 

https://twitter.com/jr_recil

e/status/577982977138774

016 

Short, narrative tweet 

referring to user's feelings 

as being depressed again 

and again; no indication as 

to knowledge on what 

depression really is (it's not 

a mood swing) 

Low Tweeting to express her emotions in a safe 

place/for catharsis; use of the term shows 

treating of depression as a mood swing--to 

refer to her feelings 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @jr_recile: 

User tweets to express her emotions in a safe place 

(online) and perhaps for catharsis or out of habit as well; 

use of mental health-related term (depression) was used to 

mean that the user is sad--low awareness/literacy 

     

 

191. Janella Quindao (@jaaanelle_) Twitter profile/bio: "always & forever | Snap: janellequindao"; profile photo is a selfie; cover photo is a picture of the user in a forest/secluded area 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

With the best-est! 🎭😂😭✔️ @ National Center for Mental 

Health https://instagram.com/p/2szDtbo2G_/ 

5/15/2015 

18:59:00 

https://twitter.com/jaaanell

e_/status/59916725409434

4192 

Location at NCMH; photo 

appears to be the user with 

classmates/colleagues who 

work/study there 

High Tweet is a Twitter share of an Instagram 

post; done to interact with others (people 

she is with in the picture--online and real-

life interaction); to establish her identity as 

part of a group; to show appreciation; 

location is at NCMH 



Smeagol being bipolar right now.  (photo: 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CAGyyr0UsAEgU76.jpg) 

   

  

 LIKES 

 5 

3/15/2015 

10:51:00 

https://twitter.com/jaaanell

e_/status/57693884346878

7714 

Picture shows 

Smeagol/Gollum on the 

TV/laptop while user 

watches Lord of the Rings; 

describing a character as 

bipolar; no indication as to 

what user really knows 

about the illness but the 

books/movie do show a 

descent into mental illness 

for Gollum (Smeagol 

became Gollum after being 

corrupted by the ring) 

Undefined Tweeting and taking a photo of movie 

being watched perhaps to enrich viewing 

experience or out of habit; to share 

information about the user's experience; 

term used to refer to a character in a text. 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @jaaanelle_: 

User tweets to share personal experiences (watching a 

movie, being with classmates), perhaps out of habit and to 

share information about herself and what she is doing at 

the moment; use of mental health-related terms happened 

only in the 2nd tweet, referring to a character who can 

legitimately be said to be bipolar/schizophrenic based on 

the researcher's own viewing of the movie and reading of 

the books. 

     

 

192. LJ (@eldyeyzi) Twitter profile/bio: "a walking paradox"; profile photo is a portrait; cover photo says 'Find what you love and let it kill you. -Bukowski.' 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

“@Scripture_Truth: Get rid of your of worries. Cast all 

your anxiety on Him because He cares for you. -1Peter 

5:7” 

4/16/2015 

1:06:00 

https://twitter.com/eldyeyz

i/status/588387939576516

608 

Bible quote; anxiety 

referred to not the same as 

anxiety disorder. 

Undefined Retweet to share information/inspire 

others; to establish/reinforce the user's 

beliefs and identity (as a Christian) 

The more pressure we get, the more depressed we 

become. 

 RETWEET 

 1 

1/22/2015 

19:32:00 

https://twitter.com/eldyeyz

i/status/558225614532902

913 

Social happenings could 

indeed be cause for 

depression but the user 

sems to be treating 

depression as something 

everyone experiences--

associating it or equating it 

with feelings of sadness and 

frustration. 

Low Tweeting to establish the user's belief; 

'depressed' to refer to a mood and perhaps 

to share information as well. 



Overall interpretation of tweets from user @eldyeyzi: 

User tweets to establish her beliefs and to share 

information as well; use of mental health terms (in the 

non-Bible quote tweet) indicates low understanding of the 

term 'depressed'. 

     

 

193. ZX (@zx_scealta) Twitter bio/profile: "dismantled thoughts"; profile photo is a portrait facing away from the camera; cover photo is a picture of a floral fabric 

Tweet and content Date and 

time 

L

i

n

k 

Textual features and 

interpretation 

Assessmen

t of 

literacy 

level 

Inferred intended uses and 

gratifications for tweeting and for using 

keywords 

Knowledge @TheKnowledge  14 Mar 2015 

Depressed people are likely to get colds more often while 

happy and energetic individuals get sick less often. 

183 retweets 291 likes 

 

ZX 

@zx_scealta 

“@TheKnowledge: Depressed people are likely to get 

colds more often while happy and energetic individuals 

get sick less often.” 

3/14/2015 

10:49:00 

https://twitter.com/zx_sce

alta/status/5765757686223

29856 

Retweet from a 'fact' 

account; though this 

contains to references a 

quick search shows this fact 

to actually be true. 

Middling. To share information with others; 

reinforce/establish beliefs of the user 

"@TheKnowledge: Singing when tensed helps you avoid 

anxiety and depression." 

3/13/2015 

11:32:00 

https://twitter.com/zx_sce

alta/status/5762243925327

58528 

Retweet from a 'fact' 

account; though this 

contains to references a 

quick search shows this fact 

to actually be true. 

Middling. To share information with others; 

reinforce/establish beliefs of the user 

Overall interpretation of tweets from user @zx_scealta: 

User retweets to share information and perhaps to 

reinforce her own beliefs; use of mental health terms 

shows some knowledge on mental health issues but the 

user quickly retweeted from an account that tweets 

without any research or sources. 

     

 


